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WE PUT EVERYTHING INTO 
OUR NEW 48-11N UNIVERSAL 
18v PROGRAMMER .  
2.7V 
3.317 
517 

FEATURES 
• Supports EPROMs, EEPROMs, Flash, Serial 
PROMs, BPROMs, PSDs, PALS, GALs, PEELs, 
MACH, MAX, EPLDs, and nearly 200 
Microcontrollers including 87C48/51, 89C51/52, 
PIC, MC705/711, ST6, Z86, COP etc. 

• Correct programming and verification at 1.8, 2.7, 
3.3 and 5V 

• No adapters required for DIL parts upto 48-pins. 
Universal adapters for 44-pin PLCC, 44-pin PSOP 
and 48-pin TSOP parts 

• High speed: programmes and verifies National 
27C512 in under 11 seconds 

• Connects directly to standard parallel port - no PC 
cards needed 

• Built in chiptester for 7400, 4000, 
DRAM, SRAM 

• Lightweight and mains or battery 
operation 

• Complete with parallel port cable, 
software, re-charger and 
documentation 

1695 
CE 

VISA 

Approved by major 
manufacturers 
including: 
AMO 

Microchip 
Arne! 
National 
Semiconductor 

TIEN 
ADDED MOIZE 
• FREE software device support upgrades 
via bulletin board and ftp 

• Next day delivery 

• Full range of adapters available From 
£65 for upto 84-pins for PLCC, 
SOIC, PSOP and TSOP 

PROGRAMMER MODELS AND PRICES 

(SUPPORT 
LV MODELS 

1.8V, 2.7V, 3.3V and 5V DEVICES) 
SPEEDMASTER 1000+ 

EPROMs, EEPROMs. Flash, NVRAMs, Serial 
PROMS, Serial EEPROMs, BPROMs. GALs. 
8748/51 £395 

EPMASTER LV 

EPROMs, EEPROMs, Flash. Serial PROMs. 
Serial EEPROMs 8 to 40 pins all without 
adapters. Built in emulator modules: 
128k by 8: £395 128k by 16: £465 

£295 MICROMASTER 1000+ 
EPROMs, EEPROMs, NVRAMs, Flash, Serial. 
BPROMs, PAls, GALs, PEELs, MACH. MU, PSD. 
nearly 200 microcontrollers without adapters. 

£525 

SPEEDMASTER LV EPROMs, EEPROMs Flash, NVRAMs, Serial 
PROMs, Sedal EEPRbMs, BPROMs, GALS, 
PALs. EPLDs, MACH. MAX. 8748/51. 

£495 SPEEDMASTER GLV32 High Speed EPROM/Flash 8 way Gang/Set 
Programmer. Supports 3.3V and 5V £695 

MICROMASTER LV 
EPROMs, EEPROMs, NVRAMs, Flash, Serial. 
BPROMs. PALS, GALs, PEELs, MACH, MAX, PSD. nearly 200 microcontrollers without 
adapters. 

£625 COP GANG 

PROGRAMMER 

8 way Gang programmer for National 
Semiconductor COP family of micros COP87x4. 
COP87Lxx and COP8SAx £1500 

LV40 PORTABLE 
All devices supported by Micromaster LV, plus 
completely portable with built in keypad and 
LCD display. 

£995 SOCKET ADAPTERS for PLCC. TSOP, SOIC, etc. from 
£65 

l prices exclude von and dellvery 

Ji a cop} oi our ,crioiogue giving ful details of progrœnmers, emulators, erasers, adaptors and logic catalysers, call, fax or e-mcd us. 
You an also access OW 885 or Home page. Al ow products mein stock now for next day dermery - cul our aedt cad latrine now. 

ICE Technology Ltd. Penistone Court, Sheffield Road, Penistone, Sheffield, UK S36 6HP 
Tel: +44 (0)1226 767404 Fax: +44 (0)1226 370434 BBS: +44 (0)1226 761181 (14400, 8N1) 

Web: www.icetech.com. Email: sales@icetech.com 
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14 ANALOGUE INPUT 
WITHOUT WIRES 
Grab 8-bit analogue data over a wireless 
link via the printer port. Pei An's low-
power logger includes TurboPascal driver. 

10 TIME FOR A NEW CLOCK 
Digital circuits invariably rely on a global 
clock signal. Roy Rubenstein reports on the 
many benefits of getting rid of it. 

22 ANTENNAS FROM 
THE GROUND UP 
Working from the half-wave dipole to active 
designs, Ian Hickman explains antennas, 
visiting the Yagi and loop along the way. 

29 DIGITAL STORAGE, 
ANALOGUE PERFORMANCE 
When it comes to capturing very rare 
glitches, analogue oscilloscopes have the 
edge - or do they? Terry Marrinan explains. 

32 DIAGNOSING 
DISTORTIONS 
By analysing distortion residuals, it is 
possible to tell which part of a power 
amplifier is causing them, as Doug Self 
explains. 

40 HANDS-ON 
INTERNET 
Cyril's net news, focussed on the needs of 
circuit designers, includes information on 
how to get a stable 5V from a 1.5V cell. 

47 TEST POWER VALVES 
Examine how an af power valve performs 
both statically and dynamically using Theo 
Argiriadis' valve tester. 

52 PRECISION TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL 
Richard Lines looks at techniques available 
for controlling temperature, from simple 
feedback to PID. First of three articles. 

67 PROTOTYPING 
WITH SMDS 
A growing number of ICs are only available 
in surface-mount packaging. Nick Wheeler 
looks at ways of experimenting with them. 

77 COLOUR, STEREO TV 
IN 1941 
Stereoscopic television in colour seems a 
long way off, yet Baird gave a demonstration 
of it in 1941. Ray Herbert looks back. 

80 SPEAKERS' CORNER 
Woofer design. John Watkinson explains 
what you should look out for. 
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Microchips and megadeaths. 
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Robot lost in car park, DVD standards, 
Engineers' pay, 1.5Mbit phone trials, Censor 
sensor, UK r&d, Fast interne experiment. 
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Spark erosion, Distorted power interface, 
Misunderstanding capacitors, Which PM? 

71 NEW PRODUCTS 
Pick of the month: 
classified for your convenience. 

Reader offer 
Save £100 on VUTRAX 
professional PCB design 
package - see page 11. 
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F Langford-Smith 
Newnes has reprinted this 
invaluable and comprehensive 
work from the valve era. See 
page 21. 
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Strange though it may seem, a 
digital system can work more 
efficiently using asynchronous 
inter-circuit communication as 
opposed to the traditional global 
clock — see page 10. 

58 CIRCUIT IDEAS 
• SMPS chip protector 
• Transformerless psu 
• DC regulator 
• Versatile pulse train 
• Precise zero crossing 
• Ramp and triangle 

generator 
• Electronic Fuse 
• Temperature controller 

with pwm output 
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Form 

*Produces attractive schematics like you see in the magazines. 
•Netlist, Parts List & ERC reports. *Hierarchical Design. *Full 
support for buses including bus pins. *Extensive 
component/model libraries. *Advanced Property Management. 
•Seamless integration with simulation and PCB design. 
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CICE:1171 
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MARKER 
APPOSE 
IFRENE 
TAPE 
GENERATOR 
TERMINAL 

•Non-Linear & Linear Analogue Simulation. *Event driven 
Digital Simulation with modelling language. *Partitioned 
simulation of large designs with multiple analogue & digital 
sections. *Graphs displayed directly on the schematic. 
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New Features 
Component Auto-Placer 

Pinswap/Gateswap Optimizer 
Background Regeneration of Power Planes 

Enhanced Autorouting with Tidy Pass 
Full Control of Schematic Appearance 
Extensive New Component Libraries 

Available in 5 levels - prices from £295 to £1875 + VAT. 
Call now for further information & upgrade prices. 
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*Automatic Component Placement. •Rip-Up & Retry 
Autorouter with tidy pass. •Pinswap/Gateswap Optimizer & 
Backannotation. 032 bit high resolution database. *Full 
DRC and Connectivity Checking. *Shape based gridless 
power planes. •Gerber and DXF Import capability. 
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Write, phone or fax for your free demo disk, or ask about our full evaluation kit. 
Tel: 01756 753440. Fax: 01756 752857. EMAIL: info@labcenter.co.uk 
53-55 Main St, Grassington. BD23 5AA. WWVI: httpil/www.labcenterco.uk 

Fully interactive demo versions available for download from our WVVW site. 
Call for educational, multi-user and dealer pricing - new dealers always wanted. 
Prices exclude VAT and delivery. All manufacturer's trademarks acknowledged. 
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"Then I was shocked by the feeling that the skin of 
my face had come off. Then, the hands and arms, 
too. Starting from the elbow to the fingertips, all the 
skin of my right hand came off and hung down 
grotesquely. The skin of my left hand, all five 
fingers, all came off... Hundreds of people were 
squirming in the stream. I couldn't tell if they were 
men or women. They all looked alike. Their faces 
were swollen and grey, their hair standing up. 
Holding their hands high, groaning, people were 
rushing to the river... Under the bridge were 
floating, like dead dogs or cats, many corpses, 
barely covered by tattered clothes. In the shallow 
water near the bank, a woman was lying face 
upward, her breasts were torn away and blood 
spurting... By my side many junior high school 
students were squirming in agony. They were crying 
insanely 'Mother! Mother!' They were so severely 
burned and bloodstained that one could scarcely 
dare to look at them. I could do nothing for them but 
watch them die one by one, seeking their mothers in 
vain." 
(Eyewitness account, Hiroshima, 6 August 1945) 

Engineers played their part in the making of these 
events. Thirty-five years later their role has become 
central, for the technology of delivering death has 
been greatly improved. We no longer have to rely 
on manned aircraft to drop atomic bombs but send 
them as the warheads of self-guided missiles. This is 
where electronic engineering makes its particular 
contribution to slaughter, in the design of the 
guidance system. Consider, for example, the Trident 
and the Tomahawk, the two nuclear missiles which 
the UK Government, without benefit of open 
Parliamentary debate, has swung on a reluctant 
nation. Both of these have guidance systems which 
rely on advanced digital microelectronics to update 
an inertial navigator. In the Trident, a submarine-
launched ballistic missile intended as Britain's 
independent nuclear weapon, the electronic system 
receives reference information from the optical 
pattern of the stars. The Tomahawk, part of a NATO 
arsenal that will be owned and operated by US 
military forces, is a cruise missile; here the 
electronic system receives reference information on 
the geographic contours of the desired route from a 
magnetic-core memory and information on the 
actual contours over which it is travelling from a 
radar altimeter. And such is technical progress that 
as we get more and more devices on a single silicon 
chip so we are able to kill more and more people 

with a single missile. 
Through work on such weapons electronics 

engineers in the East and the West have put 
themselves in the service of politicians, generals and 
industrialists who have become monomaniacs; who 
seem to see no way out of the self-perpetuating 
system of threat and counter-threat into which they 
have locked themselves and, like drug-addicts, 
desperately go on with it. The only thing likely to 
drag them out of their dementia is a threat from 
another direction — a concerted threat of rebellion 
from the trapped populations. 

It becomes increasingly clear, as our distinguished 
American contemporary Science has said, "that 
deterrence cannot ultimately be stable, and that the 
civilian populations of the world are no longer 
defended by the armed forces for which their taxes 
pay, but are merely hostages to them." 
None of us can be proud to serve a technology 

which is being used in the name of "defence" as a 
means to attain immense human suffering. Because 
we know what this technology can do we should be 
among the leaders of dissent." 

This remarkable leader first appeared in 
Wireless World, November 1980. It was written 
by Tom Ivall, then editor of Wireless World and 
one of the most polite, considerate and 
intelligent men I have had the pleasure to work 
with. He died on 12 October 1997, but since he 
taught me all I know about producing the 
magazine, his influence lives on. 
Martin Eccles. 
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Marconi 2955 Radio 

Communications Test Set 
£2250 

Marconi 2955A 
£2500 

Marconi 2958 (TACS) 
£2750 

Marconi 2960 (TACS + Band III) 
£2750 

Marconi 2960A (TACS) 
£2950 

Î 
1111311 

HEWLETT PACKARD 8920A R/F Communications Test Set £4995 

Communications Tester £4995 

HEWLETT PACKARD 33258 Synthesizer/Function 
 Generator (I pHz to 2IMHz) £2995 

HEWLETT PACKARD 436A — Power Meter + Lead + Sensor 
(various available)  From £1000 

HEWLETT PACKARD 8753A R/F Network Analyser (300kHz to 3GHz) 
with 85046A 'S' paramer Test Set £9950 

Multi-Frequency LCR Meter £3750 

HEWLETT PACKARD 4278A IkHz/IMHz Capacitance Meter £3750 

HEWLETT PACKARD 4279A 1MHz C-V Meter £4600 

HEWLETT PACKARD 4338A Milliohmmeter (as new) £2000 

I GHz Radio Comms. Service monitor...£6250 

All equipment is used - with 30 days guarantee. 
Carriage &VAT to be added to all goods. 

Please telephone for further details on: 
01203 650702 Fax: 01203 650773 Mobile: 0860 400683 

Telnet, 8 Cavans Way, Binlay Industrial Estate, Coventry CV3 2SF 
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New turn in 
The DVD Forum led by Toshiba, 

Matsushita and Hitachi has agreed 
on a new DVD-RAM specification. It 
combines the best features of the 
previous DVD Forum proposal with 
that of DVD+RW promoted by the 
Sony/Philips/Hewlett-Packard team. 
According to Nick Sundby from 

Hitachi, neither existing format met 
the requirements of the Forum. 
"Sony/Philips format is more oriented 
to streaming data rather than random 
data but their proposal had a better 
error rate scheme," said Sundby. 
However, the Sony/Philips/HP 

DVD-RAM spec battle 
faction is determined to sell its own 
format (DVD+RW) despite its 
incompatibility with other DVD 
equipment and despite the companies' 
presence in the DVD Forum. This has 
caused the Forum to rebel against the 
name DVD+RW and force 
Sony/Philips/HP to rename it to 
phase-change/read-write (PC-RW). 
"The Philips/Sony technology is not 

DVD. It has now been labelled Phase-
Change/ Read Write, and so can no 
longer be classed under the same 
umbrella as DVD," said one Toshiba 
top executive. 

Meanwhile, six of the ten 
companies holding patents on the 
initial DVD technology will start a 
joint licensing operation different to 
the one established earlier by Sony, 
Philips and Pioneer. The programme's 
objective, as before, is to act as a 
one-stop-shop for DVD technology to 
new parties, but now it will be 
operated by Toshiba. 
The delays introduced as a result of 

such issues have caused anger across 
the industry. "We should have been in 
this position a year ago," said Peter 
Scatchard of Hitachi. 

US trials 1.5Mbit/s phone link 
alifornia's telephone company 
Pacific Bell is planning a major 

trial of digital subscriber line (DSL) 
services in Silicon Valley. 
The trial is being viewed as the 

opening shots in a battle between 
cable TV and telephone companies 
over the lucrative high bandwidth 
Internet services market. 
Pacific Bell will make a formal 

announcement later this month and 
the trial will involve tens of thousands 
of customers. The company will offer 
several levels of DSL services, 
enabling users to download data at up 
to 1.5 Mbit/s rates. 
The Silicon Valley area is also the 

headquarters of @Home Network, a 
start-up funded by cable TV 
companies and operating a local trial 
cable modem service. Pacific Bell is 
targeting Silicon Valley because of its 
high numbers of PC users. If the trial 

is successful it will be offered across 
California. 
Other US telephone companies are 

also stepping up with DSL trials. 
Arizona-based US West 
Communications, last week 
introduced DSL services to Phoenix 
area customers. 
"This is a real breakthrough. No 

longer does getting on-line mean 
having to wait in line," said Solomon 
Trujillo, CEO of US West. 
Industry analysts have mixed 

opinions over which technology, 
cable modems or DSL, will succeed 
in establishing itself as the dominant 
technology for faster Internet access. 
Both technologies have developed 

more slowly than expected but 
increased competition between the 
two camps should spur the 
development of cheaper and better 
products. 

Marathon runner lost in car park 
A11 athletes get injuries from time 

to time, but few get bent axles. 
The debut of Professor Kevin 
Warwick's half marathon-running 
robot Rogerr was spoiled by a 
pre-race accident. 
"For safety reasons, the race referee 

asked us to demonstrate Rogerr's 
collision avoidance performance in a 
car park just before the race. 
Unfortunately, half way round, its 
infra-red sensors locked onto the Sun. 
Rogerr then tried to keep this huge 
infra-red source two metres ahead of 
itself and consequently shot off at full 

speed in a straight line — until it hit a 
kerb," said Warwick: "After that it 
could only go in circles." 
The low winter sun came as a 

surprise. "We were expecting the 
usual English overcast weather; the 
robot had worked fine at eight o'clock 
before the sun came up." 
According to Warwick, the 

mechanical repairs are trivial. "Rogerr 
tracks an infra-red source on my back 
and a laser tracker would solve the 
problem. But we haven't got any 
spare cash for design changes," 
commented Warwick. 

Engineers' pay 
up 20% 
Chartered electronics engineers' 
salaries have grown 20.5 per cent 
since 1995. 
According to the Engineering 

Council's 1997 'Survey of 
Professional Engineers and 
Technicians', chartered engineers 
working within the electronics and 
telecommunications fields earn, on 
average, £42,631 per annum. This 
compares to £40,131 for chartered 
engineers in general. 
Mike Heath, director general of 

the Engineering Council, said that 
the survey "combats the myths and 
misperceptions that still persist 
about the engineering profession - 
that it is badly paid, insecure, and 
does not offer a route to the top." 

UK Capacitor market 1996 

Other 
13m 
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Ceramic 
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Source: Reed Electronics Research 
Contact: Jeremy Green Tel. - 0181 652 3112 
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UPDATE 

Internet mobile phones to be developed in UK 
UK firms The Technology Partnership (TTP) and STNC 
Enterprises are to develop a compact 
Internet-enabled GSM mobile phone. 

"It will have similar functionality 
to the Nokia 9000, but smaller," said 
Ran Mokady, MD of STNC. 
Called the Webwalker, the device 

"will be no bigger and of similar cost 
to today's [most compact] phones." 
But the intention isn't to clone the 

9000. "It will be capable of 
browsing the Web, but we see it 
being used with direct services,"said 
Mokady. 
Direct services, says Mokady, are 

provided for a specific function, for 
instance a diary that can be remotely 
updated by a secretary, but read by 
the user. "Perhaps you come out of a 
cinema and want a chinese meal," he 
said: "You would use Webwalker to 
read a restaurant guide." 
STNC's contribution is its 

'lightweight' Web access software 
which is claimed to require less 
processing to execute while losing 
"almost nothing" in browsing 
performance. 
TIP consultancy has developed 

digital mobile phone technology for 
the likes of Hitachi and Analog 

Devices. According to Mokady, the 
Webwalker will use existing TTP-
designed chips and will be offered to 
phone makers to buy off the shelf 
and have in production "in months". 
He refused to say if a customer is 
lined up, but said that the project is 
funded solely by the two firms. 

Is the Webwalker too late to 
market with the Nokia 9000 
available and Ericsson soon to 
release a communicator? "Tbey may 
be a bit ahead to market," said 
Mokady: "but we are a bit ahead on 
technology: our product will be 
smaller." 

Television censor sensor could appear in US PCs 
S pcs may soon be shipped with 
the controversial V-chip which 

blocks violent scenes in television 
programs. 
The US Federal Communications 

Commission (FCC) says it is looking 
at federal laws that apply to the 
V-chip and will issue a ruling on 
whether pcs should include the IC. 
Several companies already produce 
hybrid pc/tv systems, and Gateway 
2000 says it is making plans to include 
the V-chip in its Destination pc/tv 
system if there is an FCC ruling. 

The FCC published a report 
recommending that the law be 
applied to pcs. "We believe that the 
program blocking requirements we 
are proposing should apply to any 
television receiver — including pcs — 
meeting the screen size 
requirements," it said. 
However, many computer and 

Internet companies oppose any 
attempt to censor Internet content 
and have fought against proposed 
laws that would make it illegal to 
transmit sexually explicit images. 

The V-chip is designed to screen 
out violent content but it could also 
be used to filter sexual images. 
According to a US law, all tvs must 
carry a V-chip within the next two 
years. 
The V-chip could even become 

available early next year in special 
converter boxes attached to 
televisions. The V-chip relies on tv 
broadcasters tagging violent shows 
with codes that enable parents to 
decide which programmes their 
children can watch. 

Will single Euro currency boost UK r&d spend? 
A former secretary of the DTI's 

Innovation Advisory Board 
believes early adoption of a single 
European currency will help boost 
investment in r&d by UK firms. 
John Chapman says the relatively 

high cost of raising funds for 
research and development is a 
possible cause for the UK's low 
standing in international R&D 

league tables. The cost of 
investment funds is attributed to the 
burden of dividend and interest 
payments. 
Writing in the The Independent, 

Chapman said that the convergence 
of interest rates across Europe 
resulting from monetary union 
could reduce the cost to companies 
pf raising funds for investment, 

Pocket cinema... Samsung has made what it claims is 
the world's smallest, lightest DVD. Called P-Theater, it 

measures 200 by 160 tly 55rnm and weighs 0.9kg. 
Outside the home, it connects to a head mounted display 

said to give the sensation of looking at a 40in to 70in 
screen. When operating the optional head-mounted 

display the unit's lithium-ion batteries will run for two 
hours. It can also be connected to a regular tv or 

projection tv for use in thé home. The new product can 
play DVD titles as well as video cds and regular cds. It 

supports the conventional 4:3 width-to-height ratio screen 
and the 16:9 wide screen with definition of 544 horizontal 
lines or more, as well as 5.1 channel digital 3-D sound. In 

addition to personal portable use, Samsung intends it to 
be used to supplement automobile audio-visual systems 

or as an external DVD-rom unit for pcs. 

including r&d. He called it a 
potential solution that "shines out 
like a beacon." 
With figures derived from the 

DTI's latest r&d Scoreboard, 
Chapman calculates that the average 
cost of raising funds for r&d to the 
UK's two largest electronics r&d 
spenders, GEC and Racal, is higher 
than international and European 
averages. In the United Kingdom, 
the average cost is 5.8 per cent of 
company sales compared to 2.6 per 
cent in Europe. 

Britain declared 
'most competitive' 
"Europe is not competitive - except 
for Great Britain," said Pasquale 
Pistorio, president and CEO of 
SOS-Thomson Microelectronics at 
the Future Horizons conference. 
"We need an open, liberal, 
economic system like the American 
or the British system," added 
Pistorio, who has just been given the 
Italian equivalent Of a knighthood 
by Italy's prime minister. 
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PLUG IN ANb MEASURE 
Specbuee analyze. 

TiePie introduces the HANDYSCOPE 2 
A powerful 12 bit virtual measuring instrument for the PC 

The HANDYSCOPE 2, connected to the 
parallel pnnter port of the PC and 
controlled by very user friendly software 
under Wndows or DOS, gives every-
body the presibility to measure Wthin a 
few minutes. The philosophy of the 
HANDY SCOPE 2 is: 

"PLUG IN AND MEASURE". 

Because of the good hardware specs 
(two channels, 12 bit, 200 kHz sampling 
on both channels simultaneously, 32 
KVVord memory. 0.1 to 80 volt full scale, 
0.2% absolute accuracy, software 
controlled AC/DC switch) and the very 
complete software (oscilloscope, 
voltmeter, transient recorder and 
spectrum analyzer) the HANDYSCOPE 
2 is the best PC controlled measuring 
instrument in its category. 

The four integrated virtual instruments 
give lots of presibilities for performing 
good measurements and making clear 
documentation. The software for the 
HANDYSCOPE 2 is suitable for 
Windows 3.1 and Wndows 95. There is 
also software available for DOS 3.1 and 
higher. 

A key point of the Wndows software is 
the quick and easy control of the 
instruments This is done by using: 
- the speed button bar Gives direct 
access to most settings. 
- the mouse. Place the cursor on an 
object and press the right mouse button 
for the correspondi ng settings menu. 

- menus. All settings can be changed 
using the menus. 

Some quick examples: 
The voltage axis can be set using a drag 
and drop principle. Both the gain and the 
position can be changed in an easy way. 
The time axis is controlled using a 
scalable scroll bar \AAth this scroll berthe 
measured signal (10 to 32K samples) 
can be zoomed live in and out. 

The pre and post trigger moment is 
displayed graphically and can be 
adjusted by means of the mouse. For 
triggenng a graphical VVYSIVVYG tngger 
symbol is available. This symbol 
indicates the trigger mode, slope and 
level. These can be adjusted with the 
mouse. 

The oscilloscope has an AUTO DISK 
function with which unexpected 
disturbances can be captured. Mien the 
instrument is set up for the disturbance, 
the AUTO DISK function can be started. 
Each time the disturbance occurs, it is 
measured and the measured data is 
stored on disk Wien pre samples are 
selected, both samples before and after 
the moment of disturbance are stored. 

The spectrum analyzer is capable to 
calculate an 8K spectrum and disposes 
of 6 window functions. Because of this 
higher harmonics can be measured well 
(e.g. for power line analysis and audio 
analysis) 

STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE 
SPECTRUM ANALYZER 
VOLTMETER 
TRANSIENT RECORDER 

The voltmeter has 6 fully configurable 
displays. 11 different values can be 
measured and these values can be 
displayed in 16 different ways. This 
results in an easy way of reading the 
requested values. Besides this, for each 
display a bar graph is available. 

When slowly changing events (like 
temperature or pressure) have to be 
measured, the transient recorder is the 
solution. The time between two samples 
can be set from 0.01 secta 500 sec, so it 
is easy to measure events that last up to 
almost 200 days. 

The extensive possibilities of the cursors 
in the oscilloscope, the transient 
recorder and the spectrum analyzer can 
be used to analyze the measured signal. 
Besides the standard measure ments, 
also True RMS, Peak- Peak, Mean, Max 
and Min values of the measured signal 
are available. 

To document the measured signal three 
features is provided for For common 
documentation three lines of text are 
available. These lines are printed on 
every print out. They can be used e. g for 
the company name and address. For 
measurement specific documentation 
240 characters text can be added to the 
measurement. Also "text balloons" are 
available, which can be placed within the 
measurement. These balloons can be 
confi gured to your own demands. 

For printing both black and white printers 
and color printers are supported. 
Exporting data can be done in ASCII 
(SCV) so the data can be read in a 
spreadsheet program. All instrument-
settings are stored in a SET file. By 
reading a SET file, the instument is 
configured completely and measuring 
can start at once. Each data file is 
accompanied by a settings file. The data 
file contains te measured values (ASCII 
or binary) and the settings file contains 
the settings of the instrument. The 
settings file is in ASCII and can be read 
easily by other programs. 

Convince yourself and download the 
demo software from our web page: 
http://wwwtiepre.nt 
VVhen you have questions and / or 
remarks, contact us via e-mail: 
support@tepie.n1 

Total Package: 
The HANDYSCOPE 2 is delivered with 
two 1:1/1:10 switchable oscilloscope 
probe's, a user manual, Wndows and 
DOS software. The price of the 
HANDY SCOPE 2 is £ 299.00 exd. VAT 

TePie engnering (UK), 28 stephenson 
Road, Insdustrial Estate, St Ives, 
Cambridge, PE17 4VVJ , UK 
Tel 0148-4600028: Fax 0148-460340 
Tien e engineering (NL), 
Koperslagersstraat 37, 8601 W_ 
SNEEK, The Netherlands Tel +31 515 
415416; Fax +31 515418819 
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UPDATE 

Electronic nose for faster infection detection 
nfection detecting applications for 
I smell sensor technology from the 
UK's Aromascan could lead to a tie-
up with medical companies. 

"I won't say who but we are in 
discussions with several medical 
equipment companies,"said Sue 
Kennerley, Aromascan's product 
manager. 
Manchester's Withington Hospital 

has been using Aromascan's 
technology since before it was formed 
as a separate company. Through the 
collaboration, it has been discovered 
that volatile chemicals given off by 

bacteria can be detected and used to 
diagnose infection. "It can do it much 
more quickly than conventional 
techniques which can take between 48 
and 72 hours," says Kennerley. 
Infection in burns, and the bacteria 

that cause skin ulcers in the elderly 
have also been detected, claims 
Kennerley, as well as an infection that 
some now think may be a cause of 
late-term miscarriages in pregnancy. 
A hospital at the University of 

Pennsylvania also has an Aromascan 
machine and is using it to detect 
pneumonia by sensing the breath of 

Fast Internet trial in US 

Ahigh speed version of the 
Internet being developed for US 

researchers has shown its potential in 
a series of impressive 
demonstrations. 
The Intemet2 (I2) was shown 

enabling high performance computer 
processing over remote links between 
US research centres. 

These included a three dimensional 
mapping of a live brain, operating a 
scanning electron microscope 
remotely, weather modelling and 
spectral microscopy. 
Many leading US high-tech 

companies have donated funding and 
resources to the 12 project which 
links more than 100 research centres. 

Hackers remains a threat 

An influential presidential 
commission has warned Bill 

Clinton about the threat to vital US 
computer banking, communications 
and military centres from hackers 
and foreign agents. 
The commission's report is 

classified but the published 
conclusion states: "The commission 
has not discovered an imminent 
attack or a credible threat sufficient 
to warrant a sense of immediate 
national crisis. However, we are 
convinced that our vulnerabilities 
are increasing steadily." 
The panel recommends that the US 

government step up efforts to 
prepare computer defences and 
spend as much as $1bn on safety 
measures by 2004. Part of the 
money should be given to 
universities and companies for the 
development of technology to 
safeguard computer systems, 
recommends the report, which also 
argues for tight controls on powerful 
encryption technologies. 
In the latest example of hacker 

chaos, messages were placed on 
New York's subways signs 
displacing the standard "Watch your 
step" and "Have a great day". 

Funding sought for UMIST self-drive project 

AUniversity of Manchester(UMIST) 
project involving self-driving vehicles is 

setting its sights on a large slice of the 
DTI's £5m Foresight Vehicle LINK pie. 
The project, involving UMIST's Panos 

Liatsis along with automotive specialists 
Lucas Verity and Rover Group, concerns 
vision systems for cars that can handle 
myriad road environments including towns 
and cities (see Electronics Weekly, April 2). 
"This will not be like the experimental 

systems available today - which are aimed at 
motorways, where the traffic environment is 
more constrained and where there is a 
unidirectional flow of vehicles," said 
Liatsis. 

The latest technology development 
involves separating light received by an 
automatic vehicle into reflected light - from 
the road itself, road markings and obstacles 
- and ambient light, from the Sun, Moon, 
street lighting or other sources. This enables 
much clearer and sharper edge detection, 
aiding the vehicle's ability to see objects. 
Liatsis, who is also negotiating with 

Nissan, is submitting his application for 
funds in mid-November. "I am not aware of 
other groups working in this area," he said. 
"So, hopefully, we will be able to start a 
new project continuing on the same lines 
where we could get out real products rather 
than just concept demonstrators." 

intensive care patients. 
Work is being carried out using the 

company's laboratory-based 
machines. "We don't know what form 
equipment specifically made for 
medical use might take," said 
Kennerley. "Eventually a hand-held 
unit may be taken to the patient." 

11911171 
Micromachines help 
spine injuries 
Electronic engineers at the University 
of Sheffield are to team up with the 
Northern General Hospital to look at 
ways to tackle spinal injuries using 
micromachines. 
"The project is completely open," 

said Dr Rob Yates, head of the 
University's micromachines group: 
"In the long term, we would like to 
give surgeons the ability to stitch 
nerves together." 
Yates emphasised that the project is 

still in its infancy: "Our contribution 
could be as simple as sensors for a 
smart bed to help prevent bed sores." 
But there are other possibilities: 
"Surgeons may need some 
mechanism, like nerve-fibre sized 
tubes, to guide and align nerves so 
that they can be joined," said Yates. 
Other ideas include electrically 
interconnected sensor arrays to bridge 
the gap between broken nerve ends. 
The Sheffield Group is interested in 

hearing from parties wishing to 
collaborate. Tel: 0114 222 5854. 

Anglo interference 
Radio communication equipment in 
Northern France could be affected 
following the introduction of digital 
radio services along the south coast of 
England. 
French defence communications 

and equipment such as automatic 
garage doors use the same 
frequencies as digital audio 
broadcasts — around 220MHz. 
A BBC spokesperson said:"We are 

aware of that issue, but we are 
working on plans for the 
transmitters." 
This involves angling the dishes on 

some transmitters away from France. 
Those that cannot point away will 
have their power levels reduced. 
The DTI does not see the frequency 

clash as a problem. "The French have 
got the same frequency allocation for 
their digital radio as we have," said a 
spokesperson for the Radiocomms 
Agency at the DTI. 
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Consumption 3mA. 

PPM5 
20 PIN DUAL IN LINE 

Mother Board MB1 

Fully meets BS5428-9 

'* PPM10 In-Vision PPM and Chart Recorder * 

,* Advanced Active Aerial 4kHz-30MHz * Stabilizer 

frequency shift units for howl reduction * 10 Outlet 
'Distribution Amplifier * Stereo Variable Emphasis' 

>Limiter * PPM9, PPM5 hybrid and PPM8 IEC/DIN' 
:-50/+6dB drives and movements * Broadcast Stereo ‘ 

>Coders * Broadcast Monitor Receiver 150kHz-30MHz * 

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD 
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh GU6 7BG 
Telephone: 01483 275997 Fax: 01483 276477 

s.e@ndirect.co.uk www.ndirect.co.uk/-se/se.html 

RF Power Modules 
from TOC & Mitsubishi 

Standard parts stocked, replacement parts for many 
Yaesu/ Icom transceivers, ideal for linear PA designs. 

Part Frequency Pwr/Mode 
M57726 144-148MHz 43W/FM 
M57729 430-450MHz 30W/FM 

M57737 144-148MHz 30W/FM 
M57762 1.24-1.3GHz 18W/SSB 
M57788M 430-450MHz 40W/FM 
M67715 144-148MHz 13W/FM 
M67727 144-148MHz 37W/SSB 
M67728 430-450MHz 60W/SSB 
MI407-01 Pin diode up to 800MHz/25W 

Price (1  off) 
£43.71 
£42.00 
£27.23 
£67.53 
£66.99 
£36.48 

£124.59 
£99.04 
£1.21 

Many other frequencies/ power combinations 
available, please call with your requirements. 

Data sheets available for specific items on request. 

Call for Amateur/ Education discounts or volume pricing 

COMING SOON - Linear 
power amplifier 'Starter MITSUBISHI 
Packs' for 2M & 70cm. ELECTRIC 

TDC also stock Modem, Networking and GPS receiver and antenna 
products, visit our web site at http://www.tdc.co.uk for more information. 

 TDC  
TELECOM DEMON COMMUNICATIONS LTC. 

Stroudley Road 
Basingstoke 
Hampshire 
RG24 8FN 

Telephone : 01256 332800 Fax : 01256 332810 
e-mail : sales@tdc.co.uk 

AccessNisa accepted, prices include VAT @ 17.5%, Postage & Packing £5 

New Circuit Design & SPICE 
Simulation Tools from 
for Power Design, RF Design or for 
Analog Test Automation 
You can use OrCACeR', VíewIogicc, ProteF or 
Intusoft for schematic entry 
• ICAP/4Rx 

Easy to learn and reduced in complexitY, a complete, 
integrated, simulation system, which includes our 5th generation 
schematic entry tool, simulates unlimited size circuits (AC, DC, 

Operating Point, Transient, Fourier, Temperature and Parametric 
"What-If analyses, Mechatronic simulations, intéttive 
analyses. parameter sweeping) has comprehensive SPICE   
model libraries (over 3000 parts) and is powerful enough to 
tackle all of your system, board, and IC level circuit jobs (power. 
rf, mixed signal, mechanical, filters, ASICs, etc). 

ICAP/4Windows, ICAP for 
OrCAD, ICAP for Viewlogic, 
ICAP for Protel 

The Professional 's Analog/ 
Mixed Mode tool with much more 
capability (e.g., biggest parts 
libraries available). Use lntusoft's 
own schematics or integrate 
intimately with your own OrCAD, 
Viewlogic or Protel schematic. 

ICAP/4Power, ICAP/4RF 
For professional Power 
designers or RF designers, 
includes all the above plus 
specialised power or RF libraries. 
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Paramete • 0 Test Designer 

3 1419 The analog ATE specialist's tool. ie first 
23T and only comprehensive ctured 

approach to Analog & Mixed Si j ,')esign 
& Test Automation. Produces acceptance test 
designs and fault diagnostics. Includes 

ConPguraten 

Produchon 
Con- nerd 

Open LOOP 
SaleToStart 

Included Layers: 

Core Orcudry 
Feedback 
OP 2 
Tent 
Te,12 

Design Validator 

Uses the IsSpice4 simulator to 
automatically test and record circuit 
behavior, with easy to set limits and 

alarms that monitor design progress. 

interactive and automatic methods for test sequencing and test 
synthesis. 

We offer regular Hands-On Tutorial SPICE seminars in Cambridge or 
(for sufficient numbers) at user sites, as part of our comprehensive 

customer support systems. 

We offer FREE Test Designer DEMONSTRATION/ 
SEMINARS in Cambridge. CALL US TO BOOK IN. 

Download your free IsSpice simulation kit, application notes 

and model libraries from our Web Site: 

www.softsim.com 
email: info@softsim.com 

Tel. 01223-516469, Fax 01223-729916 

Technology Sources Ltd., 2 Signet Court, Swarms Rd, Cambridge CB5 8LA 
trading as 

Softern 
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DIGITAL DESIGN 

Time for a 
new clock 

Roy Rubenstein reports on the benefits of getting rid of the global clock in 
digital designs and replacing it with decentralised asynchronous circuitry 
that works at its own pace. 

Digital designers are creatures of habit. 
For logic, this means working to the 
beat of a clock. Designers care little 

about the logic's state during a clock cycle as 
long as it is stable at the clock edge. This syn-
chronous view of the world has proved 
remarkably successful; you only have to note 
the prominence given to the microprocessor's 
clock speed in pc advertisements. 
Yet despite this predominance, there is a 

growing community of designers — albeit still 
small — who eschew a global clock in favour 
of asynchronous circuitry — logic that works at 
its own pace. 

Interest in asynchronous design stems from 
the promise of a reduced power consumption. 
Complementary mos, or c-mos, circuits dissi-
pate energy on switching. Clocked circuitry 
switches irrespective of the processing load, 
but asynchronous logic switches only when 
useful work takes place. 
Asynchronous design offers other benefits. 

Since self-timed logic works at its own pace, it 
can be designed for the most commonly 
encountered processing loads; on the rare Here are two ICs capable of carrying out similar tasks developed by Philips Research Labs and 

Eindhoven University. The red colour indicates power dissipation. The IC with less red is the 
Continued over page asynchronous version, demonstrating the power consumption benefits of the design approach. 

Sender 

Req e 

Data  

Ack 

Receiver 

Req 

Sender's action 

Receiver's action 

Receiver's action 

Data y 

Ack 
  Sender's action 

Operation of the simplified circuit on the left is straightforward. The sender prepares the data and then notifies the receiver data is 
available by asserting the request signal. The receiver consumes the data and asserts the acknowledge signal to complete the transfer. 
Several timing protocols are possible for the implementation of the handshake signalling. One such protocol is the four-phase 'early' 
protocol as shown in the timing diagram. 
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VUTRAX is the major professional schematic capture 

and PCB design package in the UK, running under 

Windows 3.1, 95 and NT 3.51/4. 

Until 27 February, Electronics World readers can 

obtain the Personalised Bundled (512 pins) version of 
Vutrax for the 20% discount price of £400, excluding 

VAT and postage. Its normal price is £500. 

Features include: 
• Drafting and plotting 

facilities 
• Schematic capture w. 

annotate 
• Automatic placement 

• Automatic routing 

• Rip-up-and-retry routing 

• Groundplane generation 

• Powerplane generation 

• Design-rule checking 

• EMC analysis 

• Top-down modification 

• Back modification 

• Silkscreen renumbering 

• Gluespot+testpoint analysis 

• Statistics and mass edit 

• 3D visualisation 

The VUTRAX modular concept allows you to start with a 

simple schematic entry system and build it into a fully 

fledged 100% autorouting PCB layout system with direct 

output to photoplotter and C NC machinery as your 
requirements grow. You only buy the facilities you need. 

The product includes complete training manuals and 

extensive on-line technical documentation. If you prefer 

the personal approach, personally tailored training 

courses from elementary to advanced can be provided. 

Subscribing customers receive upgrades and technical 

support that is second to none. 

Coupon 
Please send me VUTRAX Personalised Bundle 
edition at the special offer price of £470, for which I enclose a 
cheque or postal order payable to Computamation Systems Ltd. 

Please send the package to, 

Name  

Company (if any)  

Address  

Post code  

Tel.   
Post this coupon to Computamation Systems Limited at 40 Lake 
Street, Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire LU7 8RX, 
tel 01525 378939, fax 01525 850459. Overseas readers — 
contact Computamation for details of how the offer applies in 
their country. 

Exclusive EW 
reader offer: 
20% discount 
VUTRAX - professional PCB design 
software including schematic capture 
and autorouting with a £100 discount. 

What's on the CD-ROM? 
Vutrax Freeware 
You now have a complete, professional pcb design system limited to typically 128 
component pins.* It contains all the features of the commercial VUTRAX package, 
except Photoplot, CNC and DXF options. There is no time limit or other restriction. 
The files can be photoplotted by standard bureaux. You can pen, matrix or laser plot 

for prototyping work. 

Disk space — 3.11: 31MB, 95 8( NT: 36MB. 

Vutrax Overview 
A minimal installation on the CD provides only the capacity limited interactive 
graphics engine, some illustrative files, and the demonstration booklet. There is no 
control system, routers, checkers, postprocessors, import and export utilities, artwork 

quality plotting, etc. 

Disk space — 3.11: 6.5MB, 95 (5( NT: 8MB. 

Loading the software 
Both installations offer an uninstall feature. 
If the description for loading the software does not meet with your installation 
requirements, view the README.ASC file on the CD-ROM using, for example, 

Notepad. 
With Windows-95 and Windows-NT 4 you will normally see a dialogue displayed a 
few seconds after the CD-ROM is inserted. From this you can install the Freeware or 

Overview system. Otherwise use the Program Manager or Task bar to start 

D:\VTXSETUP.EXE 

where D: is the drive letter of your CD-ROM. Follow the instructions displayed in 

each dialogue. 

Documentation 
A comprehensive set of tutorials is provided in Word format. These can be printed or 
viewed on-line with Microsoft Word 6 Viewer/Printer provided on the CD-ROM, if 
you don't already have Word. Do not try to use Wordpad. 
The various Teach Yourself Guides and Overview documentation can be found in 
C:\VUTRAX\DOCS, or D:\ RESCUE\ DOCS if the Tutorials were suppressed during 
installation. 
You should now proceed to work through the following sections of the User Guide 

starting at the 'TY DRAFTING' section. The system is currently at the System Menu 
and each exercise follows on from here. 
*UK readers only. 

Need more information? 
Computamation's Web site, 

http://www.vutrax.demon.co.uk 

offers all the latest information and prices. Alternatively contact 

Computamation Systems Limited at 40 Lake Street, Leighton Buzzard, 

Bedfordshire LU7 8RX, 

tel 01525 378939, 

fax 01525 850459. 

E-mail vutrax@compuserve.com 
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DIGITAL DESIGN 
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occasion when the worst-case condition arises, 
the circuitry simply takes that bit longer. In 
contrast, synchronous designs must always 
satisfy the worst case condition. This makes it 
more complex, even though the extra hard-
ware is only occasionally fully exercised. 
Avoiding a common clock also significant-

ly reduces the circuit's electromagnetic radia-
tion. "Going asynchronous is akin to the tra-
dition of an army breaking step to cross a 
bridge to avoid exciting resonances in the 
structure," explains Professor Steve Furber, a 
leading proponent of asynchronous design. 

It is this trait which is most attracting the 
synchronous community's attention. 

Self timed circuitry 
The most successful recent demonstration of 
the merits of asynchronous design is from UK 
start-up, Cogency Technology. It has devel-
oped an asynchronous version of a commer-
cially available 16-bit digital signa processor, 
enabling the first direct comparison between 
the two design philosophies to be made. 
Cogency developed the asynchronous signal 

processor for LGSemicon after the Korean 
firm wanted to reduce the power consumption 
of its fax/modem dsp chip. The results are 
impressive: the asynchronous device's power 
consumption is almost halved, while its over-
all transistor count is a fifth less than the orig-
inal dsp. 
The reduced transistor count is surprising 

since asynchronous designs require additional 

Serf- Timed DSP Current Spectrum 

1750 

Synchronous DSP Current Spectrum 

J1.1 
250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 

Frequency, MHz 

These are spectral plots of rf emissions of 
the asynchronous and synchronous 
versions of the new digital signal 
processor. The synchronous clock spreads 
spurious components across the radio 
spectrum. 

ASYNCHRONOUS DESIGN AT A GLANCE 

• Asynchronous design offers inherent power savings since each transistor or gate 
switches only when doing useful work. This makes asynchronous circuits ideal in 
standby circuits or mobile communicators where idle times are significant. 

• Since there is no global clock switching the logic in unison, large current spikes 
are avoided. This reduces electromagnetic radiation, simplifying the shielding and 
aids the long term prospects of a single radio IC. 

• A huge momentum has built up for synchronous design. Self-timed circuitry must 
demonstrate significant advantages before EDA companies consider it worthwhile to 
develop the required asynchronous tools. 

handshaking logic to interface the various self-
timed logic subsystems. "The saving is due to 
the [processor's] decode logic being consid-
erably simpler," said Warren Lien, president 
of Cogency. 
With the asynchronous dsp chip, all the 

functional units connect to a common bus. 
The decoded instruction is placed on the bus 
and noted by all the units. Those idle during 
the instruction immediately respond with an 
'acknowledge' signal. The other units begin 
their operations, and on completion signal an 
acknowledgement. If one unit depends on the 
results of a second, its stalls until the latter 
signals its completion. 
Cogency used its application-specific inte-

grated architecture, known as ASIA, tool to 
design the dsp. "The idea of ASIA is to isolate 
the user from self-timed design," said Lien. 
Cogency is currently developing a second self-
timed device for an unnamed customer. It is 
aimed at the mobile product market. 
Another firm — anything but a start-up — 

increasingly enamoured with asynchronous 
design is Philips. It has designed a digital 
compact cassette error correction logic block 
that consumes a fifth of the power of an equiv-
alent clocked version. But the resulting silicon 
area is 20 per cent larger. 
Earlier this year Philips Research 

Laboratories detailed several asynchronous 
designs for the mobile communications mar-
ket with a power consumption ranging from a 
third to a tenth that of equivalent synchronous 
circuits. 

A tenth the power — yet faster 
One of the Philips designs — a standby circuit 
for pagers — is not only ten times more power 
efficient, but faster as well. This enables the 
voltage supplies to be lowered, reducing 
power consumption further. The devices were 
designed using Philips' Tangram — a silicon 
compiler for asynchronous design. 
Philips is now in the process of migrating its 

asynchronous expertise from its research lab-
oratories to parts of Philips Semiconductor. 
"Applications under consideration are in bat-
tery-powered, hand-held consumer products," 
said Kees van Berkel, senior scientist at 
Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven. 
A further group trailblazing asynchronous 

design is one led by Professor Furber at 
Manchester University. His group has been 
developing its third generation asynchronous 

32-bit ARM risc processor. 
The latest Amulet3 will implement 

Advanced Risc Machine's 16-bit Thumb 
instruction set. The project's focus is to embed 
the Amulet3 core in a range of applications, 
much in the way of existing ARM products. 
The current most advanced asynchronous 

ARM is the Amulet2e. "The Amulet2e has 
been very successful. It is competitive with 
clocked ARMs in area, performance and 
power efficiency," said Furber. 
The reason Amulet is still a research project 

is that that the 2e is still not a full product 
specification: "It isn't sufficiently testable for 
volume production." This is something Furber 
hopes to put right with the Amulet3. 

Is it time for asynchronous? 
Digital Semiconductor is the company proba-
bly best placed to speak for the synchronous 
logic community. After all, distributing a 
600MHz clock across its 209rmn2 Alpha 
21164 is no mean feat; the clock skew needs 
to be below 90ps. 

Interestingly, for its next Alpha, the 21264, 
Digital will use several clocks, each confined 
to specific regions of the chip. The reason for 
this, claims Digital's Aaron Bauch, is as much 
to do with dynamic power management — 
switching off areas of the die to reduce power 
consumption — as the issue of clock skew. 
That said, the company sees plenty of mileage 
in further increasing the clock speed. 
For Bauch, the key issue for the success of 

asynchronous is one of design automation 
tools. "Future microprocessors will have tens 
of millions of transistors. It will not be possi-
ble to do such designs without significant 
automation." Such tools are simply not avail-
able in the asynchronous world. 
Tudor Brown, chief technology officer at 

ARM, agrees: "The biggest issue is design 
time and the issue of productivity. The chal-
lenge for asynchronous is to turn out designs 
just as quickly." 

All proponents of asynchronous design 
agree that its most promising benefit is its 
reduced radiation. This coupled with its low 
power characteristics makes it ideal for 
embedded designs such as mobile phones. 
Furber has noted another interesting devel-

opment: "Intel has been recruiting asyn-
chronous designers a lot recently." It is wide-
ly believed that portions of the floating point 
units in Pentium processors use asynchronous 
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PC ENGINEERING 

Analogue input 
without wires 

This wireless data logger 
has a transmitter with an 
eight-bit a-to-d converter 

and a receiver that 
interfaces directly to the pc's 

printer port. Its designer, 
Pei An, has also included 
a sample Turbo Pascal 

listing illustrating how to 
read a serial data stream 

into the port. 

typical data logging 
system consists of 

nsors, analogue-to-
digital converters and pc 
interfacing circuits. The sen-
sors convert physical quanti-
ties such as temperature, 
pressure, sound level or light 
intensity into analogue volt-
ages. The a-to-d converters 
then convert the voltages into 
digital data ready to be fed into the computer via an interface. 
In many situations, electrical isolation is required between 

the sensor and the computer. For example, measurements of 
bio-electrical signals from the human body require safety iso-
lation while measurements involving high voltages need to 
be isolated in order to protect the computer. Sometimes, the 
objects to which the sensors are attached are in motion so a 
conventional wire link is not practicable. 
One form of data logger with the potential to meet these 

requirements is a radio-linked system. This article describes 
a simple radio-linked data logging system, Fig. 1. It consists 
of an eight-bit a-to-d converter with radio transmitter unit and 
a radio receiver that feeds a pc interfacing unit. 
Output from a sensor at a remote location, after any nec-

essary signal conditioning and amplification, feeds the trans-
mitter unit. This unit is made up of an a-to-d converter, dig-
ital control circuitry and the radio transmitter. The transmitter 
unit constantly converts analogue voltages into digital data 
and 'broadcasts' the data through its radio transmitter. 
The receiver unit plugs into the Centronics printer port of 
a standard pc. It receives the radio signal, converts it into a 

mountillmee 

serial digital data that is fed 
directly into the printer port. 
Since the radio link relies 

on low power 418MHz fm 
radio transmitter and receiv-
er modules that are type-
approved for UK use, fur-
ther type approval for the 
finished design is not nec-
essary. Indoors, the com-
munication distance is 

about 50m, while outdoors it extends to 200m, depending on 
the terrain. 
As the system communicates via the printer port of a pc, it 

can be used with desk-top pcs as well as laptop or even palm-
top pcs. It is also possible to modify the receiver unit so that 
it can use the RS232 port or the game port. 

How the link works 
Analogue voltage generated by a sensor is amplified, condi-
tioned and then fed into the transmitter unit. Inside the unit, 
an eight-bit serial i/o a-to-d converter turns the analogue volt-
age into a stream of serial digital data. 
A timing circuit controls the operation of the a-to-d con-

verter. This circuit also adds a start marker at the beginning 
of the serial data bits to indicate the start of a data transmis-
sion. Serial data is fed into the fin radio transmitter module. 
A frequency-modulated 418MHz radio signal is generated 
and transmitted to the surroundings via an antenna, Fig. 2a). 
Inside the receiver unit, the radio receiver module picks up 

the radio signal and converts it back to the serial digital data. 
The data is then read into a computer via the Centronics 
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Fig. 1. The voltage signal generated 
by the sensor is converted into a 
serial digital data and is sent out by 
a radio transmitter. Radio frequency 
is 418MHz. The radio signal is 
received by the receiver and the 
serial digital data is restored. It is 
fed into the computer via the 
printer port. 

RADIO 
DATA 

LOGGER 

•  
• 

11111111111111111116111111111111 

mteM ‘1\ 

Radio receiver and 
pc-interfacing unit, 
connected to the 
Centronics printer port 

printer port. Software on the pc finds the start 
marker first, then finds eight serial data bits. 
Finally, the serial data bits are converted into 
parallel data, Fig. 2b). 
Circuit diagrams of the transmitter and the 

receiver units are given in Figs 3 and 4. 

Relaying data off air 
The transmitter unit has four blocks: the a-to-d 
converter, which is a TLC548 with eight-bit 
serial i/o, the timing unit, based on a CD4060, 
CD4017 and 74HCI57 logic ICs, the radio 
transmitter module TXM-4I8-A and a power 

Ct: 50 pF 

R2 

Rt, 27 k 

SK1 

P2 P1 

+5V 

16 

6 

IC1 
CD4060 

G RST 

12 

SWI D1 1N4148 

CK2 

A-M-D converter 
and radio e 

e 
unit 

rh 
21J. 

C.r 

supply.The functions of the blocks are outlined 
below. 

A-to-D conversion. The TLC548 is a 
LinCMOS eight-bit switched-capacitor a-to-d 
converter using successive-approximation for 
conversion. It has an on-board sample-and-hold 
circuit, an on-board 4MHz clock and a serial 
i/o interface. The device is capable of sampling 
45500 times a second. 
The TLC548's power supply voltage range is 
3 to 6V and it has a typical current consump-
tion of 1.9mA. Pins 1 and 3, REF+ and REF—, 

SERIAL I/0 

A-to-D CONVERTER 

SERIAL 

DATA 

CONTROL 

TIMING 
CIRCUIT SERIAL 

DATA 

418 MHZ 

FM RADIO 

TRANSMITTER 

ANALOGUE VOLTAGE 

SIGNAL 

CONDITIONER 

t 
SENSOR 

(a) Block diagram of the transmitter unit 

Fig. 2. Functional modules of the 
a-to-d converter with radio 
transmitter and the receiver unit. 
In this design, the receiver feeds 
the pc's parallel, but the system is 
easily modified to feed the RS232 
or game ports. 

.5V 

V 
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CK2: 4kHz square wave 
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13 
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A 

VCC 
1V 
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SERIAL 
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CENTRONICS PORT 
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(b) Block diagram of the receiver unit 

Helical type antenna 
V 0.5mm e ameled copper wire closely 

wound on a 3.2 mm diameter former. 26 turns 

IC4 

TLC548 

8 

4 

VCC 
CS +Vref 

CE 

ANA IN 
D OUT 

GND -Vref 

4 3 

3 

2 

IC5 

TLE2425 

+5V 

R3. 2 

DATA IN 

GND 

VCC 

TXM-418 

RF OUT 

RF GND 

D2, ZENER 51V 

J1 

V 

GND 

Fig. 3. Circuit of the TLC548 a-to-d converter and the timing control 
ICs. Connections to the TXM418 transmitter module are also shown. 
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V 
AT 

Helical type antenna 

0.5 mm enameled copper wire closely 
wound on a 3.2 mm diameter former for 26 turns 

Whip type antenna 

wire or PCB track, 16.5 cm length from antennal pin 

J1 

Centronics 36-pin 

female connector 

RX1 
SILRX-418 

radio receiver 

module 

GND 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

co 

o 

••••••••• 

are connected to an external band-gap voltage 
reference. Normally, REF- and GND are wired 
together. 
The serial interface of the TLC548 consists of 

two ttl-compatible input lines, i/o clock input, 
pin 7, and chip-select input, -CS, pin 5. Data 
passes out of the chip via a three-state data out-
put line, pin 6. 
The system clock and the i/o clock are used 

independently and do not require special speed 
or phase relationships. This simplifies the inter-
facing with other circuits. Interfacing hardware 
and software need only initiate the conversion 
and read the data using the i/o clock and -CS. 
The operational sequence is shown in Fig. 5. 

When -CS is high, the data output line is at 
high-impedance state and the i/o clock is dis-
abled. On -CS going low, the a-to-d conversion 

Fig. 5. Operating sequence of the 
TLC548 eight-bit a-to-d converter 
with serial data output. 

I/O 

CLOCK 
ACCESS 
CYCLE B 

SAMPLE 
CYCLE B 

DATA 

OUT — Ç 

SK1 

Pin 13 (SLCT) -0614 1 Status 

Pin 32 (-ERR) -DB3 j Port 

Pin 2 -DBO 

Pin 3 -DB1 

Pin 4 -DB2 

Pin 5 -DB3 

Pin 6 -DB4 

Pin 7 -DB5 

Pin 8 -DB6 

Pin 9 -DB7 

Pin 19 Pin 30 -GND 

Data 

Port 

SW1 

P2 0 0 P1 

TPP3 9V battery 

Fig. 4. The 
SILRX418 radio 
receiver is easy to 
interface to the 
pc's parallel port 
since it outputs a 
ttl-compatible 
serial data stream. 
Inputting the data 
via the RS232 port 
would need ttl-to-
RS232 converters. 

cycle is initiated and data output begins. 
To minimise errors caused by noise at the -CS 

input, the internal circuitry waits for two rising 
edges and then a falling edge of the internal 
system clock after a high-to-low transition is 
detected on the -CS pin, before it is accepted. 
The most-significant bit, msb, of the previous 
conversion result, DB7, automatically appears 
on the DATA OUT pin. 
Falling edges of the first four i/o clock pulses 

shift out DB 3 of the previous conversion result 
on the data output pin. The on-chip sample-and-
hold begins sampling an analogue input after 
the fourth falling edge of the i/o clock. 
At this point, the falling edges of three more 

clock cycles shift out the remaining three data 
bits, DB2.0 of the previous conversion. 
When the eighth and final clock cycle is 

Sampling starts 

-111> 

Holding starts and 
Conversion follows 

1 2 

o  

36 system clocks ACCESS 
CYCLE C (17 us) 

MSB 

1.1><DIDIDIDOIDID 
LSB 

Previous conversion data A 

Hi-Z STATE 

 SS  

T1C1 
00nF 

IC1 
78L05 

+5V 

3 

2 

T 102 0v 

applied to the i/o clock, the falling edge termi-
nates the sample process and initiates the hold 
function. 
The hold state continues for the next four 

internal system clock cycles. After that, an 
a-to-d conversion is carried out during the next 
32 system clock cycles. A complete a-to-d con-
version takes 36 internal system clock cycles. 
During the conversion, either -CS must go high 
or the i/o clock remains low for at least 36 sys-
tem clock cycles. 
Chip select can be kept low during multiple 

conversion, but special care must be taken to 
prevent noise from getting into the i/o clock. If 
noise does get in, the device and its external 
interface circuit will lose synchronisation. If 
-CS is taken high, it must remain high until the 
end of the conversion. 
A valid falling edge of -CS causes the device 

to reset and to abort the conversion in progress. 

Timing circuit. Three logic ICs are used here: 
a CD4060 14-stage ripple counter, a CD4017 
decade counter and a 74HC157 2-to-1 data 
selector, Figs 6a-c). 
The 4060's on-board oscillator requires a tim-

ing capacitor and a resistor, Ct and Rt. It has a 
14-stage binary counter. Outputs are pins Qi_14. 
The 4060 is used as a clock generator which 
generates two signals, CK 1,2. 
The 4017 decade counter is clocked via pin 

14. Its clock-inhibit input, pin 13 must be pulled 
down to enable the clock. Pin 15 is the reset 

3 4 5 6 7 

SAMPLE 
CYCLE C 

MSB 

411:1>01:404112,111:>13> 
LSB 

H 

Conversion data B 

Z STATE 
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F012 VDD 16 05 

EQ13 010 15j Q1 

FQ14 Q8 7711 r3- QO 
1_4_ Q6 Q9 13 4 Q2 
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(a) 4060 14-stage ripple counter (b) 4017 decade counter 

7.J1 

14 

13 

12 

11 

(c) 74HC157 quad 2-to-1 data selector 

Fig. 6. Pin-outs of the logic ICs used to control the a-to-d converter. 

CK2 (pin 4 of ICI) 
generating acknowledgement header 

CKI (pin 6 of ICl) 
generating internal timing control 

00 (pin 3 of IC2) 

-CS (pin 5 of IC4) 

I/O CLK (pin 7 of IC4) 

1Y (pin 4 of IC3) 

Serial data to be transmitted 
by the radio transmitter 

— 
Start marker 

2 

input and is low-to-high active. Outputs Q0_, 
are normally low. 
After a reset, Qo goes high and go low. 

At the first rising edge of the clock input, Qo 
becomes low and Qi becomes high. At the sec-
ond rising edge of the clock, Q0,1 both go low 
and Q2 goes high. Each output therefore goes 
high in turn at the rising edge of the clock. On 
Q, going high, the output sequence is restarted. 
Connecting one of the outputs to the reset pin 
shortens the sequence. 
For the 74HCI57 quad data selector, if the 

select input is low, the respective A inputs feed 
through to the Y outputs. When SEL is high, 
the B inputs feed through. 
Timing for this circuit is shown in Fig. 7. The 

signal from pin 6, Q7, of IC I is CK I which is 
about 2kliz and the other, from pin 4, Q6, gives 
CK2 which is 4kHz. Clock CKI is used for tim-
ing while CK2 is for generating the start mark-
er for the serial a-to-d conversion data. 

3 4 6 7 8 1 

Start of a data output and AID 
conversion cycle 

Fig. 7. Timing sequence of the radio transmitter unit. 
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radio transmitter and receiver. 
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The 4017 is configured so that output Q0, pin 
3, is normally low. For every nine low-to-high 
transitions of the clock applied to pin 14, it goes 
high for one clock period. 
When Q0 goes from low to high, the select 

line of IC3 goes from low to high and this caus-
es CK2, connected to 1B, to feed through to 1Y 
of the data selector. It is then transmitted by the 

Fig. 9. Functional blocks 
of the low-power digital 
transmitter and receiver. 

RF IN 

GND 1:1).  

vcc [D.  

DATA IN 

418 MHz 
band pass 

fitter 

radio transmitter as the start marker. This flag 
tells the receiver the start of a valid serial data 
transmission. 
Ort Q0 going from high tp low, the select line 

on IC3 and chip-select on IC4 both become low. 
At the falling edge of chip-select on the a-to-d 
converter, a conversion and data output cycle 
begins. 

GND ID*  

Low pass 

filter 

Wide band 
frequency 
modulator 

The msb of the previously converted data, 
DB7, automatically appears at the data-output 
pin of IC4. As the select line of IC3 is low, 1A, 
which is connected to the data-out line of IC4, 
feeds the radio transmitter. As a result, DB7 is 
transmitted. 
Output 2Y of multiplexer IC3 feeds the i/o 

clock of the converter. At the falling edges of 

SAW 
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(a) Block diagram of the TXM-418 radio transmittér 
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(b) Block diagram of the SILRX-418 radio receiver 
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(a) Pin-out of the Centronics connector on pc 
computers — viewed from the back of the pc 

Connector type: 25 pin female D-type 
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(b) Pin-out of the Centronics connector on printers 
viewed from the back of the printer 

Connector type: 36 pin female Centronics-type 

Fig. 10. Pin functions of the Centronics port 
connectors 
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Read 3000 data from the status port 
using TP6 command x:=Port[address) 
then generate serial data (Os or 1s) 

Calculate lengths of Os or is before status changes 
(this length, or number, is proportional to the 

time period of a serial data be 

Find the minimum length for is 
Find the minimum length for Os 

(these are used for locating the start marker) 

Find the start bit of the serial data 

Serial data bits 

Case 1 
IL 
Case ? 

Calculate the length of a serial data bit 
from the minimum length for is and 

the minimum length for Qs 

Calculate the skip number and find the data 
point at which the serial data is to be read 

(this yields the 8 serial data bits) 

8 serial data bits are read and combined into 
a parallel byte. The yalpe pf the byte is obtained 

Fig. 11. Flow of the software needed to obtain 
the eight bits from the a-to-d conversion. 

the first to seventh i/o clock, bits DB6_0 of the 
serial data are shift out by IC4 and transmitted. 
At the falling edge of the eighth i/o clock, a 
new a-to-d conversion begins. After that, the i/o 
clock remains low and —CS goes from low to 
high, stays high for one CKI period and then 
becomes low again. 
At this point, a new a-to-d conversion/data 

output cycle begins. 

Radio transmitter module. Physical dimen-
sions and pin functions of the TXM-4/8 trans-
mitter are given in Fig. 8a). Pins 1 and 4 are 
connected together internally and form the 
ground. 
The transmitter operates over a wide range 

from 6 to 12V dc. I consumes typically 6inA at 
6V or 14mA at 12V. Its data-modulation input 
— which requires a c-mos logic level at the 
same power supply voltage — is applied to pin 
5. An antenna connects to pin 2. 
Figure 9a) is a block diagram of the module. 

Digital data at c-mos logic levels is supplied to 
the data-in line, pin 5. The data first passes 
through an RC low-pass filter, which restricts 
the bandwidth of the modulation signal to 
10kHz at the —3dB point; 10kHz represents the 
upper limit of the input data frequency. 
Filtered data then feeds a wideband frequen-

cy modulator which accepts signals of fre-
quencies from dc to 10kHz. The modulator 

Table 1. Input/output addresses of the data, status and control ports. 

CPU i/o address Data port (pc to pm) 
LPT1 to LPT4 Base address 

Control port (pc to pm) Status port (pm to pc) 
Base address+2 Base address+1 

drives a varicap diode whose changing capaci-
tance is used to modify the frequency of the 
next stage — a radio frequency oscillator. 
Centre frequency of the oscillator is accu-

rately set by a surface acoustic wave resonator 
in the 418MHz band, i.e. 417.90 to 418MHz. 
The oscillator has a 418MHz band-pass filter to 
ensure that any spurious emission out of the 
band is within the limits as spec¡fied by the 
MPT1340 specification. Final filtered rf output 
appears on pin 2. 
The transmitter antenna can have one of 

three forms — helical, loop or whip. I used the 
helical form for this design. 

Radiocommunication Authority MPT1340. 
The radio transmitter modulé is type-approved 
to MPT1340, making it licence exempt for use 
within the UK. Its applications are specified as 
telemetry, telecommand and in-building secu-
rity. 
When using the module in a customised 

application, the requirements issued by the 
Radiqcommunication Authority must be satis-
fied. 

Receiver details 
The circuit diagram of the radio receiver unit is 
given in Fig. 4. The heart of this unit is the 
radio receiver module SILRX-418. 

Radio rçceiver module. Physical dimensions 
and pin functions of the S/LRX-4/8 receiver are 
shown in Fig. $b). The module operates from a 
4.5V to 9V dc rail and draws typically 13mA. 
Figure 9b is a block diagram of the module. 

Incoming radio frequency from the antenna 
goes to a 418MHz band-pass filter via a capac-
itor. An rf preamplifier boosts the signal before 
it enters the first mixer stage. 
The first local oscillator runs at a frequency 

of 433.92MHz, which is produced again by a 
surface acoustic wave resonator. This signal is 
mixed with the received 418MHz signal to pro-
dike the first intermediate frequency signal at 
15.92MHz. 
The mixed signal then feeds the second 

mixer, where a second local oscillator running 
at 16MHz produces the final intermediate fre-
quency at 80kHz. Final IF is now amplified and 
demodulated to produce an audio frequency 
signal. A carrier detect signal is also produced. 
To improve the signal-to-noise performance, 

the audio signal is processed by a third-order 
low-pass filter. This signal feeds an audio 
buffer whose output, pin 6, is at half of the 
power supply. The signal also passes through a 
data slicer, where the analogue audio signal is 
Converted into a digital signal and is output 
from pin 7. Logic output is at c-mos levels. 
Any of the antenna types previously 

described in the transmitter section can be used 
with this module. Criteria for the receiver 
antenna under MPT 1340 are not as restrictive 

Table 2. Base addresses for LPT1 and LPT2. 
Base address 

LPT1 with mono card 956D, (3BCH) 
LPT1 with i/o card 888D, (378H) 
LPT2 with i/o card 632D, (278H) 

Table 3. Memory locations for each of the 
four printer LPT addresses. 

Port 
LPT1 
LPT2 
LPT3 
LPT4 

Memory adclress 
0000:0408 — 0000:0409 
0000:040A — 0000:040B 
00p0:040C — 0000:040D 
0000:040E — 0000:040E 

XeO 
C3 2 

Q ICS 

1C3 7411,37 

0 

AT 

(î) 

710,478 A 

SI C040613 

GND +V in 

Fig. 12. With careful pcb layout, the entire 
battery-operated transmitter unit can be made 
to fit into a small ABS box. 

as those that apply to the transmitter. 
As an alternative to the integral antenna as 

used for the transmitter, you are permitted to 
use.an external arrangement connected by a 
coaxial feeder. 

If you want to optimise the range of the sys-
tem, other types of antenna may be used. I used 
a whip type antenna. 

Reading in the data 
The receiver has only one line from which the 
received serial data is output. The data contains 
the start marker and the serial data, Fig. 7. 
Consequently, the computer only needs one 
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input line to read the data. 
There are several hardware solutions for read-

ing the line into the computer. One is to use the 
Centronics port. Because all pcs have one or 
two Centronics ports, this is a universal solu-
tion. 
As the signal output from the radio receiver 

module has a ttl/c-mos logic, the Centronics 
port can be interfaced to the radio receiver 
directly. An alternative is to use an RS232 port. 
Again, this is a universal solution, but ttl/c-mos-
to-RS232 level converters should be used. A 
third alternative is the game port. 
This system relies on the Centronics port and 

is powered by external batteries. 

The Centronics port 
The Centronics interface, also referred to as the 
printer, LPT or parallel port, is an industry-stan-
dard interface designed originally for interfac-
ing with printers. Whether housed in a desk-top 
case or as a laptop, a pc will have at least one 
such interface. 

If you have a desk-top pc, you can add up to 
three printer ports using plug-in cards. These 
ports are given the logical names LPT1 to 
LPT4. 
The connector at the back of the computer 

and the one on the printer differ, Fig. 10. The 
one on the computer is a 25-pin D-type female 
connector, Fig. 10a), while the one on the print-
er is a 36-pin female Centronics-type connector, 
Fig. lob). Although the connectors are differ-
ent, their functions are the same. 
The i/o lines in the Centronics port are organ-

ised into three groups - those handling data, 
those carrying out control and those signalling 
status. 
Data is sent from the pc to the printer over 

eight latched lines, DB0.7. Data flow is con-
trolled by an i/o port of the microprocessor 
inside the pc. The control port controls the oper-
ation of the printer. It contains four latched 
lines, namely -STROBE, -LF/CR, -SUN and 
-INITIALISE. These are directed from the pc to 
the printer. The group is controlled by an output 
port of the processor. Note that -STROBE, 
-LF/CR and -SLIN lines are inverted but -INI-
TIALISE is not. 
The status group is used by the pc to obtain 

current status of the printer. It contains five 
lines, -ERROR, SLCT, PE, -ACK and BUSY. 
These are directed from the printer to the com-
puter. This group is controlled by an input port 
of the processor. The busy line is inverted but 
the other four are not. 

Port i/o addresses. The computer addresses of 
the DATA, CONTROL and STATUS ports can be 
calculated using the expressions in Table 1. 
You will see that the printer address is the same 
as the address of the data port. The base 
addresses for LPT1 and LPT2 are listed in 
Table 2. 
Once the base address of the printer port of a 

pc is known, the addresses of the control and 
status ports can be calculated, Table 1. There 
are two ways to obtain this address. One is to 
check your computer's user manual or to watch 
the screen carefully after the computer is pow-

ered on or reset. A table showing hardware 
specifications will appear on the screen. 
The other way is a convenient one. When the 

computer is powered on or reset, the bios (basic 
input/output system) checks all the possible 
printer addresses. If it fmds an installed 
Centronics port, it writes the addresses of the 
ports to a special memory location. 
For LPT1, this address - a two-byte word - is 

stored at 0000:040816 and 0000:0409 16. By 
peeking this memory location, the base address 
can be obtained. The memory locations for 
LPT1 to LPT4, ai-e listed in Table 3. 
Another useful one-byte memory location is 

0000:4011 16. It stores the total number of 
installed Centronics interfaces. This informatinn 
is contained in DB6,7 bits, Table 4. 

Controlling the parallel port 
There are three methods to control the 
Centronics port. The first method is to use print-
er operation procedures. For example, in Basic, 
this instructiOn is 'PRINT'. In Turbo Pascal, it is 
`WRITELN(LST)'. 
When executing such instructions, the data, 

control and status groups operate together and 
can not be uséd individually. This method is 
only useful for printer operations. Another 
method, also used for printer operations, relies 
on bios interrupt INT 17h. 
The third method involves direct i/o access. 

Table 4. Location 0000:4011 16 tells you how 

many printer ports the bios thinks you have 
installed. 
DB7 DB$ No of ports installed 

o 1 1 
1 0 2 
1 1 3 

This method controls the data, control and sta-
tus ports separately using direct i/o access 
instructions. In this case, the Centronics port is 
treated as three separate i/o ports: two of these 
are output ports and one is an input. Imagine, 
for example, controlling LPT1. Assuming that 
the addresses of the data, control and status 
ports are 888D, 890D and 889D, respectively, 
to send data to the data and the control ports, 
the following procedures are used, in Basic, • 

OUT 888, x and OUT 890, x 

And in Turbo Pascal, 

PORT[888]:.x and PORT[890]:.x 

in which x is the output value in decimal. To 
read data from the status port, the following 
procedures are used. In Basic; 

Y.INP[889] 

And in Turbo Pascal, 

Ys.PortT109] 

in which Y is the decimal value of the input 
data. 

The software driver. The software of this radio 
data logger is written in Turbo Pascal 6, List 1. 
In the program, the procedure, Input_print-
er_address, finds the number of Centronics 

ports installed on your pc, base addresses of 
these ports and allows you to select a 
Centronics port. 
Radio a-to-d conversion data is read by the 

function inputdata:real. First it reads 3000 seri-
al data from the status port in one go. The seri-
al bits of the a-to-d conversion results are con-
tained in thee data and the reminder of the 
function extracts the useful bits from these 3000 
data. The function locates the position of the 
serial a-to-d conversion data by finding the 
position of the start marker. 
Next, the program skips a certain number of 

data and reads the serial data. The serial data 
are fmally combined into parallel data, Fig. 11. 
The inputdataYeal function is repeated three 
times. Valid received data must satisfy that the 
square-root error of the three consecutive read-
ings is within a certain value. The valid data is 
the averaged value of the three readings. If this 
condition is not satisfied, the above-mentioned 
procedure is repeated again. The function, 
AD_conversion:real, is used for this purpose. 

Implementing the logger 
My prototype transmitter unit is constructed on 
a single-sided pcb and is housed in a small box, 
Fig. 12. The receiver unit is constructed on a 
piece of strip board, as the circuit is so simple, 
and is also housed in a small box. 

Continued on page 82 

Technical support 

A designer's kit is available from Pei. It 
consists of all the hardware - pcb plus 
components - to allow designers to 
construct one a-to-d converter/radio 
transmitter unit and one Centronics-port 
receiver unit. 
Source code in Turbo Pascal 6 and 

EXE file are provided on a 3.5in floppy 
disk. Please direct your enquiry to Dr 
Pei An, 11 Sandpiper Drive, Stockport, 
Manchester SK3 8UL. UK tel/fax/answer: 
+44-(0)161-477-9583.• E-mail: 
pan@fs1.eng.man.ac.uk. 

Tx/Rx modules 
The transmitter and receiver modules 
mentioned in this article are available 
from Radio-Tech at Overbridge House, 
Weald Hall Lane, Thomwood Common, 
Epping, Essex CM16 6NI3, tel. 01992 
576107, fax 01992 561994, e-mial 
radtec@radtec.demon.co.uk. 

More details of the transmitter and 
receiver pair were giVeri in the June 
1996 issue on page 454. 
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Working from 
the half-wave 
dipole to 
active 
designs, Ian 
Hickman 
explains how 
antennas 
function, 
visiting Yagi 
and loop 
aerials along 
the way. 

Fig. 1. Loss 
resistance R1 turns 

some of the 
transmitter power 
output into heat. 

Radiation 
resistance R, does 

not — it radiates it 
into space. 
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Antennas 
from the ground up 

A
ppropriately, for a magazine formerly called 
Wireless World, readers are presented from time to 
time with articles on various aspects of wireless 

communications — including ones on the crucial topic of 
antennas. Since such articles have mainly dealt with specif-
ic developments in antenna technology,' the time is ripe for 
a broad look at antennas of all types, and their basic princi-
ples of operation. 
Among other things, this article clarifies some initially 

puzzling points regarding antennas, such as why communi-
cation over a path in free space should require a hundred 
times as much transmitted power at 100MHz as at 10MHz. 

Antenna basics 
When considering antennas, the theoretical yardstick is the 
ideal isotropic antenna. If fed from a transmitter, this anten-
na radiates power with equal intensity in all directions. 
As with any antenna, there will be associated electric and 

magnetic field lines in space, due to the voltage applied to 
the antenna elements, and the current flowing in them. In the 
immediate vicinity of the antenna, these fields are out of 
phase, and thus represent stored circulating energy: this is 
called the 'near field' region. This field drops off rapidly 
with distance, being already small at a distance of metres, 
i.e. one wavelength, from the antenna. 
But the antenna also generates electric and magnetic fields 

which are in phase, and these represent a flow of power 

At resonance, a tuned antenna looks resistive. 

Picture Courtesy Of Antiference 

away from the antenna — the 'far field'. The magnetic field 
strength corresponds to a magnetising field, measured in 
amps per metre. This, together with the electric field strength 
in volts per metre defines the characteristic impedance of 
free space, which is 120E or 377e. 
The ideal isotropic antenna looks purely resistive, and as 

Fig. 1 shows, this resistance has two components. Resistance 
Rr is the 'radiation resistance' — a notional non-dissipating 
resistance representing the 'port' via which power is radiat-
ed from the antenna. Loss resistance R1 is the ohmic com-
ponent of the antenna's total resistance. Clearly the radiation 
efficiency rir is given by, 

R,.  
rlr (1) R,. + 

In some cases, it is possible to make RI negligible, but in 
practice an efficiency well short of 100% must sometimes be 
tolerated. 
Figure 2 shows an ideal isotropic antenna located in free 

space, radiating a power P. Resulting power density D, in 
watts per square metre, at a range d, in metres, is given by, 

D — 
4Ircl2 (2) 

This assumes that d is much larger than the wavelength 
concerned, and is of course independent of the frequency. 
The term 4r.d2 is the surface area of a sphere of radius d, 
centred on the antenna. The strength of the electric field e, in 
volts per metre, in space at any point is given by, 

e = (3) 

But if D depends only on Pt and the distance, why does 
communication over a given distance in free space require a 
hundred times as much transmitted power at 100MHz as at 
10MHz? After all, surely your 1W at 100MHz is as good as 
the other person's 1W at 10MHz? 

Diminishing returns 
The answer is all down to the receiving antenna. Consider an 
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ideal isotropic antenna identical to that of Fig. 2 — i.e. also 
appropriate to the frequency concerned — immersed in the 
field given by expression (2). It will pick up an amount of 
power determined by its effective area, known as its 'effec-
tive aperture'. The effective aperture A, in square metres, of 
an isotropic antenna suitable for operating at a frequency 
fMHz is given by, 

A = — (4) 

where X=300/f metres. Since the aperture of an antenna is 
inherently proportional to the square of the wavelength, in 
any given field strength, an antenna of any type operating at 
half the frequency of another of that type will pick up four 
times as much energy. 
Combining (2) and (4), for isotropic transmit and receive 

antennas, received power Pr is simply D multiplied by A and 
is given by, 

p )1/4,2 p x2 

P = ' x—=  
4Tcd2 471 (4)2 (5) 

This defines the basic free-space inverse square law for 
range, i.e. 6dB extra loss for every octave — or doubling — of 
the range. 

It is not possible to construct a simple antenna with an 
isotropic radiation pattern, so it's time to look at real anten-
nas. There are only as few basic types, but each is capable of 
various developments and refinements for special purposes. 
I'll start with the basic types, and move on to the variations 
later. 

Half-wave dipole 
The simplest practical antenna is the half-wave dipole. 
Imagine the last quarter wavelength of an open-circuited bal-
anced transmission line opened out at right angles, to form a 
tee shape. 
Normally, at a point one quarter of a wavelength back from 

an open circuit, a transmission line would look like a short 
circuit. But because the opened out arms radiate power, they 
look like a finite resistance. This turns out to be about 7312, 
so if the half-wave dipole were connected to a balanced feed-
er of this impedance, all of the incident power would be 
absorbed and radiated into space. 
The absence of reflected power means that the voltage-

standing-wave ratio, or vswr, on the line would be 1:1 or 
unity, a perfect match for the transmitter. 
As a receiving antenna, the half-wave dipole may be mod-

elled as a 7312 source. In accordance with the maximum-
power theorem, when connected to a matched load, half the 
power the antenna picks up from a distant source is delivered 
to the load; the other half is 'dissipated' internally in the 
source. But the 7312 source is the radiation resistance, which 
unlike a physical resistance, does not turn incident energy 
into heat. The half of the picked-up power not delivered to 
the load is reradiated with the usual radiation pattern of a 
dipole, described below. 
So the field distribution in the immediate vicinity of the 

dipole is the resultant of the incident and reradiated fields. 
Note that if the centre of the dipole had been short circuited, 
instead of being connected to a matched feeder and load, all 
of the power picked up would have been reradiated, locally 
modifying the field. 
The left hand side of Fig. 3 shows a half-wave dipole, with 

the current distribution along its length a maximum at the 
centre, as indicated. The shape of the distribution is a half 
sine wave, and the shape of the voltage distribution a half 
cosine wave, i.e. zero at the centre and maximum — in 
antiphase — at each end. 

Pt 
Power density D at range R = 

4n R 2 

2 
W/M 

e.g. if Pt = 1W, then at R = 1km, D =  1 

4 rr1 000 2 

drive 
(balanced) 

42 

current 
distribution 

A. 

31/2 

b) Radiation pattern of a 
Al2 dipole is a maximum 
everywhere at right angles 
to the length, zero along 
the length. 

I   I 

Fig. 2. An ideal 
isotropic antenna 
radiates energy into 
space with equal 
intensity in every 
direction. 

Note that this 
diagram is not 
to scale. 

= 0.078 µW/m 2 

= —71dBW/m2 

Fig. 3a) Current 
distribution 
along a 
half-wave, or 
A/2, dipole, left, 
is maximum at 
the feed point 
and zero at the 
ends — the very 
opposite of the 
voltage 
distribution. 
Also shown, the 
current 
distribution on 
dipoles of length 
A and 3Al2. 

Fig. 4a) A A/2 dipole presents a source or load impedance of 73i1 resistive, bal-
anced. b) It may be connected without mismatch to a 300U balanced feeder using a 
'A-match'. Feedpoint separation m and length of the sloping members a, b are 
parameters which may adjusted to suit the particular dipole length to diameter 
ratio and feeder impedance. c) Impedance of a folded dipole is four times that of 
the basic dipole, providing a good match to a 300Q feeder. 

With the feeder connected at a point of current maximum 
and voltage minimum, the impedance is much lower than the 
37712 characteristic impedance of free space. Shown at the 
bottom of Fig. 3 is the radiation pattern, which is zero along 
the length of the dipole. At right angles to the dipole, it is at 
a maximum everywhere, i.e. in three dimensions it exhibits a 
toroidal or 'doughnut' shape. 
Since the power is concentrated mainly at right angles to 

the dipole, with zero radiation off the ends, the maximum 
field is greater than it would be for an isotropic antenna fed 
with the same power. As a receiving antenna, the same pat-
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Fig. 6. Showing 
how the perfor-
mance of a ,1/4 
whip antenna 
over a ground 

plane is derived 
from that of a A/2 

dipole. 

Fig. 5. Showing the electric 
and magnetic field lines 
surrounding a half wave 
transmitting dipole. 

Radiation D— e:Jatts 
Elementary 
spherical 
area A 

tern applies — maximum sensitivity to signals from any direc-
tion at right angles to the dipole, zero sensitivity to signals 
arriving end-on. 
The half-wave dipole antenna's effective aperture A is 

given by, 

A= Ga2 (5) 
4/c 

where G is the power gain relative to isotropic; it follows that 
G is a function of the orientation of the antenna relative to 
the incident field. In the maximum direction, anywhere at 
right angles to the dipole, G is 1.65. 
Thus, a half wave dipole exhibits a maximum gain of 

10log(1.65) or +2.15dB relative to isotropic. Any logarithms 
mentioned from here on are to base 10 by the way. 
Note that for a half-wave dipole, the 'figure-of-eight' cross 

section of the toroid is not like two circles. For an electrically 
short dipole — length much less than A/2 — the cross section is 
circular, but such an antenna is not resonant. Even if brought 
to resonance by tuning out the reactance, the radiation resis-
tance 12, is very small — often much smaller than the loss 
resistance RI. 

Short dipoles have their uses 
So an electrically short dipole does not make a good radiator, 
or even an efficient receiving antenna. But it is useful as an 
`E-field probe', if connected to an amplifier with a very high 
input impedance. 
With such an open-circuit load, the antenna outputs a volt-

age given by Eoc=lexe, where e is the field strength in volts 
per metre and le is the effective length of the dipole. If the 
physical length of the dipole is much less than A, then the 
effective length equals the physical length. 
Two crossed half-wave dipoles will receive signals from all 

directions, while three such dipoles, oriented along the three 
orthogonal axes and the signals again suitably combined, can 
effectively provide an isotropic pattern. This scheme is in 

XI 2 dipole 

a) 

metal 
sheet Load 

< 3712 

1 
37L2 

1  

fact used in special instrumentation antennas for emc mea-
surements. 
Figure 3 also shows the current distribution on dipoles of 

length A and 3A/2. Here, the feedpoint impedances are 
respectively high and low relative to the impedance of free 
space. The direction of maximum radiation is at 54° and 42° 
to the dipole respectively, as against 90° for the half wave 
dipole. 
Figure 4 shows three ways of connecting a dipole to a 

feeder. In a), the dipole impedance of 7312 is about right to 
connect to a 75( coaxial cable, such as a tv down lead. But 
the latter is unbalanced, whereas the antenna is balanced. 
A balun — i.e. a balanced-to-unbalanced transformer — can 

be used, but it is frequently omitted. The balanced-to-unbal-
anced conversion then takes place along the first few wave-
lengths of the feeder, which acts as its own balun. 
With some signals, for example Band II broadcast fm, a 

30012 balanced feeder is conunonly used. This can be 
matched to the lower impedance of a half-wave dipole using 
the delta match shown in Fig 4b). Alternatively, the folded 
dipole of Figure 4c) can be used. The two closely-spaced 
dipoles act as a 2:1 ratio — or 4:1 impedance ratio — trans-
former, transforming the 73Q dipole impedance to 292i1 

Quarter-wave whip 
Probably the next most important antenna is the quarter-wave 
monopole or whip. To illustrate its mode of operation, con-
sider first a dipole. 
Figure 5 shows the electric and magnetic fields E and H in 

the vicinity of a half wave dipole. In space, the fields are dis-
tributed as shown, being everywhere mutually orthogonal, 
i.e. at right angles to each other. 

In time, the fields in the immediate vicinity of the antenna 
— the near field — are in quadrature, as noted earlier. This 
means that they represent stored energy as in a tuned circuit; 
a half-wave dipole antenna is resonant. In the far field, being 
in phase, they represent a flow of real power away from the 
antenna. 
As I mentioned earlier, the impedance of the dipole is 73Q 

balanced. Now imagine a flat sheet of copper, of infinite 
extent, inserted between the two halves of the dipole, as illus-
trated at the left hand side of Fig. 6. 
The magnetic flux lines do not cut the conducting sheet 

anywhere: they are completely unaffected by its presence. 
Likewise, the electric lines are unaffected, because they meet 
the sheet everywhere at right angles. Thus the antenna 
behaves as two separate antennas, one radiating half the ener-
gy provided into the upper half sphere, the other into the 
lower, as in the right hand side of Fig. 6a). 
Thus a vertical whip antenna over an ideal ground plane 

presents an input impedance of 37Q, and has a radiation pat-
tern which is omnidirectional in the horizontal plane. The 
pattern in the vertical plane is a doughnut sliced in half, being 
simply the upper half of the pattern of the A/2 dipole in Fig. 
3. 
Since an ideal suitably matched vertical quarter-wave whip 

Source 

b) 
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Fig.7a) Illustrating 
the performance 
of the frame or 

loop aerial. 

b) A screened 
loop provides 

improved 
rejection of 
unwanted 

electrostatic 
pick-up. 

Fig. 8. A popular 
300L1 balanced 

horizontal dipole 
covering all of the 

amateur bands. 
For general use, it 

should be 
mounted as high 
as possible. The 
two LR-loaded 
networks are 

16pH and 3000. 
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antenna radiates all the energy in the upper half sphere, it 
provides a maximum directional gain - in the horizontal 
direction - of 3dB relative to a half-wave dipole, or 5.15dB 
relative to isotropic. 
In practice, the ground-plane is not perfect. Where this is 

the case, the radiation pattern does not extend down to the 
horizontal. The direction of maximum radiation is squinted 
slightly upwards, as represented by the dotted lines in the 
lower portion of Fig. 6. 
In fact, the ground-plane is often very imperfect, being 

simply the rest of the transceiver, as in the case of a mobile 
telephone. 

The loop antenna 
In addition to the half-wave dipole and the quarter-wave 
whip, the remaining basic antenna type is the loop. Figure 
7a) shows a vertical loop of height h and width w, facing a 
vertically polarised field at an angle e - less than 90° - as 
shown in the plan view. 

If the vertical electric field is E voltsim, then a voltage Exit 
will be induced in each vertical conductor. The voltage 
induced in a vertical conductor nearer the transmitter will 
lead that in one further, by a phase angle, 

27r = —  w cost+ radians 

corresponding to the time for the wavefront to travel the 
extra distance wcosE) metres. If this distance is small com-
pared with X, the two voltages, which act in opposite direc-
tions round the loop, will almost cancel out. The net resultant 
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per turn will be approximately, 

Eh Eh2inv cos° EA2rt cose 0 = 

where A is the area enclosed the loop. 
The results quoted are only valid for the case where w and 
h are both small compared to X. If they are not, standing 
waves are set up on the conductors, complicating the theory. 

More half-wave dipole bandwidth 
Many variations on the basic half-wave dipole have been 
developed. 
One disadvantage of this type of antenna - called a 'dou-

blet' in the USA - is its comparatively narrow bandwidth. 
This can be increased by using fat conductors for the two 
arms; these may be tubes or parallel wires supported on cir-
cular spreaders. In this case, the 'end effect' is increased. 
End effect means that the optimum half wave dipole is 

actually a percent or two shorter than X/2. If h is the dipole 
half-length and a the cross section area of the tube, then for 
values of h/a less than 100, the shortening required may 
exceed 10% or thereabouts. But this figure depends strongly 
on how the tubes are tapered down to connect to the feed-
point. 

Yet more bandwidth 
If you need a greater bandwidth than can be obtained in this 
way, resistive loading can be added to the antenna. This 
increases loss resistance RI, the value of which will vary with 
frequency. 
The 'Australian dipole' is an example of a loaded dipole, 

see Fig. 8. This is popular with amateur radio enthusiasts as 
it permits operation on all the hf bands. In a measurements 
application, involving receiving only, efficiency is not quite 
so important, and more complicated distributed loading 
regimes may be adopted.' 
Similarly, measures can be adopted to reduce the overall 

dimensions of a whip antenna. The length of a quarter wave 
whip may be reduced, leaving it looking capacitive, and a 
base 'loading coil' added to bring it back to resonance. 
Alternatively, a loading inductor may be mounted half way 

up the shortened whip, or top capacity loading may be added. 
A combination of these two is also an option. 
In one popular scheme, the conductor is coiled over a suit-

able - often flexible - non-conducting armature. Capacitance 
at the base may be used to bring the antenna to resonance. 
All these arrangement reduce the bandwidth of the antenna, 
by raising its Q. They also reduce the the radiation efficien-
cy, by increasing the ratio of RI to Rt.. 
For reception only, a short top-loaded whip can form an 

active antenna, operating as an E-field probe. The output is 
connected to a high-gain preamplifier located at the base of 
the whip. The arrangement is very convenient in the hf band, 
where external noise is so high as to mask that of the ampli-
fier, despite the low level of the signal at the amplifier's 
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input. 
Figure 9 shows a suitable amplifier. It is connected to a 

vertical wire some 400min high, inside a supporting plastic 
tube, topped by a metal disc 250mm in diameter. Details of 
the excellent electrical performance of the complete active 
antenna can be found ref. 2. 

Loopy alternatives 
Where it is not convenient to have an antenna projecting 
from the case of, for example, a hand-held device, the loop 
antenna mentioned earlier may be used. In the form known 
as a 'frame aerial', these have been employed since the ear-
liest days of wireless. 
Basically, the loop antenna consists of an air-cored coil, 

although in practice it might sometimes be more accurate to 
describe it as transceiver-cored'. Unlike the half-wave 
dipole and the quarter-wave whip, both of which are excited 
by the E field of a passing wavefront, frame aerials respond 
to the H field. 
Generally, the term loop antenna is used to denote a loop 

aerial with but a single turn, while the term frame aerial is 
used for a multi-turn loop. The mode of operation has been 
described earlier. 
Figure 7 shows a two turn loop or frame aerial. One use for 

such antennas is in direction finding. In this application, a 
loop with two or more turns side by side, as in Figure 7a), 
will not give a complete null when broadside on to the signal. 
For the loop then has a finite depth din the direction of prop-
agation. This makes it the equivalent of a loop of N coinci-
dent turns in series with a narrow single-turn loop of width d. 
So for direction finding, a frame aerial should be wound 
'pancake' fashion, with spiral coplanar turns. 
Of course, direction finding using a loop leaves a 180° 

ambiguity, for a null is obtained either way round. So 
arrangements can be made to temporarily add in the signal 
from a whip. This will be either adding or subtracting, thus 
resolving the ambiguity. 
For best results from a frame aerial, the output should be 

connected to an amplifier with a balanced input. For if one 
end of the winding is grounded, different capacitive currents 
to ground flow in the first and last turns, resulting in some 
pick-up as from a short vertical whip. This not only upsets 
the null, but results also in greater susceptibility to pick-up of 
electrostatic interference. Ideally, the loop responds to the H 
field component of the signal only. 
Where heavy electrostatic interference is experienced, the 

wires of a loop antenna can usefully be enclosed in a screen-
ing tube, as shown in Fig 7b). Such antennas are available 
commercially. The tube will of course have a small gap at 
one point to bring out the connections. A gap is necessary to 
prevent any circulating currents in the screen, which would 
then provide magnetic screening as well, preventing any 
wanted pick-up! 

DXing 
Frame aerials are popular with medium-wave ̀ DX' enthusi-
asts for a number of reasons. Firstly, such an aerial is direc-
tional. This means that when receiving a weak signal from a 
distant station, the loop provides useful discrimination against 
unwanted signals. Such signals may be on the same, or an 
adjacent frequency, arriving at a different azimuth angle to 
the wanted. 
Secondly, the frame antenna is easily tuned, adding more 

selectivity to that provided by the receiver to which it is con-
nected. Frame aerials are also convenient for reception in the 
hf band. 
Figure 10 shows an active loop antenna Using a three-turn 

15in diameter coil of 8AWG wire with half-inch turn spac-
ing, it covers 4.4-16MHz. The switch provides a choice of 
8dB or 20dB gain. Further details can be found in ref. 3. 

1M 

330k 

Fig. 9. In conjunction with a short top loaded whip (see text), this circuit provides 
excellent reception over the band 100kHz-30MHz. 

Loop 
(see 
text) 
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Fig. 10. This active frame aerial (see text) covers most of the hf band. 
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Fig. 11. Examples of arrangements commonly employed for small loop aerials at 
vhf and uhf. 
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Loops for vhf and uhf 
At vhf and uhf, the loop usually consists of but a single turn, 
Fig. 11, with matching arranged as indicated. The loop may 
be of wire or strip, or it may be a track printed on a circuit 
board. 
Design equations for such loop antennas involve the thick-

ness and width of the conductor as well as the loop dimen-
sions, and may be found in various references including refs 
4 and 5. Remember though that design equations only pro-
vide a starting point, since the effects of the presence of such 
things as a circuit board, battery and outer casing need to be 
taken into account. 
Any of the antennas mentioned — except of course the 

active ones — may be used for receiving or transmitting. It 
must be accepted that those types which are physically small 
compared to a wavelength — the coiled whip and particular-

Fig. 12. A Yagi antenna has a director 
behind the ,1/2 dipole, and one or more 

directors in front. 

Fig. 13. An array of dipoles provides increased sensitivity in 
a given preferred direction, usually at right angles to the 
reflecting sheet. With a variable phase shifter for each 
element, the beam may be made electronically steerable. 

ly the small loop — exhibit reduced radiation efficiency. In 
both receiving and transmitting role, their performance may 
be up to 20dB below isotropic. Note that this is due solely to 
the losses; the effective aperture of a physically small anten-
na is theoretically independent of its actual dimensions. 
But in practice, the radiation resistance becomes exceed-

ingly small relative to both the loss resistance and the reac-
tance. Tuning and matching then become impracticable. Note 
however that, depending on the radiation pattern, the anten-
na will still show a directional gain relative to an equally 
lossy isotropic antenna. 

Adding elements 
Where space is not a constraint, e.g. in a fixed installation 
such as a telemetry link from a reservoir to the water board 
offices, the link may be successfully operated with less trans-
mitter power, if antennas with a gain G greater than obtain-
able with a half-wave dipole are employed. 
Such an antenna results if parasitic elements are added to a 

half-wave dipole. Imagine an element a little longer than half 
wave, placed close to the half-wave dipole and on the side 
away from the transmitter, Fig. 12. This element — called a 
reflector — reradiates all the energy that it picks up, but its 
phase will be leading the incident energy. By the time this 
reradiated energy reaches the half-wave dipole, it will be in 
phase with the direct radiation there, reinforcing it. 
Similarly, a slightly shorter element, called a director and 

place in front of the half wave dipole, will reradiate the ener-
gy it picks up, in the appropriate phase to reinforce that 
picked up directly by the dipole. Further shorter directors 
may usefully be added, further ahead of the half wave dipole, 
but extra reflectors do not help. 
Such ̀ Yagi' antennas with up to 18 elements are employed 

and can provide a gain of up to 15dB relative to isotropic. 
With this extra performance at each end of the link, the 
required power is only about one four hundredth of that 
which would be needed with simple half wave dipoles. 

Another way to increase gain 
An alternative way of achieving greater gain is to combine 
the signal pickup from a number of antennas. Figure 13 
shows an array of eight half-wave dipoles in front of a con-
ducting sheet — which might in practice be chicken wire. 
Using an eight-way hybrid combiner, the outputs of all ele-

ments are combined in phase. With such an array, the effec-
tive aperture approximates to the physical area of the array, 
and so can exceed X2. For even greater gain, the individual 
elements could each be a multi-element Yagi. 
Such highly directional antennas provide the additional 

gain at the expense of reduced gain in other directions. To 
visualise why this is so, you only need consider using such 
an antenna for transmitting. The power supplied can only be 
concentrated in one direction at the expense of other direc-
tions. As a receiving antenna, this is an added bonus. Not 
only is the receiver more sensitive to the wanted signal, but 
unwanted signals from other directions are reduced relative 
to using a half-wave dipole, and reduced even more relative 
to the (enhanced) reception of the wanted signal — a double 
bonus. a 
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Digital storage 
analogue performance 

Terry Marrinan of Tektronix describes a 
events and glitches to be captured without winding up the brightness. 

A
lthough digital technology has brought a steady 
stream of increased functionality to digital storage 
oscilloscopes, or dsos, a major shortcoming has been 

the small fraction of time they actually spend capturing 
waveforms. The human eye gets the impression of rapid 
waveform capture when a dso updates its display 60 times a 
second, but in reality the dso misses large blocks of data. 
For example, if the oscilloscope is set at a sweep speed 

appropriate for displaying a 10MHz clock, each display 
refresh will show about five cycles of this clock, or 500ns. 
Observing 500ns 60 times per second means acquiring 30ms 
out of every second, or 30 parts per million of real-time. 
The best analogue oscilloscopes can refresh the screen sev-

eral hundred thousand times a second, but they may still have 
trouble presenting rare events. The writing rate of the phos-
phor used in crts is too slow for a single glitch to be observ-
able by a user, even with the use of a viewing hood. 
With an analogue oscilloscope, the only way to see rare 

events is to use a crt that includes an electron multiplying 
plate between the deflection system and the screen phosphor. 
The addition of this microchannel plate gives oscilloscopes 
the capability to capture single-shot events at high sweep 
speeds, and make them visible to the operator. 

New acquisition techniques 
A new acquisition technology known as InstaVu has been 
developed to give dsos better fault-finding capabilities than 
the best analogue oscilloscopes. When used to verify clock 
and signal integrity, instruments based on this technology can 
acquire and display rare events and jitter without blooming, 
and can show aberrant signals with fine detail without the 
need of a viewing hood. 
The oscilloscope acquisition process can be stopped when 
a glitch appears on the display, and a hard copy can be gen-
erated; alternatively, advanced triggers can be set to trigger 
on the event once its presence and shape have been deter-
mined, Fig. 1. 
For debugging high-speed digital systems, InstaVu acqui-

sition instantly shows a true picture of crosstalk, jitter and 
signal interference in a way that was previously possible only 
with microchamiel plate-based analogue oscilloscopes. The 
accessibility of InstaVu acquisition through a single front-
panel button allows quick clarification of the confusing dis-
plays often presented by previous dsos. 
The new feature is also useful for evaluating high-speed 

digital communication signals. It can quickly capture inter-
mittent signal anomalies, and this near-instantaneous feed-
back speeds the debugging process and boosts confidence in 
verifying the compliance of communication signals to indus-
try standards. 

Attenuator, 
preamp 

Fig. I. InstaVu 
acquisition 
elements. 
Triggering can be 
set to stop the 
acquisition process 
when a glitch is 
detected, or to 
trigger on the event 
once its presence 
and shape have 
been determined. 
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Aliasing and modulation instantly appear in their true form 
with InstaVu acquisition, and complex waveforms such as 
video, communications and radar signals can be visually 
assessed. This was previously possible only with an analogue 
oscilloscope. InstaVu acquisition is useful in any situation 
where enveloping or colour-graded displays of timing or 
amplitude jitter are necessary. 
In system design or manufacturing applications, these 

acquisition oscilloscopes can rapidly display everything pre-
sent in a signal, providing the user with an expedient and 
powerful means to analyse and optimise system operation. 

new dso feature that allows very rare 

Addr 
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A new architecture 
To achieve live' digital acquisition, combining the display 
performance of an analogue oscilloscope with the capture 
and measurement capabilities of a digital oscilloscope, major 
revisions have been made to dso architecture. 

First, the rasterisation capability of the display system has 
been duplicated in the acquisition system. Next, the rasteriser 
has been redesigned to use a portion of the high-speed acqui-
sition memory to build display images. 

Acquisition 
memory 
16k x 64 

500 x 256 x 1 
Acquisition bitmap 

Acq butler 3 

Acq buffer 2 

Ape buffer 1 

Acq buffer 0 
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The acquisition hardware itself now starts acquisitions 
without instrument firmware intervention, and calculates its 
own trigger positions. Finally, the instrument firmware and 
user interfaces have been adapted to the new form of data 
produced by the acquisition system, while supporting many 
of the dso's conventional functions. 
With these changes, a dso now can offer acquisition rates 

that are the same or faster than those of analogue oscillo-
scopes. By combining high-speed acquisition memory with 
high-speed rasterisation, a radical increase in acquisition per-
formance is obtained. When this mode is enabled, the data 
moved from the acquisition system is a complete, rasterised 
image of many triggered acquisitions of a user's signal. 
Transferring this pixel map requires more data to be moved 

between the two systems, but the raster is only moved at the 
refresh rate of the oscilloscope's display and contains infor-
mation from tens of thousands of acquisitions. Ten thousand 
500-byte acquisitions moved to the display every 32ms 
would require a data rate of 167Mbyte/s. By comparison, one 
500 by 200 by 1 bit per pixel raster moved to the display 
every 32ms equals a data rate of 417kbyte/s. 
Besides displaying many acquisitions as a single raster 

image, InstaVu acquisition achieves its rapid acquisition rates 
by allowing the system to rearm itself and acquire as soon as 
it has completed one acquisition, rather than having the 
instrument firmware intervene on an 'acquisition-by-acqui-
sition' basis. The instrument firmware only occasionally 
shuts down the acquisition system — once every 32 ms — and 
copies out the raster that shows the behaviour of the signal 
over the last 12000 acquisitions. 
Common dso trigger rates — a measure of how quickly an 

oscilloscope can recognise trigger events — are much faster 
than their waveform capture rates. However, with the new 
acquisition technique, the trigger rate is actually the limiting 
factor. So the maximum waveform capture rate occurs with 
real-time acquisitions. 
Without sufficient sample rates, repetitive sampling tech-

niques would have to be used, which would slow down the 
waveform capture rate by a factor of ten or more, because 
each waveform would be constructed of several triggered 
acquisitions. Since the InstaVu instruments have high real-
time sample rates — up to 4Gsamples/s — they can be used to 
acquire signals at the maximum waveform capture rate up to 
the scope's analogue bandwidth. 

Unique demultiplexer 
Much of the hardware necessary to implement InstaVu 
acquisition is integrated into one highly-integrated demulti-
plex chip. 
Normally, the only function of this IC would be to demul-

tiplex data from the analogue-to-digital convertor, and then 
store that data in high-speed static ram. One-third of this IC 
is devoted to this purpose, the remainder being split evenly 
between a high-speed rasteriser and a digital signal processor. 
The digital processor is included for local programmabili-

ty, mathematical algorithms and trigger position computa-

tions. The rasteriser is the primary enabler of the high live-
time dso. The rasteriser is designed to make efficient use of 
available memory bandwidth while operating on a 16ns 
clock. It is able to draw four acquisitions at once into a 500 
by 256 by 1 bit map. The bit map is organised as vertical 
lines of 256 pixels — 512 pixels in high-resolution mode — so 
that adjacent bits in the memory correspond to vertically 
adjacent bits. Thus drawing is done in a top-to-bottom, then 
left-to-right fashion, so that each data point in an acquisition 
need be fetched only once. 
On the first pass through the bitmap, the rasteriser clears 

the contents of memory while turning on pixels that corre-
spond to the voltage levels of each of the four acquisitions it 
is rasterising. On subsequent passes through the bitmap, it 
reads the previous contents of the bitmap, ORs in new pixels, 
and writes the result back into the same section of memory. 
The read/modify/write, or rmw, cycles operate on 64 pix-

els at a time, and each cycle is 32ns long. Data for each 
acquisition that is being rasterised is fetched eight bytes at a 
time as needed. These data reads are allowed every 16m, and 
are interspersed among the rmw cycles, at times sufficiently 
ahead of when the corresponding columns are modified, so 
that the data can propagate through several pipeline stages. 

Dot or vector mode? 
Each waveform is drawn into the raster in either dot or vec-
tor mode; in dot mode, a single pixel is turned on at the time 
and voltage level corresponding to a single point in an 
acquired waveform. In vector mode, all the pixels between a 
lower and upper limit in a single column of the raster are 
turned on. This operation does not slow down the waveform 
capture rate. 

If the four acquisitions lie in the same quadrant of the 
screen for a given sample time, 32ns is required to update 
that time's raster column. On the other hand, if each of the 
four samples is in a different quadrant, or if the rasteriser is 
operating in vector mode and a signal edge is being ras-
terised, four rmw cycles may be necessary, and it would take 
128ns to update that particular column. 
If you are looking at a logic signal, few of the time 

columns will require more than a single rmw. If it is assumed 
that 5% of the time slots require four rmw cycles, the rmw 
time for four 500-point acquisitions is 20.8ps. 
The time required to read the data is 500/8 by 4 by 16m — 

or 4ps — and the total time for a single rasterisation is 24.8ps. 
This corresponds to 6.2ps per acquisition. 
This rasterisation rate allows only about 100000 acquisi-

tions per second, which is still short of the maximum rate 
attainable by the best analogue oscilloscopes. However, an 
analogue oscilloscope's maximum waveform capture rate is 
only attainable when a single channel is used. When a four-
channel InstaVu acquisition oscilloscope acquires a single 
channel, greater live time is achieved by allowing each of the 
four channels to take turns acquiring a single input. 
As a result, three rasterisations can be run while the input 

continues to be monitored. In addition, three channels can 
continue to take turns acquiring a single input, while 
firmware is unloading the raster in the fourth channel. 
With this technology, dsos can perform up to 400000 full-

screen, i.e. 500-point, acquisition/rasterisation cycles per sec-
ond on a single channel. This rate works out to 220 million 
pixels per second, and is limited as much by the trigger sys-
tem rearm speed as by acquisition system graphics perfor-
mance. 
Once the acquisition system is producing pixel maps, the 

instrument firmware can collect them and provide infinite 
and variable persistence displays. Thus, these oscilloscopes 
can be left on overnight if a few tens of billions of acquisi-
tions are needed, or can be operated interactively to produce 
colour-graded displays. • 
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By looking at 
distortion residuals 
and classifying them, 
Doug Self offers a 
way to analyse your 
amplifier's 
performance with a 
view to improving it. 

Diagnosing distortions 
II n recent years, some audio commentators have been rudely dismissive of the simplest and most basic kind of 

distortion measurement — the total-harmonic distortion, 
or thd, test. 
Because thd measurement has a long history, it is easy to 

imply that it is outdated and used only by the clueless. This 
is not so. Many other distortion tests exist, but none of them 
allows instant diagnosis of audio problems with one glance 
at an oscilloscope. 
The test requires an oscillator with negligible distortion, 

feeding the unit under test. A notch-filter then completely 

suppresses the fundamental, to reveal the distortion prod-
ucts that have been generated. What remains after the fun-
damental is removed is not unnaturally called the thd 
residual. 
In several previous articles I have described the various 

distortions that afflict audio power amplifiers. In the gener-
ic circuit, these are relatively few in number as is evident 
from the panel entitled 'Distortion mechanisms.' Here I will 
show what some of these distortion residuals actually look 
like. Distortions I, 2, 4 and 8 are not very informative visu-
ally, being essentially second or third harmonic, so I have 

The blameless amplifier concept 

A Blameless amplifier results 
when the known distortions in 
the panel on distortion 
mechanisms have been either 
minimised or reduced to below 
visibility on the thd residual. It is 
so-called because it achieves its 
superb linearity not by startling 
innovation but simply by 
avoiding a series of possible 

errors. Avoiding them is 
straightforward once they are 
identified. 
The concept of a Blameless 

amplifier has proved extremely 
useful. Such an amplifier has 
surprisingly low thd, despite its 
conventional-looking circuitry, 
but its greatest advantage is its 
defined performance, only 

weakly dependent on component 
characteristics. 

If an amplifier does not perform 
to Blameless standards of 
linearity, then there is something 
fairly simple wrong with it, and 
to attempt to improve it by 
adding extra circuitry or turning 
up the bias into Class AB misses 
the point totally. 
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BALANCED 
INPUT 

LOW-DISTORTION 

OSCILLATOR 

NOTCH FILTER 

BALANCED 
OUTPUT 

GAIN 

STAGE 

0 - 80 dB 

THD ANALYSER SECTION. 

Fig. 1 .Block diagram of a thd analyser. The minimum 
reading is set by input amplifier noise and oscillator distor-
tion rather than the filter auto-tuning. 

Fig. 2. The thd residual from an optimally-biased Blameless 
power amplifier at 1kHz, 25W/8i2 is essentially white noise. 
There is some evidence of artifacts at the crossover point, 
but they are not measurable. THD 0.00097%, 80kHz 
bandwidth. 

omitted them to make room for the more complex wave-
forms specific to Class B. 

Making distortion measurements 
Total harmonic distortion is the rms sum of all the distortion 
components generated by the path under test. It is usually 
quoted as a percentage of the total signal level. 
The rms calculation — taking the square-root of the sum of 

the squares of the harmonics — emphasises spiky distortions, 
but whether this helps to mimic human perception of dis-
tortion is unclear. The peak capability of true-rms circuitry is 
limited, and this may well lead to under-reading of crossover 

spikes and such. 
I hold that the best method is to observe the residual simul-

taneously, and time-aligned, with the output sinewave as in 
Fig. 1. If you are testing similar pieces of equipment, then the 
gain of the oscilloscope's second channel for the residual can 
be kept at the same setting. This allows linearity to be 
assessed at a glance. 
In contrast, it is wiser to connect the actual output to chan-

nel 1, rather than an auto-scaled version from the analyser, as 
this prevents parasitics, etc, from being filtered out by the 
analyser input circuitry. 
The beauty of thd testing is that the error is isolated; in 

essence, the residual is the difference between perfection and 
reality. When viewed time-aligned with the output sinewave, 

Fig. 3. Averaging the Fig. 2 residual 64 times reduces the 
noise by 18dB, and crossover discontinuities are now 

obvious. The residual has been scaled up by 2.5 times from 
Fig. 2 for greater clarity. 

EQUIPMENT 
UNDER 
TEST 

(EUT) 

LOW-PASS 
FILTER 

RtAS 

DETECTOR 

1 10.0v 2 50.0? 

Chi Ch2 

 1) 

THD 
READING 

OSCILLOSCOPE 

;-0.005 200ï/ fi RUN 

10.0v 2 20.0? 4-0.005 200W h" fi RUN 
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i 10.0V 2 50.0? v-0.00s 200e f I RUN 
T 

Fig. 4. Results of mild underbias in Class B. 

crossover distortion can be diagnosed immediately as it 
occurs at the zero-crossings. On the other hand, non-lineari-
ty confmed to one peak is probably due to something running 
out of voltage swing or current capability. 

Two technical challenges... 
Figure 1 shows the basic thd measuring system. There are 
two major technical challenges to be overcome. The signal 
source must be extremely pure, as any oscillator distortion 

puts an immediate limit on the measurement floor; it must 
maintain superb performance at least over the range 10Hz to 
20kHz. A balanced output is highly desirable. 

In the analyser section a balanced input is essential. Very 
great attenuation of the fundamental is required — about 
120dB if you are going to measure down to 0.0005%, mak-
ing notch tuning is extremely critical. This cannot be attained 
by fixed-tuned filters, and manual tuning, requiring at least 
six controls, is about as much fun as picking oakum. In mod-
em thd equipment both frequency and phase are continuously 
adjusted by a twin servo-loop that optimises the cancellation. 
An addititional low-pass filter defines the measurement 

bandwidth. Usually, 80kHz is a good compromise, retaining 
most of the important harmonics while reducing noise. A 
switchable 400Hz high-pass filter is often fitted, allowing 
measurements at IkHz and up, in the presence of hum. Such 
a filter should be used only in exceptional cases, for thd often 
rises sharply at low frequencies, and this would be missed. 
While frequently advocated as a more searching examina-

tion of an audio path, twin-tone intermodulation tests are 
almost useless for circuit investigation. They give very little 
information about the source of the non-linearity as the phase 
relationship between the test signal and the result is lost. It is 
often claimed they give a better measure of audible degra-
dation in real use, but a test using two or three tones is still a 
long way away from music that has tens or hundreds of 
simultaneous frequencies. Intermodulation tests can often dis-

Distortion mechanisms 

My original series on amplifiers7 listed 
seven independent distortions inherent 
to the generic/Lin Class-B amplifier, and 
whose existence is not dependant on 
circuit details. I have now increased this 
to eight. 

Distortion one 
Input-stage distortion. Non-linearity in 
the input stage. If this is a carefully-
balanced differential pair then the 
distortion is typically only measurable 
at high frequenies, rises at 18dB/octave, 
and is almost pure 3rd harmonic. 

If the input pair is unbalanced — which 
from published circuitry it usually is — 
then enough second harmonic is 
produced to swamp the third. Hence 
the hf distortion emerges from the noise 
at a lower frequency, rising at 
12dB/octave. 

Distortion two 
Voltage amplifier stage distortion. 
Surprisingly, non-linearity in the voltage-
amplifier stage does not always 
contribute significantly in the total 
distortion. If it does, it remains constant 
until the dominant-pole frequency Pl is 
reached, and then rises at 6dB/octave. In 

the generic configuration discussed here 
it is always second harmonic. 

Distortion two 
Output-stage distortion. Non-linearity 
in the output stage — the most obvious 
source. This has three components: 
crossover distortion (3a) usually 
dominates for Class-B into 8, 
generating high-order harmonics rising 
at 6dB/octave as global negative 
feedback decreases. Low-order large-
signal nonlinearity (3b) appears with 4ir2 
loads and worsens at 212. Distortion 3c 
stems from overlap of output device 
conduction and only appears at high 
frequencies. 

Distortion four 
Voltage-amplifier loading. Loading of 
the voltage-amplifier stage by the non-
linear input impedance of the output 
stage. 

Distortion five 
Rail decoupling distortion. Non-linearity 
caused by large rail-decoupling 
capacitors feeding the distorted signals 
on the supply lines into the signal 
ground. This seems to be the reason that 

many amplifiers have rising thd at low 
frequencies. 

Distortion six 
Induction distortion. Induction of Class-
B supply currents into the output, 
ground, or negative-feedback lines. 
Almost certainly the least understood 
and so most common distortion 
afflicting commercial amplifiers. 

Distortion seven 
Negative-feedback take-off distortion. 
Non-linearity resulting from taking the 
negative feedback feed from slightly the 
wrong place near the point where Class-
B currents sum to form the output. 

Distortion eight 
Capacitor distortion. Rising as frequency 
falls, capacitor distortion is caused by 
non-linearity in the input dc-blocking 
capacitor or the feedback network 
capacitor. The latter is more likely. 

Distortions x 
Non existent or negligible distortions. 
Common-mode distortion in the input 
stage and thermal distortion in the 
output stage — or anywhere else. 
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pense with very-low-thd oscillators, but this in itself is not 
much of a recommendation. 

If real subjective degradation is the issue, a test signal 
much closer to reality is required. This can be either pseudo-
random noise as in the Belcher test,' or real music, as in the 
Baxandall2 and Hafler3 cancellation tests. 
Returning to harmonic distortion, much better correlation 

between thd measurements and subjective impairment is pos-
sible if the harmonics are weighted so that the higher order 
components are emphasised. 
Weighting by n2/4, so that the second harmonic is 

unchanged, the third increased by 9/4, and so on, is general-
ly accepted to be roughly correct.4•5 I was surprised to find 
that this approach goes back to 1937 and before.6 I doubt 
however whether this can be applied to crossover distortion. 
When the thd residual is displayed on an analogue oscil-

loscope, artifacts in the noise are easily detectable by the 
averaging processes of our vision, but they remain unavail-
able to conventional measurement. A digital scope can per-
form even more effective averaging by computation, making 
submerged distortion artifacts both visually clearer and read-
ily measurable, though an rms mode may not be available. 

If a noisy signal is averaged two times, by combining two 
sweeps, the coherent signal stays at the same level, while the 
uncorrelated noise decreases by 3dB. Averaging 64 times 
performs this process six-fold, so noise is then reduced by 
18dB. The oscilloscope used here was a digital HP54600B 
100MHz digital storage; an excellent instrument. This choice 
will not come as a surprise to alert readers. 
Although sometimes invaluable, digital oscilloscopes are 

often not the best choice for audio thd testing and general 
amplifier work; in particular the problems of aliasing make 
the detection and cure of hf oscillations very difficult. 
To create the residuals shown here, a Blameless amplifier 

was used essentially identical to that published in reference 7. 
Output was 25W into 8S-2, or 50W into 4S2. The Blameless 
amplifier concept is outlined in a separate panel. 

Crossover distortion 
Crossover distortion is only one of the three components that 
make up Distortion 3 but is often the dominant one. 
Blameless amplifiers show only crossover distortion when 
driving 8S2 or more, and at low and medium frequencies it 
should be below the noise. This remains true even if the 
amplifier noise is within a few decibels of the theoretical 
minimum from a 500 source resistance. 
Figure 2 shows the thd residual from such a Blameless 

power amplifier, with optimally biased in Class-B. Since this 
is a record of a single sweep, the residual appears to be 
almost wholly noise. The visual averaging process is absent 
and so the crossover artifacts are actually less visible than on 
an analogue scope in real time. 

In Fig. 3, 64 times digital averaging is applied, which 
makes the disturbances around crossover very clear. A low-
order component at roughly 0.0003% is also revealed, which 
is probably due to very small amounts of Distortion 6 that 
were not visible when the amplifier layout was optimised. 
Figure 4 shows Class B mildly underbiased to generate 

crossover distortion. The crossover spikes are very sharp, and 

Fig. 7. The gm-doubling distortion introduced by Class AB. 
The edges in the residual are larger and no longer at the 

zero-crossing, but displaced either side of it. 

10.0v 2 100? 4-0.005 20 . Ot'/ EII fi RUN 

„ I, 

Fg. 5. An optimally-biased Blameless power amplifier at 10kHz. THD is around 
0.004%, bandwidth 80kHz. Averaged eight times. 

1 10.0V 2 100? 4-0.005 20.  fi RUN 

. 1 . . 1 1 . 

Fig. 6. As Fig. 6, but in 500kHz bandwidth. The distortion products look quite different. 

1 10.0v 2 20.0? 
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lom 2 50.0? 

I 
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Fig. 9. Distortion 5 revealed. Connecting the rail decoupler to input ground increas-
es thd eight-fold from 0.00097% to 0.008%, mostly as second harmonic. 100Hz 
ripple is also visible. No averaging. 

20.0V 2 20.0? v0 .005 200W El fl RUN 

' ' ' ' iolo 

Fig. 8. Large-signal nonlinearity, driving 5014/ into 42, and 
averaged 64 times. The extra distortion appears to be a 
mixture of third harmonic — occurring as a consequence of 
the compressive nature of beta-loss — and second harmonic 
arising because the beta-loss is not perfectly symmetrical in 
the two halves of the output stage. 

their height in the residual depends critically on measurement 
bandwidth. Their presence warns immediately of under-
biasing and avoidable crossover distortion. 

In Fig. 5 an optimally-biased amplifier is tested at 10kHz. 
The thd has increased to approx 0.004%, as the amount of 
global negative-feedback is 20dB less than at 1 kHz. The 
crossover events appear wider than in Fig. 3. The higher thd 
level is above the noise so the residual is averaged eight 
times only. 
The measurement bandwidth is still 80kHz, so harmonics 

above the eighth are lost. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, which 
is Fig. 5 rerun with a 500kHz bandwidth. The distortion 
products look very different. 
The 80kHz cutoff point is something of de facto standard, 

which is reasonable as it seems highly unlikely that ultrasonic 
harmonics can detract from one's listening pleasure. This 
does not mean thd testing can stop at 10kHz, as there might 
be an area of bad intermodulation in the top octave. 
My practice is to test up to 50kHz, to check that nothing 

awful is lurking just outside the audio band; this is safe for 
moderate powers, and short durations. 

Classes B and AB 
I showed in my series on power amplifier distortion7 that 

Class AB is not a true compromise between Class A and 
Class B operation. If AB is used to trade off efficiency and 
linearity, its linearity is superior to B since below the AB 
transition level, it is pure Class A. 
The Class-A region can — and should — have very low thd 

indeed, below 0.0006% up to 10kHz, as demonstrated in ref. 
8. However, above the AB transition level thd abruptly wors-
ens. This is due to what has been called 'gm-doubling', but is 
better regarded as a step in the gain/output-voltage relation-
ship. Linearity is then inferior not only to Class-A but also to 
optimal-bias Class-B. 

It is possible to make Class AB distortion very low by 
proper design. Basically, this means using the lowest possi-
ble emitter resistors to reduce the size of the gain step.9 Even 
so, thd remains at least twice as high as Class-B. 
Tweaking up the bias of a Class-B amplifier most certain-

ly does not offer a simple trade-off between power dissipa-
tion and overall linearity, despite the constant repetition this 
notion receives in some parts of the audio press. The real 
choice is: very low thd at low power and high thd at high 
power, or medium thd at all powers. The electricity bill is 
another issue. 
Figure 7 shows the gain-step distortion introduced by Class 

AB. The undesirable edges are caused by gain changes that 
are no longer partially cancelled at the crossover; they are 
now displaced to either side of the zero-crossing. No aver-
aging is used here as the thd is higher and well above the 
noise. 

Large-signal non-linearity 
When the load resistance falls below 812, extra low-order dis-

Fig. 10. Distortion 6. Induction of half-wave signal from the 
negative supply rail into the negative feedback line increases 
thd to 0.0021% Averaged 64 times. 
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Development kits from £79 which include 
application notes, software, cable and Stamp. 

SMART CARD READER/PROGRAMMER 

Extremely versatile unit to enable the user to Read 

and Write to all types of Smart Card. A must for the 

serious development engineer. 

Requires an IBM PC and a power supply between 

12-18 volts. 

Supplied with all operating software and useful' 

data on various subjects relating to Smart Cards. 

• £79.95 

MEGAPROM II 

• Programs from 2k to 8 Meg 

• Programming voltage from 12-25 volt covering all 

types of Eprom, EEprom and Flash memory. 

• Supplied with operating software and 12 month 

guarantee. 

• £89.95 

UNIVERSAL PIC PROGRAMMER 

Runs on IBM PC, plugs into centronics printer lead and requires 12-18 volt power 

supply. 

Powerful menu-driven software to Read, Write, Copy and Edit PIC 16C54, 55, 56, 57, 

58A 61, 64, 65. 71, 74, 84, 620, 621, 622 & Memory Chip 24C01 thru to 24LC65. 

Supplied with operating software and 12 months parts and labour guarantee. 

PICICE II GAL/PAL PROGRAMMER 

• Programs 16V8, 16V8A, 20V8, 20V8A, 20V8Z 

• Works on IBM PC compatible, laptops, Notebooks etc 

• Plugs in Centronics port. 

• Easy to use software. 

• Supplied with PLAN Logic compiler software. 

• Complete with examples, connection lead, PSU and user 

manual. 

• £89.95 

CROVVNHILL ASSOCIATES LIMITED 

THE OLD BAKERY 

54 NEW BARNS ROAD   

ELY 

CAMBS CB7 4PW 

Tel: 01353 666709 

Fax: 01353 666710 

M ASTERCARD 

VISA 

SWITCH 

accepted 
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OSC2 output, RTCC input 
On board 4 channel ND for PIC16C71 with A3 ref or 
VCC ref 
Analogue to Digital conversion 17us. 

Top quality components used throughout. 

Complete package consists of:-

PIC software for 16C54-55-56-57-71-84, PIC ICE 

hardware, leads and headers to connect to target board. 

ASM examples and Circuit Schematics for hardware 

projects. 

• £99 95 

Visit our W EB site at 
http://crownhitl.carnbs.net 

Control Essentials from Milford Instruments 
BASIC Stamps - low cost alternative to PLCs 
BASIC Stamps are small, low cost re-programmable controllers running easy-to-
programme BASIC. They can source/sink up to 20mA and support 
buttons/keypads/LCDs/LEDs/Comms/Serial Driver Chips etc. Once programmed from 
the PC, Stamps are fully autonomous and will find many uses in ATE equipment, one-
offs and as an alternative to expensive PLCs. 

BSI -IC 
8 I/O lines 
Up to 80 programme lines 
2,000 lines/sec 
Comms to 2,400 baud 
BS2-IC 
16 I/O lines 
Up to 500 programme lines 
SPI, DTMF etc 
Comms to 19,200 baud 

Data Logging 
BS2-IC based Data collection board with real-time clock/calendar, up to 32kBytes EEprom, 
dual 12-bit ADC and user development area Kit complete with extensive manual and ready-
to-go software routines that may be user customised £65 

Serial LCD Modules 
- banish lcd hassle 
Three quality, backlit LCD modules each fitted with 
an easy-to-use serial driver board. Simple 3-wire 
interface to PC, micro or Stamp (+5vdc, Gnd and 
signal). Enhanced driver board supports full-screen 
height numerals, standard characters and 
software switchable backlight. RS232 interface at 
2,400 or 9,600 baud. 
Standard driver boards (without lcd) and bulk 
driver chips for OEM use also available. 

Serial Maths Processors 
Number crunching? Let our serial maths 

processors take the strain-
• 32-bit floating point • SPI (3-wire) interface 
• Multiply, divide, add, subtract, sine, log, 
square-root, • 32-programmable counter, 

£20 • 4-channel ADCs 

All prices exclude shipping and VAT 

£125 

www.milinsi.dernon.co.uk 

£85 

e ifets:7 
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£35 

DC Servo Control 
DC Motor control chipset for use with 
incremental encoders. 

111:::: RS232/RS485 interface capability, 
Positional control,Velocity control and 
Trapezoidal profiling, 
Programmable P.I.D filter 
32-bit position, velocity and acceleration 
Evaluation board available. £29 

To order or request further information, please call Milford Instruments at 01977 683665, fax 681465 
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Fig. 11. Distortion 7, caused by choosing an negative 
feedback take-off point inside the Class-B output stage 
rather than on the output line itself. THD increases from 
0.00097% to 0.0027%, by taking the negative feedback 
from the wrong end of 10mm of very thick resistor leg. 
Averaged 64 times. 

tortion components appear. This is true for most or all mod-
em power bipolar junction transistors, but with old devices 
like 2N3055, some large-signal nonlinearity may appear at 
8û. This is a compressive non-linearity, je gain falls as level 
increases, 'squashing' the signal, and is due to fall-off of 
transistor beta at high collector currents. 
Figure 8 shows the typical appearance of large-signal non-

linearity, driving 50W into 4S-2, and averaged 64 times. The 
extra distortion appears to be a mixture of third harmonic, 
due to the basic symmetry of the output stage, with some sec-
ond harmonic, because the beta-loss is component-dependant 
and not perfectly symmetrical in the two halves of the output. 

Other distortions 
Of the distortions that afflict generic Class-B power ampli-
fiers, 5, 6 and 7 all look rather similar in the thd residual. 
This is perhaps not surprising since all result from adding 
half-wave disturbances to the signal. 
Distortion 5 is usually easy to identify as it is accompanied 

by 100 Hz power-supply ripple; 6 and 7 introduce no ripple. 
Distortion 6 is easily identified if the dc power cables are 
movable, for altering their run will strongly affect the quan-
tity generated. 
Figure 9 shows Distortion 5, provoked by connecting the 

negative supply rail decoupling capacitor to the input ground 
instead of giving it its own return to the far side of the star 
point. Doing this increases thd from 0.00097% to 0.008%, 
mostly as second harmonic. Ripple contamination is signif-
icant and contributes to the thd figure. It could be easily fil-
tered out to make the measurement, but this is just brushing 
the problem under the carpet. 
Distortion 6 is displayed in Fig. 10. The negative supply 

rail was run parallel to the negative-feedback line to produce 
this diagram. Although more than doubled, thd is still rela-

tively low at 0.0021%, so 64-times averaging is used. 
Figure 11 shows a case of Distortion 7, introduced by 

deliberately making a minor error in the negative feedback 
take-off point. 

If it is attached to a part of the Class-B output stage so that 
half-wave currents flow through it, rather than being on the 
output line itself, thd is increased. Here it rose from 
0.00097% to 0.0027%, caused by taking the negative feed-
back from the wrong end of the leg of one of the output emit-
ter resistors, Re. 
Note this was at the right end of the resistor, otherwise thd 

would have been gross, but lOmm along a very thick resistor 
leg from the output line junction. Truly, God is in the details. 

Diagnosis 
The rogue's gallery of real-life thd residuals portrayed here 
will hopefully help with the problem of identifying the dis-
tortion mechanism in a misbehaving amplifier. There is no 
reason why the generic/Lin configuration should give mea-
surable thd at lkHz, or more than say, 0.004% at 10kHz 
when driving 8a. 

It is important to be sure that you are measuring a real 
distortion mechanism, and not the results of parasitic oscil-
lation upsetting circuit conditions; the oscillation itself may 
be outside the scope bandwidth. Parasitics usually vary 
greatly when a cautious finger is applied to the relevant sec-
tion of the circuitry. Real distortion changes little, though 
the thd reading will probably be increased by the introduc-
tion of hum. 
I hope I have shown that thd testing gives an immediate 

view into circuit operation that other methods do not, how-
ever useful they may be in other applications. 

It cannot be stated too strongly that to attempt amplifier 
design and diagnosis without continuous visual observation 
of the thd residual is to work blind. You will proverbially fall 
into the ditch. 
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Schematic Capture with a 

FREE mixed mode simulator. 

Looks like Quickroute 4.0 
has Got It All! 

The new Quickroute 4.0 is here and with it a revolution in our 
price/performance structure. We've kept the features the same 
at all levels of Quickroute and just varied the number of pins 
you can use In a design. So now you can get started FAST with 
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autorouter 81. CADCAM support. 
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FREE Demo on www.quickroute.co.uk 
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All versions of Quickroute 4.0 now include: 
*New user interface with dockable tool bars *Muiti-sheet 

schematic capture *Power rail & data bus support *1-8 layer auto-
router *For a limited period a FREE integrated 32 bit mixed mode 
simulator *Copper Fill *Engineering Change *Gerber import and 
export *Export NC-Drill, WMF, DXF and SPICE files *Nettist import 

and export *Over 1000 library parts 

Send To: QuIckroute Systems Ltd, FREEPOST 13136, Stockport SK4 1BS 
Outside the U.K please fax this coupon. (c) 1997. All rights reserved. Ref 401. 
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Access 

.4MIL 

Field Electric Ltd. 
Tel: 01837 83736 Fax: 01837 83936 

E-mail: field12b@aol.com 

PO BOX 4, North Tawton EX20 2YJ 

VISA 

Hewlett Packard 7475A Plotter Serial 6 Pen 

Hewlett Packard 7550A Plotter HPIB Serial 8 Pen 
Hewlett Packard 7470A Plotter Serial 6 Pen 
Roland DXY 1300 8 Pen Plotter Serial Parallel 
Roland DXY 980 8 Pen Plotter Serial Parallel 

Tseng Dual Port SVGA ISA 16 Bit Graphics Card 

1Mb runs 2 VDU from 1 PC 
1Mb ISA 16 Bit Graphics Card SVGA 

Quad Pro Plus/Tseng etc. PC1 SVGA Graphics, from 

3 Com Network Cards, various in stock, from 
IBM 3-5" 160Mb SCSI Hard Drives 
386 486 Laptops, please enquire. from 
12" Colour VGA-SVGA 800x600 Monitors, from 

14" Colour VGA 640x480 Monitors, from 
1-44Mb 3-5" H.D. Disc Drives, from 

486 DX PC's, from 
486 DX 2-66 Motherboards, from 
Rose PC Switching Boxes, from new 

Marconi Digital Analyser 2829 
Marconi Multiplex Tester 2830 

Krohn-Hite 3343 Filter 
Hewlett Packard 8470A 8412A 
Hewlett Packard 5345A 
Wallis Insulation Tester T30 
Hughes Scan Conversion Memory 639 
Tektronix DAS9100 
Lambria LK344A FMV 0-60VDC 4AIX 
SOUND TECHNOLOGY 1510A TAPE RECORDER 
& AUDIO TEST SET WITH MANUAL 

£86.00 

£199.00 
£75.00 

£135.00 
£120.00 

£26.00 
£18.00 
£22.00 
£15.00 
£27.00 
£85.00 
£35.00 
£45.00 
£8.00 

£130.00 
£17.00 
£29.00 

£145.00 
£130.00 

£85.00 
£375.00 
£500.00 
£100.00 
£100.00 
£175.00 
£85.00 

£375.00 

OVERSEAS ENO WELCOME. TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED. 
PAYMENT C C, P.O., CHEQUE etc. CiP.DETAILS PLEASE RING. 

ALL PRICES INC. 17.5% VAT UNLESS STATED. 
WE STOCK A LARGE SELECTION OF EQUIPMENT, 

IF YOUR REQUIREMENT IS NOT LISTED PLEASE RING. 

QUICKROUTE 

‘

7 ...- 

. 

340101PAIL \ 

/ '/ 

L C.: ollowing just one yea , ..\ / 
' our customer base has inc 

Mr. P Hart \ /-
55% in the UK ee W E Couplings & 
Over 170,000 buyers are using the .-
UK Kompass Registe" 

every day to find companies like your., 
.:... it you they're finding or your competite--

t'.''.''-:...•ittpook and CD Rom versions and also o ,.-(.. www.kompass.corn .-- • -,-- 
( .. advertise in the next edition, simply fill in the coupon and post it back to 
. ' Business Information, Windsor Court, East Grinstead ii • 

1--- -. , •nstead, West Sussex R1119 1XD or Fax it on 0 -1---------e _ _--,.._   ••• 
Please contact me to advertise in the next edition of Kompass. • 

Tide: Initial: Surname: 

Job litlei E-mail: 

Company: 

Address; 

Post Code: 

Nature of Business: 

Tel No: Fat No: 1114 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

tells 
where to find 
information on 
browser wars, I.M10 
applications and 
simulation and design 
software. He also 
offers tips to help 
save you time when 
searching and 
downloading. 

Hands on 
Internet 

Internet's browser wars escalated, following mixed reactions to the 1 October final release of Internet 
Explorer 4 by Microsoft. Some reviewers simply 

recommended waiting for Windows98, which consolidates 
a browser into its operating system. Meanwhile, to cope 
with anticipated demand, Microsoft increased its download 
capacity to 6.1 terabytes, permitting up to 450 000 Explorer 
4 downloads a day. 

Internet Explorer 4 takes a long time to download and 
install, so if you are interested in obtaining it, I advise you 
to read the on-line set-up and pre-installation instructions.' 
Non-US users should consider using one of the local mirror 
sites. You might prefer to order this software on cd-rom, 
available for a nominal fee, rather than attempting to 
download the software. 

Java - once the hope for a universal cross platform 
system - has now fragmented, leaving software developers 
in a quandary2 as to how best to proceed. According to 
Sun, this is due to Microsoft's specific implementations of 
Java in its Explorer 3.x and 4.0 browsers. After a long-
running un-resolved dispute, Sun announced legal action 
against Microsoft on 7 October for allegedly violating its 
Java licence agreement, Fig. 1. 
Following the Explorer 4 release, many Web sites 

reported operating difficulties3 from people using Windows 
95. Adobe PhotoDeluxe 2.0 and Norton Utilities for 
Windows 95 are reported to display blank screens when 
run on a system after Explorer 4 is installed. Both 

companies are working to supply patches to correct this. 
These problems are widely reported in the on-line 

news pages and Microsoft has issued open letters and 

Het scape - [E 4.0 sets up new balks' 

Fie Edll View Go Bookmarks Links Options Directory Window 
Limb 

Leak« hook...w news corn/Sperm" eateee5.14722 00 hIrrd 

yeannui 

Znatina 
nag 
bomb* 
bluada 
imam 
Mika' 
brandina 

NEWS OPTIONS 

balintha 
bedlam 

me iret 
IE 4.0 sets up new battles 

October IO 5917 ItNen PT 

With the release of Internet boploret 1.0. 
Microsoft's goal is to capture more than 50 pet cent of the 
brows« eut !cot But this isn't simply a soffeeare upgrade 

The rslseieismiesmig legal, financlat and technological 
issues CHET% NEWS.COM exenisnes these ramtfications 
m this special coverese, 

IE 4.0 escalates war 
'155 IAL I OW RAM 

JE users matt III te ceetd k 

dab 

Fig. 1. Internet Explorer 4 is more than a simple software 
upgrade. It has triggered legal as well as Internet battles. 

Where to surf 

1. Internet Explorer 4.0. 
2. News.Corn 

3. American Weather Concepts 
4. Adobe Acrobat Reader 3.01 
5. Aladdin Ghostscript 5.03 
6. GSview 2.3 
7. Intusoft. 

8. Microsoft Word Viewer 97. 
9. LM10 Application. 

10. Conversions and Calculations 
11. Power Innovations. 
12. Macquarie University 
13. Analogy Inc. 

14. California Institute of Technology 
15. Protel International. 
16. The Major Search Engines 

http://www.microsoft.com/ie/ie40/download/win95.htm 

http://www.news.com/SpecialFeatures/0,5,14722,00.html 
http://www.weatherconcepts.com/bugs_awc.html 
http://cgil.adobe.com/acrobat/download5.cgi 

http://www.cs.wisc.edu/-shost/aladdin/get503.html 
http://www.cs.wisc.edu/-ghost/gsview/new.html 
http://www.intusoft.com 

http://www.microsoft.com/msword/internet/viewer/viewer97_16 
http://www.linear.com 

http://www.woodbas.demon.co.uk/calcs/calcs.htm 
http://www.powinv.com 

http://www.mpce.mq.edu.au/elec/microelec/distortion/distortion_abs.html 
http://www.analogy.com/default.htm 
http://www.leonardo.caltech.edu 

http://www.protel.com 
http://www.searchenginewatch.com/major.htm 
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FAQs in response. 
Netscape browser and server software supports some 

70% of all Web accesses. Validated by NIST, it is the only 
software meeting the FIPS 140-1 security standard requited 
for the US Government. The 8 October licensing agreement 
between the US Department of Defence and Netscape has 
the potential to add two million licences, further increasing 
Netscape 's dominance. 

PDF and PostScript 
A wealth of component data and circuit application notes 
can be found on Internet, generally in the form of .PDF 
files. These require use of the Adobe Acrobat 3.01 file 
reader, freely available by download from the Adobe4 site. 
Unfortunately this format is not universally used. 

Frequently, at locations driven by UNIX, only PostScript 
files are available. And many universities and colleges use 
Unix. This is fine if you are using a PostScript printer, but 
otherwise seemingly useless. 
One possible solution requires a file conversion utility. 

These work with files comprising text, but not equations or 
drawings. Searching on 'file utilities' will result in a 
variety of solutions. 
One universal solution, able to display PostScript files 

on screen and print to non-PostScript printers can be found 
in the Ghostscript interpreter. This is a command line 
utility that can be downloaded as source files from the 
Aladdin5 Ghostscript site. 
Fortunately, Ghostscript is also available as pre-

compiled executables for OS/2, MS-DOS, Windows and 
Macintosh. Combined with the GSview6 graphical front 
end for OS/2 or Windows, it produces an easily used but 
large installation, able to display or print text, equations 
and graphics. 

Alternative file formats 
Some interesting and useful simulation files are only 
available in the .RPL format, as used on the hnusoft site 
and the company's cd rom. A suitable reader, which can be 
downloaded from the Intusoft7 page, is included on the cd. 

Files written in various MS Word formats can be read 
using the freeware 'Word Viewer for Windows 16-bit 
reader', available on the Microsoft page.8 This permits 
reading, printing and copying sections to the clipboard, but 
not editing. 
Especially for larger .PDF files, I prefer to download and 

save the file to disk for off-line viewing. This is because I 
find that Adobe's ̀ plug-in' used with my Netscape 
browser slows down my system's download rate. 
Many application files can be read on-line using HTML 

in conventional browsers. I found one such file — a novel 
application for the LM10 op-amp — on Linear's page9. 
For those of you not familiar with the LM 10, it is usable 

with 1.1 to 40V supplies. It combines a quality low-
frequency op-amp, on chip 0.2V precision reference and 
an adjustable reference booster. Designed by Robert 
Widlar, when it first became available some eight years 
ago, it was voted IC of the year, Fig. 2. 

If converting material quantities between formats, 
calculating basic physical parameters or typing in the 
recent program to calculate parallel resistor values, causes 
problems, try out the conversions and calculationl° pages 
on Demon. Here you will find usable real-time on-line 
calculators answering many needs, Fig. 3. 
Power Innovations" offers new databooks for discrete 

bipolar devices. This company acquired Texas 
Instruments' business involved with designing, making 
and marketing the TI range of discrete bipolar devices. It 
continues to operate from the Manton Lane, Bedford plant, 
Fig. 4. 
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Simulation and design software 
Recent articles have discussed the merits of using 
simulators to predict distortions resulting from bipolar and 
mosfet devices. The Macquariel2 University of Australia, 
has an ongoing project to fully investigate, measure and 
characterise, distortion and intermodulation performance of 
microwave transistors. 
Not all circuit simulation software is based on Spice. As 

discussed last month, many vendors specialise in providing 
frequency-domain-only simulation to extremely good 
effect. 
An interesting and quite different system I examined 

some years ago has resulted in a mature and reliable 
general purpose simulation engine that is able to provide 
results when other engines fail. The Saber engine from 
Analogy claims to be world leading technology, providing 
analogue, mixed-signal, even mixed-technology simulation 
for electronic design, Fig. 5. 
This level of simulation technology demands particular 

care in model development. Readers interested in exploring 
this simulator can download a 780Kbyte textbook in 
PostScript format from the Analogy page. 13 Alternatively, 
readers can register on-line to request copy of an interactive 
cd-rom. 

Fig. 2. A stable 
5V supply from a 
single 1.5V 
battery. A unique 
application of a 
unique chip. 

Fig. 3. An easy route 
to solving many 
calculation and 
conversion problems. 
Also stores many 
physical constants 
definitions. 
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Fig. 4. Old and 
new discrete 

bipolar devices 
under new 

management. For 
TI bipolar devices 

read Power 
Innovations. 

Fig. 5. Saber by 
Analogy - a 

mature mixed-
technology 

simulation engine. 
Try very hard to 

give it an impossi-
ble simulation 

task. 

Fig. 6. An FTP 
client in action - 
simply open your 
connection to 
transfer files. 
Little more than 
point and click 
gives faster more 
reliable file 
downloads. 
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Find Own Print 
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INDEX simulations! e 
_glagi:eacr.morDone 

Welcome to Analogy 

Analogy is the world leader in analog, 
mixed-signal, and mixed technology simulation 
for electronic design automation. Browse 
through our web site to learn about Analogy. 
Saber", our simulation products, and our 
services. 

h FTP-PM - leonardo.calteth.edu (anon moos.   

Ile Çonnection gptions QuickTrans delp 

Current Directory '(\F 1 IMOWt4I DAD 

Files 

easytrax.zip 
pcbdskl.zip 
pcbdsk2.zip 
schdskl.zip 
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Include Files i> 

Drives/Directories 

I 1P -PM - Transfer Progress 

Transferring file... 

F ¡te Ipcbdsicl.zip 
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Directorles/Fites 
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r- -r- I 0 1 1385878 Jun 16 1995 pcbdskl.z 

..t.1 
Getting file pcbdskl.zip from remote host Transfer Node: Di 

Used and supported on-line at Caltech, the Protel design 
system can be evaluated by downloading versions for 
Windows 3.x or 95, either from Caltech14 or Prote1 15. This 
system comprises the MN 3 mixed-signal simulator, 
Advanced Schematic editor and Route 3 shape-based pcb 
autorouter. 

Searching the Net 
This wealth of application and simulation resource must be 
unlocked using search techniques. Having found your 
needed information it can then be downloaded. 
As Internet becomes more heavily used, large files 

download most economically while the USA sleeps and 
universities and business users are inactive. For UK users 
this effectively means Saturday and Sunday mornings up to 
perhaps 2pm. Additionally, when the required file's URL 
address starts with ̀ ftp' rather than littp', for large files, I 
use a file-transfer-protocol client for transfer, in preference 
to my Web browser. 
By way of example, using my FTP client and starting just 

after noon on Saturday, I downloaded the 5.2Mbyte for the 
Protel evaluation, at an average rate of 125kbyte minute via 
my Motorola 28.8 modem. Total download time was 41 
minutes - roughly the cost of a first class stamp. In 
contrast, a good browser transfer on the same equipment is 
90Kbyte a minute. FTP transfer is much less liable to 
interruptions or dropping out, so maintains a consistent 
throughput. 
Using FTP, you have access to all disk directories 

designated 'public'. Clicking on a directory/file name, or 
typing in the desired path, permits change of directory or 
request of files from the remote host - almost as if it were 
on your own machine. 

If you are unfamiliar with FTP, two points should be 
noted. FTP servers mostly run UNIX, which uses a forward 
'/' as a file path delimiter, rather than the `V used by 
DOS/Windows/0S2, etc. Two transfer modes are provided 
- seven-bit text and eight-bit binary. Binary mode must be 
used to transfer program executables and zipped files. Both 
these points are clearly visible in the scre,enshot of my FTP 
client, Fig. 6. 

Are you getting garbage? 
While performing a search, you may notice apparently 
meaningless responses listed. An example is an address 
followed by a few words telling nothing about the page's 
content. Alternatively, the page listed seems totally 
irrelevant. How does this happen? 
Most search engines list only the first few words used on 

the page, regardless of their visibility. So if the page starts 
with an acknowledgement or worse an apology, that is 
exactly what appears in the listing. 
Many search engines also access keywords that can be 

hidden in controls called 'meta tags'. These are entered to 
the page when it is drafted and are read by search engines, 
but invisible to your browser. 
The most successful searches result when your search 

keywords and the meta tag keywords coincide. To view 
these meta tags, simply save an interesting page as a file, 
then view using a text editor. Obviously a page drafted 
using inappropriate meta tags becomes an irrelevant listing 
for your search. 
Naturally, Internet has a wealth of information and 

comparative reviews of search engine performance. One 
interesting page, called search engine 16 watch, presents a 
good starting point for users interested in exploring these 
topics further. Regularly updated, since search engines 
also change and develop, it provides a wealth of 
information for all search engine users. 
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NOW AVAILABLE 
RANGER 2 for Windows 95TM 

The Complete, Integrated 
Schematic & PCB Layout Package 
Windows Ranger 2 
For Windows 95 & NT 
• New Hierarchical Circuit 
• Split Devices • Gate & Pin Swap 
• New Edit Devices in Circuit 
• Copper Fill • Power Planes 
• Autorouter • Back Annotation 

Windows Ranger 2 with Specctra SP2 
Ranger & Specctra Autorouter provide the most cost 
effective PCB Design system available.A powerful, 
intuitive system at an outstanding price! 

Windows Ranger 2 Upgrade 
Upgrade your existing PCB Package to Windows 

Ranger 2. 
Demo disc available £5.00 (Prices exc VAT/P&P) 

Ranger 2 Outputs: 
Full Windows Outputs 

Plus - HP-GL 
Gerber 
NC Drill 

AutoCad DXF 

Call 01730 260062 
Fax 01705 599036 Old Burilan Limeworks, Kiln Lai 

Bunion, Petersfield. Hants. GU3I 

The Completes 
at d Schematic 

Integr-e package 
pcg Layou-

SEE TRI1X 
Advanced Systems & Technology for PCB Manufacture 

CIRCLE NO. 122 ON REPLY CARD 

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LTD 
170 Goldhawk Road, London W12 8HJ 
Tel: 0181 743 0899 Fax: 0181 749 3934 
Email: iacomelli(colomor.demon.co.uk 

00732  £.40 EL84 MUL f 10.60 UBF89  £1.55 ..£5.60 

E 180F £310 EL84W £6.00 UBLI  £4.80 6BW6 .£6.25 
EAF42  £1.50 EL86 £3.80 UCH2 I £5.20 ..£1.55 
EBL I  £5.80 EL95.... £1.85 UCH81 £1.20 6pz6 

EBL21  £4.80 EL360  £7.60 UCL82 ... 11.65 6C4.11.65 
ECC8 I  £2.80 EL503... ..... . f38 50 .14.80 

£7.65 6CH6  £3.50 

ECC83 ... ............. ...L3.90 EM34  £18.50 6CX8  £4.70 
ECC83 MUL . ... ...£9.90 EM81  £2.60 UL4I . ..... .....£14.10 6F6 £495 

ECC91  £2.25 EM9 I  13.60 UL84 . 
ECF80  £1.00 EZ80 £2.20 UM84 . ....................£1.38 

ECH35  £2.60 EZ81. .£215 UY4 I . 
ECH42  £1.20 6Z33 £7.00 UY85  £1.55 

ECH8I  £1.90 GZ34S ..... . £6.00 VU39 
ECL80  £1.00 GZ34 MUL £17.65 Z759 £11.00 

EF37 £3.45 GZ37 ......... ..... £4.70 2C5I £4.50 
EF37A MUL  £5.60 GZ37 MUL . £8.25 2K25 £29.35 
EF50 £1.90 KT66 RUS £9.00 5R4GY £6.80 
EF80 £.35 KT88 £20.95 04.040 ......................£3.80 

EF86 £5.10 MUI4 .. £330 
EF86 MUL £12.95 0478., £10.10 6AH6 ......................£1.95 

EF19 £1.60 QQV03-6 . £12.00 6AK5  £1.45 
EF9 1  £1.55 OQV03-10 ... £7 65 6AL5  £1.00 

EF95 £.45 QQV03-20A. £14 00 6AM6 £1.65 
EL32 £1 45 QQV06-40A £22 00 6AM8A  -Ed 10 

EL345 £7.10 QY4-250 £103 85 6AT6 £1.93 
EL34B  £7.20 SP6I £3.25 6AUSGT £5.20 
EL36 £.50 TD03-10 £33.50 6AU6 ..11.80 5763  £8.85 
EL41 £4.75 U19.... . £12.20 61318 ... ... ............ £4.10 5963/ECC82 £4.00 

EOM £2.50 UBC41 . .. £10 

ALSO AVAILABLE - VALVES: 

CAA322 

(51140 EEV 

C51180 EEV 

C 5250B 

M L 7698R 

MI.'815AL 

3.11.5536A 

0134 1 100 

000750 

R.S1002A 

RS 1003A 

RS 1006B 

03007 

Magnetrons 

M554 

CV8001 

6L6GT/C  £2 95 

6L6 £7 50 

6V6GT £5.10 

6X5GT £230 

12A77.. 
I2AU7 

.£1800 

I2H6 £470 
12HG7  £7.70 

I3CW4.. ........... 

813  £2915 

VALVES WANTED - NEW AND BOXED: 
KT66 - GEC 
KT88 - GEC £60 00 each 

EL34 - !dullard ............ ..... £15 00 each 

EL37 Mullard .£12R0 each 

DA30 - GEC . .. £80 00 each 
PTI5 . ....... 110 00 each 
DA100 - GEC £150.00 each 
4212E - SIC .1150 00 each 

PX25 - Globe shaped ...... . ..... .000.00 each 
PX4 - Globe shaped f60 00 each 
ECC83tEF86 £3 50 each 

Post and packing: 
Orders up to £3 ® £1.95; £5 ® £2.25; £15 @ £2.50; £20 @ £3.50; over 2kg at cost. 

VAT included in all prices. Please ring for availability and price 

N  da amar S gs .o cieal eZlriff.errai 

Mint waterproof N' camera 4040i Soso requires 9 to 13 ,ohs at Nkkel Metal Hsdnde AA cells high capacity with no nwmon. If 
120mA with composite video output So feed ro a video or a TV charged at 100ina and discharged at 25Orna or less 1100 mAH 
with a KART plug) it has a high resolution of 450 TV.Iines capactn (lower caparM for high discharge rates)......... ..C3.75 
Venice! and 380 N lines horizontal electronic auto inn for lee -Special offers please check amebillty.-
nearly dark 11 0054 to bright sunlight operation and a small lens 
with a 92 degree field of view. t focuses down to a few CM It is Sikh of 442 a 16rnm naad hanerkes 171mm a 16rnm dia with red 
flned with a 3 aire lead (I2v i in gnd and video out). Now also and black leads 4.13, .. £5 95 
mallet* with wall mount Mt and swivel case (at Me same price) 5 bunon cell 61: 21111mAH battery with wIres 
.. .. ............. .. f93.57 . VAT • E109 95 (''''7. 5 '' 25'DK1-- t2 I k 

or 10. E89 32 • l'AT • (104 95 Orktel 866 banen pack 12v 1.6AH contains 10 sub C cells imh 
solder tags (the çue most commonly used hi cordless screadmers 

Board cameras all with 512 a 582 pixek 4.4 a 3.3mm sensor 9.13 and dnlls 22 dia x 42mm tall) It is easS to Heck oPen and was 
volts power supply and composite side° out All need to be manufactured in 1994 E8 77 each or (110.50 per box of 14 

h"'d l'' '''''."' .0'1°0," and ha' h.'''. "P"'d '''''''' tici box 190 x 106 . 50mm xi. doe, .i.ix., a pcb the bd motel, parts. 47MIR sue 60 a 36 x 27mm with 6 infra red leds contains an edge connector (12 was 8men pitch) and rorro 
0° the same illumination as a small torch would) 

.......... .. . .. ........... .  took - UU - . , • ,.A1- . o ts8.75 terminals to connect m wires and 5 slide In cabk blanks .02,95 

40/417 Me 39 x 38.23mm spy camera wit/tensed loan pin hole 
kns for hiding Whind a very small hole ..057.00 . VAT • fhb 98 GoAs FET low leakage currm t -08873... ...........-......C12.95 each 
40MC siee 39 a 38 a 28mm camera for 'C mount lens this gives f 9 95 10.• E7.95 IIC547À manacle 20 tor [IMO 
a much clearer picture than with die small lenses 5E952 UHF Limning amplifier LC. 16 tube moulting panSage 

.................................... ..................................... 
Standard 'C' mom, lens Fl 6 16ovn for 40MC DC-DC converter Reliability »del V12P5 I2v in 5v 200ma out 

£26.43 . VAT • £31M6 3006 input to mime isolation with data 

High quality stepping 111010F kits (all including stepping motorsi 
'Cameo independent control of 2 stepping motors 4 PC Airpaa A82903-C large stepping motor 14. 7.5 step 270ohen 
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Letters to "Electronics World" Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey, SM2 5AS 

Distorted power interface? 
I read Douglas Selfs articles on 
audio power interface/cables with 
more than a little concern, finding 
little with which I could agree. 
However I write not as a general 
'gripe' but rather to draw attention 
to the most serious points. 
In his treatment of the series 

electrolytic capacitors, he seems to 
completely overlook that all speaker 
current must return via the power 
supply capacitors and not simply his 
convenient ground symbol. 
Introducing a lesser value 

capacitor will obviously have more 
effect than one which is larger than 
the supply capacitors. 
While on the topic of capacitors, to 

state the 'magnetic characteristics of 
a large electrolytic capacitor case are 
unknown' is utter nonsense. Given a 
commercial power supply capacitor, 
the only chemically permissible 
metal is Aluminium, clearly 
magnetically well understood. 
Much more important, being made 

from a seamless 'impact' extrusion, 
this capacitor's case wall makes a 
near perfect shorted turn for any 
inductor wound on its outside, 
disbelievers can easily try this out 
for themselves. 
As to the inductor's self heating 

affecting the capacitors life — really? 
Surely, even assuming 3.5A 
continuous — i.e. 100W into 8S2 — 
this heating of 0.1225W remains 
negligible compared to the surface 
area of the capacitor involved. 
In the section on Zobel networks, 

Douglas remarks on various 
measurements, none of which are 
reported. The graphs shown in Figs 
6-10 are PSpice simulations — not 
measured results. 

For those of you unfamiliar with 
PSpice plots, the giveaway lies in 
the circle, square, triangle etc., trace 
identifiers, almost a PSpice 
trademark, which are used by 
PSpice both on screen and printed to 
paper. Since his underlying detail 
assumptions/models used for these 
simulations are not stated, these 
graphs become of no value, 
whatsoever. 
As to the 'models' Douglas 

devised to simulate his speakers 
behaviour, it seems these were based 
only on impedance measurements, 
ignoring phase. Such simple models 
cannot then be used to calculate 
network phase responses with any 
certainty of accuracy at all. 
Douglas makes reference to the 

output inductor in his Blameless 
amplifier as being 6pH made using 
20 turns of 1.5mm wire. 
Like many readers, I too built this 

amplifier using the purchased 
printed boards. Both in the Feb. 
1994 article and the PCB001.DOC 
which accompanied these boards, 
this inductor was described as 
having ten turns, on 1 in diameter of 
I8SWG wire. 
The pcb inductor terminations are 

spaced at 30mm, and their outline is 
clearly marked. These factors 
implied that the ten turns should be 
spaced to suit. 
Having today removed one 

inductor, I measured only 1.42pH 
inductance at 1kHz, 11.00mS2 
resistance at IA dc. These 
differences may explain 
much. For the record, these same ten 
turns, compressed to eliminate all 
spacing, measured 2.3pH. If, as 
Douglas states, he designed for 6pH, 
I feel some advice and explanation 

should be forthcoming from him. 
In the October article, justifying 

his statement "coaxial cable is not 
made with anything like the weight 
of copper..." by referring only to 
RG58, is incorrect. In my article to 
which he refers, I measured and 
recommended UR67 cable which 
does indeed have more than 
adequate copper measuring only 
47mû for 5m — less than half the 
resistance and inductance of 
Douglas' preferred I3A cable. 
UR67 is low cost and freely 

available in short runs. Its 
professional brother RG214 has a 
double thickness outer braid offers 
even lower resistance. 
I notice that Douglas has referred 

only to the inner core of RG58. But 
coaxial cable outer braid may well 
contain much more copper than the 
inner core, so the combined 
resistances must be taken into 
account. 
While discussing cables, Douglas 

had problems with the lack of 
correlation between copper section 
versus current ratings. With the 
domestic cables he used, current 
rating is determined by permissible 
temperature rise — not voltage drop 
as he suggests. This permitted 
temperature rise varies according to 
insulation used, expected duty and 
whether housed in trunking or used 
in free air etc. 
As to Douglas' comments 

regarding amplifier hf instability, 
this I have experienced using an 
amplifier having a normal zobel 
network and an output inductor, 
when used with a very low 
impedance experimental cable 
driving a two way loudspeaker. This 
cable was built following my last 

Spark erosion 
Michael Ward's perceptive and 
lucid feature (EW Dec '97) showed 
how electronic ignition can 
improve engine combustion 
efficiency, but begged a question 
inherent in the use of high energy 
spark ignition systems-spark plug 
electrode erosion. 
The problem has been around for 

nearly 100 years, and led to the use 
of noble metals like platinum to 
reduce ignition timing drift as 
spark gaps eroded. 
There is a way of improving 

ignition ok lean mixtures which 
takes advantage of electrode 
erosion. 
Soft electrodes produce larger 

sparks which contain vapourised 

metal which acts as a catalyst to 
promote ignition of weak mixtures. 
Some work was done in this area in 
prewar aircraft engines to see if 
larger sacrificial spark electrodes 
could improve high altitude 
performance, but work ceased with 
the adoption of the exhaust driven 
turobo-charger. 
Perhaps it's time to revisit the 

sacrificial electrode 'catalytic" 
spark plug electrode idea now 
electronic ignition can cope with 
larger gap capacitance and surface 
area -especially if the new ignition 
systems mean ordinary plugs wear 
out more quickly. 
Anthony Hopwood 
Holdfast 
Worcestershire 

cable article, so has not been 
publicly described. 
Capacitance for 5m of this cable, 

measured less than 2nF — much 
much less than the 100nF Douglas 
suggests is needed. For the record, I 
left one channel of this amplifier, 
cable, speaker combination running 
with the Fireworks track of the 
Hi-Fi News, test cd, at normal 
listening levels. This channels 
output transistors fried. The second 
channel used my MkII coaxial cable, 
with no problems whatsoever. I 
expect to build on this work to 
identify the mechanisms causing 
amplifier hf instability, however this 
is for another day when I find time 
to recommence my work on cables. 
Douglas has at last fallen into the 

subjectivist camp's trap. Having 
recently put down the 'magic 
diodes' concept, to explain 
behaviour not explained by his 
inadequate models, he has invented 
'magic semi-inductors.' Whatever 
next? 

Douglas replies: 
I can reassure Mr Bateman (Letters) 
that I have not forgotten that speaker 
currents return eventually to the 
reservoir caps; however this is 
irrelevant to the purity of the signal 
applied to the loudspeaker. 
My article of Sept 1997 showed 

that virtually all the distortion 
disappeared when the output 
capacitor was removed or made very 
large. If the reservoir capacitors had 
a role like the output capacitor, one 
might have expected the distortion 
to be halved, but it would not have 
vanished. I'm afraid this is enough 
in itself to show that Mr Bateman's 
thinking is incorrect. 
The output current from the 

loudspeaker does indeed return to 
the reservoirs. However, as the 
diagram of the top half of a Class-B 
amplifier shows, it first goes to the 
star point C, which is by definition 
the signal reference. The amplifier, 
through the beneficent workings of 
negative feedback, controls the 
output voltage B so it is clean and 
undistorted with respect to point C; 
it is the voltage B-C that matters. 
The voltage B-D does not. What 
happens to the current afterwards-
well, who cares? Its job is done, and 
the linearity of the reservoir caps is 
supremely irrelevant. 
You might as well argue that all 

amplifiers must distort because the 
return current has to go through the 
bridge rectifier to get back to the 
transformer secondary whence it 
came. And what about the linearity 
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of Ferrybridge A power station? 
A good amplifier is supremely 

indifferent to noise, hum, and 
fluctuations on the supply rail at A, 
and I do not accept that any such 
amplifier could show changes in 
quality of reproduction when the 
supply reservoirs were changed - 
assuming of course that they were 
working in the first place. 

Electrolytics can and, if you are 
careless, do generate low-frequency 
distortion in small-signal circuitry. 
What this has to do with capacitors 
that do not have audio voltages 
impressed across them is unclear. 
Worrying about the audio properties 
of power-supply capacitors is quite 
pointless. 
Mr Bateman claims I said "the 

magnetic characteristics of the 
capacitor case are unknown," and 
apparently he thinks this is 
nonsense. Me too. 
What I actually said was "the 

magnetic characteristics of the 
capacitor are unknown" which they 
are; there is at least the possibility of 
extra losses and heating in the 
electrolyte. A little more care in 
quotation would be desirable here. 
He makes a good point when he 

says that the can might act as a 
shorted-turn; whether this would 
have any practical effects I do not 
know, but the obvious danger is that 
eddy currents will heat up the 
capacitor further. 
I know from experience that even 

heavyweight output inductors can 
and do get hot to the touch when an 
amplifier is working hard into 4il, 
and I cannot for the life of me see 
why he thinks this is so laughably 
unlikely. Big power electrolytics are 
expensive, and wrapping a cosy 
heating coil around them is not the 
way to maximise their lifetime. 
The magnetic misbehaviour or 

otherwise of electrolytics used as 
coil formers is perhaps not worth 
arguing about, since hopefully no-
one does it any more. It is bad 
practice. 
My section on Zobel networks 

does not make any reference to 
measurements; I have merely 
reported stability or otherwise for 
various cases. Figs 6-10 in the 
article relate to the output inductor 
and are nothing whatever to do with 
Zobel networks. These are indeed 
PSpice simulations, though why Mr 
Bateman should think there is 

LOAD 

As this diagram of 
the top half of a 
class B amplifier 
shows, negative 
feedback helps 
keep output 
voltage B clean 
with respect to 
point C - and 
voltage B-C is the 
one that matters. 

POW 

Or C 

something clever in deducing this 
defeats me; admittedly the axes have 
been redrawn at the editorial stage, 
but it is still quite clear that they are 
not AP plots. The simulation used an 
ideal voltage source to drive the 
circuit in Fig. 1 of the article. While 
this does not include every possible 
interaction, cg effects of finite slew 
rate, it shows the major effects- for 
the first time, I believe. I think this is 
quite clear from the text, and to say 
these graphs are "of no value" is as 
ungenerous as it is incorrect. I must 
confess to some lack of rigour in 
specifying the output inductor. I did 
indeed originally recommend 10 turns 
of 18SWG wire, the latter because it 
was easily available from Maplin. 

All the prototypes were however 
made up with 20 turns of 1.5mm 
wire close-spaced, which does 

indeed give 6pH. However, as my 
article showed, while this inductance 
is an important factor in artificial 
capacitive load testing, its value is 
not critical for stability with even 
highly reactive loads, and 21.111 
seems to be quite enough. I do try to 
be totally consistent on every point 
in every article, but being human, I 
sometimes fail. 

Finally, I am very unimpressed by 
Mr Bateman's jeers at "magic semi-
inductors" (his phrase, not mine). It 
has been known for many years that 
the voice-coil impedance of a 
loudspeaker cannot be accurately 
represented by a pure inductance, 
because of eddy-current effects in 
the pole-pieces, etc. This 
phenomenon is inconvenient for 
simplistic theories, but its existence 
is not in doubt. If Mr Bateman had 
troubled to read any of the 
references I gave on this - I repeat 
two very good ones below - he 
would have found the matter clearly 
explained. 

1. Vanderkooy, J, 'A Model of 
Loudspeaker Driver Impedance 
Incorporating Eddy Currents In the 
Pole Structure,' JAES, March 1989, 
p. 119. 
2. Wright, J R, 'Empirical model for 
loudspeaker motor impedance,' 
JAES, Oct. 1990, p. 749. 

Watch which PUR 
Ian Hickman has produced a 
fascinating project with his Video 
surveillance system - November 1997 
issue - one which might just tempt 
me to build something, after years 
dreaming up ideas for similar units. 
However, if he intends to drive an 

audible alarm from extemally-
mounted PIRs intended for lighting 
then severe problems with false 
alarms might be expected. These units 
are usually characterised for sensitive 
detection without false alarm 
suppression. Little nuisance is caused 
due to a light switching erroneously. 
The alternative is to use types 

designed expressly for burglar alarm 
application, which are easily available 
through catalogue distributors as well 
as general wholesalers. Besides giving 
a switch-selectable number of counts 
before activation, they have other 
advantages for this project. The 12V 
dc power required - already available 
for the cameras - offers smaller size, 
easier wiring installation, and the 
avoidance of mains-voltage interface 
hazards. An alarm relay contact with 
separate anti-tamper circuit is standard. 
The principal disadvantage is that most 
are intended for indoor installation, 
requiring sheltered mounting and 
perhaps a tube of silicone sealant. 
R G Neevman 
Hampton Hill, Middlesex 

Misunderstanding capacitors 
In the panel on page 1001, EW 
December 1997 I read, "Each 
practical capacitor also incorporates 
an inductive element..." 

In the article 'Displacement 
Current', Wireless World - the same 
journal - December 1978 I read, 
'Series inductance does not exist. 
Pace the many documented values 
for series in a capacitor, when the so-
called series inductance of a 
capacitor is measured it turns out to 
be no more than the series 
inductance of the wires connected to 
the capacitor. No mechanism has 
ever been proposed for an internal 
series inductance in a capacitor.' 
Curiously, each article has 

identical descriptions of a capacitor. 
1978 "...any capacitor has now 
become a transmission line..." 1997, 
"What is a capacitor? Any two 
conducting surfaces, separated by an 
insulator..." 
What's going on? Before 

"Understanding Capacitors", EW 
needs to understand itself. 
Penelope Lyon 
Redbourn 
Herts 

Cyril replies: 
Thank you Penelope. Both the Ivor 
Can 1978 article and my article of 
December 1997 are correct. 
Capacitors certainly do behave 
exactly as transmission lines and all 
capacitors and all transmission lines 
possess measurable inductance as 

well as capacitance, (see page 999, 
Properties of Capacitors). 
Indeed I first proposed in internal 

company reports that capacitors be 
considered transmission lines as long 
ago as 1968 while employed as 
design engineer for electrolytic 
capacitors at the old Erie company. 

In the company's 1975 catalogue I 
wrote "Inductance-L. This is due to 
the lead wires and tab connections to 
the element winding. With 
appropriate construction, the inherent 
inductance of the element will be 
insignificant in comparison" 
As to Ivor's article he is thus 

perfectly correct in stating in 1978 
that a measurement of a leaded 
capacitor's self inductance is 
dominated by that of its leads. 
Indeed with equipment then 
available and measurement of any 
physically small, low-K non-
electrolytic capacitor, no other 
conclusion would be valid. 
However with the passage of time 

better measurement equipment and 
non-leaded capacitors are now 
commonplace. For example the 
measured self inductance, reported in 
the makers data, of a typical 1206 
size surface mount ceramic chip 
capacitor is 1.5nH, i.e. less than its 
body length of 0.6mm lead wire. 
The measured inductance of this 

same capacitor element with two 
6mm long 0.6mm diameter lead 
wires is around 16nH. The lead wire 
alone has a self-inductance around 

8nH/cm. The difference is accounted 
for by additional wire length inside 
the capacitors housing, needed to 
make connections. While both are 
extremely low values, clearly the 
lead wire inductance dominates. 
More recently, as an rf engineer, I 

consider as in my article, that any 
two conducting surfaces are both a 
capacitor and a transmission line - 
albeit possibly of very short 
electrical length. 
You may ask why this 

transmission line view was not 
presented in my capacitor article. 
The December article is the first of a 
short series and was intended as an 
overview for all capacitors. 
Secondly, for low-K, physically 
small, non-electrolytic capacitors this 
self-inductance dominates. With 
high-K capacitors used at high 
frequency and larger capacitors used 
at lower frequencies, then 
transmission line effects can 
dominate. 
By way of example a high-K 

tubular ceramic capacitor commonly 
used for emc suppression, having 
diameter of 4.45nun and electrode 
length of 7.5mm, becomes open 
circuit resonant at 200MHz. This 
effect is clearly visible on its 
published and measured insertion 
loss claims. 
This discussion will be expanded 

in a forthcoming capacitor article, in 
the meantime I hope this answers 
Penelope's question. 
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£30000 
£12000 

£230040 

£600.00 
035000 

£900.00 

£900 00 

£500 00 

PLOTTERS/RECORDERS 

Davit Maritime Systems 3710 £303.00 
HP Oral Master RX £500.00 
HP Colour Pro £45.00 
HP Oran Pro-DXL 75750 .£250.00 
HP-XL Nobel 

HP74750 Plotter RS232 _£150.00 
HP75500 Plotter .£250.00 

Racer Recorder 40S0 7DS Iron £200 00 
Roland X-Y Plotter DXY•1300 .£120.00 
Roland Drafting Plotter ORB 40006 1500.00 

AERIAL FACILITIES EQUIPMENT: 
Receiver Splitter Amplifier 

Type RSA-400-4M 
Price: £250.00 

Bandpass Duplexer, 
Type BPD-453-450-6N 

Price: £300.00 
Transmitter Cavity Resonator, 

Type SC-450-2N 
Price: £190.00 

Transmitter Cavity Resonator 
Type SG-450-ZN c/w DT-453-2NV 

Price: £190.00 

DATA/TELECOMS 

Mutsu 
EIT Pigens») T1020 Non..ork Transmosen 

Analyzer £500.00 
Cushman CE24 FX Selective Level Meter 
Datelatt DL1000 Programmable Transient Recorder 
ON Elnu 00631 PCM Signalling Recorder 
W13500 Graphics Translator 
In1631D Logic Analyser 
1933364 Synthesizer/ever Generator 
HP3497A Data 0.n/onion/Control Unit . £400 00 
HP35868 Selective Meter From Enso.00 
141437170 70MHz Modulator/DeModulator £700 
1P372010 HP-0 Eatender £300 DO 
HP37204 np o selender r000.00 
HP3762A Data Generator ....... £35000 
HP3763A Error Detector £80000 
HP3764A Digital Transmissen Newer £3200.00 
HP37708 Telephone Line Analyze . £200.00 
8731800 Pattern Generalor/Emx Detector 01.100.00 
HP3781A Pattern Generator £500.00 

8731020 Error Detector £500.00 
HP49350 Transmesen Tester £1.100.00 
HP4984A in -Service Transmissen tenement 

Measuring Set £P0A 
HP50050 Signature Tester .£950.00 
8P50060 
11P6942A Multiprogramme, .£200.00 

HP80160 Word Generator .......... ...£150.00 
HP8170A Logic Pattern Generator .£600.00 
8769540 Tranoever Interlace £60000 
Netsu 082360 Digital Memory 10 BrtaOns £400.00 
Marconi 28284 Digital Simulator £200 00 

Marconi 2829 Digital Analyzer £200 00 
Mecom 2831 Channel Access Semen .£20000 
Marconi 002805 PCM Regenerator Test Set .£256.00 
Marcom 1720190 Nose Gererator • Many Fitters ooailabie £250.30 
Marconi TF2092C Noise Receiver £250.00 
Marton 72808,2 Pattern Generator and SLMS ¡Brand 

New/Bovedi £120.00 
Marconi 1728070 PC M Multiplex Temer £200.00 
Mean 72830 Meitner, Tester £200.40 
Mimeo 141(6120 VTR Jitter Meter £75.00 
Peens 55004 Telecommunications Analyzer £1.500.00 
Race 202. 205 State Line Analyzer £150.00 
Scakenterger 7700 140 es Bit/s Filermelergenerator £125.00 

Senumterger 7710 Menbame Set 34 , 40 M Brt/s ......£125.00 
Sernens D2I 55 Level Metero43155 Tracking 

Oscillator 
Sremens P2032 Bit Error Measuring Set 
Tek 834 Programmable Date Comms Tester . 
Thurlby 164800 Loge Analyzer 

WOO SPM15 Level Meter 
WOG PS12 Level Generator 
WOO SPMI 2 Level Meter 
WOO PCM2-3 PCM Test Set 
WOO 56G-1 SSB Level Generator 
WOO DLM3 Data Line test Set 
WOO SPMI 9 Level Meter 
WOO 6103 Test Pent Select°, 
WOG PJM-1 PCM Jmer Meter 

£400 
£250 00 

£5.000 00 
£200 00 
£650 00 

£1.300 00 

. £130.00 
090G OB 
£150 00 
£500 00 
£800 00 
£300 00 

EPOA 
£300 00 
£150.00 
£500 00 

£2.500.00 

EPOA 
£250.00 

SIGNAL ANALYZERS 

AO 352 FFr Analyzer 
FMK 2033 Signal Oranger 
14.182THHP8557A Spectrum Analyzer 01 350MHz 
19182THHPB5588 Spectrum Analyzer 1001,He I 5Gno 
HP334A Detorten Analyzer 
HP339A Dutortion Measuring Set 
HP3581C 

HP3582A 
HP8753C 
HP8901A 
HP89038 
Marenn 2305 
lemon 

2382.2380 400960 Spectrum Anateer 
Marc. 2601 True RUS Voltmeter 
Marconi 2955 Test Set.2960 TACS Und 
Marconi TF2370 110MHz Spectrum Analyzer 

RAS Poskop SWOB 5 
900 SMDu Z1 
ROD Ure IDAS Voltmeter 
MOS ClelSS2 Comms Service Monitor 

RaCal 9302 RF Millivolt Meter 
SPectral DV SD37 FFT Anaryzer 

Tek 7012 120KH,1 8002 
Teh 004004 Programmable Distortion Analyser 

Seective Volt Meter 
0 0211e25 9991695 Spectrum Analyser 
6GHz Network Analyzer 
Modurafron geezer 
nee Analyzer 
Modulation Meter 

£300 00 
£2.000 00 
£800 DO 

£1 350 00 
f 250 00 

£1.200 00 
£600.00 

£1.500 00 
£14500.00 
£2.000 00 
£3200.00 
£2.00000 

£350000 
£500.00 

£2.400 00 
£600.00 

Et 600.00 
£400.00 
£800 00 
f 6 500.00 
0350.00 

£1 800 00 
£800 00 
£700 00 

MISCELLANEOUS 

PYE CHARGERS TYPE BC21C 
NEW & BOXED: £25.00 

MOTOROLA BATTERY CHARGER TYPE NTN4922A 
GOOD CONDITION: £85.00 

FARNELL MP30-80, 1KW, 300, 80A 
AUTO RANGING POWER SUPPLY: £500.00 

MATCH EFFICIENCY METER MODEL MB800 
FREOUENCY RANGE 775-1025MHz 

SWR (VSWR) INDICATION RANGE 1.0:1 TO 5.0-1 
£150.00 

CLEARANCE (NOT TESTED) 

One, 
Boonton 
Farnen 
Fame, 
Earner 
Earner 
Ferrograpn 

Fluke 

5104 Dreng Synnesizer 90-120MHz 
8200 Modulaten Meter 
83020 Power Supply Stabilised 
E350 Stabilised Voltage SupeS 
R01030,35 Electronic Load lee 300 35V 

79070 5102 Slatitud Power Sup. 
RTS2 Recordn Test Set 
05200 DiglIal Multi Meter 

0125 00 
£200 00 
£120 00 
£120 00 
£300 00 
£180 00 
£200 00 
05091 

Fluke 

Gea 

Gea 

Harns 
Hitachi 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 

HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 

HP 
HP 

lwatsu 
Keeney 
Marconi 
Marconi 
Philips 

Peered 
Race 
Raca 
Raca 
Race 
Raca 
Rau 
Raca 
Scrilurnterger 1170 Frequency Response Analyser 

Schlumberge, 7055 Micro Vol meter 
Systron Donner 5000A Sweeper car Osellator 5014/20 

3 2.6 5010 
464 Oscilloscope 1300.00 
P6042 Current Probe DC-50MHz ............£200.00 
5761 Reestance Bridge 

3737All 0 HE Receiver 
DMS107 Demodulator 
565 Recent, £200.00 
DM/112 Demodulator . 
IATF/106A Microwave Tuning . 115000 
W./9518AE/9 FOU Demodulator .025000 
22300 Frequency Synthesuer I MHz £so.00 
63030 Signal Generator £75.00 
TC17 Timer/Counter £15.00 
SH/2400P 20-100MHz £75£0 
7736 Digital Counter £15.00 
21630/2 Regulated Power Ste. 0-506 020 -£25.00 
411 Pinase Sensitive Detector .025.00 
3334 Test Set .075.40 

63000 Functon Generator £40.00 
4200 Dental Mulimeter £20.00 

1030 RIAS Volt Meter £25.00 
10300 RMS Von Meter £25.00 

1055 DC Volt Meter £25.00 
2085 AF Power Meter 040.00 
DMI31 Digital Multimeter £30.00 
FG1 Function Generator £3000 
LF1 Sine/Square Oscillator £60.00 

SG18 Signal Generator Interface £30.00 
EW604 Electronic Watt Meter £50.00 
19534 Counter/Toner 
72614 Umversal Counter/Timer 
8000A Meal Multmeter 
80104 Digital Mummeter .02540 
86000 Digital Millimeter cso.00 
123vA Tuned Amplifier 8 Null Detector £25.00 
1362 UHF Osollator 220-920MHz £25.00 

.130.0 Sena' Generator £50.00 
TC314 Tutter!Counter £2000 
10254A Sere-Parallel Convertor........ 
118598 Amplder Switch • HP87098 

Synchroniser 
1600A Logic State Analyser 
2030 Venal* Phase Generator 
34658 Digital Multmeter 
371001E43B Returnee, 
372081706 Receiver 
43IC Power Meter 
4340 Calorimetric Paver Meter 
4610 Amphfer 

50040 Signal Analyser 
51500 Thermal Puller 
52454 Flug In Und O HP5245L Counter 
5245L H 5255A Counter Converter 

52461. Electronic Counter 
5302A 50MHz Universal Counter 

53044 rimer Counter 
59301AASCII-Parallel Convener 
993136600 Converter 
595010 HP/113 Isolated D/A/Power Supply 
6111090 Power Supply 0-20V 0-1A 
61300 Donlan controlled Voltage Source 

Tektrone 
Tektrone 
Tinsley 
V48.1 
148.1 
W&I 

W8.1 
W81 
Adret 
Adret 
Advance 
nken 
AMP 
Aplab 
Brookdeal 
Conn 
Crohn/Hrte 
Dana 
Datron 
Detroit 
Denon 
Farrell 
Farnell 
Famell 
Famell 
Famell 

Feedback 
Fluke 
Fluke 

Fluke 
Fluke 
Fluke 
Gen Rade 
Gen retie 
Gould 
Gould 
HP 
HP 

HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
HP 
Nate 
Kelley 
Kemo 
Kepco 
KSM 
Levell 
Lovell 

88604 Digital Muni Meter ------------------------£150.00 
0911010 12-18 GHi Mcrae. Signal Canine 

£150.00 
GU1328A 2-EIGH, Microwave Small 

Generator £150.00 
RF/2305 Receiver/Excrter 
V550B 50MHz Oscrtescope 0200.00 
1 17130 Attenuator Switch Dnver 
17410 100MHz Oscilloscope . £300.00 
17420 100MHz Oscilloscope f 275 00 
1810 Main Frame cw 18400.18250 £125.00 
24000 MUS Vol Meter ..£120.00 
35100 Network Analyser 50Hz•13MHz ..£150.00 
43330 Distnbution Analyser £300.00 
4354 Power Meter £17500 
4350 Power Meter 025000 
4890 Moravave Amplifier r -25Hz £12500 
5315A Universal Counter ... .£200.00 
53280 Unrversal Counter ..£120.00 
53630 Time Interval Probes .£15000 
84128 Phase Hagen/de .£175.00 
84438 Tracking Generator/Counter ..£250.00 
84458 Automate Preselector ..£300.00 
85528 IF Section 
85538 RF Senen 0-1004410 
8553L RF Spectrum Analyser 0-110140 .1200.00 
85560 LF Spenrum Analyser ..£200.00 
866014 RF Section 0 1•110MHz 
8750A Storage Normalizer £20000 
491C Morowave Amplder ...... £125.00 
64130 Phase Gain In:beers Ling £17500 
SC/7103 Frequency Counter . 0160.00 
192 Programmable Dental Multiffete . £200 00 
6056E1510nel Source 2-4060 ...... 0150.00 
TF23370 Auto Distortion Meter £15000 
PM5519 Colour 1"V Patten Generator 0200.00 
1105E91 0 8-2 4Gnz Signal Generator £250.00 
9008 Modulation Meter rOld Type £17500 
9009 Modulabon Meter (Old Intel £150.00 
9104 RF Power Meter £200.00 
9300 RUS Vol Meter £175.00 
93010 RF Mervoltrneter True RPAS 0180.00 
9921 UHF Frequency Counter £275.00 
801720 Drive Unit £300.00 

ciso.00 
..£1 sow 

84064 Frequency Combated Generator 
8418001101 Aubrey Deplay Holder 
87178 Tranestor Bias Surely ........... 
SS/5416A DC-40MHz Synchrosupe . 
177 Wen/ Digital Mulimeter .......... 
DPI 1 DY10--100KHz Phase Meter 

030/28 30V 2A Power SuPPIY 
125 Pulse Generator 
15660 Transistor Decade Osellator 
TM3B AC Microvolt Meter 

175 00 
£40 00 
£25 00 
£40 00 
£75 00 
£75 00 
£50 00 
£75 00 
£5640 

£30 00 
£60.00 
£50 00 
£50 go 
Exec) 
040 00 
£40 00 
£0030 
£30 00 
£40 00 
£75 00 
£60 00 
£60 00 
£75 00 
£90 00 
£60 00 
£50 00 
£75 DO 
£70 00 
E25 00 
£30 00 
f 50 00 
50 00 

Lyons 
Lyons 
Lyes 
Lyons 
Lyons 
Malden 

Maroon 
Maroon 
Marcon 
Maroon 
Maroon 
Alarcon 
Canon 
Maroon 
'garcon 

Maroon 
Maroon 
Maroon 
Maroon 
Marco° 
Marcon 
Maroon 
Marton 
Marcon 
Marcon 
Marcon 
Marcon 
Marcon 
Monte, 
Manda 

Norma 
Philips 
Flees 
Ph limps 
Photos 
Photos 
Nees 

Ptuhps 
%bps 
Philips 

PhrFips 
Philips 

Ph lips 
PSI 
PSI 
PSI 
ROS 
Racy 
Raca 
Raca 
Race 
Raca 

Race 
Race 
Raca 
Raca 
Race 
Raca 

Raca 
Raca 
Race 
Raca 
Raca 
Race 
Race 
Raca 
Raca 
Race 
Raca 
Race 
Scnturn 
SE Labs 
Semen 
Singer 
Tek 
Tek 
Tek 
Tek 
lek 
lak/Sony 
Telequement 
Te/equipment 
Terequernepl 
Te equipment 
Thander 
Thurlby 
Tno 
WOO 
W61 
W8.1 
W61 
WOJ 
W6.1 
YeJ 
WOO 
W&J 
W8.1 
Wavelek 
Wayne Ken 
Wer 
WIttron 

PS22 Puse Generator f 25 00 
7528 Puise Generator 03030 
PG716 Puise Generator 00000 
PG73N Pulse Generator £25 00 
PG750A Pulse Generator 030 00 
1000F Mk 11113He32/Ahlz PO. Frequency 

Counter ..£10.00 
23044 0098v Natal Frequency Molar £30.00 
2437 100MHz Unnersal Timer Counter ...........£45.00 

6480.11 tft Power Meter .050.06 
65508 • /I Programmable /0 Power Meter......£20.00 
6587 LevellIng Amp .£25.00 
TF2102M AF OscIllator 3Hz 201664 .................£30.00 
172104 1011z-11-KHz Low Detortion 

Oscillator 
TF2162 MF Attenuate DC-1 MHz £30.00 
721635101F Attenuator DC,IGHz _160.00 
772169 Pulse Moducer 
192113 Dignal Syntronoer £60 00 
7723310 Distortion Factor Meter £50 00 
192424 Frequency Counter 
TF2430 80MHz Digrtal Frequency Meter 
72431 200MHz Digital Frequency Meter 
TF2432 560MHz Digital Frequency Meter 
726008 Voleo Voltmeter 
72604 Erectrono Voltmeter 
TF2700 Untverse Bridge ...... 
72701 Universal Bodge 

Broadband Isotropic Rebate Meter... 
D1401 Thermometer 

7832 SWIR Meter 
7841 Power Meter 
PEI 510 Power Supply 0-35V IA 
PE1511 Power Supply 0-300 10 
P142504 Electronic VA Meter 
PM2423 Credal Multimeter .........£1540 . 
784288 Power Supply £50.00 
PM5108 Function Generator 1W-1MHz .19500 
P145142 00111b LF Syntnestrer 
7845508 PAL Colour TV Pattern Generator It30.01) 
PM5520 Monochrome Test Generator ......£25.00 
796509 Leakage Current Breakdavn 

Voltage Meter 
PM6613 250MHz Unrversal Counter 
3151 Functen Generator 
0100 Waveform Generator 
4102 Waveform Generator 
Scud Radar Code Test Set 
1200 Seres Universal Switch Controller 
4009 Mortal Mutt Meter 
5001 Dretal Muth Meter 
9058 HF Selectee Analyser 
9059 Freduency Period Meter 
9839 UHF Frequency Meter .. 
99020 50MHz Universal Counter ....... 
9904 Universal Counter Timer 
9904M Universal Counter timen 
9906 Universal Counter Timer 
9910 Frequency Counter . ............... 

9913 Frequency Counter 
9914 UHF Frequency Counter 
90140 200MHz Frequency Counter 
9915 UHF Frequency Meter 

9916 UHF Frequency Meter 
9918 UHF Frequency Meter 
9960A 2001Aliz Universal Counter 
GPM Interlace 110.... 

9905 Umversal Counter leer 
9932 nstrument Interface. 
A220 Digital Volt Meter 
SM20510 Automate Counter Timer ...... 
71(84304 Watt Meter 

£60 00 
.£50 00 

.170 00 

.13000 

£75 00 
£30 00 
£20 00 
. £50 00 
.01550 

.175.00 

.15000 

£75 00 
£5000 
£50 00 
.05000 

.14000 

06006 
£75 00 

.05000 
024.00 

090 00 
£70 00 
£75 00 
£65 00 

.£40.00 
.05040 
.62540 
.£3s.ao 

£7500 

1120 Tranmstor Tester................................£7508  

191 constarg kietwe *Pm Genembx 05000 
453 000 006000e...............................05000  
Time Mark Generator £5000 
106 Squarenvave Generator....................£3800  
308 Data Analyser..............09800  
083 Osel/oscope System £40 00 
21011 Oscilloscope £40 00 
234 106110 Oscilloscope £40 00 
DM64 Oscilloscope £40 00 
TA2080 20MHz Logo Mee« £75 00 
061358 Score Mullelexe••••••• E45 00 
CS/15660 2CMHz Oscilloscope .£60 00 
SUP 31 Level Meter 2001442MHz 
SC/1622 Signal Monde. 
TDM/102 1 Telephone Demodulator .11500 
TFC103 Telephone Frequency 
08101 Tuning Head 

UHIS Tuning Head .£40 00 
0110300F Tuning Head .175.00 
521A Recerver 
SM/6108 Signal Monde .. ..£30 00 
TDM/110 Basic Group Demodulate ..£10 00 
147 HF Sweep Generator 0.00051.9104Kr .05000 
8522 Component Bridge .14000 

460 Paver supply 0 34 0 609 
501 Logic Level Meier .180 00 

RACAL TACTICOM 

VHF TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER 

WITH ANTI-JAMMING AND 

INTEGRAL SPEECH FACILITIES 

(JAGUAR VEHICLE RADIO VR(1316HE-HG) 

COMPLETE SYSTEM 

PRICE: 02,500.00 

TELFORD ELECTRONICS 
Old Officers Mess, Hoo Farm, Humbers Lane, 

Horton, Telford, Shropshire TF6 6DJ, UK 

Phone: (00 44) 01952 605451 Fax: (00 44) 01952 677978 

e-mail: telfordelectronics@telford2.demon.co.uk 

Carriage: £10+VAT @17.5% to be added to all UK orders 

Overseas orders welcome - Please call 

• Merry Christmas to all our Custotrers, +++ 

+ + Old and New ++++ 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

va Ives 
Examine how an af power valve performs both statically and 
dynamically using Theo Argiriadis' valve tester. 

ar
his meter performs static and dynamic tests on power 
pentodes and beam tetrodes such as the EL34, EL84, 
6L6, 6V6, 6550 and KT88. It enables you to match 

valves and diagnoses faults. Although not a precision instru-
ment, it gives a clear picture of the condition of a valve via 
the following. 

Detection of catastrophic faults. If a shorted valve is sus-
pected, a light bulb can be inserted between the valve under 
test and the ht to act as a current limiter. Screen current /scR 
is limited via high voltage transistor circuitry. A miniature 
speaker detects noisy and mechanically faulty valves. 

Emission testing. This is carried out by measuring the anode 
current /A at any value of grid to cathode voltage, Vgk. 

Power testing. The valve is made to deliver a small amount 
of power, which can be measured. This is the quickest and 
most effective test in my opinion. Depending on the valve 
and its condition, this amount ranges from 4.5W for a good 
6L6 to 8.5W for a good KT88. The measurement can be used 
as a comparison standard in fault-diagnosis 

Amplification factor. The tester gives the p(T) and rms val-
ues of output signals that the valve produces under load, 
Va( r,L)) and no load, Vam, conditions in triode mode. Triode 
and pentode transconductances &n(T) and gm(p) can be 
derived from these mathematically. 

This tester allows valves to be matched in terms of, 

• /A versus Vgk in pentode or triode mode. 
• p, ra and gm through triode-mode dynamic testing. 

In pentode mode, anode voltage VA is 320V and screen volt-
age VscR is around 250V. Many published output charac-
teristics are taken at this value. In triode mode, VA is about 
250V. In my experience, if a set of valves match both stati-
cally and dynamically under these conditions, they will also 
match at different VA and VscR values, whether in pentode or 
triode mode. 
Valve parameter variation from device to device of the 

same type seldom exceeds 10%. Nevertheless, both anode 
and screen terminals can be switched to external power sup-

ply sources. Test points are indicated to allow you to observe 
anode and grid signal voltage and cathode current wave-
forms, and to measure screen current. 
This circuit can be modified to test directly-heated power 

triodes like the 211, the SV811 and the 845 — and even trans-
mitting beam tetrodes like the 4-250A. Components will 
have to be of higher voltage ratings. Anode, grid bias and 
drive voltages will also be higher, but the principle remains 
the same. 

Valve failure modes 
The following are catastrophic valve faults, which will rapid-
ly lead to failure. 

Switch functions 

Si. Mains switch. 
S2. Switches ht on and off; can be used to remove the ht while changing 

valves. 
S3. In off position, light bulb is in series with anode circuit. 
S4. Selects between internal or external ht for valve under test's anode. 
S5. Selects between raw 330V and stabilised, current limited 250V ht. 
S6. Same as S4 but for the screen grid. 
S7. In triode mode, links the screen grid to the anode through a 10011 

resistor. 
Se3. When on, connects a resistive load across the output of the valve 

being tested. 
S9 Speaker switch. 
Sip. When off, a 560e resistor is in series with the screen. 

Test points 
TP1,2.Voltage across these points divided by R12, at 100S2, gives screen 

current in milliamps. 
TP3. Grid waveform view point. 
TP4. As TP3, but for the cathode. Also through dividing the dc voltage at 

TP4 by R13, which is 1 on, cathode current can be obtained. This is 
the iscR+IA sum which is necessary when converting triode 
parameters to pentode parameters. 

TP5 Allows output waveform to be observed. A true rms meter at this 
point will produces more accurate results. 
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Fi 
6A 
Q/B 

o—cr\o—cr-

o  
s, 
Mains 
switch 

T1 
240V/50VA 
If la>120mA 
100VA must 
be used   

34 

40V 

R3 
D5 3k3 
1N4007 _67,1 1/2W 

48V 
6VA m. C3 

= 47i 

160V 

T3 
6.3V (Heaters) 
2.5A 

Cg C9 C10 
470p 470p 220p 
500V 500V 500V 

R19 
130k 
1/4W 

R20 R21 
120k 120k 
1/4VV 1/4VV 

Fig. 1. Complete 
tester for audio 
power pentodes 
examines static 
and dynamic 

performance in 
both pentode and 

triode modes. 

F2 
160mA 
S/B 330V 

o  
s2 

Ci HT 
  100p switch 

385V 

—50V 

C4 
+o 47p 

160V 

•  

R17 

220k 
11.0V 

vi 
ECC83_ 

Pi 
10k 
2W 
Lin 
Cermet 
type 

D6 

47V 1.3W 
D7 tO D10 
51V 1.3W 
Zener 

R4 
15k 
17W 

250V 
V2 

Ecc82 

R15 
18k 

+ C11 R `" .4 

am 10p 
16V 1/2W 2W 

18 asóv R16 7 
2k2 18k 

R2 
15k 
2W 

C6 
100n 
400V 

P2 
47k 
Lin 

Internal arcing and shorts. High dc and signal voltages can 
cause internal arcing which may lead to shorts. High tem-
perature thermal cycling combined with mechanical vibration 
of the elements within the glass envelope - guitar amps in 
particular - can also contribute to a short. 

Control-grid burn out. High voltages and temperatures can 
cause the control grid to emit large amounts of electrons or, 
if it becomes too positive, draw excessive amounts of current 
for its size. Since the grid is made out of very fine wire, it is 
easily burnt out. Control grid to cathode shorts are also com-
mon because the grid is physically very close to the valve. 
Without the control grid, or without grid biasing the cathode 
will glow red hot and the valve will soon fail. 

Screen-grid burn out. High screen voltage causes high 
screen current and excessive dissipation, eventually damag-
ing the grid. Without the screen, there is no way of providing 
the necessary acceleration for the electrons to reach the 
anode. The valve will hardly conduct any current or produce 
any signal. 

Anode burn out. This is due to high VA, /A or over-dissi-
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pation PDA. 
High peak signal amplitudes combined with the reactive 

nature of the output transformer/speaker load can damage the 
anode - especially if the speaker is accidentally disconnect-
ed during loud volumes. 

Filament burn out. 

Air leaks. 

Ageing and other faults 
These faults are mainly due to valve ageing and cause errat-
ic operation or fall-off in performance. 

Emission loss. This fault is due to erosion of the cathode 
coating material. A valve with low emission takes longer to 
reach its operating conditions. It also conducts less anode 
current for a given value of grid-cathode voltage and screen 
voltage than it would have when new. Emission loss is linked 
to p and gn, fall and in amplifiers biased more towards class 
B will cause crossover distortion. 

Rise in ra, fall in p and gm. This fault is mainly due to age-
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ing. Lower p results in less amplification. Higher ra and/or 
lower gra reduces the amount of signal that a valve produces 
across a load — je its power output. 

Electrode leakages. Insulation breakdowns cause electrode 
leakages. Heater to cathode leakage manifests itself as mains 
hum. Grid to cathode leakage causes the bias to drift to lower 
values, resulting in thermal runaway. In this case, the valve 
gets red hot. 

Noisy operation. Microphony and crackling noises when the 
valve is moved are caused by mechanical problems — je 
loose elements. Such faults are mainly due to thermal cycling 
and vibration. 

Gassy valve. With power valves, some blue glowing within 
the anode metal structure is normal. Gassy valves exhibit an 
excessive blue glow. 

Sometimes a valve may survive temporary overheating, arc-
ing or shorting problems and continue operating for a while. 
Also, a valve with a grid to cathode leakage may be made 
usable by lowering the operating voltages. It is however 
advisable to replace such valves because they may damage 
other parts of the circuit. 

How the circuit works 
In pentode mode an anode voltage between 320 and 330V 
with a screen voltage of 250 to 260V is supplied to the valve 
under test. This assumes that S4 and S6 are set to internal, S5 
is set to high and S7 is set to 'pentode'. When testing triodes, 
S7 is set to 'triode' and S5 set to 250V. This reduces output 
distortion and consequently gives more accurate measure-
ments. 
A variable negative bias is applied to the valve under test's 

control grid. Meter M 1 measures the anode current /A. 
Resistor R11 protects the 100mA meter movement when /A 
exceeds 100mA by developing a voltage drop of 0.1Ax6.8a, 
or 0.68V. This forward biases D11 which then shunts the 
meter. In my prototype, the meter had a dc resistance of 0.812 
and R11 was chosen empirically. 
Transistor Tri buffers the zener chain D6.10, providing a 

stabilised low output impedance 250V source, for the screen 
and/or the low' ht setting. This must be a high voltage tran-
sistor with enough gain to stop it seriously loading the zener 
chain. 
Out of a sample of ten BUX84s, I measured an average 

gain of 80 at between 3 and 100mA. The BU426A behaved 
similarly and it has a higher dissipation. The BUTI 1AF has 
less gain, but it is an isolated case type, which is an advan-
tage in high voltage circuits. 
I used a BUX84 for Tri and BUT11AFs for Tr2 3. 
If a short appears at the low or high current output of this 

supply, Tr2 or Tr3 turn on and remove base current from Tri. 
The output drops to zero and nearly all of the 330V appears 
across R4. As a result, this component must be a 17W wire-
wound type. 

If 100mA is drawn from Tri during a triode mode test R25 
dissipates 4.7W so I've used a 17W type. The purpose of this 
resistor is to reduce Tri dissipation and VcE, particularly dur-
ing high current surges, in case of a short for example. 
Without it Tri will eventually fail. 
The led must be a low current, 2mA, type so that it does 

not load the screen supply. 
The valve under test is connected as an inductively coupled 

common cathode amplifier. With S3 on, the ht feeds the 
anode through a 10H choke. The anode is ac coupled to a 
resistive load comprising R22+23. If accurate measurements 
are required, the exact value of this load is important. The 
series R22+23 combination I used was 3.121d2, and the p, 

Analysis 

Triode-mode parameters. A triode can be modelled as a voltage 
generator pm vg having an internal resistance ram, Fig. 2. 
With RL disconnected, 

Ven = p.TVg SO, p.T 
vam 

Vg 

RL 
(=R22+R23) 

Fig. A. Model of a pentode valve connected as a triode. 

When the valve drives load RL, the anode signal is, 

R,  
Va(TL) =  II TVg 

ram + R, 

Solving for ram, 

ram — — R [V'a") 
Va(TL) 

and the expression for gaam is, 

gg(r) . — 
r«(r) 

Pentode mode parameters 
Pentode transconductance gm(p) can be derived from &nu), 

g.(p) = gm(T) 
(  .4 1 'SCR 

) 

In the case of this valve tester, the value of gm(p) derived from 
this equation will assume that both screen and anode are at 250V. 
Certain assumptions are necessary for these conversions so for 
better accuracy, see reference 3. 
A pentode can be modelled as a current generator gm(p)vg having 

an internal resistance rep). Voltage Va(p) is then, 

Fig. B. Model of a pentode. 

RL 
(=R224-R23) 

vg„i= rg(g)+ R, 

Solving for ra(g), 

rg(p) = 
vg j_ 1 

gm(P) 
Va(p) R, 

For this last equation to work, vg must not be higher than 1V rms. 
If it is, the pentode output distortion will introduce serious errors in 
the reading on meter M2. 
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ra values shown are based on that value. 
Choke L1 is a 10H Maplin ST28 rated at 50mA. At lkHz, 

its inductive reactance XL is high enough to be considered an 
open circuit in both unloaded triode mode and loaded pen-
tode mode. This choke will work up to 100mA and can with-
stand 150mA. 
A sine wave of around IkHz is derived from an RC phase 

shift oscillator based on an ECC83. This is fed through an 
ECC82 cathode follower to the signal control potentiometer 
that drives the valve under test's control grid. 
Both triodes in the ECC83 and ECC82 are connected in 

parallel. This in effect halves the ECC83's anode resis-
tance and increases its gain. In theory, for this circuit to 
work the gain must be 29, but in this application I exper-
imentally found out that more gain is required to ensure 
oscillation under all conditions. The signal across R14 may 
be as high as 100V pk-pk and must be able to enter the 

valve under test's grid current region. 
The ECC82 here works as a low power driver and the par-

allel arrangement overcomes any grid current problems. 
Capacitor C10 is only 220pF since the parallel ECC83 

Miller capacitance is around 260pF. 

Internal shorts, leakages and arcing 
If you have reason to believe that a valve suffers from prob-
lems such as internal shorts, leakages, arcing, etc, S3 must be 
left open so that the light bulb is in series with the anode cir-
cuit to act as a limiter. I have recently tested three 6L6s - two 
with burned control grids and one with control grid to cath-
ode leakage. In the first two instances, the bulb came on at 
full brightness within 30s. In the third, the valve had to be 
biased and left on to conduct an /A of 60mA for five minutes 
for the leakage to show; gradually the bulb got brighter and 
the /A increased to 100mA. An external voltmeter at TP3 

Table 1. 

Pentode 

Valve under test Vgk 

(V) 

A Unused but old -23 

Mullard EL34 -18 

B Old used slimline -22 

Sovtek EL34 -17 

C Old used Tesla -28.7 

EL34 -21 

D Mod. used 'STR' -18 

Sovtek EL34 -12 

E Used Chinese -25 

6L6 -18.5 

F Old/used -25 

orig. GE 6L6 -20 

G Almost new -31 

Sovtek 6550 -24.1 

H Mod. used, good -29.7 

qual. Chinese KT88-23.2 

I Very old, used 

GEC KT88 

/SCR 

(mA) 

3 

7,7 

2.5 

6.5 

2.5 

7 

2.5 

9 

1 

2.4 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2.3 

/A • Poe 
(mA) (V rms) W 

30 

70 

30 

70 

30 

70 

30 

70 

30 

60 

30 

60 

30 

70 

30 

70 

Condition 

OK 

6 6.6 OK 

6 6.7 OK 

6 4.9 • 

6 4.5 

8.5 4.8 OK 

8.5 4.9 *** 

7.1 8.7 OK 

7.8 8.4 OK 

-33.1 1 30 

-24 2.5 70 7.8 

Triode connection 

Vgk igcg 

(V) (mA) 

-20 

-15 

-20 

-13 

-23.6 

-16.2 

-14.4 

- 7.4 

-22.6 

-15.4 

-28.8 

-20.1 

-27.5 

-23.0 

-20.0 

-14.9 

-30.0 

-24.4 

-21.5 

-16.6 

4 

9 

3.3 

8.5 

4 

9 

4.8 

13 

1 

3.1 

1.5 

3.4 

1.1 

1.9 

2.6 

4.3 

1 

1.9 

2.8 

4.5 

(mA) 

30 

70 

30 

70 

30 

70 

30 

70 

30 

60 

30 

70 

30 

50 

70 

100 

30 

50 

70 

100 

Vam 

(V rms) 

no load 

95 

102 

100 

108 

81 

92 

122 

125 

78.1 

85.1 

68.9 

74.9 

74.5 

76.4 

80.0 

84.8 

67.2 

71.7 

73.6 

77.8 

Ki(TL) 

(V rms) 

loaded 

66 

78 

68 

81.6 

54.6 

70.6 

72.0 

87.0 

47.3 

58.4 

47.0 

57.7 

50.3 

56.5 

61.1 

67.7 

45.4 

53.5 

57.2 

62.7 

Pm 

9.5 

10.2 

10.0 

10.8 

8.1 

9.2 

12.2 

12.5 

7.8 

8.5 

6.9 

7.5 

7.5 

7.6 

8.0 

8.5 

6.7 

7.2 

7.4 

7.8 

ram 

1.37 

958 

1.47k 

1k 

1.51k 

969 

2.16k 

1.36k 

2k 

1.43k 

1.45k 

932 

1.5k 

1.1k 

964 

790 

1.5k 

1.1k 

895 

751 

gM(T) gin(g) 
mAN mAN 

6.9 

10.6 

6.8 

10.8 

5.3 

9.5 

5.6 

9.2 

3.9 

5.9 

4.8 

8.0 

5.0 

6.9 

8.3 

10.8 

4.5 

6.6 

8.3 

10.4 

6.1 

9.4 

6.1 

9.6 

4.7 

8.4 

4.8 

7.8 

3.8 

5.6 

4.6 

7.6 

4.8 

6.6 

8.0 

10.4 

4.3 

6.4 

8.0 

10.0 

Notes 
This valve is noisy. Biased for anode current between 30 and 70mA, when it was lightly tapped, both meters deflected and noises were heard from the 

loudspeaker. Static tests do not indicate emission loss but the power it produces is low compared to valves A and B. 
Triode tests show a fall in amplification pm which results in lower transconductance. According to published data, a triode connected EL34 has a PT of 10.5 and 

a gram of 11.5mA/V for an anode voltage of 250V and anode current of 70mA. 

** This valve has lost emission since Vgk must be set rather low for the 30mA and 70mA anode current. It also took five minutes for the anode current to reach 

these values. Output power is low and the triode tests revealed that although the PT is high, the ram has nearly doubled. To calculate ra(a) the valve was 
connected in pentode mode again - S8 in load position - with 1V rms at the grid. 

Anode signal measured 22V rms. Then formula for ra(p) was applied to give an ra(p) of 29.4k.Q under similar operating conditions. Valve A, an EL34, produced a 

25V rms output with 1V rms at its grid in pentode mode. This equates to an ra(p) of 18k.Q. It is interesting to note that in valve D, ga,m and gm(p) have not fallen 
dramatically due to the high pi. This valve however cannot deliver power due to the rise in its anode resistance. This is a common problem in old - and 

sometimes new - valves. Some commercially available testers fail to detect it because they only test for transconductance and static emission. 

*** This valve tested as acceptable in terms of emission and power but it was cutting off intermittently. Anode current would drop to zero at random. 

**** Amplification, PT, is low in this valve, which arced internally with an anode voltage of 500V and screen voltage of 350V. Switches S4 and S6 were set to their 
external positions. 
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indicated a drop in Vgk occurring simultaneously. 
A mains 40W bulb draws 167mA at 240V nus, but it can 

withstand just over 440V dc. Similarly, a 25W bulb draws 
100mA and can handle over 330V dc. With S4 switched to 
'internal ht', a 25W one is a good choice. Fuse F3 can be a 
100mA quick-blow type to offer further protection. 
In valves like the KT88/6550 internal arcing does not nor-

mally take place at a HT as low as 330V. Switch S4 can then 
be switched on to an external higher voltage power supply, 
preferably to the one in the equipment from which the sus-
pected valve came from, with a 40W bulb in series. 

If the arcing is so severe that it results in an internal short, 
the worst that could happen is that F3 and the bulb may blow. 
Note that for high voltage arcing to occur, anode current 

does not need to be high. Turning P2 fully clockwise, with S8 
set to 'load' position, can help to trigger arcing if the fault is 
intermittent. When 58 is switched to 'internal', if there are 
any shorts in the screen terminal, the led goes off. 

Static emission tests 
Potentiometer PI must initially be set to maximum i.e. so that 
Vgk is —50V. This voltage must then be gradually reduced 
while monitoring the anode current. 
Emission tests at an anode current of say 30, 60, 70 and 

100mA can be carried out for instance every 6 months. The 
corresponding Vgk values can then be recorded in order to 
monitor the emission fall — if any — of a certain valve over a 
long period of time. 

If any tests are to be performed on EL84 or 6V6 valves the 
anode current must not exceed 40mA, and switch S5 must be 
set to the low' 250V position. I would also recommend a 
5601.1 screen limiter resistor R10, for these valves, unless they 
are only to be tested in triode mode. 
When P1 is set so that each valve under test produces an 

anode current of 30mA, the time it usually takes for a good 
valve to reach this value is as follows, 

EL34 slimline/6L6/EL84 30-40s 
KT88/EL34 (6CA7 ̀ STR' type) 50-60s 
6550 60-70s 

Testing for power 
When testing power, S8 must be set to 'load' position. For 
the output power tests in Table 1, anode current was set to 
70mA for the EL34/6550/KT88s and 60mA for the 6L6. Ten 
valves of each type that were known to be good were then 
tested. On average, the EL34s produced 6.5W, the 6L6s pro-
duced 4.9W and the 6550 and KT88s produced 8.5W. These 
are approximate values since the purpose of this test is quick 
diagnosis rather than exact measurement. These power values 
were then taken as a comparison standard for the measure-
ments in the table. 

30 

20 

E 
=:«c 

10 

Ve-4 

Ve-8 

ç—Ve0 

V9-12 

Ve-16 
- Vg —20 

100 200 300 400 500 
VA 

Higher 
r1(p) 

Fig. 2. Characteristics 
for the KT88 power 
valve connected as a 
triode, left, and as a 
pentode, right. Note 
that the curves for the 
pentode only apply for 
200V screen voltage. 
Varying the screen 
voltage causes the 
curves to change. 

The amount of signal drive at the control grid was adjust-
ed so that during the power test, anode current increased by 
10mA and screen current by 2 to 3mA. This increase is due 
to the second harmonic component of the output signal.3 

If drive signal vg increases further so that its peak ampli-
tude becomes greater than Vgk, /A will start decreasing. This 
is due to grid clipping — caused by grid current — during the 
peak of the positive cycle of the drive signal. The negative 
cycle is then higher in amplitude and introduces a negative dc 
component at the grid. This action reverse biases the valve 
and is an additional, quick test since any good valve must 
behave this way. 

Measuring in triode mode 
To measure PT and the no-load output signal yam, S8 must 
be off. Most triode connected power pentodes have an ram 
of between 700 and 15001.2. At lIcHz the reactance X1 of a 
10H choke is 62.8kn, and the effect that it will have on the 
measurements will be negligible. 
Even if the inductance of the choke falls to say 5H due to 

core saturation at 100mA anode current for instance, XL. will 
still be 20 times more than the highest ram of a good valve. 
In pentode mode the anode resistance is too high and XL, 
introduces a serious error. 
Also, in triode mode, valves produce a more accurate, less 

distorted sine wave. In pentode mode, the distortion is too 
high and will introduce calibration errors in meter M2. 
Finally, triode mode parameter testing can be useful since 

most hi-fi amplifiers incorporate triode or ultra-linear con-
nected pentodes. 

KT88 tests 
As you will see from the table, I tested two KT88s at four 
anode current values to demonstrate the fact that both gram 
and PT increase at higher anode currents. Similarly the anode 
resistance increases at low anode currents because of the 
reduction in the, 
AVA 

.5/A IVgk = const 

anode-voltage gradient in both triode and pentode mode, Fig. 
2. According to data, a good KT88 has an ram of 670(1, a 
&no-) of 12mA/V and a tim  of 8 at an anode voltage of 
250V, but at the high anode current of 140mA. • 

Further reading 
1.Vacuum Tube Valley magazine, 1095 E. East Duane Ave, 106 

Sunnyvale, CA94086. 

2. Glass Audio magazine, Dept NW6, Audio Amateur Publications, 
Peterborough, HH03458-0576. 

3. Langford-Smith, F, 'Radio Designer's Handbook', pub. Newnes. 
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Precision 
temperature control 

T
his article — and its two follow-ons — 
arose out of development work we were 
carrying out involving astronomical 

instruments for studying the sun. One of the 
key design criteria was that the instrumenta-
tion must be very stable over time. 
Since the equipment is located at unmanned 

sites that are open to the weather, the instru-
ments experience a daily temperature change 
of typically 202C. To this must be added sea-
sonal changes, so the instrumentation has to be 
shielded from a 30 to 4ŒC variation through-
out the year. Without suitable regulation, the 
drifts induced would have ruined the data and 
made analysis difficult, and maybe even 
impossible. 
There are many other applications in science 

and industry where precision temperature reg-
ulation is an important, albeit secondary cri-
terion. If you are to become involved with 
temperature control — particularly if you have 
not have previous experience of the subject — 
you should find these notes useful. The 
emphasis in here is very much on practical 
aspects; others have already written excellent 
textbooks on control theory. On that topic, I 

Set point 

Sensor 

Diff.amp 
Current 
source 

Heater 

Fig. 1. Possibly the simplest form of 
temperature controller in which the sensor 
voltage is compared with a reference. If the 
sensor voltage indicates that the metal block 
is too cool, the output of the differential 
amplifier drives up current from the source. 

In this, the first of three articles, 
Richard Lines looks at problems 
and solutions relating to keeping 
objects at a particular temperature. 

found 'Control Engineering' by W. Bolton par-
ticularly useful. 

Expected performance 
The term 'precision' deserves some explana-
tion. The achievable temperature stability 
clearly depends on how well heat that leaks 
into and out of the item concerned can be con-
trolled — i.e. the quality of the thermal insula-
tion — as well as the ability of the controller to 
correct. 

It can be easier to hold small items to 
0.0012C in a stable room environment than to 
control a larger mass to 0.12-C outdoors. In the 
context of our original work with astronomical 
instruments, it has been possible to control 
photodiodes, ccd detectors and small ovens to 
0.012C rms over 24 hours where the outside 
temperature varies several degrees. In the 
examples given here, it has been more impor-
tant to guarantee stability than to know the 
absolute temperature exactly; indeed, the actu-
al temperature is often varied to optimise 
some other parameter. The intended tempera-
ture is commonly referred to as the set point. 
There are three articles in this set. Part one 

outlines basic principles and compares the per-
formance of a very simple design against a 
more sophisticated commercial module. In this 
way I hope to illustrate what is feasible with 
easily available components. 
Part two will describe sensors in some 

detail, with suitable interface circuits. Part 
three will discuss heaters and thermoelectric 
Peltier coolers, and provide circuit details of a 
good analogue temperature controller. 

Types of controller 
There are two basic types of temperature con-
troller — switching types employing hysteresis 
and those using a proportional feedback sys-
tem. In the switching group, I include simple 
systems using bimetallic strips or sclunitt trig-
gers to switch heaters/coolers fully on/off as 
threshold temperatures are crossed. As these 
systems invariably oscillate over a degree or 
two, I do not consider them as part of the 
remit of this article and will not discuss them 

further. Instead I will concentrate on the pro-
portional feedback systems which do not 
oscillate — provided that they are correctly set 
up. 

Simple proportional system 
Figure 1 illustrates what is probably the sim-
plest possible arrangement. The item whose 
temperature is to be controlled is encased in a 
metal block along with a temperature sensor 
and heater. 
Sensor output — here 10mV/2C — is com-

pared in a difference amplifier with a voltage 
corresponding to the desired temperature. 
Amplified output, corresponding to the tem-
perature error, is then applied to a power out-
put stage which drives the heating element. 
The power stage can be configured to pro-

duce either a voltage or a current output. In 
either case the heat supplied is the square of 
the error temperature. This assumes that the 
system is linear and that the heater element 
obeys Ohm's law. The current source has the 
practical advantage of being automatically 
short-circuit proof. This has proved to be a 
valuable asset in our case. 
As the metal block warms up, the sensor 

output approaches the set-point voltage and 
power supplied to the heater is reduced. 
Eventually, a balance will be achieved and the 
system will in a large measure correct for 
changes in the surrounding environment; if the 
ambient temperature drops the sensor will cool 
slightly causing the error voltage to increase 
and more power will be supplied to the heater. 
This simple setup can work well, but it suf-

fers from two problems; 

Set-point error. As shown, the actual tem-
perature can never be exactly equal to the 
wanted set point since a temperature error is 
required to 'finance' the power delivered to the 
heater. If the error is zero then the heater cur-
rent will also be zero. 
Set point error may or may not be a real 

problem depending on the context. It can be 
improved by increasing the gain of the differ-
ence amplifier, doubling the gain halves the 
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Element 

Insulation 

Difference 
amp 

Set point 
60°C 
600mV 

LM35 

Aluminium 
block 

Current 
source 

lAmp/volt 

Error 
sensor 

To data-logging system 

Fig. 2. This diagram is typical of set-ups used 
to control the temperature of small optical 
items or chemical vessels. 

error. But there is a limit to how far the gain 
can be increased before the next problem 
begins — namely that of oscillation. The set-
point error increases in a non-linear fashion as 
the heater current increases. 
I should mention here that the set point error 

can be forced to zero for any one temperature 
by simply adding a dc offset. This may be a 
satisfactory solution if you do not need to vary 
the set point. 

Oscillation. If the gain of the difference 

amplifier is increased too far, the system will 
begin to oscillate. This is due to a phase lag 
introduced by the thermal characteristics of 
the metal block, heater and sensor. The heat 
capacity of the metal block produces a natural 
integrating function and thus a phase lag, 

AO = 1 — f Q(t).dt 

where Dq is the temperature change, S the heat 
capacity and Q(t) the heat flow as a function 
of time. 
This equation is strictly true going from one 

steady state to another, i.e. it assumes that the 
heat flow has time to come to equilibrium so 
that all parts of the metal are at the same tem-
perature. The real situation is much more 
complex since the metal has a thermal resis-
tance; a pulse of heat applied at one side of the 
block takes time to permeate through to the 
sensor. This produces an extra unwanted 
phase delay. 
The general result is that the metal block 

introduces a low-pass function into the loop 
with a phase delay. At the point where the 
phase delay is 1809, if the gain provided by the 
sensor and electronics is greater than the atten-
uation through the block, the system will 
oscillate. And calculating heat flows in the 
metal is not a trivial task — especially if the 
shape is not simple. 
There are computer programs available to 

do this, but fortunately it is not necessary to go 
to such lengths, except in the most extreme 
cases. A little forethought on the mechanical 
arrangements, combined with some experi-
mentation is usually enough. 

Putting it into practice 
Considering this real example should help you 
put the previous discussion into context. 
Figure 2 illustrates an aluminium block 25mm 
in diameter and 85mm long. This was fitted 
with a 24V, 25W soldering-iron element to 
provide the heat, and an LM35 temperature 
sensor whose sensitivity is 10mVfiC. 
The arrangement is typical of those used to 

hold small optical items or chemical vessels. 
The assembly was fitted with a 3mm layer of 
neoprene rubber insulation and an overcoat of 
bubblepack. 
This construction illustrates the two most 

important points in ensuring accurate temper-
ature control. 

Thermal contact between the heater, sensor 
and item being controlled must as close as 
possible. Bear in mind that the only thing 
whose temperature is controlled is the sensor 
itself. All other parts of the assembly will 
show greater variations depending on the rel-
ative thermal resistance between the sensor 
and its environment. Note that the sensor is 
buried deep in the metal. The sensor wires 
form a significant heat leak and here they have 
to be run through the block; the sensor thus 
accurately reflects the temperature of the 
block. 

Insulation needs to be as good as it possibly 
can be. This is important not just in stopping 
heat leaks, but also in preventing sudden 
changes in temperature due to draughts. Servo 
systems always cope better with slow changes. 

These points should be obvious; the problem 
in my experience is that many experiments are 
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Fig. 3. Simple temperature controller based on the idea shown in Fig. 1. Simpler circuits are possible but the instrumentation amplifier has the 
benefit that it presents very little load to the sensor and set-point circuit. 
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designed by committee and the requirements 
for temperature control are only realised after 
all the mechanical arrangements have been 
worked out. If the sensor and heater are fitted 
as an afterthought, they tend to go in whatev-
er space is available instead of where they 
need to be. 
The circuit used for the experiment is shown 

in Fig. 3. It consists of an instrumentation 
amplifier whose gain is adjusted with Rg. It is 
possible to devise simpler arrangements, but 
the instrumentation amplifier is very conve-
nient since it presents a high impedance to 
both the sensor and the set point voltage. 
Gain is very easily changed with only one 

resistor. The amplified error signal is limited 
to about 1.2V maximum by the led, DI, and 
fed to the current source scaled for 1A/V. 
Thus the maximum output current is 1.2A at 
the collector of Tri. 
Not much more explanation is needed. The 

set point voltage is derived from D2, a ZN458 
band-gap reference having a low temperature 
coefficient. This is essential. Without it, the set 

61 

60 

59 

58 

57 

56 
5 10 15 20 25 

Minutes 

point will drift as the controller circuitry 
warms up; this topic will be expanded on in 
my third article. 
Capacitors C13 were needed to keep the cur-

rent source unconditionally stable; the values 
are not critical. This circuit is not recom-
mended for use as a general purpose controller 
since it does not protect against sensor failure. 
If the sensor fails there is a chance that the 
output will go to full power - with disastrous 
consequences for whatever is in the block. A 
fuller design with several useful extra features 
will be given in part 3. However this simple 
circuit may be considered where the sensor 
cannot be accidentally disconnected. 
The block was placed in an environmental 

chamber so the performance of the system 
could be checked with changes of chamber 
temperature. Block temperature, chamber tem-
perature, error voltage and heater current were 
logged using a pc-controlled data logger. 
Performance obtained is best described with 
reference to the graphs produced from the data 
logging system illustrated in Figs 4 and 5. 

Set point 

fc 
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Fig. 4. Effects of increasing gain of the difference amplifier in the simple temperature controller. 
Improvements with increasing gain are clear, but you can see that increasing gain too much 
causes instability that starts to become evident as overshoot at step D, where gain is 70 or so. 
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Fig. 5. Illustration of how well the temperature controller stands up to wide swings in ambient 
temperature. Readings taken directly from the block being controlled are in the left-hand chart. 
Ambient temperatures swing over the same period is shown in the right-hand curve. 

Figure 4 illustrates the effects of increasing 
the gain of the difference amplifier. Initially, 
the gain was set to 10 by selecting Rg on the 
circuit and the set point was 602C. 
After about five minutes, the system had 

come to its steady state condition at point A in 
the graph. You can see that the approach to 
equilibrium was rather sluggish but with no 
overshoot, i.e. overdamping. The final tem-
perature is only 572C, giving an unacceptable 
3.02C steady-state error. 
Increasing the gain improves the situation; 

point C is the critically damped case which 
gives the shortest settling time and a temper-
ature error of 0.72C which is acceptable in 
most circumstances. Further increases in gain 
produce overshoot and ringing (D,E and F) 
until oscillation set in at point G. 
The real test is of course how well the block 

temperature is held constant as the external 
temperature changes. The environmental 
chamber containing the block assembly was 
heated and cooled over a period of two hours 
and the temperatures logged every five sec-
onds. 
Figure 5 illustrates the results obtained with 

gain setting D; the difference amplifier set to 
x70.6. The peak-to-peak temperature swing in 
the block is approximately 0.12C for a change 
in ambient temperature change of 132C. 
There is a useful concept known as servo 

gain, which is defined as ambient temperature 
change divided by change in temperature of 
the block. The higher this value is, the better 
the controller can cope with external changes. 

Ideally the servo gain would be infinite, and 
this can be achieved in theory with the PID 
type of controller described later. In this exam-
ple the servo gain would be 13 divided by 0.1 
or 130. This is a typical result. 
Note that the concept is only really valid 

when measured between two steady-state con-
ditions. Otherwise the servo bandwidth must 
be considered. In practice this can mean a long 
wait and it is usually enough to make sure the 
controller is tracking the changes. 
The optimum choice of gain for the differ-

ence amplifier depends on the context. It may 
be acceptable to live with a small permanent 
oscillation in order to obtain improved long-
term stability. But if the unit is part of an 
experiment involving the generation of power 
spectra using Fourier analysis, oscillations will 
be unacceptable if there is a risk of them influ-
encing the results. 
Having reviewed the basic concepts I will 

move on to look at methods for improving the 
performance. 

PID controllers 
The proportional-integral-differential, or PID, 
controller is a mechanism for solving the 
steady-state error problem. By including an 
integrator in the circuit the steady-state error 
can be reduced to zero for all set-point values 
- at least for steady state conditions. 
The trick is to include an integrator as part 

of the loop as in Fig. 6. This design is based 
on the simple controller with the addition of 
two new blocks and a summing amplifier. If 
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Fig. 6. In a proportional-integral-differential 
controller, the integrator plays a key role in 
reducing set-point error. 

the integral and differential blocks are 
removed, the system behaves exactly the same 
as the simple controller in that a small differ-
ence between the set point temperature and the 
actual temperature is necessary to drive the 
system. 
The main property of an integrator is that a 

constant non-zero input will produce a linear 
ramping voltage at the output — positive or 
negative. Thus any residual setpoint error 
results in a correction which will go on 
increasing with time until the error is 
removed. Put another way, the only condition 
in which the integrator will produce a steady-
state output is if the input to the integrator is 
zero. 
Integrator input is zero when there is no set 

point error and the block temperature is exact-
ly equal to the set point. This means that the 
controller can maintain the same temperature 
if the ambient conditions change, albeit slow-
ly, from one steady-state condition to another. 
As a result, the servo gain tends to infinity. So 
remember that the gain of an integrator goes 
to infinity at dc. 
There is but one fly in the ointment. 

Integrators are inherently sluggish devices and 
introduce extra unwanted phase lag. A 

Commercial 
controller 

Sensor 

sinewave input is always delayed by 90Q and 
has an amplitude inversely proportional to fre-
quency. Thus the oscillation problem can be 
made worse if the gain roll-off is not suffi-
cient to compensate for the extra phase shift. 
The way around this is to add in a differen-

tial component to counteract the phase effects 
of the integrator. By mixing proportional, inte-
gral and differential components it is possible 
to obtain a critically damped system with no 
set point error. 
I have attempted to build analogue PID con-

trollers on several occasions with varying 
degrees of success. With such controllers, you 
generally run into two problems. 

Analogue PID drawbacks 
The time constants associated with the inte-
grator and differentiator tend to be long — at 
least high seconds or low minutes. This usu-
ally involves high value resistors and elec-
trolytic or tantalum capacitors. There are 
invariably problems with leakage current, op-
amp input current et cetera. 
There are two time constants and a gain set-

ting to adjust which demands a certain amount 
of patience if the thing is to be made to work 
empirically. There are analytical techniques 
which look at the system response to a pulse 
of heat and calculate the necessary time con-
stants using Laplace transforms, but using 
these can be time-consuming. 
Fortunately there are now available a wide 

range of commercial control units from man-

3-wire CAL9900 Digital temperature controller 
sensor connection 
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4-1 'BOOR_ 
with analogue output module 

L 240V N 

SP1-
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Fig. 7. Commercially available temperature controllers work 
digitally, allowing a you great degree of flexibility when it comes to 
tailoring the controller to suit your application. 
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R 15 

39k 

Heater 

Output stage 

Fig. 8. Very little circuitry 
needed to be added to the 
CAL 9000 in order to 
check its performance. 

ufacturers like Eurotherm and Cal Controls. 
These modules are readily available from RS 
and others, and can take out most of the grief. 
All such modules operate digitally; an ana-

logue-to-digital converter reads the sensor and 
supplies data to a microcontroller, Fig. 7. The 
microcontroller does all the computational 
work and supplies an output to a digital-to-
analogue converter. 
Since these units are general purpose you 

still have to provide a suitable output stage to 
suit the load, and a case and power supply. 
A wide range of options and features is sup-

ported; the following are typical. 

Choice of sensor. Various types of thermo-
couple and platinum sensors are supported. 

Self-tuning facility. There is invariably an 
automne mode which allows automatic setting 
of the integral and differential time constants. 
A pulse of heat is applied and the unit moni-
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Fig. 9. 
Performance of a 

CAL 9000 
temperature 

controller over 
the ambient 
temperature 

swing shown in 
Fig. 8 reveals 

excellent long-
term 

performance. 
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Fig. 10. Record of the ambient temperature 
changes used to evaluate the CAL 9000 
controller. 

25 

tors the rate of temperature rise. After the 
pulse the cooling characteristics are recorded 
and the time constants determined. 

Built-in sensor fail detection. This vital pro-
vision will switch off the output and provide a 
visible warning if the sensor becomes discon-
nected. 

Choice of output format. Linear output is 
usually 0 to 5V, corresponding to full-on cool-
ing via zero output to full heat. Sometimes 
there are separate heat and cool outputs. Relay 
outputs are usually an option for switched 
operation (non linear). 

RS232 links. These enable monitoring and 
control of the set point by computer. A cali-
brated digital display is available which will 
show the set point, current temperature and 
sometimes the programming parameters. 

Fig. 11. When 
controlling 

temperature 
down to a few 

millikelvins, 
techniques 

discussed so far 
are no use. But 
this two-stage 

design is. 

1.0 
Hours 

15 2.0 25 

As a demonstration of how these units per-
form, a CAL Controls model 9900 was set up 
with a linear power stage to heat the alumini-
um block used previously to 60QC. A platinum 
sensor was fitted close to the existing LM35 
sensor which in turn was used for monitoring 
the block temperature. 
The controller was first allowed to warm up 

and the tuning procedure was used to obtain 
optimum results. Circuitry used is shown in 
Figs 8 while Fig. 9 shows the results of a 150 
minute run. Changes in ambient temperature 
are shown in the smaller graph, Fig. 10. 
Note how well the set point is maintained. 

Using the naked eye, it is impossible to see 
any reflection of the 12QC changes in ambient 
temperature swing in the block. There is no 
discernable set-point error beyond the cali-
bration error between the two sensors. 
For many applications this performance will 

be ideal and, at a cost of about £150 in one-off 
quantities, such a controller represents good 
value in view of the flexibility built into these 
units. 
Only a minimum of support electronics is 

needed in the power stage and power supply, 
and the autotuning facility allows fast and 
accurate resetting for different loads and con-
ditions. By the time the unit is mounted in a 
box with output stage and linear power sup-
ply, the cost will probably be around £200. 

Need you buy a controller? 
This level of performance will usually be 
more than adequate, but there are a few draw-
backs which may need to be considered. The 
first is that of cost. If only one controller is 
required then there would usually be no prob-

P ID controller 

Analogue 

controller 

Heater arid sensor 

Inner 

enclosure 
5mK 

Laser 

Outer enclosure stable to better than 0.5`C 

Heater 

Insulation 

lem, but if your experiment needs ten indi-
vidually controlled items — as ours did — then 
the costs soon become quite expensive. 
A second point concerns the stability. As 

already noted, the stability of the P1D con-
troller is very good over a number of hours 
hours. But there are substantial short-term 
variations of 50 to 100mK, i.e. 0.05 to 0.1QC, 
over time scales of minutes. This is due to 
quantisation error at both the input and output 
of the module. In this respect the simple ana-
logue unit performs much better. Although it 
copes less well with external changes the ther-
mal noise is much less. 
Referring back to the stability plots, you will 

see that the simple controller has less than 
10mK thermal noise compared to 50-100mK 
for the PID module. I should point out here 
that some of the more expensive PID modules 
allow you to set the temperature range over 
which the internal a-to-d converter operates 
thus the converter step size can be made 
smaller. 
A third point concerns temperature moni-

toring. Some experiments require constant 
recording of the temperature, if only to corre-
late otherwise unexplained drifts in the results. 
Where a monitor output is provided it is usu-
ally of the RS232 variety, combined with 
remote programming facilities for the con-
troller. Most pcs only provide two serial ports 
as standard and more often than not, these are 
taken up by a mouse and a modem. 

If remote programming is not required then 
straightforward analogue monitor points on 
PID controllers can be more convenient if a 
multichannel datalogger is available. Such is 
often the case for collecting data from the 
main experiment. 

Controlling to millikelvins 
Certain applications demand temperature sta-
bility at the millikelvin level. One example is 
tuning a semiconductor laser diode to match 
an atomic absorption line. For this application 
it is necessary to keep the laser diode temper-
ature constant to better than 5mK. This rather 
stringent requirement cannot be met by either 
of the controllers described so far. 
But it can be done by building a two-stage 

control system, as outlined in Fig. 11. An 
outer enclosure is constructed whose temper-
ature is controlled by a PID unit. With care, 
the temperature anywhere inside this enclosure 
will not vary by more than 0.5C, provided 
that it is well insulated and not too big. 
The laser is built into an inner enclosure 

whose temperature is independently controlled 
by an analogue controller. This controller's 
function is to remove the residual 0.5C vari-
ations left due to convection in the outer 
enclosure and the quantisation errors. 
Provided the servo gain of the analogue unit 

is greater than 100, the 5mK specification can 
be met. 

Richard's next article looks at temperature 
sensors in detail. 
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Circuit simulation can be seriously good fun hem 
ErfflErm9we ._=*e 

When you have the engineering 
edge, enjoy your work and catch 
subtle circuit behaviour before it's 
too late, you can afford to be light 
hearted. Add to this technical 
support from practising engineers 
who take a genuine interest in your 
work and you are really laughing. 

With a free evaluation kit, you can 
test SpiceAge on your own circuits. 
The kit comes with an introductory 
booklet to show you how. 

To hear more about this and other nice 
touches in SpiceAge, please contact the 
friendly people at 

4 .0 Those Engineers Ltd, 
31 Birkbeck Road, 
LONDON NW7 4BP. 

Tel 0181 906 0155 
Fax 0181 906 0969 
Email those engineers@ 

cornpuserve.corn 
Web htt ://www.spiceage.com e 
CIRCLE NO. 126 ON REPLY CARD 

Nine year index new update 
Hard copies and floppy-disk 
databases both available 
** Includes over 600 circuit idea references** 
Whether as a PC data base or as hard copy, SoftCopy can supply 
a complete index of Electronics World articles going back over 
the past nine years. 

The computerised index of Electronics World magazine covers the 
nine years from 1988 to 1996, volumes 94 to 102 inclusive is 
available now. It contains almost 2000 references to articles, 
circuit ideas and applications - including a synopsis for each. 

The EW index data base is easy to use and very fast. It runs on 
any IBM or compatible PC with 512k ram and a hard disk. 

The disk-based index price is still only £20 inclusive. Please 
specify whether you need 5.25in, 3.5in DD or 3.5in HD format. 
Existing users can obtain an upgrade for £15 by quoting their 
serial number with their order. 

[0 • H/I Design: RF 

Directional couplers, herid 
Gigahertz Systems on a Chip 
HF receiver performance 
HF receiving loop, improved 
Hepa for RF power amplifier design 
High quality punch for radiocomms 
Hybrids in RF combiners 
Impedance transformation 
Measuring Detectors 
Measuring 

V. 
Microwaves 
Noise sou 
Polyphase 
RF Design 
RF Power 
RF Transis 
RF Transis 
RF Transis 

rlIF filter 

CIN:144•11/138 

Photo copies from back issues o Electronics World are 
available at a flat rate of £3.50 per article, £1 per circuit 

exes on paper or volumes and 102 are available at 
£2 each, excluding postage. 

MICROWAVES, NEW WAVE /1 
Mike Hosking 

Ill Concepts, circuits R devices. 
April 1994, p276 

112 The Laws of Microstrip 
May 1994, p41.0 

Le) VI Circuit Ideas 

Remote motor control 
Resistance multiplier 
SCR Inverter 
Sample-and-infinite hold 
Schmitt trigger, pros. thresholds 
Self-ID for plugs and sensors 
Sensor, Linear Current 
Servo, High-torque position 
Servo. Simple 
Simulator, insertion !I return loss 

a_ingle-pot Polarity El Gain adjust 
Soft-start filament driver 
Speech compressor 
Square wane generator. 1:1 Eng rise 
Status detection over two wires 
Stepper Motor Controller /1 
Stepper Motor Controller /2 
Stepper Motor Driver 
Stereo expander 
Switch. Low voltage 

SIMULATOR, INSERTION A RETURN LOSS 
C J Hall 

May 1992, p422 

"Simultaneous insertion and return 
loss plots". 
Modelling a return-loss bridge at 
the relevant port allow plot of 
insertion loss, and, without 
further computation, return loss 
plot simultaneously. 

Ordering details 
The LW index data base price of £20 includes 

UK postage and WI Add an extra £1 for 

overseas EC orders or £5 for non-EC overseas 

orders. 

Postal charges on hard copy indexes and on 

photocopies are 50p UK, £1 for the rest of the 

EC or £2 worldwide. 

For enquiries about photocopies, etc, please 

send an sae to SoftCopy Ltd at the address 

below. 

Send your order to SoftCopy Ltd., 1 Vineries 

Close, Cheltenham GL53, tel 01242 241455, or 

e-mail at softcopy@compuserve.com. Please 

make cheques payable to SoftCopy Ltd — not 

LW or Reed Business Publishing. Please allow 

up to 28 days for delivery. 



CIRCUIT IDEAS 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Over £600 for a circuit idea? 
New awards scheme for circuit ideas 
• Every circuit idea published in Electronics World receives £35. 

• The pick of the month circuit idea receives a Pico Technology ADC42 - worth over £90 - in 

addition to £35. 
• Once every six months, Pico Technology and Electronics World will select the best circuit idea 

published during the period and award the winner a Pico Technology ADC200-50 - worth £586. 

How to submit 
your ideas 
The best ideas are the 
ones that save readers 
time or money, or that 
solve a problem in a 
better or more elegant 
way than existing circuits. 
We will also consider the 
odd solution looking for a 
problem — if it has a 
degree of ingenuity. 
Your submission will be 

judged on its originality. 
This means that the idea 
should certainly not have 
been published before. 
Useful modifications to 
existing circuits will be 
considered though — 
provided that they are 
original. 
Don't forget to say why 

you think your idea is 
worthy. We can accept 
anything from clear hand 
writing and hand-draw 
circuits on the back of an 
envelope. Type written 
text is better. But it helps 
us if the idea is on disk in 
a popular pc or Mac 
format. Include an ascii 
file and hard-copy 
drawing as a safety net 
and please label the disk 
with as much information 
as you can. 

Ess 84.486 Wader 

••1 AC you  

4,00 

tOLECI  
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til mine Repeal Résieg 

f.lSea....111 4 353535111...444...,,..4 4. W I247: 
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dB 
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10 

-218 
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-3 

Ls, 

I S 18 IS 
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Turn your PC into a high-performance virtual 
instrument in return for a circuit idea. 
The ADC200-50 is a dual-channel 50MHz digital storage oscilloscope, 
a 25MHz spectrum analyser and a multimeter. Interfacing to a pc via its 

parallel port, ADC200-50 also offers non-volatile storage and hard-copy 

facilities. Windows and DOS virtual instrument software is included. 
ADC42 is a low-cost, high-resolution a-to-d converter sampling to 12 

bits at 20ksample/s. This single-channel converter benefits from all the 
instrumentation features of the ADC200-50. 
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CIRCUIT IDEAS 

A new way to protect smps controller 
Switched-mode power supply control ics, of which the 

SG3525A is an example, provide a slow-start facility, 
which is implemented by connecting a capacitor (Cs) to 
pin 8, causing the pulse width to increase from zero as the 
capacitor charges until the normal feedback loop takes 
over. In addition, there is a pulse-by-pulse current limit 
using'the shutdown facility on pin 8, which may be biased 
to take effect early or late in response to specified 
conditions. 
As an example, the circuit shown reduces the current 

limit as ambient or heatsink temperature rises. Normally, 
current limiting does not take effect until pin 10 is about 
1V positive with respect to the local 'ground' at pin 12, 
the current through the power mosfets being sensed by the 
current transformer, which has bridge-rectifier diodes on 
its secondary. As temperature rises, the ntc thermistor R, 
pulls pin 10 more positive and causes the current limit to 
come in earlier, at a lower current; the diodes also possess 
a small negative temperature coefficient. Pin 16 has a 

convenient 5V reference and Ca filters out spikes and 
noise, since pin 10 is vulnerable to these effects. 
CI D Catto 
Cambridge 
(A46) 

4k7@25 C 
232264063472 

ZD, 
6V8 

- D4 = 1N4148 

Shutdown pin on 
a switched-mode 
controller may 
also be used to 
vary current 
limiting, in this 
case when 
temperature 
rises. (A46) 

25:1 
on 13mm toroid 
433003037790 

No  

1 A 

R, 
68R 
4W 

VDR, 
275V 

R 2 

68R 
4W 

MIM 
c, 

x2 

5 
IC, 

ATT2406AB 

1,3 4 1  2 

4-

m"C "" C3 
2 470p 04 

150p 

Transformerless, mains input 
dc power supply 
T he ATT2406ABI off-line power supply ic gives 

transformerless dc from a mains input. It provides 
variable voltage output at up to 100mA, short-circuit 
protection and regulates at inputs as low as 32V rms. A 
disadvantage is that there is no mains isolation but, using 
the output to drive a dc-to-dc converter with good 
isolation, such as the Newport NMS120I2S overcomes the 
problem and gives dual outputs at up to 1W. 
Output voltage of the off-line supply is set by ZDI, 6V 

here, plus 5V. The voltage-dependent resistor protects 
against transients and C2 shuts down the ic during 
transients. The NMS converter provides 6kV isolation, the 
LC networks removing residual noise. Minimum load to 
maintain regulation is 10%. 
Nigel K Goodman 
Westfield Near Hastings 
East Sussex 

25V 1p 
• 

Warning 
Please don't attempt to implement this circuit in any 
form unless you are fully conversant with your 
country's regulations regarding mains circuitry and 
isolation requirements. Component failure could result 
in fire, or lethal live mains voltage appearing at the 
circuit output. 

(A51a) 

L1 
+in + + 

C 5 C7 

100nI I Op 

0 8 C 8 

ne. 10µ 

OV 

In 
L2 

IC2 1mH 
NMS1212S 

 00V 

Increased voltage regulator input 
I f you have a supply of up to 25V dc and need a regulated 5V out, two 
I regulators may be connected as shown, with inputs and outputs in 
series and the ground of the first taken to the second output. 
Kamil Kraus 
Rokycany 
Czech Republic 
(A40a) 

Two regulators, effectively 
in series, give a 5V output 

for up to 25V in. 
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CIRCUIT IDEAS 

ADC-42 
WINNER  

1 2 3 N 

+5V 

C2 

100n 

2 

3 

4 

D16 

D17 

5 

6 

7 

Input 
o  

8 

9 

D6 

D9 

D10 

011 

012 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

TO 

VDD 

NC 

VSS 

NC 

RAO 

RA1 

RA2 

RA3 

RBO 

RB1 

RB2 

RB3 

RB4 

/MCLR 28 
27 OSC1 

OSC2 

RC7 

RC6 

RC5 

RC4 

RC3 

RC2 

RC1 

RCO 

RB7 

RB6 

RB5 

Cl 
R1 100n 
10k 

- - -W-
 O Output 

26 

25 

24 

23 

22 

21 

20 

19 

18 

17 

16 

1 

PIC16C55 

Programmable pulse train 

D7 

DO 

D15 

D14 

D13 

This PICI6C55 generates a fixed number of pulses in 
I response to a trigger signal, the number of pulses in the 

train being programmable and the frequency determined 
by a CR. 
Port B, Port C and two bits of Port A read an 18-bit 

binary number that determines the number of pulses, 
while the other two Port A pins take the trigger input, 
RA3, and the output on RA2. 

PIC assembly code for the pulse-
string generator. 

STATUS 
PORTA 
PORTB 
PORTC 

cnt_l 
cnt_2 
cnt_3 

LIST P=16c55 

equ 
equ 

equ 
equ 
equ 
equ 

equ 
org 

main clrf 

clrf 
clrf 
movlw 

tris 
movlw 

equ Ox03 
Ox05 
Ox06 
Ox07 
Ox02 
Ox08 

Ox09 
OxOa 
Ox0 
PORTA 
PORTS 
PORTC 
Oxfb 
PORTA 
Oxf f 

start 

loop 
movf 

btfsc 
goto 
decf 

send bsf 
flop 
flop 

— A microcontroller controlled by 
a binary input produces a 
programmed sequence of pulses 
in a train when it detects a 
trigger signal. 

R1 C1 Pulse frequency 

3k3 100p I 47.6kHz 

10k 100p 14.2kHz 

33k 100p 6.25kHz • 

100k 100p 2.2kHz 

330k 100p 660Hz 

330k in 69Hz 

330k 10n 7.4Hz 

330k 100n 0.81Hz 

(A45) 

In the listing, the trigger input is tested continuously, a 
logic high causing the binary input to be read and stored in 
the three software counters. Each counter loops, its count 
being decreased by one each time until it reaches zero, 
after which the program returns to start and retests for the 
next trigger input. 
Yongping Xia 
Torrance 
California 
USA 

tris PORTE 
tris PORTC 

btfss 
gato 
movf 
andlw 
movwf 

movf 
movwf 

movf 
movwf 

PORTA, 3 

start 
PORTA, 0 
Ox03 
cnt_3 
PORTE, 

cnt_2 
PORTC, 
cnt_l 

cnt_l, 
STATUS, Z 
next_l 
cnt_l, 1 
PORTA, 2 

bcf 
gota 

next_l 
decf 
movf 

bt f sc 
gota 

decf 
gota 

next_2 

decf 
movf 
bt f sc 
gato 
decf 
gota 
end 

PORTA, 2 

loop 

cnt_l, 1 

cnt_2, 
STATUS, Z 
next_2 
cnt 1 

send 

cnt_2, 1 

cnt_3, 
STATUS, Z 
start 
cnt_3, 1 
send 
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ONCE IN A LIFETIME OFFER ON 
BRAND NEW OSCILLOSCOPES 

DTV 100 3 channel 8 trance 100MHz Oscilloscope 
DC-100MHz (-3db) Bandwidth. Twin timebase 
with delay. 
Size: 146mm x 360mm x 384. Weight 10kg. Including 
Probes, Leads and Manual. 
ONLY £399 + £9.95 UK Del + VAT 

DTA 20/DTA 40...20/40 MHz 
Twin channel 4 trace Oscilloscope 
Size: 140mm x 335 x 375mm, Weight: 7.3kg. 
Including Probes. Leads and Manual. 
DTA 20 ONLY £225 + £9.95 UK Del + VAT 
DTA 40 ONLY £299 + £9.95 UK Del + VAT 

Signal Generator 
HP 8640A, 500KHz - 512MHz 
AM/FM Input/Output, RF Output 
£550.00 + VAT 

DTV 40M Hz Dual Channel Digital Storage Scope 
On screen readout with cursors. DC-40MHz (-3db) 
Bandwidth. 20MS/sec max Digital sample rate giving 
an effective 4MHz B/W. Including Probes, Leads 
and Manual . 
ONLY £399 + £9.95 UK Del + VAT 

DSM 3850A Hand Held Digital Storage Oscilloscope 
Handheld LCD Display 2 channel 50MS/sec. Auto 
range. 4 digit DMM/Capacitance/Frequency Counter. 
Battery operation or external 7.5-9VDC ie. AC Adaptor 
(Not supplied). RS232 comes in black carrying pouch 
complete with 2 scope probes: DMM Leads, Manual 
ONLY £399 + £9.95 UK Del + VAT 

DMM 
Solatron 7045, Current - 2a 
Volts AC/DC - 1000V, Res - 20MS2 
£50.00 + VAT 

Marconi Spectrum Analyser 2370 
30Hz - 110MHz Frequency Range with dual display. Tracking 
Generator, Digital Storage. 
Special Price £499.00 + £9.95 UK Del + VAT 

Or complete with 2373 30Hz to 1.25 GHz Frequency Extender. 
For only £999.00 + VAT 

These are just a few of our bargains. Please phone with 
your requirements. We have an extensive range of 

Electronic Test Equipment at our Nottingham branch. 

Frequency 
Counters 

Racal Dana 9914 
10Hz - 200 MHz 
£50.00 + VAT 

Racal Dana 9918 
10Hz - 560MHz 
£75.00 + VAT 

Racal Dana 9904 
Counter/Timer 
10Hz - 70MHz 
£50.00 + VAT 

ANCHOR SUPPLIES LTD 
The Cattle Market, NOTTINGHAM NG2 3GY 
Tel: (0115) 986 4902 Fax: (0115) 986 4667 
Tel: (0115) 986 4041 (24 hour answerphone line) 

email: sales@anchor-supplies.ltd.uk 
Web: //www.anchor.supplies.ltd.uk 

All surplus equipment is 
guaranteed for 30 days. 

Open 6 days a week. 
Monday - Friday: 9.00am to 6.00pm 

Saturday 8.00am to 4pm 
No appointments needed. 
Callers always welcome 

MAIL OPPÉR A 8Pi-GIALITY 



CIRCUIT IDEAS 

Accurate zero crossing detector 
Positive feedback is needed by a comparator to avoid oscillation around 

the switching point, and resistive feedback is commonly used. This, of 
course, unavoidably causes hysteresis, resistor values are tedious to 
calculate for an open-collector comparator and the switching level 
depends on the exact value of the pull-up rail voltage. 

If, however, ac feedback is used, as shown in the diagram, all these 
problems disappear. This particular circuit is a zero-crossing detector for 
50Hz input, but it should work at frequencies up to the propagation-delay 
limit of the comparator. 
Perfect switching at zero occurs and the large overdrive to pin 3 causes 

switching in under 3Ons even with slowly varying inputs; delay between a 
positive-going crossing of a 50Hz input of 5V pk-pk and the 90% level at 
the output is under 100ns. 
Feedback RC time constant must be small when compared with the time 

between zero crossings to let the switching threshold reach ground. 
Decouple the 5V logic rail well to avoid switching noise causing 
inaccurate triggering when the output is high and drive the circuit from a 
low-impedance source. 
A Lloyd 
Chester 
Cheshire 

Input 

+12V 

, 
Bootstrap ramp/triangle generator 

sing a comparatively small capacitor of 0.22g, this 
linear ramp generator provides periods of up to 

800ms, and the use of a dual op-amp allows low-
impedance outputs of both ramp and associated square 
wave. 
Current through the 39k11 resistor provides bias for the 

diodes during charge and discharge of the capacitor and, 
although not constant, forces an essentially fixed offset of 
about 500mV across the 220kil resistor and maintains 
constant voltage change across the capacitor. Amplifier b 
follows the capacitor voltage to produce the output v.. 
Assuming that pin 1 has a rail-to-rail swing, the 

150k0.11001S2 divider imposes a 2V offset on pin 3. Such 
a swing provides equality of switching current to the 

diode source/sink; if the op-amp in use does not have this 
capability, a cmos switch (4007 shown) may be 
interposed between the op-amp output and the point now 
shown as pin 1. 
Replacing the diodes by a shorted bridge rectifier 

effectively puts two diodes in series for each phase and 
therefore doubles the frequency. To obtain a sawtooth 
waveform, a rapid charge or discharge is given by placing 
the series diode/resistor between pins 1 and 2. 
John A Haase 
Colorado State University 
Fort Collins 
USA 
(A48) 

+2V 
10k 

2 o-14— VVV\'— °1 Vo 

10k 
2 ce-111>1—/\AAA,--01 Vo 

+5V 

—5V 

—5V 

—2V 

+2V 

—2V 
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HOW DOES YOUR EQUIPMENT MEASURE UP? ??? SPECTRUM ANALYSERS NEW AND HARDLY USED 

- 
ri I 

PHILIPS PM3211 (This is a proper SCOpe) 
Dual Trace 50MHZ Delay Sweep Intl 2 Probes 

£400 

IIC3502 
Dual Trace 20MHZ 5m0-20V/Div; 0.2 p Secs - 0.5 

Sec/Div. X-Y; 05 magrsfier; TV Sync etc 
Hardly Used £150 Un-used £200 

THE CLASSIC TEKTRONIX 400 SERIES 

168 D. lta. Siuraiy Dual 1race 10GMH: Delay .................. 
166 An legue Storage Dual Trace 10014Hy Delay....t1t5 
175 Dual Trace 20011HI Delay Sweep 
465 Dual Trace 10011Hy Delay Sweep 1410 

FLUKE P13082 2e2Ch 100/114 Delay TB Cursors 
PHILIPS Pt43296A Dual Trace 4001411e Dual TO Delay Colors IEEE £17511 
TEKTRONIX 2456A 4 Trace 3508111, Delay &Hears etc C2500 
TEKTRONIX 1034(15 Dual Trace 100M111 Delay Sursors 0900 
TEKTRONIX 2215 Dual Trace 501411y Delay Sweep C400 
PHILIPS 3055 let Ch 5081Hy Dual TB/Belay E175 
PHILIPS P891 Dual Trace 5081Hz SCDPVAETER Dig Stmt. £600 
COULD 001100 DualTrace 3014Hy £200 With Delay £210 
GOULD 00300 Dual Trace 2014Hy £200 

AND REMEMBER ALL OUR EQUIPMENT IS TESTED PROPERLY, 

« 

MARCONI .,19A Syn MVFM Signal Gm 801Mr.104MANY 
MARCONI 2019 Ser AARON SIgnal Gen 80KRul (NNW 
MARCONI 2018 See AM/FM Orinal Gen 801411-120AM, 
111100111 201 1 MMA Sepal Gen 101U1Y-10211elly 

PARNELL SSG520 Dyer »MD Sdree Gee 
PARNELL PSGS20 See Meld SIgnal Gen 10101,520e811Palatle... 
MARCONI 6311 Programmable Sweep IMAely 20GHz 
11.11C0111 20226 MOM S.gnal Gen 101011- I Glly 
N.P. 04064 Oye Tonal Gen 0 I. 990AMY 
WI. 86408 PttauLock/Syn Sni Gen 5031M11.5121/44 
N.P. 8640A A8011 Signal Gen 5001(14.1024We 
PMLIPS PMS193 Programmable Syn tune Gee 0.11111w50118....... 
PMILIPS MA5192 Programmable Syn Fune Gen 0.11141-2001a 
N.P. 332SA Syn Fn.« Gen ',M.' 
pimps MASI 34 S.ep Func Gen 0 CO 1111.2011t1 Skeen MA.. 
MUM FIA5132 Sweep Fune Gen 0 1Nt.1MMY SiNeMend .....• • 

elettp 

CLASSIC 008 Ntu, - Case 
Yelh Battenes 8 Leads £50 

11600 
I SOO 
LOCO 
C179 

.4418 
£5818 
.61518 
.17111 

.11110 

.£5101 
1129, 

FLUKE 1101AM 3,411 wIth 
Carrying Case & Leads £60 

RACAL COUNTERS 
9918 10Hz 560MHz ..... 
9916 10Hz.520MHz 
9904 DC-50MHz 

RACAL 1998 Counter 0.3080 t650 
RACAL 1991 Counter/limer 160MHz £450 
RACAL 1990 Counter 120MHz £300 

aw. 

. £125 
£150 
C60 

SOLARTRON 7151 DAIM 66 digit IEEE £450 
SOLARTRON 7150 NM 66 digit IEEE £300 
True WS 

ACCeSS 
STEWART of READING 

110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS. RG6 1PL 
Telephone: (0118) 9268041. Fax: (0118) 9351696 mlm 

Ca I lets Welcome 9am-5.30pm Monday to Friday (other times by arrangement) 

N.P. 85654 0.01-21GHZ 
H.P. 85906 101012-1.8611I 75 ohm 
AILTICH 727 0 001-20GHZ 
H.P. 182 wah 8559A 0 01-216Hz 
11.P. 182 with 85588 100KHz-1500Mhz frOM 
H.P. 35828 Dual Channel 251111, 
M.P. 141T with 8555A 85528 10MHz-18GHz .............. 

Other 14IT Systems euer lobH 

• 

• • • • 

F .««.:LintÔn-A5 • . 

£3500 
£1750 
[1500 
[3000 
[1500 
£2000 
£1500 

MARCONI TF2370-110MHz . . . E700-61000 
MARCONI TF2 70  with TF2373 30Hz-1.25GH:  11600 
H.P. 86201 Sweep asc wall 862908 2-186Hz t1750 
R.P. 8620C Sweep osc with 862228 0.01-2 4GHt LIMO 
MARCONI 112015 AM/FM Sig Generator 10-520MHz . . £150 
FARRELL OSG-2 Oye Oso D 0001Hz-109 9911zSine/Sq/SweepTIEFE[100 
00008138 Sine/Sq Oscillator 1011z-1008Hz £150 
FARRELL 151 Sine/Square Oscilator 10MHz-11.1111.... £75 
11.P. 81608 Programmable Precision Pulse Gen 5081146 . 6950 
MARCONI 2610 True PAS Voltmeter 0498 . L500 
11.P. 3455A 6 2 digit Muitimeter [700 
DATRON 1061810618 6 2 drgrt True RMS eh IEEE £800 
SOURTRON 7081 2.0 digit Multimeter 11600 
EIP 371 Source Locking Msrowave Counter 20Hz-I8GHz. . £1500 
H.P 60428 Frequency Counter 1011z-24GHz 11750 
MARCONI 2440 Frequency Counter 10111-20Gliz IEEE...11750 
MARCONI 2437 Universal Counter/Timer DC-100MHz Un-used ... £125 
MARCONI 24328 Frequency Counter 1011/80MHz Un-used [95 
II P.4275A Multi Frequency LCR Meter . 63000 
HP 426IA LCR Meter £1250 
RACAL 934344 LCR Datahriage IEEE .............. £150 
MARCONI 2305 Modulation Meter 5001(111-26HZ . £2250 
RACAL 9009 Automatic Mod Meter 3014Hz-1.5GH: .1250 
SOMA 252 Automatrc Modulatron Meter E150 
FARRELL 82100/30 PSU 0-1000, 0-30A Autoranging £1000 
FARRELL 160/25 0-606: 0-25A PSU C400 
FARRELL TSV70Mk2 70V 5A/356 10A PSUz...................... [200 
THURLEIY TSX1820 Precision PSU 188 20A .................... [275 
THURLBY TSP3222 Prog nu 32V 2A Trace GF1B Digital £450 
THURLBY PL320 30V 2A [sestet PSU froth GPIB 4150 
RACAL 91 04 RF Power Meter IMIS-IGH: 10mW-300W £325 
MARCONI 2167 RF Ampider 501(Hz-80MHz IOW 47aB Ga:- f50 
IILIKTROK TRACKER Model 1000 s Car/Frog Case £125 
STABILOCK 4021 Radio Test Set £700 

BIRD 43 ELEMENTS 
Types 5k. 104 1004 513; 108; 1008, 5C, 25C. 250C: 50; 250 50D 
100D; £25 each. 10011; 25011;1000H, [35 each 1000P £85 

PANASONIC VP8177A FM/AM SIGNAL GENERATOR 
LOOKHz-LOOKIHz; FM 0-100KHz; Output -19618-99d8 AM 
0-60%; 32 Preset Memory; Digital Display Frequency 8, 

Output. 
Used £450 Un-used £750 

PANASONIC VP7637A OTERO SIGNAL GENERATOR 
'• Broadcast FM-RDS/ARI. Preset memory; GPI8 

Used £400 Un-used £700 

IN 

KENWOOD FL 180A WOW/FLUT-
TER METER 0.003%-10%; Fray 
3KHz/3.1 5KHz RMS/AVERAGE/ 
PEAK: Weighted Filters; Digital 
Display of rpm; 4 digit Freq 

Counter (0.01KHz-0.000KHÉ 
0.01KHz-56KHz1 

Used £400 Un-used £500 

POWER SUPPLY Model HSP3010 
0-30Volts; 0-10 Amps Current 

Linsting. 2 Meters. 
Used £160 Un-used £200 

S000wILL 021427 DUAL GOODWILL GAG-808G AUDIO 
CHANNEL AC MILLIVOLTMETER GE ERATOR Sine/SoLd. 

IOW/ 300V in12 R nges 10Hz- klHz in 5 Ranges 
Frequency 10H2•114Hz Low D station 5 Steps 

Used £100 Un-used £125 Attenuator Un-used £80 

GOODWILL GFC 8010G FREQUENCY 
COUNTER Range IHz-120MHz 8 
Dgt Display 15nW RMS Senstvrty 

Un-used 

ANALOGUE MULTIMETER Model HC260TR AC/DC Volts; DC 
:..4-cs, 17 Ranges: Continuity Buzzer: Transistof Tester 

Un-Used £l5 
STEREO AUDIO BAIMICE TO UNBALANCED CONVERTOR 

le For Car Radio SerecIng Un-used £20 

Used Equipment - GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied. 

This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE Or Telephone for lists. Please check availability before ordering 

CARRIAGE all units £16. VAT to be added to Total of Goods and Carriage. 

CIRCLE NO. 127 ON REPLY CARD 

AT STEWART OF READING THERE•S ALWAYS SCOPE FOR IMPROVEMENT! 

LOOK! 
BRAND NEW OSCILLOSCOPES! 
NEVER USED!! LIMITED STOCK!!! 

DTS 40 Digital Storage 
Dual Trace 40MHZ. 20MS/S Storage. Cursors + 

On Screen Readout. Sweep Delay; Interface etc. 

etc. Supplied Unused in original box complete 

with 2 Probes 8 Manual. 

Amazing Value at £400 

DTV 100 3 Channel 100MHZ 

Sweep Delay etc: £425 

DTV 60 3 Channel 60MHZ 

Sweep Delay etc: £375 

DTV 20 Dual Trace 20 MHZ: £200 

All unused, boxed with 2 probes 8 manual 

DMS 3850A Digital Storage/DMM 
Handheld LCD display 2 Channel 50MS/S. Auto 

Range. 4 digit DMM/Capacitance/Frequency 

Counter. Battery Opration or external 7.5-9VDC 

IR. AC Adaptor (Not supplied). RS232 Comes in 

Black Carrying Pouch complete with 2 scope 

probes; OMM leads: manual. 

New Boxed For Only £400 

DTA 20/40/60 Dual Trace 
With Alt Magnification. N Trig etc. etc. Lots of 

Specification 

DTA20 Dual Trace 20MHZ: £225 

DTA40 Dual Trace 40MHZ - 12KV EHT: £300 

DTA60 Dual Trace 60MHZ - 12KVB EHT: £375 

All unused & boxed supplied with 2 probes & 

Manual 

• 

NENTS & 
FROM IOSIS 

System Components from IS09001 Source 
Half Size Single Board Computers 

386SX to Pentium with ISA and PC/104 Bus 
2 Serial Ports, IDE, FDD & Printer Port 

Flash/ROM Disc, Cache, SVGA CRT/Flat Panel Controller 
PC/104 Modules 

386 & 486 CPUs, Solid State Disc, Isolated RS232/485 
VGA CRT/Flat Panel Display & SVGA Controllers 

PCMCIA types I, II & III 
Fast SCSI, Ethernet, Fax/Modem 

System Enclosures with Passive Backplanes 
System Integration and Support 

All-In-One Standard Motherboards & Cases 
486/586 to 200MHz Pentium 

Soitotnersdie I:Li. 
Bristol, BS7 QAA. 
leI 0117 924 9231 
Fax 0117 924 9233 o 

CIRCLE NO. 128 ON REPLY CARD 

January 1998 ELECTRONICS WORLD 

Details on our wehsite  http://www.iosis.co.uk 

CIRCLE NO. 129 ON REPLY CARD 
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CIRCUIT IDEAS 

—12V 

Electronic fuse has manual reset 
After this fuse has disconnected the 

circuit from its supply, operation can 
only continue after the load is removed and 
the reset switch momentarily operated. 
Both negative and positive forms of the 

circuit may be made, as shown in the 
diagrams. To take the positive form, the 

inverting input of the LT1366 rail-to-rail 
output op-amp reflects the drop across the 
power mosfet RDs(on) and the non-inverting 
input receives the feedback from the op-amp 
output, reduced by R1,2. The op-amp output 
drives the fet directly, normally providing a 
positive gate bias and allowing current to 

V,„ + 

(A53b) 

pass to the load. 
In the presence of increasing current, the 

input to the non-inverting input will 
eventually exceed the fed back voltage and 
trigger the op-amp into its alternate state, 
imposing a negative gate voltage and cutting 
the fet off. 

The value of current to cut the fuse 
off is given by, 

R,  
--

(R, + R2)(R., + R„())V"' 

The negative equivalent of this is the 
second circuit and is virtually 
identical, except for the n-channel fet. 
Rae Perâlâ 
Helsinki 
Finland 

Electronic fuse, resettable by removing the 
load and operating the reset button. 

+12V 

8k2 

BC556 

  4x1N4148 

4..LC  
1001.1 

+12V 

.147k 

(A53a) 

LM35 
10mV/*C 

2k2 

820R 

AI,A2,A3,A4 741 or equivalent 

10k 

1M 

Temperature controller 

Originally used to control the temper-
ature of a small box in which to 

keep temperature-sensitive components, 
this controller clearly has many other 
applications. 
The two transistors, zeners and diode 

bridge form a constant-current source 
and sink, which charges and discharges 
capacitor C linearly. After buffering in 
op-amp 1, the capacitor voltage goes to 
op-amp 2, which switches the 
charge/discharge circuit to the opposite 
state when op-amp 2 output exceeds 6V 

10k 

+12V 

Temp. 
set 

dc or -6V dc. 
Op-amp 4 takes a potted-down version 

of the resulting triangular wave at its 
non-inverting input, together with an 
adjustable direct voltage, set to 3V for a 
40°C temperature. Op-amp 4's other 
input sees an amplified version of the 
output from the LM35 temperature 
sensor, the two inputs being compared to 
produce a width-modulated pulse at the 
output of op-amp 4, which narrows as 
temperature rises; the led indicates that 
the heating element is on. If temperature 

10k 

Adj for 
3V 

1N4148 

10k 

10k 

A4 

i/p 

A4 

o/p 

(A49) 

1N4148 

4k7 

Red 

2k2 

+12V 

Heater 
resistor 

IRF 
530 

continues to rise beyond the setting, op-amp 4 
output clamps at -0.6V until the temperature 
is again within the control range. 
layant Kathe 
Bombay 
India 
(A49) 
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2.5GHz frequency meter 
for under £100? 
Hand-held and battery-powered, the FC2500 costs 
just £99 exclusively to Electronics World readers. 

Normally, the FC2500 2.5GHz frequency 
meter retails at £1 1 6.33 including VAT. But 
for a limited period, Electronics World in 
conjunction with Vann Draper Electronics is 
making this instrument available 
exclusively to Electronics World readers at 
the special price of £99 — including VAT 
and postage, representing a discount of 
£17 on an already low price. Simply fill in 
the coupon and post it to Vann Draper at 
Unit 5, Premier Works, Canal Street, 
South Wigston, Leicester LE 1 8 2PL. Tel. 
0116 2771400, fax 0116 2773945. 

Specifications 
Range 1 
Span 
Sensitivity 

Gating 

2.5GHz 
50MHz-2 .5GHz 
≤100mV, 50-75MHz 
≤50mV, 76MHz-2.5GHz 
2.75s sample, 100Hz resolution 
1.5s sample, 200Hz resolution 
0.75s sample, 500Hz resolution 
0.5s sample, 1000Hz resolution 

Range 2 500MHz 
Span 10MHz-500MHz 
Sensitivity ≤120mV, 10-35MHz 

≤50mV, 35-350MHz 
≤120mV, 351-450MHz 

Gating 0.75s sample, 100Hz resolution 
1.5s sample, 50Hz resolution 
5s sample, 20Hz resolution 
6s sample, 10Hz resolution 

Range 3 
Span 
Sensitivity 
Gating 

Range 4 
Span 
Sensitivity 

10MHz 
10Hz-10MHz 
≤50mV 
0.5s sample, 10Hz resolution 
1.25s sample, 1Hz resolution 
6s sample, 0.2Hz resolution 
1 1 s sample, 0.1Hz resolution 

Period 
10Hz-10MHz 
≤50mV 

Basic accuracy ±4ppm, +Id 

lip limit 5V pk-pk 2.5GHz and 500MHz ranges 
250V pk-pk 10MHz and period ranges 

Features of the FC2500 

e High sensitivity at VHF and UHF 

• Battery operated 

• Hand-held and fits in the pocket 

• 0.1Hz resolution on 10MHz 

range 

• Measures frequency and period 

• Data hold 

• Relative measurement feature 

• Records min., max. and average 

readings 

• Auto power down 

• High-contrast 13mm, 8-digit LCD 

• Precision time-base 

• Optional antenna for checking 

tx output 

Use this coupon to order your FC2500 

Please send me FC2500 2.5GHz frequency meter at the 
fully inclusive special offer price of £99 each — fully inclusive, 
plus   AT20 Tx measurement antenna at £6.95 inclusive. 

Name 

Company (if any) 

Address 

Phone number/fax 

Total amount 

Make cheques payable to Vann Draper Electronics Ltd 
Or, please debit my Master, Visa or Access card. 

Card type (AccessNisa) 
Card No 
Expiry date 

Please mail this coupon to Vann Draper Electronics, together with payment. Alternatively fax credit 
card details with order on 0116 2773945 or telephone on 0116 2771400. Address orders and all 
correspondence relating to this order to Vann Draper Electronics at Unit 5, Premier Works, Canal 
Street, South Wigston, Leicester LE18 2PL. 

*Overseas readers can also obtain this discount but details vary according to country. Please ring, 
write or fax to Vann Draper Electronics. 



COMPONENTS 

Prototyping 
with smds 
Surface-mounting is rapidly coming to 

dominate production electronics, both 
because of its small size and because of 

the relative ease with which surface-mount 
assembly can be automated. As a result, an 
increasing number of parts is becoming avail-
able only in surface-mount format. Unless you 
can master the technique for prototyping, cer-
tain areas of experimentation will become 
inaccessible to you. 
The methods described here are usable with-

out difficulty for packages with leads on 
0.05in centres such as SOIC, FK and many 
others. They are also suitable for most of the 
available packages for discrete semiconductors 
and passive components. 

Software 
For components based on 0.05 in centres, the 
precision with which pads and traces need to 
be positioned should be 0.01in or better. This 
takes into account traces passing between 
adjacent pads. 
Such precision can be achieved in one of 

two ways. One method is to draw the pcb lay-
out using ordinary, manual draughting meth-
ods at many times actual size, and photo-
graphically reduced to the required size. The 
other is to use computer-based graphics soft-
ware, when the layout can be expanded or 
reduced at will. This by far the most practica-
ble method. 

Fig. 1. More and 
more ICs are 

becoming available 
exclusively as 
surface-mount 

options. This adaptor 
that allows you to 
use eight-pin SOIC 

surface-mount chips 
as through-hole DIL 
devices. It is easiest 
to draw the DIL and 
SOIC pads, as in a) 
and b) respectively, 

then amalgamate the 
two, as in (a) 

I looked at Windows Draw V3 and Serif 
Draw Plus V2. These are similar in many 
respects, but Serif has several significant 
advantages. Although it notionally operates on 
a spatial increment of 0.01in you should find it 
quite easy to interpolate to a precision at least 
twice as good as this, even though the numer-
ical position indicator only moves in steps of 
0.01in. 
Serif also includes adjustable X and Y 

'rulers' that can be positioned with the 
enhanced accuracy noted above. They take the 
form of red guide lines across the whole 
screen that can be switched on or off — without 
being lost when off — and which do not appear 
in any printout. 
Later I describe a simple SOIC-8 to 

eight—pin DIL adaptor to illustrate the use of 
Serif Draw. 

Circuit boards 
I assume here that you will be using com-
monly available photographically coated, dou-
ble sided, 1 oz, 1.6mm thick GRP board. On 
such boards, traces of one typographic 'point' 
(0.0138in) width can reliably be produced. 
Satisfactory production of 0.5 point traces is 
not difficult, but requires much more attention 
to cleanliness, photographic exposure times 
and development times. 
A feature of narrow traces produced by typ-

ical computer-aided draughting programs is 

(b) 

Nick Wheeler looks at 
economical ways of 
prototyping with surface-
mount devices, and 
describes an adaptor 
that allows you to make 
use of the growing 
number of chips that not 
available as through-
hole versions. 

that unless they are strictly vertical or hori-
zontal they can be seen to consist of a series of 
very small steps. Such traces can break up into 
dotted lines unless very close attention is paid 
to the points noted above. Cost savings can be 
made if you can foresee that single-sided 
board is adequate for the requirement. 

Drilling of circuit boards is best done with a 
tungsten-carbide drill. They leave a cleaner 
hole which can be important with the small 
clearances involved. But take care since these 
drills, although extremely hard, are also very 
brittle — and expensive. I use a miniature drill 
press. 
Any holes that must mate accurately with, 

say, a 0.1in matrix chip must be accurately 
located. Drill the first as accurately as possi-
ble, and use this to position a drilling guide. 
This jig should be made of metal. For a 0.1in 
matrix, the jig can be conveniently marked out 
using a piece of Veroboard and a 1 rnm drill. 
Drilling must be done before soldering. 

Solder may cause deflection of the drill and 
might affect the performance of the drill jig. 

Soldering 
There are several soldering processes used 
industrially, such as wave tanks and vapour 
phase, in which a suitably hot vapour is direct-
ed over the populated board. The only two that 
are relevant in the context under discussion are 
the use of a small conventional soldering iron 

D 
B 

E 

MI Mr ..711. 

1 1.1 
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— and I do mean small — or infra-red heating. 
A soldering iron can be used with cored 

wire solder, 24SWG being suitable. 
Alternatively, small dabs of solder paste may 
be applied to the pads for both these process-
es. The paste is usually obtained in hypoder-
mic syringes (RS, Maplin) and a 21 gauge 
needle should be used. A plastic nozzle is usu-
ally included in the solder pack, but this is 
quite clumsy. 
The needle should be ground down so that it 

is about 1 cm long. Bearing down on the 
syringe plunger will produce a minute sausage 
of paste at the needle tip. About lrnm of this is 
enough for each leg of a typical smd part. 
Unless you have remarkable eyesight, you will 
find a 'hands-free' magnifier necessary. You 
will certainly need to practice the technique of 
applying the paste on an easy-to-get part or 
two. 
Small soldering irons can be fitted with 

'needle' bits. These are easy to use, but have a 
limited life. And their failure mode is exas-
perating. What happens is that the iron coating 
develops a pinhole, after which the copper 
inside erodes leaving the bit apparently intact 
but scarcely able to conduct heat to the work. 
An alternative, which I recommend, is 

always to retain bits which have failed as 
described above. They can then be drilled — 
not while still fitted to the iron — and a length 
of 1 inm tinned-copper wire inserted, protrud-
ing about 1 cm. This will last some time and 
can be replaced at negligible cost. 
I find that the largest size of bit for an Amex 

25W iron gives good results using this 
method. The extra power ensures that enough 
heat gets down the thin wire to the work. 
I made an infra-red heater as follows. An 

industrial bar heating element with an area 
about 35cm by 5cm was under-run at about 
700W from a 65V, 10.7A supply, producing a 
dull red glow. Placed 4cm above a board, with 
solder-paste dabs in position, resulted in the 
paste melting after a minute. Obvious solder 
melting occurred after three minutes. The 
power was then switched off and the board 
allowed to cool naturally. 
Devices — prepositioned on the solder paste 

dabs, of course — have been successfully 
attached by this method and they worked 
properly afterwards. If you put a solder-paste 
dab of representative size on a suitably sized 
pad, say 0.05 by 0.025in, where it is easy to 
observe, it is easy to see when the heater 
should be switched off. 
Note that the power that needs to reach each 

square centimetre of the board is only a few 
watts, so in many cases a less powerful heat 
source will suffice. A 250W domestic reflec-
tor-type bulb, for example, melted solder over 
a 1.5in2 area in 2.5 minutes at a range of 2cm 
from the face of the bulb. Experiment with 
what you have available. 
Solder paste has a short shelf life and should 

also be kept refrigerated at 0-10°C by the way. 

Producing a soic to dil adaptor 
Such an adaptor enables a part which is only 
available in SOIC packaging to be applied to a 

0.1in matrix strip board for experimentation. 
Being a simulated DIL part, it can also be des-
oldered for use elsewhere. 
So far I have used this technique success-

fully with 8, 14 and 16 pin parts. If you don't 
want to make one, you can buy them from 
Winslow, whose address is given in the 
'Further reading' panel. But note that the com-
pany has a £50 minimum order charge. A lim-
ited range of Winslow parts is stocked by RS, 
but not the equivalent of the one described 
below. 

If you can make the item I will now 
describe, you will have little difficulty in con-
structing circuits on a 0.05in matrix with inter-
connecting traces as narrow as 0.0138in 
across. 
Figure 1 is an enlargement of the artwork 

for an eight-pin adaptor. The following 
description of how to produce the adaptor 
assumes that you have Serif Draw Plus V2.0, 
If you are using a different package, with a lit-
de experimentation, it should be easy to trans-
late the process. 
From the point of view of circuit layout, the 

operation of the 'pointer tool', accessible at 
the top of the left tool bar, is centrally impor-
tant. You should be able to deduce what it 
does from what follows. 

1. After obtaining the initial display — an A4 
page surrounded by margins — select 
1000% magnification. Press the View but-
ton and select Guides, Rulers and Grid. 
Use the mouse to draw two X-rulers sepa-
rated by 0.3in, dimension B, adjusting 
them carefully to coincide exactly with 
divisions on the horizontal scale at the top 
of the display area, and the grid. The 
numerical position indicator at the bottom 
right-hand corner of the screen gives only 
approximate accuracy. 

2. Draw a Y-ruler, exactly on a major divi-
sion of the vertical scale. The intersections 
of this with the two X-rulers are the posi-

Fig. 2. Extending the adaptor for use with 
14-pin devices involves some fine pcb work, 
but with care ,a good draughting package and 
a fine soldering iron, you should be able to 
manage it without resorting to expensive, 
specialist surface-mount tools. 

tional datum for all that follows. Shifting 
these rulers to the exact positions is 
achieved by using the pointer tool and 
mouse. 

3. Using the 'quick-shape' tool, draw two cir-
cles of limn outside diameter and 0.5 point 
line width at these two intersections. These 
are the guide points for the drilling of the 
lnun holes which will eventually accom-
modate the DIL-spaced output pins. 

4. Using the rectangular quick shape tool, 
draw two pads 'A' and '13', 0.06in high 
and 0. lin wide with their inner edges coin-
ciding with the original two Y-rulers. Serif 
indicates coincidence by a colour change. 
These pads will over-write the two circles 
as indicated in Fig. 1 a). 

5. Now use the 'replicate' function, found by 
using the 'Effects' button on the top tool-
bar, to reproduce the two pads and location 
loops four times vertically spaced on 0. lin 
centres. You may experience some diffi-
culty in getting this exactly right. 
Dimension E must be 0.3in. Don't worry. 
The pointer tool enables you to 'lasso' a 
misplaced pad and drag it to the right 
place. 

If you make a mistake, press the edit but-
ton and undo the last move before pro-
ceeding. 

6. You will now have eight pads appropriate 
to DIL spacing with eight indications as to 
where to drill for through pins, Fig. la). 

7. The SOIC pads are now created elsewhere 
in the drawing area. They are 0.05in wide 
and 0.025in high, on 0.05in vertical cen-
tres. The important fact is that the hori-
zontal footprint of these pad pairs does not 
exceed 0.228in wide, dimension 'C' on 
Fig. 1 b). 

8. This group of four pad-pairs is now lassoed 
with the pointer tool and moved to a sym-
metrically placed position between the four 
pairs of DIL pads. 

9. Finally, using any method you like, line 
tool or successive rectangular shape tool 
operations, the SOIC pads are connected to 
the DIL pads. Choose a route which does 
not produce a reduction in clearance 
between existing pad areas, Fig. 1c). 

At 0.5 by 0.36in, the resulting pattern is very 
small and can be replicated seven or eight 
times at the very top of the page area, 
between the violet and black lines, for print-
ing. Note that although mistakes appear to be 
deleted when you overwrite them in white, 
the replicate process does not recognise this 
as a deletion. The deleted parts will appear on 
the replicas. 
This description may seem lengthy, but pay-

ing attention to it could save you a lot of time. 
The process by which the pattern was enlarged 
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for reproduction for this article, also obtained 
using the pointer tool, is not exact. Figure 1 
has been modified manually and should not 
therefore be scaled. 

Printing 
The pattern is now printed on foil such as HP 
transparency film. Patterns that are not sym-
metrical left to right must be flipped left-for-
right, so that the side of the foil with the actu-
al ink ends up in contact with the circuit board. 
This is essential as the fine detail will other-
wise be blurred or lost. Ultra-violet exposure, 
development and etching will depend upon the 
equipment and chemicals you prefer. 

Pinning 
There is not enough space on such a tiny board 
for ordinary 1 nun Vero board pins, as the 
clearance between a linin round pin and the 
outer ends of the SOIC pads is dangerously 
small. 
The problem is solved by using Vero wire-

wrapping pins, sold as Vero 18.56067, Maplin 
FL8OB or RS 434-093. Placed on 0.3in cen-
tres, dimension D, they leave a clearance 
between the two columns of 0.274in, when ori-
ented correctly, since they are not round. 
Dimension C is 0.228in, which means that 

there is just 0.023in between these flat pins and 
the SOIC pads. This extreme situation only 

Fig. 3. Bending down the leads of a SOIC 
package gives you an extra 0.02in of 
clearance on either side of the pin. 

arises with 14-pin devices, but is workable. 
Figure 2 is a strictly diagrammatical indi-

cation of how a 14-pin device, or 16-pin 
device, can be accommodated. There is anoth-
er solution to this problem. If the gull-wing 
leads of the devices are straightened, another 
0.02in of clearance becomes available on 
either side of the pins, Fig. 3. This straighten-
ing is in any case recommended if you intend 
using a soldering iron and wire solder. 
The pins are a tight fit in 1 mm holes. The 

board needs to be supported on a metal block 
or sheet drilled with 2nun holes on a 0.1in 
matrix. This allows the wider part of the pin to 
protrude slightly below the board without 
fouling. Finn pressure is required for insertion. 
Guide rings for drill positioning are lnun 

diameter and should disappear as the holes are 
drilled. The area should be carefully inspected 
and any unwanted traces of copper around the 
holes removed. 

In summary 
It is possible to work on a 0.05in matrix using 
the procedures described. The adaptor is a 
worst-case example because of the limited 
clearances involved. 
However, the chance of being able to use 

some of the smd parts that are not available 
in through-hole versions is well worth the 
effort. • 

Technical support 
You might find the following useful: 
'The World of Surface Mount Technology' RS 
part number 436-588. 
Winslow's catalogue is available from Winslow 
International, Brecon Enterprise Park, Powys 
LD3 8EF, tel 01874 625555. 
See Wheeler, NPE, 'RF Active Probe.' 
Serif is at PO Box 15, Nottingham NG7 2DA, 
tel. 0800 924925 for sales. 
Electronics World, Aug. 1995 — if only to see 
how much better can be done now. 

The Autorouter for EASY-PC! 
MultiRouter is "the best Autorouter that I have seen costing less than £10,000!" R.H. - (Willingham, UK) 
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• Award Winning MultiRouter uses 
the latest 32 bit, Shape based, 
Rip-up and Re-try Technology. 

• From single sided to 8 layers! 
• 100% Completion where other 

autorouters fail! 
• 100% routed 140 Components on 
a 210mm x 150mm board in less 
than 10 minutes! (75MHz Pentium) 

• From £295! - Could Easily Pay 
For Itself On The First Project! 

Pr ces exclude VAT& P&P 

Number One Systems 
UK/EEC: Ref: WW, Harding Way, St.lves, Cambridgeshire, ENGLAND, PE17 4WR. 

Telephone UK: 01480 461778 (7 lines) Fax: 01480 494042 
USA: Ref: WW, 126 Smith Creek Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030 

Telephone/Fax: (408) 395-0249 

Write, fax, phone or e-mail for full information. 

CIRCLE NO. 130 ON REPLY CARD 
http://www.numberone.com 

e-mail: sales@numberone.com 
International +44 1480 461778/494042 

1=1;:jMasierCard 
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I ' Surplus always 
wanted for cash!  

THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND! 
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS 

Surplus always 
wanted for cash! 

LOW COST PC's - 

SPECIAL 81IY 
'AT 286' 

40Mb HD + 3Mb Ram 

UMITED QUANTITY only of these 12Mhz HI GRADE 286 systems 
Made in the USA to an industrial specification. the system was 
designed for total reliability. The compact case houses the mother-
board, PSU and EGA video card with single 51/4 " 1.2 Mb floppy disk 
drive & integral 40Mb hard disk drive to the front. Real time clock 
with battery backup is provided as standard. Supplied in good used 
condition complete with enhanced keyboard. 640k + 2Mb RAM, 
DOS 4.01 and 90 DAY Full Guarantee. Ready to Run! 
Order as HIGRADE 286 oitiz y £129. 00 (E) 
Optional Fitted extras: VGA graphics card 
1.4Mb 31/2 ' floppy disk drive (instead of 1.2 Mb) 
Wordperfect 6.0 for Dos - when 3W' FDD option ordered 
NE2000 Ethernet (thick, thin or twisted) network card 

LOW COST 486DX-33 SYSTEM 
Limited quantity of this 2nd user, supurb small size desktop unit. 
Fully featured with standard simm connectors 30 & 72 pin. Supplied 
with keyboard, 4 Mb of RAM, SVGA monitor output, 256k cache and 
integral 120 Mb IDE drive with single 1.44 Mb 3.5' floppy disk drive. 
Fully tested and guaranteed. Fully expandable Only 
Many other options avaiable - call for details. £39 9.00 

(E) 

£29.00 
£19.95 
£22.50 
£29.00 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 31/2" - 8" 
5111" or 31/2 " from only £18.95! 

Massive purchases of standard 514" and 31/2 " drives enables us to 
present prime product at industry beating low prices! All units (unless 
stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equip-
ment and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to you with a 90 day 
guarantee and operate from standard voltages and are of standard 
size. All are IBM-PC compatible (if 31/2 " supported on your PC). 
31/2 " Panasonic JU363/4 720K or equivalent RFE £24.95(B) 
31/2 " Mitsubishi MF355C-L. 1.4 Meg. Laptops only £25.95(B) 
31/2 " Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop £18.95(B 
51/4 " Teac FD-55GFR 1.2 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE £18.95(B 
51/4 " Teac FD-55F-03-U 720K 40/80 (for BBC's etc) RFE £29.95(B 
51/4 " BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501B 360K £22.95 r 
Table top case with integral PSU for HH 51/4 " Flopp or HD £29.95 B 
8" Shugart 80W801 8" SS refurbished & tested £195.00 E 
8 Shugart 810 8 SS HH Brand New 
8" Shugart 851 8" double sided refurbished 8 tested 
Mitsubishi M2894-63 8" double sided NEW 
Mitsubishi M2896-63-02U 8" DS slimline NEW 
Dual 8" cased drives with integral power supply 2 Mb 

1 

End of line purchase BC0015( Brand new NEC D2246 8" 85 Mbyte 
drive with industry standard SMD interface, replaces Full su 
equivalent model. Full manual. Only £299.00 or 2 for £55 .00 (E) 

31/2 " FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM I/F RFE £59.95(C 
31/2 " CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE I/F (or equiv )RFE £59.95(C 

£69.00(C 
£69.00(C 

£185.00(C 
£49.95(C 
£69.95(C 

£195.00(C 
£195.00(E 

£69.95(1 
£89.00(C 

31/2 " CONNER CP3044 40mb IDE I/F (or equiv.)RFE 
31/2 ' RODIME R03057S 45mb SCSI I/F (Mac & Acorn) 
31/2" WESTERN DIGITAL 850mb IDE I/F Brand New 
51/4" MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM I/F (or equiv.) RFE 
51/4" SEAGATE ST-238R 30 mb ALL I/F Refurb 
51/4" CDC 94205-51 40mb HI-I MFM I/F RFE tested 
53/4" HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested 
51/4" HP C3010 2 Gbyte SCSI differential RFE tested 
8' FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD I/F RFE tested 
Hard disc controllers for MFM . IDE, SCSI, ALL etc. from £16.95 

THE AMAZING TELEBOX 
Converts your colour monitor into a QUALITY COLOUR TV!! 

TV SOUND & 
VIDEO TUNER 
CABLE COMPATIBLE 

The TELEBOX is an attractive fully cased mains powered unit, con-
taining all electronics ready to plug into a host of video monitors 
made by makers such as MICROVITEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY, 
COMMODORE, PHILIPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD etc. The composite 
video output will also plug directly into most video recorders, allowing 
reception of TV channels not normally receivable on most televi-
sion receivers' (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls on the front 
panel allow reception of 8 fully tuneable 'off air' UHF colour television 
channels. TELEBOX MB covers virtually all television frequencies 
VHF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as used by most cable 
TV operators. A composite video output is located on the rear panel 
for direct connection to most makes of monitor or desktop computer 
video systems. For complete compatibility - even for monitors with-
out sound - an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low level Hi Fi 
audio output are provided as standard. 
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors £36.95 
TELEBOX STL as ST but fitted with integral speaker £39.50 
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF/UHF/Cable/Hyperband tuner £69.95 
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specification. 
'For cable / hyperband reception Telebox MB should be connected 
to a cable type service. Shipping code on all Teleboxe's is (B) 

DC POWER SUPPLIES 

£195.00(E 
£250.00(E 
£275.00(E) 
£285.00(E) 
£499.00(E) 

HARD DISK DRIVES 

Virtually every typ o power 
supply you can imagine.Over 

10,000 Power Supplies Ex Stock 
Call for info / list. 

e 

IC's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES 
OBSOLETE - SHORT SUPPLY - BULK 

6,000,000 items EX STOCK 
For MAJOR SAVINGS - CALL FOR SEMICONDUCTOR HOTLIST 

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS 
One of the highest specification 
monitors you will ever see - 
At this price - Don't miss it!! 

Mitsubishi FA3415ETKL 1 4'. SVGA Muftisync odour motor with file 
0.28 dot prtch tube and resolution of 1024 x 768. A 
variety of inputs allows connection to a host of comput-
ers including IBM PCs n CGA EGA VGA & SVGA 
modes, BBC, COMMODORE (including Amiga 1200), 
.:1aRCHIMteEteDstES ancctilingAPPanle M‘ovnïl !zees: TJONEt ecAhpea 

specification. Fully guaranteed, supplied in EXCEL-

Tilt & Swivel Base £4.75 
LENT 'fie used condition. 

Only £119 (E/ fa(ITSVGA 
VGA cable for IBM PC Included. 
External cables for other types of computers CALL 

As New -Used on film set for 1 week only!! 
15" 0.28 SVGA 1024 x 768 res, colour monitors. 

Swivel & tilt etc. Full 90 day guarantee. £145.00 (E) 

Just In - Microvitec 20" VGA (800 x 600 res.) colour monitors. 
Good SFI condition - from £299 - CALL for Into 

PHILIPS HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14" 
colour monitor with both RGB and standard composite 15.625 
Khz video Inputs via SCART socket and separate phono jacks. 
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses. 
Will connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all 
video monitoring / security applications with direct connection 
to most colour cameras. High quality with many features such as 
front concealed flap controls, VCR correction button etc. Good 
used condition - fully tested - guaranteed 
Dimensions: W14' x H121." x 151/2 " D. Only £95 (E) 
PHILIPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9" colour video monitor with stan-
dard composite 15.625 Khz video input via SCART socket. Ideal 
for all monitoring / security applications. High quality, ex-equipment 
fully tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen bums). In attrac-
tive square black plastic case measuring W10' x H10" x 131/2 ' D. 
240 V AC mains powered. Only £79.00 (D) 
KME 10" 15M 10009 high definition colour monitors with 0.28' dot 
pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling.: ....... , ...... .. 
Operates from any 15.625 khz sync RGB video 
source, with RGB analog and composite sync 
such as Atari, Commodore Amiga, Acorn 
Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 131/2 " x 12" x 
11'. Good used condition. Only £125 (E) 

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS 
Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors, 
complete with composite video & optional sound input. Attractive 
teak style case. Perfect for Schools, Shops, Disco, Clubs, etc.In 
EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee. 

20"....£135 22"....£155 26"....£185 (F) 

SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS 
MITS.J. FA3445ETKL 14" Industrial spec SVGA monitors £245 
2kW to 400 kW - 400 Hz 3 phase power sources - ex stock £P0A 
IBM 8230 Type 1, Token ring base unit driver £950 
IBM 53F5501 Token Ring es 20 port lobe modules £750 
IBM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N £95 
AIM 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz, IEEE £550 
Trend DSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 i/o £P0A 
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500 
HP1650B Logic Analyser £3750 
HP3781A Pattern generator & HP3782A Error Detector £P0A 
HP APOLLO RX700 system units £950 
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts £1800 
HP3081A Industrila workstation ew Barcode swipe reader £175 
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V CO 20A metered PSU £675 
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz four channel test set £P0A 
HP7580A Al 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plotter £1850 
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp £650 
View Eng. Mod 1200 computerised inspection system £P0A 
Ling Dynamics 2kW programmable vibration test system £P0A 
Computer controlled 1056 x 560 mm X Y table & controller £1425 
Keithley 590 CV capacitor / voltage analyser 
Fiscal ICR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system 
Fiskers 45k VA 3 ph On Line UPS - New batts Dec.1995 
ICI R5030UV34 Cleanline ultrasonic cleaning system 
Mann Tally M1645 High speed line printer 
Intel SBC 486/133SE Multibus 486 system. 8Mb Ram 
Zeta 3220-05 AO 4 pen HPGL fast drum plotters 
Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control unit 

£P0A 
£3750 
£9500 
£P0A 
£2200 
£1200 
£1150 
£1450 

Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List. SAE / CALL £P0A 
Trio 0-18 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New £550 
Fujitsu M3041R 600 LPM band printer £1950 
Fujitsu M3041D 600 LPM printer with network interface £1250 EPSON 00412 40x40x20 mm 12v DC £7.95 10 / £65 
Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer £poa PAPST TYPE 612 60x60x25 mm 12v DC £8.95 10 / £75 
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter £3750 MITSUBISHI MMF-D6D12DL 60x60x25 mm 12v DC £4.95 101E42 
Andrews LARGE 3.1 m Satellite Dish + mount (For Voyager!) £950 MITSUBISHI MMF-08C12DM 80.804:25 mm 12v DC £5.25 10 / £49 
Sekonic SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder £1995 MITSUBISHI MMF-09E112DH 92x92x25 mm 12v DC £5.95 10 / £53 
TAYLOR HOBSON Tallysurf amplifier / recorder £750 PANCAKE 12-3.5 92x92x18 mm 12v DC £7.95 10/£69 
System Video 1152 PAL waveform monitor £485 EX-EQUIP AC fans. ALL TESTED 120 x 120 x 38 mm specify 110 
Test Lab - 2 mn r square quietised acoustic test cabinets £300 or 240 v £6.95. 80 x 80 x 38 mm - specify 110 or 240 v £5.95 
Kenwood 9601 PAL Vectorscope - NEW £650 IMHOF B26 1900 rack mnt 3U x 19" Blower 110/240v NEW £79.95 

Please call for further details on the above items Shipping on all fans (A). Blowers (B). 50,000 Fans Ex Stock CALL 

19" RACK CABINETS 
Superb quality 6 foot 40U 

Virtually New, Ultra Smart 
Less than Half Price! 

Top quality 19' rack cabinets made in UK by 
Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature 
designer, smoked acrylic lockable front door, 
full height lockable half louvered back door 
and louvered removable side panels. Fully 
adjustable internal fixing struts, ready punched 
for any configuration of equipment mounting 
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp 
socket switched mains distribution strip make 
these racks some of the most versatile we 

have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore 
require only two side panels to stand singly or in multiple bays. 
Overall dimensions are: 771/2 " H x 321/2 " D x 22" W. Order as: 
OPT Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels. £335.00 (G) 
OPT Rack 2 Rack, Less side panels £225.00 (G) 

32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab 
Made by Eurocratt Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec, 
rack features all steel construction with removable 
side, front and back doors. Front and back doors are 
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with ;Op 
five secure 5 lever barrel locks. The front door 
is constructed of double walled steel with a 
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to 
enable status indicators to be seen through the 
panel, yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack 
features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing 
members to take the heaviest of 19" rack 
equipment. The two movable vertical fixing struts 
(extras available) are pre punched for standard 
'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internal-
ly mounted to the bottom rear, provides 8 x IEC 3 
pin Euro sockets and 1 x 13 amp 3 pin switched 
utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by 
fully louvered back door and double skinned top section 
with top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for fitting 
of integral fans to the sub plate etc. Other features include: fitted 
castors and floor levelers, prepunched utility panel at lower rear for 
cable / connector access etc. Supplied in excellent, slightly used 
condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions 
mm=1625H x 635D x 603 W. ( 64" H x 25" D x 2344" W ) 

Sold at LESS than a third of makers price!! 

A superb buy at only £195.00 (G) 

Over 1000 racks - 19" 22" & 24" wide 
3 to 44 U high. Available from stock!! 

Call with your requirements. 

TOUCH SCREEN SYSTEM 
The ultimate in 'Touch Screen Technology' made by the experts - 
MicroTouch - but sold at a price below cost It System consists of 
a flat translucent glass laminated panel measuring 29.5 x 23.5 cm 
connected to an electronic controller PCB. The controller produces 
a standard serial RS232 or TTL output which continuously gives 
simple serial data containing positional X & Y co-ordinates as to 
where a finger is touching the panel - as the finger moves, the data 
instantly changes. The X & Y information is given at an incredible 
matrix resolution of 1024 x 1024 positions over the entire screen 
size !! A host of available translation software enables direct con-
nection to a PC for a myriad of applications including: control pan-
els, pointing devices. POS systems, controllers for the disabled or 
computer un -trained etc etc. Imagine using your finger with 
'Windows', instead of a mouse !! (a driver is indeed available!) The 
applications for this amazing product are only limited by your 
imagination!! Complete system including Controller, Power Supply 
and Data supplied at an incredible price of only: 
Fun MICROTOLICH softwere support peek £145.00 (B) 
and manuals for IBM compatible PC's £29.95 RFE Tested 

LOW COST RAM & CPU'S 
INTEL 'ABOVE' Memory Expansion Board. Full length PC-XT 
and PC-AT compatible card with 2 Mbytes of memory on board. 
Card is fully selectable for Expanded or Extended (286 processor 
and above) memory. Full data and driver disks supplied. RFE. 
Fully tested and guaranteed. Windows compatible. £59.95(M) 
Half length 8 bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands 
memory either 256k or 512k in 64k steps. May also be used to till 
in RAM above 640k DOS limit. Complete with data. 
Order as: XT RAM UG. 256k. £34.95 or 512k £39.95 (Al) 

SIMM SPECIALS  
1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 12Ons Only £16.50 (Al) 
1 MB x 9 SIMM 3 chip 80 ns £19.50 or 7Ons £22.95 (A1) 
1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 80 ns £21.50 or 7Ons £23.75 (Al) 
4 MB 70 ns 72 pin SIMM -with parity- Only £95.00 (Al) 
INTEL 486-DX33 CPU £55.00 INTEL 486-DX66 CPU £69.00 (Al) 
FULL RANGE OF CO-PROCESSORS EX STOCK - CALL FOR £££ 

FANS & BLOWERS 

Issue 13 of Disp fay News now available - send large SfIE - PACKED with bargains! 
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-ELECTRONICS-

ALL MAIL & OFFICES 
Open Mon-Fri 9.00-5:30 

Dept WW. 32 B(ggin Way 

Upper Norwood 
LONDON SE19 3XF 

 ILONDON SHOP Open Mon - Sat 9:00 - 5:30 
215 Whitehorse Lane 

South Norwood 
On 68A Bus Route 
Nr.Thornton Heath 8 

Selhurst Park SR Rail Stations 

DISTEL© 
The Original 

REE On line Database 
Info on 20,000 + stock items! 
RETURNING SOON! 

ALL IT ENQUIRIES 

0181 679 4414 
FAX 0181 679 1927 

All prices for UK Maintand. UK customers add 17.5% VAT to TOTAL order amount. Minimum order £10. Bona Fide account orders accepted from Govemment, Schools, 
Unrversrties and Local Authontes - minimum account order £50. Cheques over £100 are subfect to 10 working days clearance. Carriage charges (A)=£3.00, (A1)=£4.00, 
=15(10, (C)=.£8.50, (D)--£12.00. (E)=£15.00, (F)=£18.00, (G)=CALL Allow approx 6 days for shening - faster CALL Scotland surcharge CALL Al goods supplied to our 

Conditions of Sale and unless stated guaranteed for 90 days. AN guarantees on a return to base basis. AS rights reserved to change prices / specifications without prior 
notice. Orders subject to stock. Discounts for volume. Top CASH prices paid for surplus goods. All trademarks etc acknowledged Display Electronics 19%. E & 0E. ows 
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ACTIVE 
A-to-d and d-to-a 
converters 
A-to-d for load cells. Analog's 
AD7730 is a complete, 24-bit 
analogue front end for use with load 
cells and pressure transducers. 
Resolution is 220000 counts and 
there are self and system calibration 
facilities. Offset drift is 5nV/°C, gain 
drift 2ppm/°C. Features include 
digital filtering that accommodates 
fast changes, two differential inputs 
accepting eight voltage ranges from 
10mV to 80mV single-ended or 
differential, a 6-bit converter to 
remove the tare voltage and clock 
signals to synchronise bridge 
excitation. Analog Devices Ltd. Tel., 
01932 266000; fax, 01932 247401. 
Enq No 501 

Discrete active devices 
Ftf power fet. PTF10031 is a 
common-source, n-channel 
enhancement-mode let rated at 40W 
minimum output power, with 
applications to 1GHz. It is a laterally 
diffused mos (Idmos) device, a 
process that produces a smaller 
drain-gate capacitance to improve 
gain and confer better stability and 
reduced inductance by the elimination 
of bonding wires. Compared to a 45W 
bipolar transistor, the Idmos let 
exhibits better intermodulation 
distortion at power levels below 30W. 
Maximum drain/source voltage is 
60V, gate voltage 20V and maximum 
operating junction temperature 200°C. 
Package is either 20222 or the 
flangeless 20235. Ericsson 
Components AB. Tel., 01793 488300; 
fax, 01793 488301. 
Enq No 502 

lgbt plus diode. International 
Rectifier has produced new surface-
mount D-Pak and D-CoPack 
versions of its insulated-gate bipolar 
transistors, in which the igbt and a 
Hexfred fast recovery diode are 
combined in the one package, an 
industry first, according to IR. These 
devices will cut losses by up to 60% 
when compared with mosfets, with 
better switching performance and 
often reduced heat sinking 
requirements. International Rectifier. 
Tel., 01883 732020; fax, 01883 
733410. 
Enq No 503 

Memory chips 
"Fastest" shared-port ram. QSI's 
0575436 3.6Gb/s ram consists of two 
independent blocks of 2K by 32bits of 
sram, accessible from either port 

using independent control pins. Each 
port has a clocked interface taking 
addresses, data and control on the 
rising edge of the relevant clock 
signal, giving block transfers at 
3.6Gb/s in burst mode with both ports 
active. Block contention is resolved by 
a busy flag. Silicon Concepts Ltd. 
Tel., 01428 751617; fax, 01428 
751603. 
Enq No 503 

Microprocessors and 
controllers 
C-programmable with graphics. 
From Impulse Corporation comes 
the PK2240 C-programmable 
controller, which is designed for use 
where a keypad and display are 
needed. It is provided with 16 
protected digital inputs and 14 high-
current digital outputs for driving 
actuators, an 18.432MHz processor, 
256Kbyte of flash eprom and 
512Kbyte of static ram. An on-board 
RS-485 port allows more i/o or 
connection in a network. 
Programming is in Dynamic C, which 
is optimised for real-time control and 
which is integrated, with editor, 
compiler and debugger. Geometric 
shapes and text can be drawn on 
the graphics display to represent 
systems, alarms and various 
components such as pumps and 
valves. A development kit is 
available. Impulse Corporation Ltd. 
Tel., 01543 466552; fax, 01543 
466553. 
Enq No 504 

Optical devices 
Leda in a block. Lumex has a block 
of four rectangular leds standing only 
0.47in high, each led being enclosed 
on five of its sides to stop light 

leaking out. SSF-LXH534xx series 
leds have pins on 0.1in centres and 
the leds themselves come in all 
colours and combinations. A & E 
Marketing Ltd. Tel., 01592 873888; 
fax, 01592 874555. 
Enq No 505 

Oscillators 
Network clock. AMI's FS6017 cmos 
clock synthesiser ic eliminates the 
need for multiple clock oscillators in a 
network computer by using one 
crystal oscillator and five independent 
phase-lock loops to produce 
1.28MHz, 80/3.68MHz, 40/48MHz 
and 56/64MHz, the choice in the case 
of dual output frequencies being 
made by a select pin. Amega 
Technology Ltd. Tel., 01256 305340; 
fax, 01256 305348. 
Enq No 506 

PASSIVE 
Passive components 
Bipolar electrolytics. RB Series 
bipolar electrolytics by Nover are for 
applications in which they are subject 
to reverse voltages, such as audio 
amplifiers. Values are in the range 
1-220µF at 50V. others being 
available to order. Tolerance is ±20%, 
surge rating 63V and tan& of 0.12 
maximum. The largest can size is 
12.5mm diameter by 25mm and the 
smallest about half that. Anglia. Tel., 
01945 474747; fax, 01945 474849. 
Enq No 507 

Spring coils. Air-cored SC spring 
coils can be produced by Total 
Frequency Control to customers' 
requirements, which may include 

Arrays 
Co-processor fpgas. From Atmel, the 
AT4OK family of dynamically 
reconfigurable co-processor field-
programmable grid arrays, in densities of 
8000-50000 gates. They are sram-based. 
and have an array of eight-sided look-up-
table-based cells with single or dual-port 
sram distributed throughout the array and 
extensive PCI-compliant i/o and bussing 
options. Since, says Atmel, multipliers are 
the basis of high-performance computing, 
the eight-sided lut-based cell (for direct 
connection to eight adjacent cells without 
the use of the bus) is optimised for large 
array multipliers that need no routeing 
and the distribution of sram allows a 
variety of sram structures to be made 
without the use of logic cells. Software 
support comes in the form of Atmel's 
FPGA Designer 5.0. Atmel UK. Tel., 
01276 686677; fax, 01276 686697. 
Enq No 500 
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diameter, length, wire diameter and 
style of winding, of which a variety is 
available. All coils use enamelled 
copper wire with tinned connections 
and delivery is within ten days. Total 
Frequency Control Ltd. Tel., 01903 
745513; fax, 01903 742208; e-mail, 
eddie@tfc.co.uk. 
Enq No 508 

Suppression capacitors. Konex 
MKP12 X2 polypropylene 
suppression capacitors are made in 
the range 0.01µF to 2.2µF with 
tolerances of ±10% and ±20%. Rating 
is 275V ac and operating temperature 
range —40°C to 85°C. Standard 
leaded versions, cropped and 
insulated types are available and the 
boxed construction is sealed in 
UL94V-0 flame-retardant epoxy resin. 
Components Bureau Ltd. Tel., 01480 
496565; fax, 01480 496480. 
Enq No 509 

Chip inductors. Two types of chip 
inductor are available from Total 
Frequency Control: The Type FD, for 
standard needs and Type ND for use 
when high self-resonant frequencies 
are needed. The range of values is 
0.008µH to 4.71.01. Leadouts are 
phosphor-bronze, tin-plated for easy 
reflow or bath soldering, the case is 
epoxy resin and the coil is of 
polyurethane enamelled-copper wire 
on ferrite. Total Frequency Control 
Ltd. Tel., 01903 745513; fax, 01903 
742208; e-mail, eddie@tfc.co.uk. 
Enq No 510 

Connectors and cabling 
USB connectors. Connectors for the 
Universal Serial Bus have been 
introduced by Methode. Two non-
interchangeable kinds are available: 
Series A connectors are for use 
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where the cable is permanently 
attached to a peripheral such a 
keyboard, mouse or hub; and Series 
B to be used when used with 
detachable peripherals such as 
printers, scanners and modems. The 
bus carries both power and data, 
supporting data at 1.5Mb/s and 
12Mb/s, and the cable therefore 
consists of a 20/28awg pair for power 
and a 28awg twisted pair for data. 
Series A and B plugs and receptacles 
are available in selective gold flash 
and 0.03in gold-plated finishes and as 
single and double stacking form. 
Methode Electronics Europe Ltd. Tel., 
01389 732123; fax, 01389 732777. 
Enq No 511 

Flexible cables. Alpha Wire 
announces XTRA-Guard continuous-
use flexible control cables, which are 
able to withstand continuous bending 
in cases where machinery is in 
motion. The cables' flexibility 
conforms to MIL-C-13777G and are 
resistant to oil and chemicals. Small 
quantities are available and Alpha 
Wire can supply a comprehensive 
guide to this range. Alpha Wire Ltd. 
Tel., 01932 772422; fax, 01932 
772433. 
Enq No 512 

nip 
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Crystals 
Custom crystals. Crystals and 
oscillators to customers' 
requirements can now be 
obtained within a guaranteed five 
or ten days or, in desperate 
cases, less from C-MAC Quartz 
Crystals; the company has a 
service desk via which you can 
talk to the people at the sharp 
end of manufacture. This service 
refers to the company's ZC clock 
oscillators with Ill or Hcmos/LS ttl 
output (750kHz-70MHz) and to 
the HC49/U, HC45 and TO-5 
crystals (4-60MHz). QuickQuartz 
service. Tel., 01522 883520; fax, 
01522 993521. 
Enq No 514 

Processor connectors. Beacon has 
produced in-circuit emulator adaptors 
for fine-pitch, surface-mounted 
processors that eliminate the néed for 
alignment and without the use of 
glued studs or other devices, leaving 
no trace of the connection on the 
board. Wedge adaptors are available 
for both QED and Checkmate types of 
emulator and support the Am186 and 
Intel 386. Beacon Development Tools 
Ltd. Tel., 0117 9870444; fax, 0117 
9860401. 
Enq No 513 

Hardware 
Collapsible conduit. Raceway is 
plastic conduit for the electrical 
industry that avoids the difficulties of 
packaging and threading by arriving 
wound flat on a reel. On being 
unwound, it can then be folded along 
existing creases to form a rectangular 
section which has foam strip with 
adhesive for fixing to plaster, plastic 
or wood surfaces. Joints are made 
simply with a knife. When the conduit 
is folded, an adhesive strip seals the 
tube and may be re-used when 
further cables must be inserted. 
Richco International Co., Ltd. Tel., 
01474 327527; fax, 01474 327455. 
Enq No 515 

Boxes for hand-helds. Boss's K Box 
division has the facility to construct 
'T-case' housings for hand-held 
instruments from flat sheet plastic, no 
tooling or moulding being necessary. 
The cost is thereby much reduced 
and waiting time is a matter of a few 
days; modifications can even be 
incorporated during a production run. 
Material is 2-6mm in thickness, is UL 
Listed for flame retardation and may 
be internally coated for emi/rfi 
reduction. Boss Industrial Mouldings 
Ltd. Tel., 01638 716101; fax, 01638 
716554. 
Enq No 516 

Knobs. Rogan Pure Touch round 
clamp knobs have a soft outer surface 
to make them feel better and to give a 
non-slip grip. They come in sizes from 
19mm to 47mm diameter and may be 
printed with specified legends on 
request. Under the soft plastic surface 
is a harder one and under that a 
plated-steel threaded insert. There is 
a range of colours to choose from and 
you can have each half of the knob in 
different colours. The surface is 
treated to stop them becoming dirty. 
Bulgin Components plc. Tel., 0181 
5945588; fax, 0181 5916913. 
Enq No 517 

Air filters for Armagard. Armagard 
Computer enclosures by Intek in 
stainless steel and mild steel, 
designed to protect the equipment in 
factory use, are now available with a 
range of filters to prevent the ingress 
of dust particles down to 5µm in size, 
carbon filters to remove smoke and 
smells, some to stop carbon black, 

flour and ceramic dust and types to 
cut out oil mist, diesel fumes and 
other gases. If all else fails, the 
enclosures can be air purged to expel 
the atmosphere completely. Intek 
Electronics Ltd. Tel., 01352 810603; 
fax, 01352 810403. 
Enq No 518 

Test and measurement 
Micro-ohmmeter. Tinsley's battery-
powered digital micro-ohmmeter uses 
a four-wire measurement technique to 
eliminate lead resistance and has six 
ranges of 6004 to 600 to a 
resolution of 0.1µ12. Power comes 
from built-in rechargeable batteries 
(20h), but mains power may also be 
used. There is a 20mm led display, 
10A of measurement current, 415V 
input protection, forward and reverse 
current measurement with auto 
averaging and digital calibration. A 
PT100 temperature probe provides 
temperature compensation for 
measurements on copper and 
aluminium cable. The instrument is 
contained in a plastic carrying case. 
Tinsley & Co. Ltd. Tel., 01689 
800799; fax, 01689 800405. 
Enq No 519 

Emi receiver. The PMM 9000 
receiver measures conducted and 
radiated interference at frequencies 
from 9kHz to 1.2GHz to CISPR 16 
standard. It simultaneously measures 
peak, quasi peak and average values 
to arrive at results very quickly, limit 
setting, measurement, saving and 
printing the results taking only a few 
keystrokes. PMM 9000 has a large 
colour display and its own pc to 
control peripheral equipment, take 
worst-case readings and print only 
those readings outside the set limits. 
There are RS-232 and GPIB 
interfaces and an 8-bit user port, hard 
and floppy disks, a VGA output, an 
internal speaker and a 'phone output. 
The instrument has correction 
facilities for any antenna and many 
accessories are available. Martron 
Instruments Ltd. Tel., 01494 459200; 
fax, 01494 535002. 
Enq No 520 

500Msample/s oscilloscope card. 
CompuScope 8500/PCI by Strategic 
Test is claimed to be the fastest a-to-
d converter board for the PCI bus, 
able to sample one analogue input at 
up to 500Msample/s with 8-bit 
resolution. Data may be stored either 
in on-board memory or in the pc's 
memory via the bus at rates of 
100Msample/s. For more than one 
channel, more boards may be used 
as master/slave when common clock 
and triggering is needed or 
independently, in which case different 
boards may have different sampling 
rates and memory depth. 
Accompanying software allows the 
boards to behave exactly as a digital 
oscilloscope with no programming 
needed at all and to store, analyse 

Hand-held dso. Looking more 
like an engraving tool than an 
oscilloscope, the OsziFox from 
Pico nevertheless has a 
sampling rate of 20Msample/s 
and features generally found on 
a bench-top instrument. There is 
a small lcd to show both 
waveforms and digital 
voltage/current measurement. 
The dso may also be connected 
to a pc (cable supplied) for 
screen display and to allow the 
signals to saved to disk. A 
demonstration may be 
downloaded from 
www.picotech.com. Pico 
Technology. Tel., 01954 211716; 
fax. 01954 211880. 
Enq No 525 

L. • 

and print the results. A CompuScope 
catalogue is available. Strategic Test 
and Measurement Systems Ltd. Tel., 
0118 9795950; fax, 0118 9795951. 
Enq No 522 

Instruments on a card. Two cards 
from the French company Multipower 
form a vhf signal generator (SG100) 
and a fast pulse generator (the 
FPG10); both plug straight into a 
pc's ISA bus and are software 
controlled. SG100 is a vhf generator 
working between 80MHz and 
120MHz in 10kHz steps (others in 
the series go up to 1250MHz and 
some have 2.5kHz steps), the output 
frequency being locked in phase to 
an on-board crystal reference. 
Output is 2V pk-pk into 5012. FPG10 
produces 3ns rise-time pulses down 
to lOns from two independent 
outputs at Hl level from 5012, 
accompanied by a sync. output, 
pulse width being software controlled 
from lOns to 5s in lOns steps at rep. 
rates from 0.2Hz to 12.5MHz. A 
sync. output allows pre or post sync. 
Multipower. Tel., 033 0169301379; 
fax, 033 0169206041. 
Enq No 523 

100MHz/40Msample/s rso. Two real-
time and digital storage oscilloscopes 
by Hitachi, the VC-6545 and VC-
6525, offer bandwidths of 100MHz 
and 50MHz and sampling at 
40Msample/s and 20Msample/s 
respectively. Memory capacity is 
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4kword and 2kword and there is 
provision for connection to a plotter or 
a pc. Waveforms captured by the 
acquisition memory of 8kword may be 
backed up in a lkword save memory 
and held for several days when power 
is switched off. Both instruments are 
automatically calibrated and a 
100MHz counter is provided. Hitachi 
Denshi (UK) Ltd. Tel., 0181 202 4311; 
fax, 0181 202 2451. 
Enq No 524 

Literature 
Tektronix. Teks 1997/8 catalogue is 
now with us. There are 400 pages of it 
with 75 new products and 

Telemetry controller. Infotec 
has introduced the Intelligent 
Controller, a modular design for 
use in remote telemetry units or 
other types of monitor; it is based 
on the company's K3 real-time 
hardware and software core of 
modules. Hardware includes a 
controller board, modem and 
power supply, with smaller 
boards providing i/o signal 
conditioning for a variety of 
sensors, led indicators and a 
front-panel lcd. Inputs and 
outputs are easily varied by 
changing daughter board layout, 
the company being able quickly 
to produce variants to measure 
combinations of voltage, current, 
temperature and other quantities. 
Infotec Ltd. Tel., 01530 560600; 
fax, 01530 560111. 
Enq No 521 

"measurement solutions. You can 
see the company's web site on 
http:/www/tek/com/measurement, 
from which you can download VXI 
software drivers, have a twiddle with 
the latest oscilloscopes and use the 
oscilloscope selector. Tektronix UK 
Ltd. Tel., 01628 403300; fax, 01628 
403301. 
Enq No 526 

Power supplies. Coutant Lambda's 
188-page catalogue, supplied free 
characterises dc-to-dc converters and 
both ac/dc switched and linear power 
supplies. New this time is a 10W 
version of the SM series of surface-
mounted converters and two DIN rail-
mounted ac/dc supplies. A set of 
application notes is available 
separately on request. Coutant 
Lambda Ltd. Tel., 01271 856666; fax, 
01271 864894. 
Enq No 527 

Microchip. Two books from 
Microchip are intended for people 
working with PlCmicro field-
programmable microcontrollers, 
secure data products and serial 
eeproms. The 1866-page Embedded 
Control Handbook is a 
comprehensive collection of 
application notes, data and design 
information on PICs, while the second 
is the In-circuit Serial Programming 
Guide to the company's micros. Both 
can be obtained via distributors or 
from www.microchip.cOm. Arizona 
Microchip Technology Ltd. Tel., 
01628 851077; fax, 01628 850259. 
Enq No 528 

Linear actuators. Parker Hannifin 
has published a 120-page catalogue 
of the range of Electro-Thrust electric 
cylinder actuators, which are 
replacements for pneumatic and 
hydraulic cylinders when 
programmable and highly repeatable 
positioning is needed. Frame sizes 
are 32, 50 and 80mm and stroke 
lengths 50-1000mm. Smooth control 
of velocity is possible at speeds up to 
1250mm/s, thrust force to 7200N and 
positioning to within ±0.13mm. Parker 
Hannifin plc, Digiplan Division. Tel., 
01202 699000; fax, 01202 695750. 
Enq No 529 

CD-rom from IR. International 
Rectifiers new free CD, which is 
regularly updated, contains almost 
600 data sheets, a concise catalogue, 
application notes and design tips, 
sales information and a free copy of 
the Adobe Acrobat reader to make it 
easier to use. The CD is available 
from representatives and distributors 
and you should specify your version of 
Windows or Mac. International 
Rectifier. Tel., 01883 732020; fax, 
01883 733410. 
Enq No 530 

Materials 
Conductive fabric. Holland Shielding 
Systems has a highly conductive 
fabric for electrical shielding that 
needs a very low closing pressure to 
make good contact, thereby reducing 
the chances of distorting an enclosure 
and also allowing looser tolerances in 
manufacture. A flame-retardant 
version is available. The material 
comes as shaped gaskets or in rolls in 
widths from lOmm to 1.4m, 
applications including use as shielded 
tents and to cover the walls of 
Faraday cages. Holland Shielding 
Systems by. Tel., 0031 78 6131366; 
fax, 0031 78 6149585. 
Enq No 531 

Power supplies 
Compatible 'phone supply. 
TEA1206 from Philips is a single-chip 
dc-to-dc converter designed to solve 
the problem of emi from switched-
mode converters in mobile 'phones 
and other equipment suffering from 
the interference. It does this by 
allowing the switching frequency to be 
synchronised to the 'phone's 
reference frequency anywhere in the 
9-20MHz range. Additional 
advantages of the device over others 
in the range include a continuously 
variable output voltage and a higher 
switching frequency, which allows the 
use of smaller reactive components. 
Quiescent current is 50µA and 
conversion efficiency over 96%. 
Philips Semiconductors (Eindhoven). 
Tel., 00 31 40 2722091; fax, 00 31 40 
2724825. 
Enq No 532 

Adjustable plugtop supplies. 
Chloride can supply plugtop power 

Gas pressure sensor. The 
UZU2 gas pressure sensor by 
Matsushita is available in 
positive and negative pressure 
form in the range —5MPa to 
1MPa and all models will 
display in various units, 
including bar, psi, mmHg and 
inHg. There is a 3.5-digit led 
display and adjustments include 
zero point setting, and two set 
points for upper and lower 
acceptance window levels, all 
by keys on the front panel. 
Digital output is n-p-n or p-n-p 
and also a 1-5V analogue 
signal proportional to the 
pressure. The unit measures 30 
by 30 by 24mm, is sealed to 
IP40 and comes with a 
mounting bracket. Matsushita 
Automation Controls Ltd. Tel., 
01908 231555; fax, 01908 
231599. 
Enq No 540 

supplies that are adjustable from 5V 
to 24V at 1.75A to 450mA by the 
manufacturer before dispatch or by 
oems. Four types are available, 
complying with EN60742 and 
EN60950 and CE marked. Voltage 
and current protection are 
incorporated and the units are in a 
double-insulated plastic case. 
Chloride Powerline, Tel., 01734 
868567; fax, 01734 755172. 
Enq No 533 

"Smallest" dc-to-dc converter. 
NPH15 is claimed by XP to be the 
world's smallest 15W converter and 
also costs less than other 15W types. 
It is the first in a new family of 
miniature converters of up to 40W 
output, combining an efficiency of 
90% with a 50mm by 25mm package, 
standing lOmm high. The converters 
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provide a single output, have a 2:1 
input range and 1.5kV isolation. 
Current limit is non-latching and surge 
rating is over 25W. Outputs are 3.3V. 
5V, 12V and 15V. A sync. pin allows 
for fine frequency adjustment and 
may also be used for remote 
shutdown. XP plc. Tel., 01189 
845515; fax, 01189 843423. 
Enq No 534 

High-voltage supply. Features of 
Keithley's Model 248 5kV, 5mA source 
include low noise, programmable 
output filtering, precision current 
readback and small size — 3.5in half-
rack. Control is from the front-panel. 
over an IEEE-488 interface or by an 
analogue voltage from a remote 
source, panel meters indicating V. 
and setting. There are store and recall 
functions for up to nine complete 
settings, including trip points. Voltage 
setting accuracy is ±0.01% of setting + 
±0.05%of range, display accuracy 
±1V; stabilisation 0.0001% for 10% 
input change and regulation 0.005% 
for 100% load change. Current output 
and display is also closely controlled. 
Keithley Instruments Ltd. Tel., 01189 
575666; fax. 01189 596469. 
Enq No 535 

Thin power supply. MPU150 
low/medium-power, ac/dc, single and 
multiple output, switched-mode 
supplies from Power-One are 
contained in a U-channel case 1.5in 
high (1U). Input range is 85-264V ac 
with power-factor correction, and a 
later introduction will be a 48V dc 
input model. To some extent the units 
are modular, in that components not 
needed in particular applications may 
be removed. Outputs are at standard 
voltages and, with air cooling from an 
optional fan or from the user's system. 
will provide a total of 150W, all the 
usual protection features being 
present. All relevant standards 
requirements are met. Power-One 
Europe. Tel.. 01769 540744; fax, 
01769 540756. 
Enq No 536 

Radio communications 
products 
2GHz amplifier. The GaAs AM50-
0006 microwave ic by MiA-COM is a 
high-dynamic-range, amplifier 
covering the 1400-2000MHz band for 
personal communications and having 
a noise figure of 1.6dB. It finds 
application in receiver front ends and 
is also useful as a gain block, buffer. 
driver and if amplifier in fixed and 
portable systems. It uses external 
matching for best noise figure and 
frequency flexibility. Supply needed is 
3-8V at a current of 3-20mA, 
controllable by an external resistor. 
BFI IBEXSA Electronics Ltd. Tel.. 
01622 882467; fax, 01622 882469. 
Enq No 537 

Switches and relays 
Sealed switches. "Blows to the 
operating button" of Bulgin's 
MP0037/8 sealed switches will be 

thwarted by shoulders in the switch 
body to limit travel, and there are 
seals to stop dust and water getting 
in, to the satisfaction of IP66. These 
switches are made of stainless steel 
with a threaded body and a single nut 
(not the one with the hammer), so 
there is no need for studs and other 
bits and pieces. The 0037 has a 
single-pole, slow, momentary 
make/break action and the 0038 a 
single-pole, momentary, snap-action 
changeover operation. Ratings are 
1A, 50V ac (0037) and 5A. 250V ac 
(0038). Gothic Crellon Ltd. Tel.. 
01734 788878; fax. 01734 776095. 
Enq No 538 

High-current ssr. Teledyne's IGTA 
and 1GTD series of high-voltage, high-
current. bidirectional and dc solid-
state relays use an insulated-gate 
bipolar transistor at the output to 
control Sc. dc or bidirectional dc high-
voltage loads. IOTA 1200480R100-L, 
for example, is a dc/ac ssr to control 
100A at a line voltage of 480V ac or 
800V dc. having logic-level control 
input and a random cross switch with 
inverse parallel igbts to withstand 
1200V transients. Isolation is to 
2500V and dv/dt rating 500V/µs. 
Teledyne Literature Centre. Tel., 
01634 670820; fax, 01634 863494. 
Enq No 539 

Transducers and 
sensors 
Pyranometer. Made in Holland by Kipp 
& Zonen. the SP-LITE is a silicon 
pyranometer to measure solar energy 
received from the whole hemisphere, 
one of its uses being to determine the 
power that may be used in solar energy 
applications. Output can be connected 
to a voltmeter or data logger. A 
photodiode provides a voltage output 
proportional to the cosine of the angle of 
incidence of the radiation, which, says 
K&Z, gives consistent and accurate 
measurement. Kipp 8( Zonen. Tel., 
01727 858098: fax. 01727 842185. 
Enq No 541 

COMPUTER 
Computer board-level 
products 

VME64 processor boards. VI 
Computer's new range of 
PowerPC-based VME64 processor 
boards include an entry-level unit, the 
100MHz or 200MHz single-slot 
Power3e which is believed to offer the 
best performance:cost ratio available 
and a 300MHz single-board computer 
and a CompactPCI sbc using a 
300MHz PowerPC. This is the Power4e 
sbc. said to be the fastest PowerPC 
VME engine yet seen, which is provided 
with 256Mbyte of memory and a full set 
of i/o. The CompactPCI4e is the same 
unit in PCI form. All boards have fast 
Ethernet facilities. Sirretta Ltd. Tel., 
0118 9258080; fax, 0118 9258070. 
Enq No 542 

Computers 
Larger-screen handheld. Geofox-
One is a compact computer, the size 
of a paperback, but with a larger 
screen than is found in other models 
of this size and a mouse-pad. Its 
software, running under Psion's 
EPOC32 operating system, offers a 
full complement of word processing 
and spreadsheet features and a set of 
personal organiser programs, 
including a calculator. route planners 
with maps, digital voice recorder and, 
for exhausted professionals, games 
and a crossword solver. It is 
compatible with Windows to allow file 
transfer between Geofox and pc and 
the wp and spreadsheet are 
compatible with Word and Excel. 
Memory size is up to 16Mb and there 
is a full pc card slot; the Professional 
models also contain a modem. 
Geofox Ltd. Tel., 01223 425444; fax. 
01223 425422. 
Enq No 544 

Accelerated graphics. Taiwanese 
company Soyo has a new 
motherboard for systems designed for 
the Pentium II processor in Slot 1 and 
meant for use with the high-speed 
graphics interface specified by Intel, 
the Accelerated Graphics Port (AGP). 
The SY-6KB ATX-format board uses 
the Intel 430LX PCI chipset and, in 
addition to the 32-bit. 66MHz 
(effectively 133MHz since it uses both 
edges of the clock) AGP, uses the 
standard PCI and ISA expansion 
buses. AGP uses a dedicated channel 
instead of the PCI bus to give direct 
main memory access. It has four 168-
pin dimm sockets for up to 512MB of 
sdram or 1GB of EDO dram for main 
memory and Slot 1 allows a Pentium 
II with 256KB or 512kB of cache. 
Soyo UK Ltd. Tel., 0181 481 9720: 

Single-board computer. Arcom's 
SBC104 single-board computer is 
a dos-based, embedded device 
provided with either a 25MHz Intel 
386 or a 50MHz Texas 486SX. 
New features of the computer 
include a parallel printer port. RS-
485 serial port and another site for 
flash eprom. All models have 
2Mbyte or 4Mbyte of dram, 
1Mbyte or 2Mbyte of flash eprom 
and an optional 128Kbyte of 
battery-backed ram. Each board 
comes with rom-dos v. 6.22 
loaded in flash eprom and using 
the Arcom Flash Filing system, 
which eliminates the need for disk 
drives. Expansion is possible by 
means of a 16-bit PC/104 
interface and a range of Arcom 
and other compatible modules. 
Arcom Control Systems Ltd. Tel., 
01223 411200; fax, 01223 
410457. 
Enq No 543 

AIL. Ale 
fax. 0181 481 9725. 
Enq No 545 

Data communications 
Radio modem. Radio Data 
Technology announces the RM9600 
wireless modem, which has on-board 
RS232 and RS485 serial ports to 
interface with pc and plc networks, the 
same unit being used for data logging 
or IEEE-compliant control. This is a 
medium-range module working at 
9600baud with forward error 
correction to allow programming and 
down-loading of data at the speed 
commonly used by pcs and pics. 
'Listen-before-transmit' and a 10ms 
turn-round help to avoid interference. 
The transceiver uses single-
frequency, half-duplex mode in bands 
of up to 32 channels with 12.5, 20 or 
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25kHz spacing in the 406-470MHz 
band. Output power is 500mW 
maximum. No licence is needed. 
Radio Data Technology Ltd. Tel., 
01376 501255; fax, 01376 501312. 
Enq No 546 

Development and 
evaluation 
Peripheral emulators. The Ceibo 
DS-300 peripheral development tool 
comprises hardware and software to 
support file generation and emulation 
for Wafer Scale Integration's PSD-
300 series of programmable 
microcontroller peripheral chips, 
which bring together many peripheral 
functions into one chip. DS-300 
comes with configuration software to 
allow memory, i/o, bus width and the 
dpld to be set up in a gui running 
under Windows. There are 16Kbit of 
sram and 1024Kbit of eprom, which is 
also emulated in ram to avoid the 
need to generate a new file when 
modification is needed. Great 
Western Instruments Ltd. Tel., 0117 
983 0333; fax, 0117 9860401. 
Enq No 547 

Data logging 
Temperature logger. Lascar has a 
new range of data loggers, the 
EL-SOL-TEMP series, which 
measure, record, display and control 
temperature in the -50°C to 250°C 
range. The EL-2-12B1T version has 

user-selected sample rates from 5s 
to 12h between samples and a 
capacity of 8064 readings. Modules 
are set by means of a pc running the 
supplied Windows-based control 
software, data being then displayed 
on screen or exported to a 
spreadsheet for analysis; once set 
up by the pc, the logger can be 
disconnected from the pc and left to 
record. The hand-held or wall-
mounted temperature probe is 
already calibrated and the whole 
thing comes in a plastic carrying 
case. Lascar Electronics Ltd. Tel., 
01794 884567; fax, 01794 884616. 
Enq No 548 

Infrared data logging. EasyLog-HL 
is a hand-held programmer and data 
retrieval unit that works with any of 
the EasyLog data loggers, but which 
works by infrared, so that the logger 
may be programmed and the logged 
data retrieved with no cable being 
needed. The corresponding data 
logger EL-2-IR is available. An 
advantage is that no portable pc is 
required and another is that capital 
costs are reduced greatly. Sample 
rates from the logger, which has an 
lcd and internal battery, are variable 
between 5s and 12h, with a maximum 
of 8000 readings. Lascar Electronics 
Ltd. Tel., 01794 884567; fax, 01794 
884616. 
Enq No 549 

Programming hardware 
Prom programmer. Data I/0's 
Chip Writer Gang programs and 
verifies at voltages down to 3.3V for a 
range of memories including 8-bit 
eproms, flash, paged eproms and 
8Mb eeproms in a variety of 
packages. This PC-based or stand-
alone unit uses the same pin driver 
techniques as Chip Writer and 
Chip Writer Portable, so there is no 
need for adaptors, family-specific 
modules or special software for most 
dips to 32 pins. Adaptors are 
available for plccs, SOICs and TSOPs 
to 32 pins. The instrument gang-
programs up to eight devices or, since 
it has four data buses, will set-
program devices with 16 and 32-bit 
wide data. Eight 1Mb devices can be 
down-loaded, programmed and 
verified in 23 seconds. Direct Insight 
Ltd. Tel., 01280 700262; fax, 01280 
700577. 
Enq No 550 

Software 
Basic for PICs. RF Solutions has come 
with a Basic compiler to speed the 
programming of Microchip's PIC 
microcontrollers. The compiler is 
suitable for use with P1C16CXX and 
P1C14000 devices, for which the 
PicBasic Compiler converts Basic into 
hex or binary to be programmed directly 
to the PIC. Its instruction set is 
compatible with the Parallax Basic 
Stamp 1, so that a Basic Stamp module 

is not needed. The compiler uses Peek 
and Poke instructions to give access to 
on-chip features such as a-to-d 
converters and i/o with no need to go 
back to assembler language, and lzC 
commands allow communication with 
external devices such as eeproms on 
the two-wire interface. It runs under dos 
or Windows and allows the mixing of 
Microchip's MPASM assembly 
language with Basic. RF Solutions Ltd. 
Tel., 01273 488880; fax, 01273 480661. 
Enq No 551 

Thermal analysis. Flomerics 
announces version 2 of Flotherm, 
which is a complete redesign of the 
original thermal analysis software; the 
new version greatly reduces the time 
needed to determine the cooling 
needs of systems. New features 
include a gui to allow the user to 
operate in a cad-like manner, editing, 
creating and manipulating data by 
mouse; three application windows to 
provide three different ways of viewing 
the model and all interactive, the 
Visualisation window using 3D 
graphics showing, among other 
effects, images of particle tracks and 
heat flux lines. A radiation model 
automatically calculates views 
between surfaces to ease the problem 
of including radiation effects in the 
model. Flomerics Ltd. Tel., 0181 
9418810; fax, 0181 9418730. 
Enq No 552 

ADVERTISE FREE OF CHARGE 
Subscribers* to Electronics World can advertise their 

electronic and electrical equipment completely free of charge 
Simply write your ad in the form below, using one word per box, up to a maximum of twenty words. Remember to 
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SMALL SELECTION ONLY LISTED - EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS - RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS WHICH MAY BE IN STOCK 
HP New Colour Spectrum Analysers 
HP1417+ 85528 IF + 85536 RF-1KHz-110Mds - £700. 
HP1417+ 8552B IF + 85546 RF - 100KHz-1250Mc/s - £900. 
HP1417+ 8552B IF + 8556A RF - 20Hz-300KHz - £700. 
HP1417+ 8552B IF + 8555A 10MC/S-18GHzS - £1200. 
HP8443A Tracking Generator Counter 100KHz-110Mc/s - £200. 
HP84456 Tracking Preselector DC to 18GHz - £250. 
HP3580A 5Hz-50KHz ANZ - £750-£1000. 
HP3582A .02Hz to 25.6KHz - £2k. 
HP Mixers are available for the above ANZ's to 40E1Hz 
TEK 7L5 +1.3 - Opt 25 Tracking Gen - £900. 
TEK 7L12 - 100KHz-1800Mc/s - £1000. 
TEK 7L18 - 1.5-60GHzs - £1500. 
HP8673D Signal Generator .05-26.5GHz £15K. 
Systron Donner 161813 Microwave AM FM Synthesizer 50Mc/s 2-18GHzs. 
R&S SWP Sweep Generator Synthesizer AM FM 4-2500Mc/s - £1k. 

ADRET 3310A FX Synthesizer 300Hz-60Mc/s -£600. 
HP5316B Universal Counter A+B 
HP461A-465A-467A Ampliers. 
HP81519A Optical Receiver DC-400Mc/s. 
HP Plotters 7470A-7475A. 
HP3730A+3737A Down Convertor Oscillator 3.5-6.5GHz. 
HP Microwave Amps 491-492-493-494-495-1GHz-12.4GHz - £253. 
HP105B Quartz Oscillator - £400. 
HP5087A Distribution Amplifier. 
HP6034A System Power Supply 0-60V 0-10A-200W - £500. 
HP6131C Digital Voltage Source + -100V 'A Amp. 
HP3779A Primary Multiplex Analyser - £200. 
HP3779C Primary Multiplex Analyser - £300. 
HP8150A Optical Signal Source. 
HP1630G Logic Analyser. 
HP5316A Universal Counter A+B. 
HP5335A Universal Counter A+B+C. 
HP8901A Modulation Meter AM-FM - £1.5k. 
HP5370A Universal Time Interval Counter. 
Marconi TF2374 Zero Loss Probe - £200. 
Marconi TF2305 Modulation Meter - £1.5k. 
Racal/Dana 2101 Microwave Counter - 10Hz-20GHz - £2k. 
Racal/Dana 1250-1261 Universal Switch Controller + 200Mc/s PI Cards. 
Racal/Dana 9303 True RMS Levelmeter+Head - £450. IFFE - £500. 
TEKA6902A also A6902B Isolator - £300-£400. 
TEK F05010 Programmable Function Generator 20Mc/s - £6013. 
TEK2465A 350Mc/s Oscilloscope - £2.5k + probes - £150 each. 
TEK CT-5 High Current Transformer Probe - £250. 
TEK .116 Digital Photometer + J6523-2 Luminance Probe - £300. 
Tinsley Standard Cell Battery 56448 - £500. 
HP745A+746A AC Calibrator - £600. 
HP54200A Digitizing Oscilloscope. 
HP11729C Carrier Noise Test Set .01-18GHz - LEF - £2000. 
Marconi TF2008 - AM-FM signal generator - also sweeper - 10Kcis - 510Mc/s - from 
£250 - tested to £400 as new with manual - probe kit in wooden carrying box. 
HP Frequency comb generator type 8406 - £400. 
HP Sweep Oscillators type 8690 A & B + plug-ins from 20Mc/s to 18GHz also 18-40GHz 
ROER. 
HP Network Analyzer type 8407A + 8412A + 8501A -100Kc/s - 110Mc/s - £500 - £1000. 
HP Amplifier type 8447A - 1-400Mç/s £200 - HP8447A Dual - £300. 
HP Frequency Counter type 5340A - 18GHz £1000 - rear output £800. 
HP 8410- A -13 - C Network Analyzer 110MC/s to 12GHz or 18GHz - plus most other 
;wits and displays used in this set-up - 8411a - 8412 - 8413 - 8414 - 8418 - 8740 - 
8741 -8742-8743-8746- 8650. From £1000. 

Racal/Dana 9301A-9302 RF Millivoltmeter - 1.5-2GHz - £250-£400. 
Racal/Dana Modulation Meter type 9009-9008 - 8Mcis - 1.5GHz - £150/£250. 
Marconi RCL Bridge type TF2700 - £150. 
Marconi/Saunders Signal Sources type - 6058B - 6070A - 6055A - 6059A - 6057A - 
6056 - £250-£350. 400Mc/s to 18GHz. 

Marconi microwave 6600A sweep osc., mainframe with 6650 PI - 18-26.5GHz or 6651 PI 
•- 26.5-40GHz - £1000 or Pl only £600. MF only £250. 
Marconi distortion meter type TF2331 - £150. TF2331A - £200. 
Tektronix Plug-Ins 7A13 -7A14 - 7A18 - 7A24 - 7A26 - 7A11 - 7M11 - 7S11 - 7010 - 
7512 - S1 -S2 - S6 - S52 - PG506 - SC504 - SG502 - SG503 - SG504 - DC503 - 
DC508 - DD501 - WR501 - DM501A - FG501A - TG501 - PG502 
-DC505A - FG504 - 7880 + 85 - 7B92A. 

Gould J3B test oscillator + manual - £150. 
Tektronix Mainframes - 7603 - 7623A - 7613 - 7704A - 7844 - 7904 -TM501 - TM503 
- TM506 - 7904A -7834-7623-7633-7844-7854. 
Marconi 6155A Signal Source - 1 to 2GHz - LED readout - £400. 
Barr & Stroud Variable fitter EF3 0.1Hz - 100Kc/s + high pass + low pass - £150. 
Marconi TF2163S attenuator - 1GHz. £200. 
Farnell power unit H60/50 - £400 tested. H60/25 - £250. 
Racal/Dana 9300 RMS voltmeter - £250. 
HP 8750A storage normalizer - £400 with lead + S.A or N, A Interface. 
Tektronix - 7S14 - 7711 - 7S11 - 7S12 - S1 - S2 S39 S47 S51 S52 S53 7M11. 
Marconi mod meters type TF2304 - £250. • 
Donner counter type 6054B - 20Mc/s - 24GHz - LED readout - £1k. 
Farnall electronic load type RB1030-35 - £350. 
Racal/Dana counters -9904-9905-9906-9915- 9916 - 9917 - 9921 - 50Mc/s - 
3GHz - £100- £450 - all fitted with FX standards. 

HP4815A RF vector impedance meter c/w probe - £500-£600. 
HP180TR, HP1877 mainframes £300-£500. 
Marconi 6700A sweep oscillator + 18GHz Pl's available. 
Racal/Dana VLF frequency standard equipment. Tracer receiver type 900A + difference 
meter type 527E + rubidium standard type 9475 - £2750. 

HP432A - 435A or B - 436A - power meters + powerheads - Mc/s - 40GHz - 
£200- £1000. 

HP8614A signal generator 800Mc/s - 2.4GHz, new colour £400. 
HP8616A signal gen 1.8GHz-4.5GHz, new colour £400. 
HP 3336A or B syn level generator - £500-£600. 
HP 358613 or C selective level meter - £750-£1000. 
HP 86830 S/G microwave 2.3 - 13GHz - opt 001 - 003 - £2.5k. 
HP 8660 D syn S/G. AM + FM + 10Kcis to 110Mc./s PI - 1Mc/s to 1300Mc/s - 

Mc's to 2600 - £3.5k. 
HP 864013 S/G AM-FM 512Mc/s or 1024Mc./s. Opt 001 or 002 or 003 - £800-£1250. 
HP 86222BX Sweep PI - 01 - 2.4GHz + ATT - £1750. 
HP 8629A Sweep PI - 2 - 18GHz - £1000. 
HP 86290E1 Sweep PI - 2- 18GHz - £1250. 

HP 86 Series Pl's in stock - splitband from 10Mc/s - 18.6GHz - £250 - £1k. 
HP 8620C Mainframe - £250. IEEE - £500. 
HP 8615A Programmable signal source - 1MHz - 50Mc/s - opt 002 - £1k. 
HP 8601A Sweep generator .1 - 116Mcis - £300. 
HP 853A MF ANZ - £1k. 
HP 8349A Microwave Amp 2:- 20GHz Solid state - £1500. 
HP 19808 Oscilloscope measurement system - £300. 
HP 3455/3456A Digital voltmeter - £500. 
HP 5370A Universal time interval counter - £1k. 
HP 5335A Universal counter - 200Mc/s - £500. 
HP 5328A Universal counter - 500Mcis - £250. 
HP 6034A System power supply - 0 - 60V - O - 10 amps - £500. 
HP 3717A 70Mc/s modulator - £400. 
HP 3710A - 3715A - 3716A - 370213 - 370313 - 3705A - 3711A - 3791B - 3712A - 
37936 microwave link analyser - POR. 

HP 3552A Transmission test set. 
HP 3763A Error detector - £500. 
HP 3764A Digital transmission analyser - £600. 
HP 3770A Amp delay distortion analyser - £400 - + 37708 - £400. 
HP 3780A Pattern generator detector - £400. 
HP 3781A Pattern generator - £400. 
HP 3782A Error detector - £400. 
Tektronix 576 Curve tracer + adaptors - £900. 
Tektronix 577 Curve tracer -I- adaptors - £900. 
Tektronix 1502/1503 TDR cable test set - £1000. 
Tektronix AM503 Current probe + TM501 m/frame - £1000. 
Racal 1991-1992-1998 - 1300Mc/s counters - £500-£900. 
Fluke 80K-40 High voltage probe in case - BN - £100. 
EIP 545 microwave 18GHz counter - £1200. 
Fluke 510A AC ref standard - 400Hz - £200. 
Fluke 355A DC voltage standard - £300. 
Wiltron 6100 Sweep Generator + 6124C PI - 4 - 8GHz - £400. 
Wiltron 6100 Sweep Generator + 61084D PI - 1Mc/s - 1500Mc/s - £500. 
HP 8699B Sweep PI YIG oscillator .01 - 4GHz - £300. 8690B MF - £250. Both £500. 
Dummy Loads & power, att up to 2.5 kilowatts FX up to 18GHz - microwave parts new 

and ex eguipt - relays - attenuators - switches - waveguides - Yigs - SMA - 
APC7 plugs - adaptors. 

B&K Items in stock - ask for list. 
W8G Items in stock - ask for list. 
Power Supplies Heavy duty + bench in stock - Farnell - HP - Weir - Thurlby - Racal etc. 
Ask for list. 

Marconi 2955 Radio test set + calibration. £2000. 
Marconi 2955 y 2958 Tacs radio test set + calibration. £2250. 
Marconi 2955 y 2960 Tacs - Opt 30 radio test set + calibration. £2500. 
Marconi TF2008 S/G 10Kc/s-520Mc/s. AM. FM. Sweep. £250-£350. 
Marconi TF2015 S/G 10Mc/s-520Mes AM.FM. £150. 
Marconi TF2016A S/G 10Kc/s-120Mc/s. AM.FM. £150. 
Marconi TF2171 or 2173 Digital syncronizer for 2015/2016. £100. 
Marconi TF2017 5/6 .01-1024Mc/s.AM.FM. High grade. £1500. 
Marconi TF2018 S/G 80Kc/s-520Mc/s. AM. FM. £800. 
Marconi TF2018A S/G 80Kc/s-520Mc/s. AM. FM. £1000. 
Marconi TF2019 S/G 80Kc/s-1040Mc/s. AM. FM. £1250. 
Marconi TF2019A S/G 80Kc/s-1040Mc/s. AM. FM. £1500. 
Marconi TF2022E S/G 10Kc/s-1.01GHzs. AM. FM. £1500. 
Marconi TF2022E As above but as new + Cal cert. £1800. 
Marconi TF6311 Microwave Sweep S/G 10Mc/s-20GHz c/w TF6500 amplitude Anz. 
plus heads 10Kc/s-40GHz. £4K-£5K. 

Farnell S/G EGS1000 10Hz-1000Mc/s. AM. FM. £1200. 
Farnell S/G PGS1000 10Hz-1000Mc/s. AM. FM. £1300. 
IFR 1200S Communications radio test set. £2500. 
.TF2370 Spectrum Anz's 30Hz-110Mc/s. Large qty in stock to clear as received from 
Gov-all sold as is from pile complete or add £100 for testing. 
Callers preferred - Pick your own from over sixty units. 
A. Early Model - Grey - Rear horizontal alloy cooling fins - £200. 
B. Late Model - Grey - Vertical alloy cooling fins - £300. 
C. Late Model - Brown - Vertical alloy cooling fins - £500. 
Marconi TF1373 Extender to 1.25GHz-£400. Brown colour - £500. 
H.P. 3325A Synthesized function generator - £1000. 
H.P. 33256 Synthesized function generator - £2500. 
H.P. 8505A Vector voltmeter - late colour - £400. 
H.P. 8508A Vector voltmeter - £2500. 
H.P. 8505A Network Anz 500KHz-1.3GHz - £1750. 
H.P. 8505A + 8502A or 8503A test sets - £2000/£2250. 
H.P. 8505A + 8502A or 8503A+8501A normalizer - £2500. 
H.P. 8565A Spectrum Anz-.01-22GHz - £2500. 

H.P. 8557A .01Mc/s-350Mc/s-85588 0.1-1500Mc/s - 8559A .01-21GHz + MF853A 
or 182T or 180C-D-T. 

Tektronix 492 Spectrum Anz-OPT 3-50Kc/s-21GHz - £3500. 
Marconi 2383+2380 Spectrum Anz-100Hz-4.2GHz - £6000. 
Tektronix - HP Oscilloscopes - 100Mc/s-465-465B-1740-1741 etc - £300. 
Phillips 3217 50Mc/s oscilloscopes - £250. 
Phillips 3296 350Mc/s IR remote control oscilloscope - £1400. 
Hitachi VC6041 Digital storage oscilloscope - 100Mc/s - £800. 
Gould 4074 Digital storage oscilloscope - 100Mc/s 4 CH - £1000. 
Tektronix 2430A Digital storage oscilloscope - 100Mc/s - £2000. 
Tektronix 2440 Digital storage oscilloscope - 400Mc/s - £2400. 
Tektronix 2465A Oscilloscope - 350Mc/s - £2000. 
Tektronix 2245A Oscilloscope - 100Mc/s - £1000. 
Tektronix 2445 + DMM - 250Mc/s - £1750. 
Tektronix 2445A - 150Mc/s - 4 CH - £1500. 
Murray-Eaton 2075-M Noise gain Anz-2000Mc/s - £2000. 

Schaffner NSG 200E Mainframe - NSG203A low volt var simulator - NSG222A. 
Interface simulator - NSG223 Interface generator - NSG224 Interface simulator - NSG226 
Data line simulator - all six items at £1500. 

Schaffner NSG200E Mainframe - NSG203E low volt var simulator - NSG222A Interface 
simulator - all three items - £1000. 

ITEMS BOUGHT FROM HM GOVERNMENT BEING SURPLUS. PRICE IS EX WORKS. SAE FOR ENQUIRIES. PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT OR FOR DEMONSTRATION OF ANY ITEMS, AVAILABILITY OR PRICE CHANGE. VAT 

AND CARRIAGE EXTRA. ITEMS MARKED TESTED HAVE 30 DAY WARRANTY. WANTED: TEST EQUIPMENT-VALVES-PLUGS AND SOCKETS-SYNCROS-TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING EQUIPMENT ETC. 

Johns Radio, Whitehall Works, 84 Whitehall Road East, Birkenshaw, Bradford BD11 2ER, Tel. No: (01274) 684007. Fax: 651160 
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HISTORY 

Colour stereo tv in 

Ray Herbert has 
discovered that 
stereoscopic television 
pictures - in colour - 
were first demonstrated 
over half a century ago. 
And they were produced 
by a man who some now 
say made little 
contribution to modern 
television. 

3D pictures were projected from the 
television receiver on the right to the field 
lens in front of the person in the chair - in 

this case John Baird. 

F
ew people are aware that both stereo-
scopic and colour television were demon-
strated in 1928 - but not both together. 

That was to follow on only 13 years later. 
On 9 August 1928, the press was invited to 

see stereoscopic television pictures using the 
30-line spotlight system at the Baird labora-
tories. Briefly, this system involved transmit-
ting two images from the studio alternately, 
the first as seen by the right eye, and next the 
left eye view. At the receiving end these 
images appeared in rapid succession side by 
side. When they were viewed through a pris-
matic stereoscope, a single image could be 
seen with a good perception of depth. 
Stereoscopic television pictures were shown 

at the 1928 British Association meeting held 
in Glasgow during September, but it seems 
that no further experiments were carried out 
here or elsewhere until Baird resumed this 
work in 1941. 

Options for stereoscopic tv 
Baird considered several different arrange-
ments for producing stereoscopic pictures. 
Among these were the use of polarised light 
and the anaglyphic method which required 
displaced images of differing colours and tint-
ed glasses for viewing. Both of these alterna-
tives were discarded for reasons of cost or 
complexity. Instead, Baird opted for an adap-
tation of his 1928 system but with the added 
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benefit that the viewer would not need to use 
either a prismatic stereoscope or coloured 
spectacles. 
Electronic colour cameras had not yet 

arrived and Baird employed the flying spot or 
spotlight method of transmission which had 
been used for the low defmition public service 
between 1929 and 1935. The subject to be 

Eustace — a tailor's dummy — in front of the 
stereoscopic scanner. Note the specially 
shaped shutter for producing the left and right 
eye perspectives alternately. 

To aerial 
or land line 

To receiver 

Fluorescent 
screen 

Cathode ray 
tube 

Optically flat 
tube face 

Blue 
Colour disc 

Green 

televised stood in an unlit studio and was 
scanned in sequential parallel strips by a 
sharply focused pin-point of brilliant light. As 
the spot traversed the scene, panchromatic 
multiplier photocells with a large cathode area 
recorded the level of reflected light. 

Baird's patented tube coating 
These special photocells were developed in 
the laboratories of Baird Television Ltd by 
Dr A. H. Sommer. He found that the correct 
characteristics could be obtained from a com-
bination of bismuth, silver, caesium and oxy-
gen. After the war, this patented material 
came to be used in all camera tubes of the 
image orthicon type. 
For these stereoscopic experiments John 

Baird had chosen a definition of 500 lines - 
100 lines interlaced five times - with a repe-
tition rate of 150 frames per second, and hor-
izontal scanning. This higher definition 
meant abandoning mechanical scanning and 
substituting an electronic arrangement using 
a high intensity cathode-ray tube operating at 
around 37 000 volts. 
Projection tubes of this type had been used 

by the Baird Company in 1939 for large 
screen television in several London cinemas. 
They were known as teapot tubes because of 
their appearance. Cylindrically shaped, the 
neck entered at an angle, the fluorescent 
screen being deposited on an aluminium disc 
instead of the tube itself. Scanning had to be 
carried out obliquely and this required key-
stone correction. The light beam was front 
projected through the optically flat tube face. 
In order to obtain the correct stereoscopic 

effect the subject had to be scanned from 
slightly different positions, the displacement 
being equal to the average separation of the 
eyes. This was accomplished by splitting the 
beam using pairs of mirrors, a revolving 
shutter ensuring that the differing perspec-
tives were transmitted alternately. To reduce 
flicker, which would have resulted from an 
abrupt changeover of the scanning position, 
the shutter was specially shaped so that the 

Transmitter 

Shutter 

Photo electric 
cell 

Cathode 
ray 
tube 

Cathode ray 
tube 

Colour 
disc 

Receiver 

Lens 

area obscured in one light beam at any 
moment was equal to the area uncovered on 
the other. 

Adding colour 
Colour discrimination was achieved by plac-
ing a disc containing six segments with red, 
green and blue filters in the scanning beam. 
This resulted in the subject being scanned suc-
cessively with red, green and blue light. The 
red scan produced maximum reflection from 
those parts of the scene containing this colour. 
Other pigments absorbed all or most of the red 
beam and did not produce a signal from the 
photocells. Similar considerations applied to 
the green and blue scans. 
At the receiving end another teapot tube dis-

played the basic 500-line monochrome pic-
ture, colour being added by the rotating colour 
filter disc which had to be synchronised with 
the studio scanner. A shutter provided right 
and left eye perspectives in rapid succession, 
producing on the image forming lens a stereo-
scopic picture in full colour. 
Although coloured spectacles were not 

required, this system suffered the disadvantage 
that the viewer had to be in a fixed position. If 
not, the stereoscopic effect disappeared. 
The wartime demonstrations in Baird's ram-

bling Georgian house were relaxed affairs. 
Usually, separate sessions were arranged for 
the newspapers and the technical press. John 
Baird handed out ham sandwiches and a press 
release which he had typed himself. It omitted 
the more subtle design details but retired 
members of Baird Television Ltd, who visited 
the laboratory during the war, have since sup-
plied additional information. 

First demonstrations 
On the afternoon of 18 December 1941, the 
journalists sat in turn before the image form-
ing lens and witnessed the first stereoscopic 
television pictures in colour to be seen any-
where in the world. Whatever may have been 
their thoughts regarding the electro-optical 
lash-up, they were impressed by the results. 

Red 

To aerial or 
land line 

Shutter 

Field Lens 

Red 

Demonstrated to journalists in 1941, Baird's stereoscopic television system involved complete 100-line frames being repeated 150 
times a second and successively scanned through red, green and blue filters at the transmitter end, left. These were interlaced five 
times resulting in a 500-line picture. 
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Wireless World reported "If the colour 
reproduction lacked the ability in this early 
experiment to differentiate the subtler shades, 
it dealt faithfully with the bolder colours. The 
stereoscopic effects were an unqualified suc-
cess, and when the person being televised 
reached towards the 'camera' his arm at the 
receiving end seemed to project out of the lens 
towards the viewer." 
By any standards, these demonstrations rep-

resented a remarkable achievement. John 
Baird had relinquished his position with Baird 
Television Ltd shortly after the outbreak of 
war in 1939. He financed the colour develop-
ment work from his savings, supplemented by 
a consultancy fee from Cable and Wireless. 
At the time of the stereoscopic demonstra-

tions only one assistant remained, but Baird 
also had the part-time services of a retired 
glass technologist who kept an antique shop in 
the Crystal Palace Parade. The enterprising 
editor of Electronic Engineering arranged for 
a colour photograph to be taken directly from 
the receiver screen, thus preserving for pos-
terity the result of this important contribution 
to television progress. 
John Logie Baird died on 14 June 1946, 

leaving his colour work unfinished and, as it 
has turned out, largely unpublicised. At the 
time of his death he was experimenting with a 
special type of cathode-ray tube for stereo-

Stereoscopic pair of images photographed 
directly from the screen of Baird's receiver on 
to Dufaycolor film in 1941. 

scopic television which incorporated an inter-
nal revolving fluorescent screen. He was also 
looking at a colour projection system using 
three separate tubes. 

It has been said that John Baird made little 
contribution to modern television, but this is 
clearly absurd when you remember that he 
produced the first multi-gun colour tube in 
1944. This was described in Wireless World's 
October 1944 issue. He also demonstrated 
stereoscopic television — in colour —56 years 
ago. We have yet to catch up. • 

M&B RADIO (LEEDS) 
THE NORTH'S LEADING USED TEST EQUIPMENT DEALER 

OSCILLOSCOPES 
HP 54111D 500 MHz disposing scope (colour display)  £2250 
HP 541120 100 MHz 4 channel digitizing scope (colour display)  £I750 
HP 5420 ID 300 M141 2 channel digitizing (27 channels logic state triggering) £1750 
HP 1740A 100 MHz 2 channel  £395 
TEKTRONIX 2445ADM 350 MHz 4 channel legal ',widower. GPIB/opt 09)02500 
TEKTRONIX 2230 100 11Hz 2 channel digital storage  £1750 
TEKTRONIX 2220 60 MHz 2 channel di tal storage  £1500 
TEKTRONIX 2445 150 MHz 4 channel P-14  £1400 
TEKTRONIX 2246 100 MHz 4 channel autocal  £I200 
TEKTRONIX 7903/7A26 x2/7480 200 MHz 4 channel  £450 
TEKTRONIX 7603/7A ISA x2/71353A 1 channel  £350 
TEKTRONIX 475A 250 MHz 2 channel  £600 
TEKTRONIX 475 200 MHz 2 channel  from £400 
TEKTRONIX 466 100 IlHz 2 channel  £450 
TEKTRONIX 4454 100 MHz 2 channel opt 05  £500 
TEKTRONIX 465 100 MHz 2 channel  frorn £350 
TEKTRONIX 434 25 MHz 2 channel storage  £300 
TEKTRONIX 2215 60 MHz 2 channel  £315 
TEKTRONIX 2225 50 MHz 2 channel  £450 
TEKTRONIX 2235 100 MHz 2 channel   £700 
TEKTRONIX TM 504 4 slot mainframe  LI SO 
PHILIPS PM 3217 50 MHz 2 channel  £325 
PHILIPS PM 3055 50 MHz 2 channel  £425 
PHILIPS PM 3057 50 MHz 2 channel  £400 
PHILIPS PM 3264 50 MHz 4 channel  £300 
PHILIPS PM 3263X 100 MHz delay/events  £400 
PHILIPS PM 3310 60 MHz digital storage  £600 
PHILIPS PM95 50 MHz uoperneter (BOXED NEW)  £500 
IWATSU SS 6122 100 MHz 4 channel with cursors  £$00 
IWATSU SS 5710 60 MHz 4 channel  £400 
IWATSU SS 5416/1 40 MHz 2 channel  £250 
HITACHI V1100 100 MHz 4 channel with cursors  £750 
HITACHI VI34 (0 11H, digital storage  £245 
GOULD 420 20 MHz dotal storage 2 channel 4 colour hardtop"  £1250 
GOULD 4015 20 MHz dignal storage • remote keypad  £600 
GOULD 1401 20 MHz dignil storage 2 channel  £400 
GOULD 05100 20 MHz 2 channel  £195 
GOULD 054000 10 MHz egad storage 2 channel  0160 
SPECTRUM ANALYSERS 
TEKTRONIX 494P 1010-1..21 Gliz (1 year cal & warranty) £9000 
TEKTRONIX 492P 10 KHz-2I GHz OPT 001/002/003   06000 
TEKTRONIX 7LI2 10 KHz-1800 MHz • mainframe   £1000 
TEKTRONIX ILS • L3 OPT 25 tracking gen. • mainframe  C1000 
TAKEDA RIKEN TR4I72 400 Hz-1.0 MHz spectrum/network analyser £13000 
ANRITSU MS4I0A 10 KHz-2 G/4z spectrum analyser  £2750 
HP 8754A 4 MR,-1300 MHz network analyser  £2000 
HP 8407AJ84124 network analyser 0.1-110 MHz  £400 
HP 8590A 10 M14z.1.5 Glaz spec.. antler  £4250 
HP 855913/182T 10 MI-Fa-21 Gill  £3500 
HP 3582A 002 Fe.25.5 KR, dual chyme Kind  L1800 
HP 3562A 64 uHz-100 KHz dynamic semi matter men al & eerrenry)  16000 
HP 140T/8552B/8553B 10 KHz-110 MHz  LISO 
HP 14IT/8552B/8554B 100 KHz-1150 MI4z  £1200 
HP 141T/8552B/8555A 10 MHz-18 GR, £1500 
MARCONI TF2170 30 Hz-110 MHz Metal storage (as new)  £750 
BRUEL 13 KJAER 2033 20 14z-20 KR, audio  £750 
SIGNAL GENERATORS 
HP 890141 DC-600 KR, multifunction synMesizer  (2500 
HP 332511 1 MHz function generator  (1350 
HP 33114\0.001 Hz-1999 MHz funcuon/waveform monitor  £1400 

£1500 
HP 8681D 2.3 GHz- 13 Gilt OPT 001/003 solid state generator (as new) £2950 
HP 8656A 100 KHz.990 MHz signal generator  £2500 
HP 8660C/86631B/86603A  £2000 
HP 8620C/86220A 10.1300 MHz sweeper   £600 
HP 8620C/8623013 I.8 GH1-1.2 GHz sweeper  LIOSO 
HP 8620C/8624IA 12-63 GHz sweeper  £1000 

HP 3586C SO Hz-315 MHz selective level meter 

HP 8620C/86242D 59-9 GHz iweeper  £1200 
HP 8620C sweeper mainframes les new)  £250 
HP 864013 SOO KR,-512 11Hz signal generator  £600 
HP 865413 10 MHz-520 MHz EFgenerator  £300 
HP 32004 10 MHz-500 MHz oscillator  £200 
HP 33364 10 Hz.21 MHz synthesizernevel meter  £6eo 
HP /320A frequency enthenzer 0 I Hz-13 MHz £400 
HP 3312A 0.1 Hz-13 MHz function generator£400 
HP 33104 0.0005 kz-5 MHz function generator  £200 
HP 80054 0.3 Hz-20 MHz pulse generator  £275 
TEKTRONIX 2901 time mark generator  £101) 
ADRET 71000 300 KHz-I300 MHz signal generator  (1500 
MARCONI TF2022 10 KHz-1000 MHz signal generator  £1800 
MARCONI TF2017 10 Kliz-1024 MHz signal generator  £2000 
MARCONI TF2018 43 KR,-520 MHz signal generator  £1000 
MARCONI TF201sam 10 MHz-520 MHz with synchrontar  £450 
MARCONI TF2015 10 MHz-520 MHz  £300 
MARCONI TF20011 10 Kliz-510 MHz RF generator  £300 
MARCONI TF2016 10 KHz-120 MHz (0250) TF2016A  £295 
FARNELL PSG520 10 MHz-520 MHz synthesized£350 
FARNELL SSGI000 100 KHz-1000 MHz synthesized  £1500 
FLUKE 6011A 101-1..11 MHz synthesized eg..I generator  L1000 
ROHDES 6 SCHWARTZ APN62 el Hz 260 KHz LF g... (new)  £2000 
GIGA GR110IA 12 Ghlz-18 GI-lz pulse generator  £600 
PHILIPS PM5316 100 KU,-125 MHz RF generator  £400 
ADRET 2230A 200 Hz-I MHz synthesized source  £195 
WAVETEK 193 20 MHz sw.p modulauon generator£400 
WAVETEK 171 2 MHz syndesized funcoon generator  £450 
WAVETEK 182 0.002 14.-2 MHz function generator  £175 
SAYROSA MA 30 10 Hz-100 KHz   £175 
TEST EQUIPMENT  
ELECTROMETERICS EMC-25 MKIII interference analyser 10 KU,- I GHz £990 
BALL EFIlATROM MRT-H rubidium frequency standard  £4000 
WAVETEK 1018A lo lin RF peak power meter DC-26 Gilt  £1000 
ANR1TSU MS6SA 2 GR. error detector  £950 
GRUNDIG VG' 000 video generator  £300 
TEKTRONIX 114I/SPG I I/TSG I I pal video generator £1500 
TEKTRONIX 145 pal gen. lock test 'Wad generator  £1500 
TEKTRONIX 52IA vector scopes  £300 
TEKTRONIX A6902A isolator£450 
TEKTRONIX 1502 TOR cable tester  £400 
ROHDES a SCHARZ ORE 10 Hz-20 MHz EMS voloneer  0400 
SCHLUMBERGER 7702 digital transmission analyser (new)  £500 
SCHLUMBERGER AF405 3 tone generator/modulator  LI SO 
MARCONI TF2305 rood meter SO KHz-2.3 GHz  £2000 
MARCONI TF287I data communications monitor£900 
MARCONI TF2610 true EMS voltmeter  £695 
MARCONI 6950/6910 10 MHz-20 Gliz RF power meter  £800 
MARCONI 6593A VSWR indicator  £250 
MARCONI 6460/6411 10 MHz 111 GlIz RF power meow  £250 
MARCONI TF2306 programmable interface unit  £250 
MARCONI TF2432A 10 Hz-560 Mkt frequency counter  £100 
HP 4954* protocol analyser • HP 18135A pod £2000 
HP 8508A vector voltmeter  £3250 
HP 8970A none figure meter £3  500 
HP 37711A TI-datacom test set  £1750 
HP 5342.A SOL MHz 18 GHz microwave frequency meter  fren £9011 
HP 5314A universal systems counter  (750 
HP 5115A universal systems counter  (900 
HP 5145A 13 MHz-26.5 GR, counter/5355N5356A•8 mum (2000 
HP 5128A universal frequency counter • Own £300 
HP 41513/8481 /48484A/11708A 10 MHz.18 GHz (new/HP oseinianuels) £I000 
HP 4354/8481A 10 MHz.I8 GI* RF power meter  £800 
HP 435A/8482AFI 100 KR,-42 DH, RF power meter £500 
HP 431A/470A 10 MHz-10 GHz RF power TOW   £275 
HP 416A RF power mews   £650 
HP 8477A RF power meter calibrator   £125 
HP 5087A distribution amplifier (new)   £750 
HP 358IC 15 Hz-50 KR, selective voltmeters (a. new) .... £400 

ALL PRICES PLUS VAT AND CARRIAGE • ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED WITH 30 DAYS WARRANTY 

86 Bishopsgate Street, Leeds LS I 4BB 
Tel: (0 I I 3) 2435649 Fax: (0113) 2426881 CIRCLE NO. 134 

HP 333A distortion analyser £295 
HP 11710A down converter  C250 
HP 59401A bus system analyser   £200 
HP 400E 10 Hz-10 MHz AC voltmeter   £125 
HP 3466A 45 At,, autoranging mulumeter   £200 
HP 3417A 35 digit high speed system voltmeter   0200 
HP 3455A 6 5 digit bench mulumeter   £495 
HP 3468A 55 digit mulumeter/auto cal (LCD)   £400 
HP 5004A signature analyser  CI 50 
HP SOOSA signature imultameter  £100 
HP 6448A DC power supply 0-600v/0.13 amp   £750 
HP 6253A dual DC power supply 2x 0.20v/0-3 amp   £200 
HP 6$25A power supply/amplifier —20v to .20v/0-2 amp   6250 
HP 1 16658 150 MHz-18 Gliz modulator   (ISO 
HP I I582A attenuator set DC-18 Wiz   £500 
HP 155C RF step attenuators 0-12 dB DC-1 GHz (N £195 
HP 3550 RF no attenuators 0-120 dB DC-I DU, (N £195 
BIRD 8323 30 db coaxial attenuator 100W   £100 
BRADLEY 192 oscilloscope calibrator   £500 
REMO DPI 1 1-1,100 KR, phase meter (ourer)   (150 
WAYNE KERR 4215 LCR meter   MO 
AVO 2154./2 AC/DC breakdown/ionnadon tester   £400 
FARNELL R131030/35 electronic load   £400 
FARNELL PO03502 dual power supply 0-35v 2 amp   0250 
FARNELL TSV70 power sue. O-71, 0-10 amp   £300 
FARNELL AP60-50 power supply 0-60 volt 0-50 amp   £600 
SIEMENS D2108 200 KU.-30 MHz level meter   £350 
SIEMENS W2108 200 KHz.30 MHz level oscillator   0350 
NARDA 3041-20 500 MHz 1000 MHz directional coupler 20db £125 
NARDA 30444.20 3.7 GHz-8.3 GHz 20db directional coupler (ISO 
NARDA 60132 solid state amplifier 8 GHz-12 Gliz   £100 
SAYROSA AMM 13 111-11.2 Gliz automatic moduladon meters £175 
REDIFON RA500 100 Hz-30 M141 receivers   £400 
RACAL RA17 30 MHz valve receivers   LI 50 
RACAL RA1218 30 MHz receivers   (350 
RACAL RAI772 30 MHz receivers   LOSO 
RACAL 2309/2294/2195/2296 20 MHz-1000 Mill receivers   L1000 
RACAL RA 1779/MA 1107 30 MHz receiver   L1500 
RACAL 9063 two tone oscillator   £200 
RACAL 9008 I 5 MHz-2000 MHz automatic modulation meter   (300 
SYSTRON DONNER 652010 MHz-20 GR, microwave counter £750 
RACAL DANA 9904M 50 MHz universal counter timer  £95 
RACAL DANA 9914 10 14.-200 MHz frequency counter  £95 
RACAL DANA 9915 10 Hz.520 MHz frequency counter  £95 
RACAL DANA 9916 10 Hz-520 MHz frequency counter  £150 
RACAL DANA 9919 10 14z-1100 MHz frequency counter  £295 
RACAL DANA 9904 10 14..1100 MHz universal counter UT«  £400 
RACAL DANA 9921 10 Hz-3000 MHz frequency counter£400 
RACAL DANA 1991 10 Ha 160 MHz universal counter timer 9 dIgt£195 
RACAL DANA 1992 10 Hz-1300 MHz nanosecond counter  £600 
RACAL DANA 9300 EMS voltmeter  £350 
RACAL DANA 9101A true EMS OF indlivoltmeter  £400 
RACAL DANA 6000 microprocessing digital voltmeter  LISO 
BRUEL 16 KJAER 2971 phase meter£300 
DATRON 1065 autocal digital inuftimeter  £400 
FLUKE 8505A digital mulumeter  LISO 
FLUKE 8506A thermal EMS mulometer   £1000 
FLUKE 333013 prog constant current/voltage calibrator  £450 
FLUKE 5200A AC calibrator  £2000 
FLUKE 5205A precision power amp  £2750 
FLUKE 54404 direct volts calibrator  £4950 
RF MICROSYSTEMS INC. APUTRC-176 YliFfUNFRAL Men £400 
SPECIAL OFFERS 
FLUKE 25 high spec chgtal mulorneters Nth owned & probes (as two)  
SMITHS 3' du altimeters   

£70 
LOS 

BIRD 43 RF 'wattmeters   £90 
£170 BIRD 43 RF wattmeters • tate/6 inserts • . 

Visit our Web site 
http://www.mb-radio.co.uk 

e-mail info@mb-radio.co.uk 
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AUDIO DESIGN 

SPEAKERS' 

1-10  

Fig. 1. For a woofer, 
the benefit of a large 
coil diameter, as in 
b), is that it spreads 

the driving force over 
a larger area so 

there's less likelihood 
of the cone bending 

under the strain. 

Fig. 2. Good 
pole design is 
shown in a). 

Pole design in 
b) is cheaper 

but causes 
asymmetrical 
flux pattern. 

John Watkinson explains why some 
woofers are good - and others aren't. 

T
he job of a woofer is relatively simple because it 
works over a frequency range where the wave-
length is much larger than the diaphragm. This 

means that the whole diaphragm can work as a simple 
piston yet the radiation from a moderate sized enclosure 
will still be omni-directional. It also means that the 
woofer can be mounted magnet outwards without affect-
ing the sound quality. 
The goal in a woofer diaphragm is rigidity. Many dif-

ferent approaches have been tried to make rigid 
diaphragms. The traditional cone shape is used because 
it is stiffer than a flat plate, but cones still have straight 
lines which allow flexing. A flared or compound curved 
'cone' will be stiffer. Some woofer cones are solid foam 
plastic, others have a core of foam between skins of 
aluminium foil. Anodised aluminium gives a rigid cone 
because the anodised layers are stiff and hard and form 
a sandwich with the softer aluminium as a core. 
Some designs of woofer reduce the stresses on the 

11 
(a) (b) 

(a) 

(b) 

cone, so that less rigidity is needed. With a traditional 
small coil in Fig. 1 a) the drive force is applied a long 
way from the air load and the cone sees bending 
moments. 
At b) a larger diameter coil drives the diaphragm more 

uniformly as some of the moving mass and air load is 
the central dome. The maximum distance from any part 
of the diaphragm to the coil is reduced. A further advan-
tage is that the larger coil can dissipate heat more easi-
ly. 
The woofer is driven by a motor consisting of a coil in 

the radial field of a magnet. Some of the flux leaks at 
either side of the gap and some of the drive force is pro-
duced in the gap leakage field. 

It is important for low distortion that the leakage field 
is symmetrical so that the force produced is independent 
of the position of the coil. This requires a magnetic cir-
cuit which is designed to equalise the reluctance above 
and below the gap. Fig. 2a) shows some examples. 

No such thing as cheap 
Unfortunately many cheap woofers use pole pieces 
which are designed to be easy to make as in b). The 
result is distortion which renders these units unsuitable 
for high quality applications. 
The loudspeaker magnet should produce a field in the 

gap, but in practice this is not as easy as it sounds. 
Although some materials have low reluctance and carry 
magnetic flux readily, there is no such thing as a mag-
netic insulator. Actually there is, but superconducting 
materials are impractical. 
As a result, a lot of the flux from the magnet is lost to 

leakage. Magnetic materials are classified by the avail-
able magneto-motive force per unit of length and the 
available flux per unit area. 
Alnico magnets need a long columnar structure as 

shown in Fig. 3a) which naturally goes up the centre of 
the coil. However e hi h cost of cobalt made Alnico 
very expensive and today most spe ers use ferrite. 

Watch out for leaks 
Ferrite has a poor available flux per unit area and so 
needs a large cross sectional area b). This means that the 
magnet has to go outside the coil and there is a serious 
external leakage because of the large surface area. This 
leakage flux will distort the picture on nearby crts. Steel 
chassis are a further problem with ferrite magnets since 
the steel increases the leakage. 
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Leakage 

(a) (b) 

More recently rare earth magnets have 
become available which can be made small 
enough to fit inside the coil once more c). This 
allows leakage to be eliminated and a steel 
chassis is no longer a problem. 
According to Newton's laws, when the coil 

accelerates, there is a reaction which tries to 
distort the magnetic field. This is called flux 
modulation and can be a source of distortion. 
Flux distortion is minimised if the magnetic 
circuit is electrically conductive to create 
shorting turns. 

If the flux tries to move it will induce heavy 
currents in the shorting turns. Rare-earth mag-
nets are better than ferrite here because they 
are electrically conductive whereas ferrites are 
insulators. In some designs copper shorting 
rings are incorporated in the magnetic circuit. 

(c) 

Below resonance, the motion of the cone is 
controlled by the stiffness of the suspension 
which should be dominated by the spider 
which locates the coil former. The displace-
ment is proportional to coil current and 
velocity leads the current. Above resonance 
the system is mass controlled. The accelera-
tion is proportional to coil current and veloc-
ity lags the current. At the resonant frequen-
cy the velocity is exactly in phase with the 
coil current. Because of this phase charac-
teristic the polarity of a loudspeaker is a mat-
ter of opinion. 
Manufacturers mark one terminal with a red 

spot or a + sign as an aid to wiring in the cor-
rect polarity. However some use the conven-
tion that a positive dc voltage — for example 
from a battery — will cause forward motion of 

or] 
Fig. 3. Columnar 
Alnico magnet is 
represented in a) 
while b) shows how 
external ferrite 
magnet leaks flux 

badly. With the rare-
earth magnet in c), no 
leakage occurs. 

the cone, whereas others use the convention 
that the positive half cycle of an ac voltage at 
a frequency above resonance will cause for-
ward motion. 
Clearly these two conventions are in perfect 

opposition. The ac definition makes more 
sense as that is how the speaker is used, how-
ever most manufacturers use the dc definition. 
The phase reversal of a moving coil driver 

as it passes through resonance means that it is 
incapable of reproducing the input waveform 
at frequencies near resonance. If it is intended 
to reproduce the input waveform accurately 
the fundamental resonance must be placed 
below the audio band at around 20Hz or signal 
processing must be used to artificially lower 
the resonance. • 

John Watkinson, FAES 
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Comprehensive new 
LCD brochure 

The widest range of colour LCDs, 
LCD monitors and plug and play kits 
available in the UK, all in one easy to 
use brochure, is now available FREE! 

It includes products ranging from 
2.9" monitors to 16.1" colour LCD 
screens, mono/colour STN TFTs and 
touch screen technology from the 
worlds leading manufacturers. 

Phone Trident today 
for your free copy. 

Tel:: 01737 765900 
Fax: 01737 771908 

CIRCLE NO. 140 ON REPLY CARD 

NEW Feedback T&M 
Catalogue 

The latest edition of the Feed-
back Test & Measurement cata-
logue is now available. Over 60 
pages packed with more than 
800 products divided into over 
20 sections. The catalogue is 
indexed for both product and 
manufacturer and is fully illus-
trated. Whether you are looking 
for an individual product, a com-
plete workstation, or a solution 
to a particular Test & Measure-
ment need the NEW Feedback 
catalogue will sove your prob-
lems, send for a copy NOW! 

( IN( LE NO. 142 ON REPLI C/%1?1,) 

readers to obtain more information 
on companies' products or services. 

Professional Test & 
Measurement Equipment 

Ralle Electronics are suppliers of 

high end, professional T&M 

equipment on a second-user basis. 

We specialise in stocking, and 

sourcing, He Tektronix, Marconi 
etc all IS09002 quality assured. 

Call or fax us for our stock 

inventory or download it from: 

www.ralfe-electronics.co.uk 

Tel: +44 0181 422 3593 

Fax: +44 0181 423 4009 

NEW JENSEN TOOLS 
CATALOGUE 

Colourful new Catalogue, hot off 
the press from Jensen Tools, 
presents unique new tool kits for 
service/support of 
communications equipment. Also 
latest test equipment from many 
major manufacturers. Includes 
hard-to-find tools, PC/LAN 
diagnostics, bench acccessories, 
static control, technical manuals. 
and more. 

Ring 0800 833246 or 
Fax 01604 785573 for a free copy. 

Jensen Tools, 10-12 Ravens Way, 
Northampton NN3 9UD 

CIRCLE NO. 141 ON REPLY CARO 
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List 1. Turbo-pascal 6 for controlling the eight-bit resolution radio-linked data logger via the printer port. Although the port normally communicates 

parallel data, this routine reads the serial coming directly from the radio receiver and thus serves as a general example of how to read serial data via 

the printer port. 
Program Centronics_radio_AD; 
{TP6 Demonstration program for radio data logger developed by Dr. Pei An, 8/97} 
uses 

dos, crt, graph; 
var 

bitnumber,outputbyte,dummy:byte; 
P_address:integer; 

Procedure Input_printer_address; 
{Universal auto detection of printer base address} 
{ $000:$0408 holds the printer base address for LPT1 
$000:$040A holds the printer base address for LPT2 
$000:$040C holds the printer base address for LPT3 
$000:$040e holds the printer base address for LPT4 
$000:$0411 number of parallel interfaces in binary format} 

var 
1pt:array[1..4] of integer; 
number_of_lpt,LPT_number,code:integer; 
kbchar:char; 

begin 
clrscr; 
LPT_number:=1; {default printer} 
number_of_lpt:=mem[$0000:$0411]; {read number of parallel ports} 
number_of_lpt:=(number_of_lpt and (128+64)) shr 6; 
1pt[1]:=memw[$0000:$0408]; {Memory read procedure} 
1pt[2]:=memw[$0000:$040A]; 
1pt[3]:=memw[$0000:$040C]; 
1pt[4]:=memw[$0000:$040E]; 
textbackground(blue); clrscr; 
textcolor(yellow); textbackground(red); window(10,22,70,24); clrscr; 
writeln('Number of LPT installed : ',number_of_lpt:2); 
writeln('Addresses for LPT1 to LPT 4: ',1pt[1]:3,', 1pt[2]:3,", 1pt[3]:3,", 1pt[4]:3); 
write('Select LPT to be used (1,2,3,4) : 
delay( 1000) 

if number_of_lpt>1 then begin {select LPT1 through LPT4 if more than 1 LPT installed} 
repeat 

kbchar:=readkey; {read input key} 
val(kbchar, LPT_number, code); {change character to value} 

until (LPT_number>=1) and (LPT_number<=4) and (lpt[LPT_number]<>0); 
end; 

clrscr; 
P_address:=1pt[LPT_number]; 
writeln('Your selected printer interface: LPT',LPT_number:1); 
write('LPT Address : ',P_address:3); 
delay(1000); 
textbackground(black); window(1,1,80,25); clrscr; 

end; 

Procedure timedelay; 
{A short time delay} 
var 

dummy: real; 
i: integer; 

begin 
for i:=1 to 40 do dummy:=0; 

end; 
Function bit_weight(bitnumber:integer):integer; 
{find the bit weight} 
begin 

if bitnumber=1 then bit_weight:=1; {find the bit weight of the selected bit} 
if bitnumber=2 then bit_weight:=2; 
if bitnumber=3 then bit_weight:=4; 
if bitnumber=4 then bit_weight:=8; 
if bitnumber=5 then bit_weight:=16; 
if bitnumber=6 then bit_weight:=32; 
if bitnumber=7 then bit_weight:=64; 
if bitnumber=8 then bit_weight:=128; 

end; 

Function inputdata:real; 
{read radio serial data into the computer and find the value of the data} 
var 

bytex: array [1..3000] of byte; 
high,low: array [1..50] of integer; 
i,counter,status,minimum_high,minimum_low, minimum_count,start_point:integer; 
total_number,point_found_count, scan_number, width_number, byte_value:integer; 
read_point, bitx :array [1..10] of integer; 
flagx:boolean; 

begin 
{read radio serial data into memory 3000 times with a timedelay 
between each read, data assigned to bytex[i], i from 1 to total_number} 
Total_number:=3000; 
for i:=1 to total_number do begin 

bytex[i]:=port[P_address+1]; 
timedelay; 

end; 

{make bytex[i] eith to be 0 or 1) 
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for i:=1 to 3000 do begin 
bytex[i]:=round((bytex[i] and 8)/8); 
{if bytex[i]<>bytex[i-1] then writeln; 
write(bytex[i]);} 

end; 

{readln;} 
{analysis of radio serial data} 
{find number of data for serial data bit =Os or =ls before it changes} 
for i:=1 to 50 do begin high[i]:=0; low[i]:=0; end; 
counter: =1; 
status:=bytex[1]; 
for i:=1 to total_number do begin 

if bytex[i]<>status then begin counter:=counter+1; status:=bytex[i]; end; 
if bytex[i]=1 then high[counter]:high[counter] + 1; 
if bytex[i]=0 then low[counter]:=low[counter]+1; 

end; 

{for i:=1 to 15 do writeln(i, 1=',high[i],' 0=',low[i]);} 
{find minimum counts for 1 and 0, They represents the synchronising 1 and 0} 
minimum_high:=250; minimum_low:=250; 
for i:=3 to counter-2 do begin 

if (high[i]>0) and (high[i]<minimum_high) then minimum_high:=high[i]; 
if (low[i]>0) and (low[i]<minimum_low) then minimum_low:=low[i]; 

end; 

{writeln('minimum_high=',minimum_high,' minimum_low=',minimum_low);} 
{find the starting point of a serial data transmission} 
for i:=3 to counter-2 do begin 

flagx:=( high[i+2]>minimum_high+20) or (low[i+1]>minimum_low+20); 
if (abs(high[i]-minimum_high)<=5) and flagx then 

begin 
start_point:=i; 
i:=counter-2; 

end; 
end; 

{writeln('start of data=', point_found[1]);} 
{find the number of scans for a data bit, width_number } 
width_number:=2*(minimum_high+minimum_low); 
{use minimum_high and minimum_low to find the width_number} 
{find the read point} 
scan_number:=0; 
for i:=1 to start_point do scan_number:=scan_number+high[i]+low[i]; 
read_point[1]:=scan_number+round(width_number/2) -5; 
for i:=2 to 8 do read_point[i]:=(i-1)*width_number + read_point[1]; 
byte_value:=0; 
for i:=1 to 8 do begin 

byte_value:=byte_value+bytex[read_point[i]]*bit_weight(9-i); 
end; 

{ writeln('skip number=',skip_number); 
for i:=1 to 8 do write(bytex[read_point[i]],");} 
inputdata:=byte_value*2.5/256; 

end; 

Function AD_conversion:real; 
{read data from the radio logger three times, check the data and find the average} 
{if the difference amongst the three readings is too big, read the data again} 
var 

dummyl,dummy2,dummy3, error, average: real; 
begin 

{read data from radio logger three time and the find the average satisfying the 
error requirements} 
repeat 

dummyl:=inputdata; {read date the 1st time} 
delay(1); {a short delay} 
dummy2:=inputdata; {read data the 2nd time} 
delay (1) 
dummy3:=inputdata; {read data the 3rd time} 
average:=(dummyl+dummy2+dummy3)/3; {find the average} 
error:=sqrt((sqr(dummyl-average)+sqr(dummy2-average)+sqr(dummY3-average))/3); 

{find the square root error of the three 
readings} 

until (average=0) or (error/average<=0.05);{if error/average<5%, data accepted} 
if average=0 then AD_conversion:=0 else AD_conversion:=average; 

end; 

(************main program**********) 

begin 
input_printer_address; 
begin 

clrscr; 
writeln; 
writeln(' Centronics radio data logger testing program'); 
repeat 
gotoxy(15,10); write('AD conversion from the radio logger 

,ad_conversion:5:3);; 
until keypressed 

end; 
end. 
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The Home of qde-eetedee. Its not what you do, 
its HOW you do it that counts!. 

Hart Audio Kits and factory assembled units use the unique 
combination of circuit designs by the renowned John Linsley 
Hood, the very best audiophile components, and our own 
engineering expertise, to give you unbeatable performance 
and unbelievable value for money. 
We have always led the field for easy home construction to 
professional standards, even in the sixties we were using 
easily assembled printed circuits when Heathkit in America 
were still using tagboards!. Many years of experience and 
innovation, going back to the early Dinsdale and Bailey 
classics gives us incomparable design background in the 
needs of the home constructor. This simply means that 
building a Hart kit is a real pleasure. resulting in a piece of 
equipment that not only saves you money but you will be 
proud to own. 
Why not buy the reprints and construction manual for the kit 
you are interested in to see how easy it is to build your own 
equipment the HART way. The FULL cost can be credited 
against your subsequent kit purchase. 

'AUDIO DESIGN' 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER. 

This fantastic John Linsley Hood designed amplifier is the flagship 
of our range, and the ideal powerhouse for your ultimate hifi 
system. This kit is your way to get £K performance at bargain 
basement prices. Unique design features such as fully FET 
stabilised power supplies give this amplifier World Class 
performance with startling clarity and transparency of sound, allied 
to the famous HART quality components and ease of construction. 
Standard model comes with a versatile passive front-end giving 3 
switched inputs, with ALPS precision "Blue Velvet" low-noise 
volume and balance controls, no need for an external preamp!. 
Construction is very simple and enjoyable with all the difficult work 
done for you, even the wiring is pre-terminated, ready for instant 
use!. All versions are available with Standard components or 
specially selected Super Audiophile components and Gold Plated 
speaker terminals and all are also available factory assembled. 

K1100 Complete STANDARD Stereo Amplifier Kit,   £415.21 
K1100S Complete SLAVE Amplifier Kit £353.62 
K1100M Complete MONOBLOC Amplifier Kit  £271.20 
RLH11 Reprints of latest Amplifier articles   £1.80 
K1100CM Construction Manual with full parts lists   £5.50 

ALPS "Blue Velvet" PRECISION AUDIO CONTROLS. 

Now you can throw out those noisy ill-matched carbon pots and 
replace with the famous Hart exclusive ALPS 'Blue Velvet' range 
components only used selectively in the very top flight of World 
class amplifiers. The improvement in track accuracy and matching 
really is incredible giving better tonal balance between channels 
and rock solid image stability. Motorised versions have 5v DC 
motor. 

MANUAL POTENTIOMETERS 
2-Gang 100K Lin.   £15.67 
2-Gang 10K, 50K or 100K Log  £16.40 
2-Gang 10K Special Balance, zero crosstalk and zero centre 
loss.   £17.48 

MOTORISED POTENTIOMETERS 
2-Gang 20K Log Volume Control   £26.20 
2-Gang 10K RD Special Balance, zero crosstalk and less than 10% 
loss in centre position   £26.98 

TOROIDAL MAINS & OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
for E134, 32W VALVE AMPLIFIER 

Special set of toroidal transformers, 2 output & 1 mains for the "Hot 
Audio Power" valve amplifier design described in the Oct. 1995 
issue of "Wireless World". Total Wt 4.8Kg. Special price for the set. 
£99, Post £8 
RJM1. Photocopies of the Article by Jeff Macaulay. £2 

PRECISION Triple Purpose TEST CASSETTE TC1D. 

Are you sure your tape recorder is set up to give its best? Our latest 
triple purpose test cassette checks the three most important tape 

parameters without test equipment. Ideal when fitting new 
heads. A professional quality, digitally mastered test tape at a kil price anyone can afford. Test Cassette TCI D. Our price only   £9.99 

Send for Your FREE copy 
of our LISTS 

SHUNT FEEDBACK PICKUP PREAMPLIFIER 

If you want the very best sound out of vinyl discs then you need our 
high quality preamplifier with Shunt Feedback equalisation. The 
K1450 also has an advanced front end, specially optimised for low 
impedance moving coil cartridges as well as moving magnet types. 
Selected discrete components are used throughout for ultimate 
sound quality. The combination of John Linsley Hood design, high 
quality components and an advanced double sided printed circuit 
board layout make this a product at the leading edge of technology 
that you will be proud to own. A recent review in "Gramophone" 
magazine endorsing this view. Bought in kit form our step by step 
instructions it is very easy and satisfying to assemble, or you can 
buy a factory assembled version if you wish. 
This magnificent kit, comes complete with all parts ready to 
assemble inside the fully finished 228 x 134 x 63mm case. Comes 
with full, easy to follow, instructions as well as the Hart Guide to 
PCB Construction, we even throw in enough Hart Audiograde Silver 
Solder to construct your kit! 
K1450 Complete Kit   £116.58 
K1450SA Audiophile Kit   £138.94 
A1450SA Factory assembled Audiophile unit   £188.94 

"CHIARA" HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER. 

Highest quality, purpose designed, 'single ended' class 'A' 
headphone amplifier for 'stand alone' use or to supplement those 
many power amplifiers that do not have a headphone facility. Easy 
installation with special signal link-through feature, the unit uses our 
'Andante' Ultra High Quaky power supply. 
Housed in the neat, black finished. Hart minibox it features the wide 
frequency response, low-distortion and 'musicality' that one 
associates with designs from the renowned John Linsley Hood. 
Volume and balance controls are Alps "Blue Velvet" components. 
Very easy to build, or available factory assembled, the kit has very 
detailed instructions, and comes with Hart audiograde silver solder. 
A valuable personal listening option and an attractive and 
harmonious addition to any hifi system. 
K2100 Complete Standard Kit   £112.50 
K2100SA 'Series Audiophile' Kit with selected audiophile 
components  £115.48 
A2100SA 'Senes Audiophile', Factory Assembled  £115.48 
CM2100 Construction Manual £2.50 

"Andante" Linear Technology 
AUDIOPHILE POWER SUPPLIES 

The HART "Andante" series power supplies are specially designed 
for exacting audio use requiring absolute minimum noise, low hum 
field and total freedom from mechanical noise. 
Utilising linear technology throughout for smoothness and 
musicality makes it the perfect partner for the above units, or any 
equipment requiring fully stabilised ±15v supplies. 
There are two versions, l<3550 has 2 ±15v supplies and a single 
15v for relays etc. K3565 is identical in appearance and has one 
±15v. Both are in cases to match our 'Chiara' Headphone Amplifier 
and our K1450 "Shunt Feedback" Pickup preamp. 
K3550 Full Supply with all outputs   £94.75 
K3565 Power Supply for K1450 or K2100  £84.42 
A3550 Factory Assembled Full Supply £147.25 

SPEAKER DESIGN SOFTWARE. 
VISATON "Speaker Pro 6" is a complete speaker design program 
for use on IBM machines. Covers cabinet and crossover design and 
contains a full expandable database of drive units. Earning a "most 
reccommendable" accolade it tests this program is ideal for the 
professional speaker builder or serious audiophile. 
0303 Speaker Pro 6. 3.5"Disk   £45.51 
0309 Demo Version with Database  £9.28 

SPEAKER DAMPING MATERIALS 
Polyester Wool and Pure Lambs Wool both have optimal damping 
properties and are pleasant to handle. Standard 125g bag is 
sufficient for 20 litres enclosure volume. 
5070 Polyester Wool. 125g   £3.20 
5069 Pure Lambs Wool. 125g   £6.73 

ROARING SUBWOOFER. 
A full revised kit will be available soon for this excellent and imaginative 
design from Russel Bredon (MN Feb.97). The latest design will use 
the 30mm maximum cone displacement of the 10" VISATON GF250 
Driver to give even better performance at slightly reduced cost. 
Featuring a rubber suspended fibreglass cone, extended pole plate, 
vented magnet, Kapton carrier and dual 4ohm voice coils the GF250 is 
unbelievably good value at only £111.45 each. 

SPECIAL OFFER!, SOLENOID CONTROLLED 
FRONT LOAD CASSETTE DECK SFL800 

High quality (0.08%W&F) cassette mechanism with capability of 
using standard or downstream monitor R/P head. Offers all 
standard facilities under remote, logic or software control. The 
control requirements are so simple that for many applications not 
needing all functions manual switches will suffice. Power 
requirements are also simple with 12v solenoids and 12v speed 
controlled Motor, total power requirement being under 300mA. 
Logic control and wiring circuits are included tree with each deck. 
SFL800 Deck with Standard stereo head  £29.50 
SFL800D Fitted with High (Duality Downstream monitor head. £44.90 
(The Head alone is normally over £60!) 

HART TECHNICAL BOOKSHELF 
Try us for:- Bigger Range of Books, Better Prices, 

NO "28 Day Wait" 

"AUDIO ELECTRONICS" John Linsley Hood  £18.99' 
"THE ART OF LINEAR ELECTRONICS" 
John Linsley Hood. 1994   £16.95' 
"THE ART OF ELECTRONICS" Horowitz & Hill   £35.00' 
"DIGITAL AUDIO AND COMPACT DISC TECHNOLOGY" 
3rd.Edn. 0-240 51397 5  £19.95* 
"INTRODUCING DIGITAL AUDIO CD, DAT AND SAMPLING" 
ISBN 1870775 22 8  £7.95 
"ACTIVE FILTER COOKBOOK" Don Lancaster   £19.95 
"THE ART OF SOLDERING" 0-85935-324-3. 0  £3.95 
"TOWERS' INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR" 
0-572-01062-1     £19.95* 
"AUDIO" F.A.Wilson. BP111  £3.95 
"HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT' 
R.A.Penfold. BP267  £3.50 
"THE HART PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD CONSTRUCTION 
GUIDE."  £2.50 
"A SIMPLE CLASS A AMPLIFIER" 
J.L.Linsley Hood M.I.E.E. 1969. RLH12  £2.75 
"CLASS-A POWER" Single Ended 15W Amp. 
J.L.Linsley Hood M.I.E.E. 1996. RLH13  £2.50 

LOUDSPEAKERS; THE WHY AND HOW OF GOOD 
REPRODUCTION. G.Briggs. 1949.   £8.95 
"THE LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK" 
Vance Dickason. (5th Edn.)   £23.95* 
ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN AND 
CONSTRUCTION Ronald Wagner BKT6   £15.95 
"THE ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKBOOK" 
Roger P.Sanders. 1995  £24.95 
"BULLOCK ON BOXES" Bullock & White   £10.95 
"AN INTRODUCTION TO LOUDSPEAKERS & ENCLOSURE 
DESIGN" V. Capel. BP256  £3.95 
"LOUDSPEAKERS FOR MUSICIANS" BP297  £3.95 
"THEORY & DESIGN OF LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURES" 
J.E.Benson  £21.95 
"QUICK & EASY TRANSMISSION LINE SPEAKER DESIGN" 
Larry D.Sharp   £8.95 
"THE COUPLED CAVITY HANBOOK" David Purton   £4.90 
"VISATON. HOME HI Fl CATALOGUE." Full Specifications and 
Thiele Small Data on all Drive Units   £4.50 
"VISATON. CAR HI Fl CATALOGUE." in car guide   £3.50 
"VISATON. CABINET PROPOSALS" Book 1. In GERMAN £6.50 
"VISATON. CABINET PROPOSALS" Book 2. In GERMAN £6.50 
"SPEAKER PRO 6." VISATON Cabinet Design Software.. £45.51 
"SPEAKER PRO 6." Demo Version with drive unit database £9.28 

"VALVE AMPLIFIERS" Morgan Jones. 1995/6  £24.50 
THE VTL BOOK David Manley 1994. BKVT1  £17.95 
MULLARD TUBE CIRCUITS FOR AUDIO AMPUFIERS BICAA27 
 £11.95 
"THE WILLIAMSON AMPUFIER." 0-9624-1918-4  £6.95 
AN APPROACH TO AUDIO FREQUENCY AMPUFIER DESIGN. 
GEC 1957  £17.95 
AUDIO ANTHOLOGIES, articles from Audio Engineering. Six 
volumes covering the days when audio was young and valves were 
king!. BKAA3/1 to 6.   All £12.95 each 
"THE RADIOTRON DESIGNERS HANDBOOK" (CD) .... £49.00 
"PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRON TUBES" H.D.Reich PH.D. £25.95 
"POWER AMP PROJECTS" Anthology. 1970-1989.  £15.50 
"WORLD TUBE DIRECTORY" 1996-7 Sourcebook of valve 
related products  £5.95 
Fuller descriptions of the contents of all our books is given in our full 
catalogue, price  £4.50 

Postage on all books, unless starred. Is only £2 per book, 
maximum £4.50 for any number, any size!. Starred items are heavy 
books costing £3.50 to send. 

Don't forget No waiting at HART. All listed books are normally 
In stock!. Just ring with your Credit Card Number for instant 
despatch!. 

POSTAGE on UK Orders up to £20 is £2. Over £20 is £4.50. 

OVERSEAS Please Enquire. 

Fuller Details of ALL kits are given in our 
List, FREE on request. 

24 Hr. ORDERLINE 01691 652894 All Prices include 
Fax. 01691 662864 UK/EC VAT. 

• 
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CONTACT 

Cooke International 
ELECTRONIC TEST & MEASURING INSTRUMENTS 

Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Barnham, 
Bognor Regis, West Sussex, P022 OHD, U.K. 

Tel: (+44)01243 545111/2 Fax: (+44)01243 542457 
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CONTACT 

Cooke International 
Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Barnham, 

Bognor Regis, West Sussex, P022 OHD, U.K. 

CC 
CHELMER VALVE COMPANY 
for High Quality Audio Tubes 

The CVC Premium range offers continuity of supply of high grade audio valves. 
Based on the best from world-wide sources, processed by us to suit audio applications. 

Pre-amp types tested/selected for LOW NOISE, HUM and MICROPHONY. 
Power valves are given controlled BURN-IN to improve stability and to select-out those 

with weaknesses. MAJOR BRANDS also supplied as available. 

A selection of CVC PREMIUM Audio Tubes 
PRE-AMP TUBES 

ECC81 
ECC82 
ECC83 
ECC85 
ECC88 
ECF82 
ECL82 
ECL86 
EF86 
E8OF 
E81CC 6H20. 
E82 CC Gain A. 
E83CC Gold e, 
E88CC 
6E7 
6SL7GT 
6SN7GT 
6922 
7025 

POWER TUBES 

5.00 EL3-',; 
500 EL34 
500 EL34 
600 ELB4 6505 
5.00 EL509 519 
5.00 E84L 7189A 
5.00 KT56 
5.00 KT77 
5.50 KT88 

10.00 KT88 , 
580 KT88 . 
8.00 PL509 519 
7.50 243. 
8.00 211 
6.06 3006 
4.50 6C33C•B 
4.50 6L6GC 
820 6L6WGC 5881 
6.50 6V6GT 

6080 
61468 

POWER TUBES 

750 ,Corltwlued , 

eao 
8.50 
4.70 
13.00 
6.50 
950 
1200 
1250 
21.00 
60.00 
ea) 
14.50 
22.00 
50.00 
27.00 
6.50 
8.00 
500 

11.50 
10.50 

6336A 
6550A 
6550WA or WB 
7581A 
807 
811A 
812A 
845 

48.00 

11.00 

13.50 

11.00 

9.00 

1100 

34 00 
30 00 

RECTIFIER TUBES 

EZ80 
EZ81 
GZ32 
GZ33 
GZ34 
GZ37 
5U4G 
5V4GT 
5Y3GT 
5Z4GT 

400 
4.50 

11.00 

9.50 

6.50 

6.50 

5.00 

4.50 

4.00 

4.50 

isocKE-rs ETC. 
B9A 
B9A 
Octale . 
Octal e 
4 Pin ew 243 
4 Pin Rot.,'..''.-, 5.00 
4 Pin 4.... 211.4 11.00 

4 Pir uuneo fig, two 

15.00 

5 Pin (FROM 300 

7 Pin et, IICOC-el 4.50 

9 Pin Ike& Rae> One 5.00 

Screening Can 
/F., ECM et< 2.00 

Anode Connecter 
lie Be erc 

Anode Connecter 
I...Mee 

Retainer /F., (46.1 Re , 2.00 

1.60 

3.00 

1.80 

4.20 

3.30 

1.50 

1.70 

Wand a few "Other Brands" (inc. Scarce types). 
5AR4/GZ34 MULlARO 20.00 

5R4GV RCA sm 7.00 

5R4WGY CH...MUSA 10.00 

5U4GB fru 0.4e 12.00 

5Y3WGT true. 5.00 

6AS7G oct o, SOMER. 12.00 

6AU6WC ootcosc 3.50 

6134G RAYTHEON 
65W6 BRIRIAR 
65X7 GT srmanuei 
6CG7/6F07 6.566 

6CL6 Oct or GE 
6CW4 RCA 
6SL7GT src 

27.00 

5.00 

8.50 

7.50 

5.00 

11.00 

5.50 

6SN7GT EIRIMAR 
12AT7WA 4.14050 
12AY7 GEGGVANIA 
12AZ7 GE 
12BH7A Re RCA 

12BY7A GE 
12E1 stc 

5.50 

5.00 

7.75 

7.50 

13.00 

9.00 

12.50 

13E1 so 
805 COSOS 

5842.6 GEC 

6080W FUNGSO, 

6550A GV 
614656, 

110.00 
50.00 
15.00 
12.50 

22.00 

17.00 

ASO ABOUT ANY TYPES NOT ON THIS LIST ALL PRICES IN U It POUNDS E 
Please note carriage astre - VAT (EEC only) - When ordering state if matching required (add (1.00 per tube). 

Payment by CREDIT CARD (ACCESS, VISA, MASTERCARD) or BANKERS DRAFT. TRANSFER or CHEOUE (UK ONLY). 

FAX or POST your ORDER - We shall send PROFORMA INVOICE if necessary 

Valve Amplifiers sound better still fitted with CVC PREMIUM Valves! 

Chelmer Valve Company, 130 New London Road, 
Chelmsford, Essex CM2 OFtG. England. 

14 44 (0)1245 355296/265865 Fax: 44 (0)1245 490064 
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CLASSIFIED 
TEL 0181 6523620 FAX 0181 652 8956 

ARTICLES FOR SALE 
RF DESIGN 
SERVICES 

All aspects of RF hardware 
development considered from 
concept to production. 

WATERBEACH ELECTRONICS' 

TEL: 01223 862550 
FAX: 01223 440853 

State of the art SC cut Oven Controlled 
Crystal Oscillators at 16.384 MHz. 

These can be divided by 2 to the power 
14 to give I kHz to function as the 

reference for frequency synthesisers etc. 

Oscillators are stable to a few parts in ten 
to the eleven over 1 second/parts in ten 
to the nine over -40+700. <1 part intento 

the seven per year. SSB noise plots 
available. 12V supply 600mA on warm 
up built in 8V reference for Electrical 

control of frequency. Only £49 inc. P&P. 

Phone/Fax: 01837 810590 for further details. 

CAPACITORS 
Large volume availability of capacitors 
direct from manufacturer in pitch sizes 
5, 7.5 & 10. VDC 63, 100, 250, 400 & 630. 

pF 0.00 - pF 0.68 

For further details please contact: 

PALA CAPACITORS 
Tel: 01483 565090 
Fax: 01483 566050 

RF ei Data/Comms Test 
Equipment (Ex Govt). 

• HP Tektronix, Philips, Gould, etc. 
• Scopes (20MHz-20GHz DSO), 
Analysers. Sig Generators, and other 
items, Manuals. As New. 
Cash Offers Invited for URGENT  Sale 

For Full Details call Victor on: 
Tel: 01189 626866 Mobile: 0802 884155 

MARCONI 2380/2383 Spectrum Analyser. 
100Hz to 4.2GHz. Internal T.G. 3Hz RBW. 
Markers. memory GPIB. Recently calibrated. 
£6,500. Tel: 0181-421 6606. 

LA100 
Lindos Audio Analyser 

We have a limited number of ex-demo units 

for sale at the very special price of 

£3200 + VAT 
(Normal List price £4200 + VAT) 

These are in "as-new" condition, complete with Lin4win PC software 

and a full 12 month warranty. At these prices, it's cheque with order, 

so please send £3760 (inc VAT and carriage) per unit to: 

Lindos Electronics Saddlemakers Lane Melton Woodbridge IP12 1PP 

Tel: 01394 380307 Fax: 01394 385156 e-mail: info@lindos. co.uk 

ARTICLES WANTED 

Most types considered but especially KT88, PX4/PX25, KT66, 

KT77, EL34, EL37, ECC83. Valves must be UK manufacture to 
achieve top prices. Also various valve-era equipment 

e.g. Garrard 301. 

COURTEOUS, PROFESSIONAL SERVICE 

Ask for a free copy of our wanted List. 

BILLINGTON EXPORT LTD., Billingshurst, Sussex RH14 9EZ 

Tel: 01403 784961 Fax: 01403 783519 
VISITORS PLEASE PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT 

TOP PRICES PAID 
For all your valves, tubes, sern1,, 

conductors and IC's 

Langrex Supplies Limited 
1 Mayo Road, Croydon 

Surrey CRO2CIP 

TEL: 0181-684 1166 
FAX: 0181-684 3056 

RECRUITMENT 

FREELANCE 
Digital Design Engineer 

Required for Audio Tone Generation. 
Please reply in writing, detailing experience to: 

Mr Gregory, Reid Sohn Ltd, 
216 High Street, Bromley, Kent BR1 1PVV 

the papua new guinea 
university of technology 

Department of Electrical and 
Communication Engineering 

Senior Lecturer/ 
Lecturer 
Computer System Engineering/Networking/ 
Data Communication 

The Department of Electrical and Communication Engineering 
is one of four engineering departments in the Papua New 
Guinea University of Technology. The Department is the only 
Electrical Engineering school in the whole country. It has a 
degree programme leading to BEng (Power) and BEng 
(Communication) It is also running a Diploma programme 
which is a three year course leading to Engineering 
(Electronics). It will soon offer MEng Programmes in Power 
and Communication Engineering. The Department has three 
major disciplines. i e Power and Control, Communication a 
Electronics and Computer Systems Engineering. A v4iniiy 
exist in the area of Computer Systems Engineering. The !, 
appointment can be made at a Senior Lecturer/Lecturer level ' 
depending on qualifications and experience of the candidate, 
who will be expected to have teaching/research experience, 
PhD or other higher qualification with established 
professional experience. The appointee will be expected to 
take active part in the undergraduate and postgraduate 
teaching and research in one or more of these areas: 
Computer Architecture, Computer Networking, Data 
Communication and Software Engineering. 

The candidate will be initially appointed on a three year 
contract (renewable). He or she will be expected to start 
academic duties from 1 February 1498. 

Salary per annum: Senior Lecturer K41,321 - K45,631; 
Lecturer VII K32.458 - K39.866. (Level of appointment depends 
upon qualifications and experience). 

Initial contract period is normally for three years but shorter 
periods can be negotiated. Other benefits include a gratuity of 
30% in the first year, 35% in the second year and 40% in the 
third year taxed at 35%; support for approved research, 
appointment and repatriation fares; leave fares for staff 
member and family after 18 months of service; settling-in and 
settling-out allowances, six weeks' paid leave per year; 
education fares and assistance towards school fees; free 
housing. Salary protection plan and medical benefit schemes 
are available. Staff members are also permitted to earn from 
consultancy up to 50% of earnings annually. 

Detailed applications two copies) with curriculum vitae, 
including certified copies of qualifications obtained and 
names and addresses, fax/phone numbers of three referees 
and an indication of the earliest availability to take up the 
appointment should be received by, The Registrar, PNG 
University of Technology, Private Mail Bag, LAE, Papua New 
Guinea by 26 December 1997. Further general information 
may be obtained from the Association of Commonwealth 
Universities (462321. 36 Gordon Square, London WCIH OPE 
(tel. 0171 387 8572 ext. 206; fax 0171 813 3055; email 
appts@acu.ac.uk). 

A member of the Association of Commonwealth Universities 



:g SOFTWARE • HARDWARE 

Contact: 
Kan i Myring 
(Software) 
Steve Davis! 
Steve Riley 
(Hardware) 
Simon Allder 
(Production and Test) 
Steve Riley 
(Mechanical/PCB) 

Solution 
The Tower House 
High Street 
Aylesbury 
Bucks 
HP20 1SQ 

Tel: 
01296 336036 
Fax: 
01296 336037 
Email: 
SolutionTechnical 
@MSN.COM 

SENIOR HARDWARE 
DESIGN ENGINEER 
Leicester to 30k 
This successful company design and 
develop Data Communication Network 
products and are now looking to recruit an 
experienced Digital design Engineer due 
to company expansion. You should be 
degree qualified with at least 5 years post 
graduate experience of digital and 
embedded 16/32 bit microprocessors 
including CPLD's and FPGA's. You 
should be able to work on your own 
initiative and within a team designing 
innovative communications products. The 
company uses various design tools 
including VHDL, Viewlogic, Altera 
MAXplus 2 and Xilinx for FPGA and 
PLD synthesis, therefore it is envisaged 
that you will have had previous 
experience of these tools. 

HARDWARE DESIGN 
ENGINEER 
Norfolk 25k to 30k 
This company designs and develops a 
range of test equipment for the electronics 
industry and are now looking to recruit a 
Hardware Engineer who can provide test 
solution through the design of innovative 
test equipment. It is expected that you will 
be qualified to HNC/degree level with at 
least 2 years experience of Digital, 
Analogue and RF technologies. Your 
Digital experience should cover DSP's, 
PLD's and high end Processors. You 
should also be capable of using various 
CAD tools for schematic entry and 
board layout. 

SENIOR ELECTRON-
ICS DESIGNER 
Cambridge to 35k 
A leading specialist in the design and 
manufacture of peripheral products are 
looking to recruit a Senior level hardware 
design engineer who can demonstrate 
successful application of their skills to the 
design and completion of commercial 
products. As a hardware designer you 
should have at least 2 years experience 
with both digital and analogue circuitry 
and design for EMC. You should also be 
capable of software design for real time 
systems and have previous experience of 
C and Assembler programming. Other 
hardware design experience should 
include PIC. PLD's and Z80 pro's. 

TECHNICAL 
MANAGER 
Wilts to £45k + car + bens 
First class well known telecoms company 
has created a new group within their R&D 
Department which will focus on 
developing prototype network software 
technology for 3rd generation mobile 
systems. As Technical Manager of this 
group you will be organising and leading 
development of these technologies which 
will span ATM, Internet and emerging 
GSM protocols which will be central to 
the development of next generation net-
works. You will have at least 5 years 
experience in leading/managing advanced 
software development projects in some of 
the following: C/C++, 00D, IPv6, Mobile 
IP, RSVP, IP security, Internet Message 
Access Protocol, Virtual Private 
Networks, SNMP, TMN, ATM, QoS, 
B-ISDN, FUNI, LANE, MPOA, switching 
& routing software architectures, network 
operating systems. 

GRAPHICS — TV 
Hants £18k to 40k 
Well known international consumer 
electronics company with an expanding 
UK design centre seeks engineers with 
drive and ability. In exchange for your 
skills & experience you can expect great 
career prospects, state-of-the-art work, and 
the prestige of working for this first class 
company. If you are well-educated with 
some experience under your belt and skills 
in some of the following: graphics device 
drivers, algorithmic development for 2D 
or 3D graphics libraries, real-time 
embedded systems, graphics display for 
TV, then please send a C.V. or give me a 
call for further details. Call Kan Myring. 

RF DESIGN ENGINEER 
S. West £25k to 40k + Benefits 
Due to the continued expansion of this well 
known company who design, develop and 
manufacture telecommunications equipment 
we are now looking to recruit experienced 
RF Designers. You should have at least 2 
years experience of RF Design and 
development with a leading commercial 
company. Your designs should include RX, 
TX, Synthesisers, LNA's to frequency 
ranges 2GHz, however higher frequency 
ranges will be considered. You should also 
be familiar with various design tools such 
as EEsof, Touchstone, Libra and Pspice. 
Excellent future career prospects are 
available for experienced engineers. 

ASIC DESIGNERS 
Berks to £35k + Bonus 
With over 25000 IC designs to their credit 
this company is at the cutting edge of IC 
design technology and has every intention of 
staying there. You will be working in their 
design consultancy division to help assist 
their customers in solving their design related 
problems, from assistance with specific 
designs to a complete re-engineering of the 
product development process. You should 
have least 1 years design experience with 
ASIC's, with VHDL or Verilog and 
familiarity with Synthesis, Simulation and 
'liming analysis is desirable. 

ASIC DESIGN 
ENGINEER 
Hampshire (S. Coast) to £35k 
A successful design consultancy is looking 
to recruit an experienced IC Design 
Engineer who can demonstrate excellent 
design abilities in ASIC design. The 
company is involved in a variety of 
leading projects including data comms, 
networking, digital video and audio 
compression and multi Processor ASIC's. 
It is essential that you have previous 
experience of VHDL and/or Verilog. The 
company offers an excellent benefits 
package including high basic, share 
scheme and company car prospects. 

VIDEO/AUDIO — TV 
Cambridge £20k to 35k 
International manufacturers of exciting TV 
Broadcast equipment - a young and 
dynamic engineering driven company and 
winner of 1997 Queens Award for Export. 
Their products are based on proprietary 
RISC hardware & software with applica-
tions for character generation, graphics 
creation 2D & 3D animation, non-linear 
video & audio editing. You will be 
developing the algorithms and applications 
level software for their range of innovative 
video and audio processing systems used 
for TV production around the world. You 
should have 2 years + experience in C in 
an embedded environment; any experience 
in graphics or audio software a plus. 

GET INTO 
LEADING-EDGE GSM! 
Berks to £40k 
First class company, well-known name, 

are currently seeking several Principal & 
Senior Software Design Engineers. You 
will be given technically challenging work 
at the leading edge of the mobile comms 
market. Ideally you will have a few years 
experience, a good degree (or HND with 

good experience) and a demonstrable 
background in developing real-time 
embedded systems in C or similar. You 
should also have SOME of the following: 

structured methods, GSM, configuration 
management or testing methods, in-circuit 
emulation, debugging, UNIX. They are 
also willing to consider more junior 

engineers with relevant experience. 

IMAGE PROCESSING 
Surrey £15k to 30k 
World leader in design of high speed 
graphics for visual simulation and imaging 
are looking for bright engineers to work 
on a variety of interesting imaging 
projects. You should have a good degree 
(2:1 or above) from a good university with 
some experience in image processing/ 

compression, real-time imaging, C, and 
some assembler. Experience in embedded 
systems, DSP, CCTV video, storage 
systems, automated analysis, video 
streams, motion are also desirable. They 

are happy to consider fresh graduates with 
some project experience in image 
processing to engineers with 5-10 years 
experience. Call Kan Myring. 

REAL-TIME 
EMBEDDED 
UK wide fin to 45k 
If you have some experience designing 
real-time embedded software, you are in 
demand! If you would like to work on 
more exciting growth applications areas, I 
have many companies happy to consider 
applicants from other industries. Or 
perhaps your skills aren't being 
recognised and are looking for a career 
move. Now is an exciting time and you 

don't want to stay stuck in a rut! Why not 
give me a call to discuss your particular 
options? I currently have vacancies in 
multimedia, video conferencing, network-

ing, telecoms, radiocoms, automotive, 
broadcast & interactive TV, image 
processing, automation, consultancy. Call 
Kan Myring. 

ASIC DESIGN 
ENGINEER 
Cambridge to 45k + Benefits 
This company is involved in the design 
and development of various products for 
the electronics market place which 
includes Mobile Communications, 
Datacomms and Digital TV/Video. They 
are currently looking to recruit a Senior 
ASIC Design Engineer with a 
SERIOUSLY good background. It is 
essential that you are technically brilliant 
in ASIC design and development and have 
solid experience of complex IC designs 
from 25k - 250k gate devices. You should 
also be degree qualified with experience 
of VHDL and Synopsys tools. This is a 
very high level position, known as the 
ASIC GURU and therefore requires an 
engineer of substantial experience 
and character. 
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Calling all Radio 
/ Technicians 

We have some excellent 
opportunities for systems 
professionals at all levels 
working in the fields of: 

GSM 
Fixed Access Radio 
Military IS 
PMR DECT TETRA 
Satellite Communications 
x25 x400 Internet 

We would be glad to focus our 
efforts on securing your next move. 
Please call Gareth Shaw, (ref. 1968H). 
Tel: 01727 841101 Fax: 01727 838272 
Emall gareth@jprecruit.com 

JPR, The Courtyard, Alban Park, Hatfield Rd, St Albans, Herts AL4 OLA. 
e  



GilM120-PRO 

The Ultimate 8051 
Nlicrocontroller 
rogrammer 

A f149.00 Order Code: MPW-SYS 

_;\J\.r4ine 
jJf 

Supports programming of 
Atmel 90S(AVR) 
microcontroller families 

Supports both Parallel and 
Serial programming modes 

Comes complete with: 

Serial programming cable, AT9051200 microcontroller, 
assembler, CD ROM Databook, Parallel cable and 
Power supply „.i. li 

Men he 

Do boog• Deco YIN. ba. to. 

Seroleal 

Lèmelt 5.gembee 

P Orr. Iona 

s Atmel FLASH 89 
+895, Generic 87C51/52/FA/ 
FB/FC microcontroller derivatives 

• FLASH & E2 libraries also 
availa chargeable update 

x59.9s Order Code: AVR-ST A 

£39.95 Order Code: UISP-V2-5Y5 

INI:1 1120-1SP 

Serial Programming System 
"Now you can program the 8051 

Parallal 

Port 

10-Way CD Cable 

Target Vcc LED 

ralcro-ISP 

Serial 

Programmer 
Sea& floc 

Target Vcc LED 
Ma 10-Way Header 

cc 
Target 
MP Mk ro 

without removing the device from the socket!" 

895 Socket Stealer Module 
Simply plug this into your existing 8051 or AVR socket for INSTANT 
In-System Programming NO 
Target System redesign required. 49.00 Order Code: SS-89S-DIL40 

P Er. 

P CI mar. err. 
✓ así; Pole. 

De...D.61mo I l*Ilm  

Mac...« Nord AYR  

Poe *11(1512110 • New.0 
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The above software is now available with all 
our programmers featured in this ad 

LAI e 

erultiox 
TECHNOLOGIES 

EQUINOX TECHNOLOGIES UK LIMITED 

The Embedded Solutions Company 

For product information visit our web site at 
www.equinox-tech.com 

E-mail: sales@equinox-tech.com 

229 Greenmount Lane Bolton BL1 5.IB UK 

'1113— Emu am 
••••ff OR CI« 

••• 

is •.••• 
•••vare 1,1 Mal 

• .1•1•4.1.1•.• 

• A comprehensive range of 51 Starter & 
Development Systems are also available 

EQUIN( ,sTRIBUTORS: BELGIUM Alcorn Electronics Ny/sa +32 3 458 30 33 ENGLAND Abacus Eiger +44 1925 626626, Farnell Components +44 1132 790101, GD Technik +44 1734 342277, Rapid Electronics +44 1206 

751166, Quarndon Electronics +44 1332 332651 FRANCE Newtek +33 1 4687 2200 GERMANY Ineltek GmbH +49 7321 93850, MSC Vertriebs GmbH +49 08 9945532 12 GREECE Micrelec +30 1 5395042 4 ITALY Grifo Italian 
Technology +39 51 89 20 52, Newtek Italia +39 2 33 10 53 08 NETHERLANDS Alcom Electronics BV +31 10 4519533, NORWAY ACTE NC Norway +47 63898900, Jakob Hatteland Electronic AS +47 53763000 PORTUGAL 

Anatronic +35 119 371 834 SPAIN Anatronic SA +34 1 366 01 59 SWITZERLAN , Anatec Ag .41 41 748 32 41 USA Hitools Inc +1 408 298 9077, Peachtree Technology 4.1 770 888 4002 

Equinox reserves the right to change prices & specifications of any of the above products without prior notice. E&0E. All prices are exclusive of VAT & carriage AVR'' is a trademark of the Atmel Corporation 



POWERFUL PORTABLE) 

PROGRAMMERS?) 

CIRCLE NO. 10 I ON REPLI 

DATAMAN-48LV 

• Plugs straight into parallel port of PC or 

laptop 

• Programs and verifies at 2, 2.7, 3.3 & 5V 

• True no-adaptor programming up to 48 

pin DIL devices 

• Free universal 44 pin PLCC adaptor 

• Built-in world standard PSU - for go-

anywhere programming 

• Package adaptors available for TSOP, 

PSOP, QFP, SOIC and PLCC 

• Optional EPROM emulator 

DATAMAN S4 

• Programs 8 and 16 bit EPROMs, 

EEPROMs, PEROMs, 5 and 12V FLASH, 

Boot-Block FLASH, PICs, 8751 

microcontrollers and more 

• EPROM emulation as standard 

• Rechargeable battery power for total 

portability 

• All-in-one price includes emulation 

leads, AC charger, PC software, spare 

library ROM, user-friendly manual 

• Supplied fully charged and ready to use 

£795 VAT 

SURELY NOT. 
SURELY SOMEONE SOMEWHERE HAS 
DEVELOPED A PORTABLE PROGRAMMER 
THAT HAS EVEN MORE FEATURES, EVEN 
GREATER FLEXIBILITY AND IS EVEN 
BETTER VALUE FOR MONEY, 
ACTUALLY, NO. BUT DON'T TAKE OUR 
WORD FOR IT, USE THE FEATURE 
SUMMARY BELOW TO SEE HOW OTHER 
MANUFACTURERS' PRODUCTS COMPARE. 

S4 GAL MODULE 

• Programs wide range of 20 and 24 pin 

logic devices from the major GAL vendors 

• Supports JEDEC files from all popular 

compilers 

SUPPORT 

• 3 year parts a‘r.ici labour guarantee 

• Windows/DOS software included 

• Free technical support for life 

• Next day delivery - always in stock 

• Dedicated UK supplier, established 1978 

Still as unbeatable as ever. Beware of 

cheap imitations. Beware of false 

promises. Beware of hidden extras. 

If you want the best, there's still only one 

choice - Dataman. 

Order via credit card hotline - phone 

today, use tomorrow. 

Alternatively, request more detailed 

information on these and other market-

leading programming solutions. 

MONEY-BACK 
30 DAY TRIAL 

If you do not agree that these truly are the 
most powerful portable programmers you can 

buy, simply return your Dataman product 
within 30 days for a full refund 

Mmn1 
0130€002.0.71 

'rag le CO 
Orders received by4pm will normally be despatched same day. 

Order today, get it tomorrow! 

EAT/1111E1n 
Dataman Programmers Ltd, Station Rd, 
Maiden Newton, Dorchester, 
Dorset, DT2 OAE, UK 
Telephone +44/0 1300 320719 
Fax +44/0 1300 321012 
BBS +44/0 1300 321095 (24hr) 
Modem V.34N.FC/V.32bis 
Home page: http://wvvw.dataman.com 
FTP: ftp.dataman.com 
Email: sales@dataman.com 


